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Abstract
The present thesis analyses different software supplier types and the development of supplier firms
in the context of the Finnish ICT cluster, which underwent rapid growth in the 1990s. The central
brand-owner firms in the cluster have been accompanied by a high number of smaller industrial
supplier firms that base their business on serving their large customer organisations. The research to
date on the ICT cluster has largely focused on understanding the development and purchasing
strategies of the large customer firms and thus does not provide a sufficient basis for understanding
how supplier firms in the cluster operate and develop. It is this gap that the present study undertakes
to address.
The thesis begins by building a theoretical framework that identifies the main factors affecting the
development of industrial supplier firms. The inner context of the framework is based on the resourcebased view of the firm and the capability approach, while the outer context rests on principles drawn
from theories of evolutionary economics. Supplier development is analysed as a change from one
firm type to another.
The empirical part of the thesis consists of a quantitative and a qualitative study. The former
identifies five software supplier types and elaborates a typology capturing their main features, e.g.,
key resources, capabilities and operating logic. The latter then applies the theoretical framework in
analysing the development of four software supplier firms within the ICT cluster. The empirical
analysis generates a number of propositions on the development of software supplier firms that
together constitute a description of the firms' typical development path and the most significant
resources and capabilities enabling the development identified. The software suppliers' change from
providing customised software services towards independent production of software products was
found to be extremely difficult. The thesis concludes with a discussion of strategy-level choices that
are relevant in managing this type of development.

Keywords: industrial supplier, supplier typology, ICT cluster, software firm, development,
resource-based view, dynamic capability
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1 Introduction
Chapter 1 of the thesis describes the context and the purpose of the study. The
introduction starts with a short discussion of the background of the research. This is
followed by a description of the gaps identified in current research, a presentation of the
research questions and a general overview of the nature of studies on firm development.
The chapter then proceeds to present methodological considerations, define the scope of
the study and describe briefly the empirical context. The introduction concludes with an
overview of the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Background
This study addresses the development of industrial supplier companies in general and of
software subcontractor firms in the information and communication industries in
particular. The topic of the thesis was largely inspired by the rapid expansion of the
Finnish Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Cluster which began in the
1990s. This growth has had very positive effects on the Finnish economy. In fact, during
the last decade, the Finnish ICT cluster has grown into one of the major sources of
national competitive advantage alongside the more traditional forest industries. The
cluster consists of several industrial segments that are connected by the utilisation and
production of information and communication technology. Software is an integral part of
that technology, extending into practically every segment of the cluster. For example, in
mobile phones, software development now accounts for nearly 80 percent of the total
R&D work effort. Clearly, software producers are automatically very closely linked to the
other actors in the ICT cluster.
The fast growth of the ICT cluster in the 1990s was accompanied by the establishment
of a large number of rather small software supplier firms. These firms were mainly
founded as a response to the increasing need of ICT firms to purchase software that is
both used in production processes and embedded in the ICT customer firms’ products.
Most of the software suppliers started their operations as industrial subcontractors to
significantly larger customer organisations. During the period of high economic growth,
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many of these suppliers developed into relatively large, independent software firms. A
few firms even redirected their operations such that software development subcontractors
became independent producers of software products. Not all software supplier firms,
however, developed into larger and more independent firms; some adhered to the business
model they had started with, operating as small producers of customised software.
The major empirical problem discussed in this thesis emerges from this phenomenon.
The thesis is concerned with the type of software supplier firms operating in the ICT
cluster and why and how some succeed in the development towards larger and more
independent software firms whereas others do not. The emphasis is on understanding this
development from the suppliers’ perspective more so than from the customer’s. The
empirical problem leads into the key theoretical focus of the thesis, which concerns the
development of industrial supplier organisations on a more general level. The theoretical
challenge is to define different factors that may affect the development of such
organisations as well as to provide a deeper understanding of their possible paths of
development.
Addressing the research problems of the thesis described above entails reference to
several different theoretical streams of literature. The first and most obvious area of
literature is the development of industrial supplier firms and subcontracting relationships.
A key factor that distinguishes industrial suppliers from other organisations is their
dependence on key customers. Typically, industrial supplier organisations do not have
their own ‘independent’ products but build customised products or services for their
customers1. In the case of a small software subcontracting company in particular, there
might only be one key customer. The actions of that one customer then have a significant
impact on the supplier’s possibilities for develop. Thus, although the emphasis here is on
the development of the supplier, the research also gives due consideration to subcontracting relationships.
The literature on the development of specifically customer-dependent industrial
supplier organisations is limited, however. A review of this literature is presented in
Chapter 2, but an understanding of the factors that affect the development of industrial
supplier firms requires insights from other types of literature as well. One of these
streams of literature is the general literature on organisational development; an industrial
supplier firm is an organisation and is thus faced with the same type of basic managerial
challenges as any other firm. A supplier firm has inputs, value-adding operations and
outputs and, just like any other firm, also has customers whom it serves; and normally it
also has competitors who produce products, services or solutions for similar customers’
problems. Moreover, subcontracting firms also operate within a certain industrial context
that sets limitations on and provides opportunities for the firms’ operations. On balance,
the general literature on firm growth and development represents an essential focus of this
thesis, with the particular interest here being theories that study firm development from a
firm-internal perspective by looking at the resource and capability base of the firm.
Another important area of literature in the present study is that on industry change.
Existing theories suggest that the business of an industrial supplier organisation is highly
dependent on the customer, whereby if one is to understand how the customer’s strategies
1. Occasionally the terms ‘subcontractor’ and ‘supplier’ are distinguished based on the firms’ ability to produce
products of their own. A subcontractor does not have its own product-offering capabilities, whereas a
supplier has a product/products that it can sell to several customers (e.g., Lilliecreutz 1998). In this thesis, the
terms ‘subcontractor’ and ‘supplier’ are used interchangeably.
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and business may change, one must also understand how and why the customer’s
operating context, i.e., the customer industry, changes. Furthermore, due to the special
nature of software, the ‘industry-specific’ literature on software firms also contributes to
shaping the theoretical scope of the thesis.

1.2 Research gaps
The focus of this research is on understanding the development of industrial software
supplier firms. This includes looking at the factors that affect the development of
industrial supplier firms on a more general level. Although the key-customer relationship
is of great importance, especially for a small supplier firm, the focus adopted here is not
the buying organisation but the development of the supplier. The existing literature
concerning the research area described is deficient in many respects. Several research
gaps can be identified in the literature on industrial supplier firm development and that on
industrial supplier typologies. Similarly, gaps exist in the research on subcontracting
relationships from the suppliers’ perspective and, in particular, in the literature on the
software industry. These are discussed in more detail below.
The number of studies that specifically address the development of industrial supplier
firms is very limited (e.g., Lillecreutz 1998, Lehtinen 2001). Indeed, as there is no good
theoretical base for understanding the development of industrial supplier firms, the thesis
draws on findings from several different streams of literature to create one. The weakness
of applying more general-level theories in analysing industrial supplier firm development
is that these theories typically only focus on either firm-internal or firm-external factors
affecting firm development. In fact, the development of firms in general has been
explained traditionally in terms of changes either in firm-internal or -external factors (see
Rumelt et al. 1994, Foss 1997). However, in the case of an industrial subcontractor that is
rather dependent on its key customer(s), clearly both internal and external factors affect
the development of the firm. There are only few theories that combine factors from both
of these contexts in explaining the development of firms, the best known of these perhaps
being the theory of competence-based competition (e.g., Sanchez et al. 1996). One other
perspective regards a firm’s development as a result of a guided evolution influenced by
both firm-exogenous and -endogenous factors (e.g., Lovas & Ghoshal 2000).
In addition to examining the factors that affect the development of supplier firms, this
thesis also seeks answers to the problem of identifying the processes in supplier firms that
drive the firms’ development. The literature on such processes is relatively recent (e.g.,
Teece & Pisano 1994, Eisenhardt & Martin 2000, Teece et al. 2000, Helfat 2000). Both
the theories and the empirical studies dealing with the drivers of firm development have
been criticised for not yet being very well developed. Moreover, the applicability of the
theories in conducting extensive empirical research has been questioned mostly due to the
vague nature of the concepts that underpin them.
Another key stream of theoretical literature that is relevant for the thesis is that on
industrial subcontracting relationships. One shortcoming of this type of literature with
respect to the problem area of this thesis, however, is that the theories presented in it are
mainly constructed from the customer’s point of view (e.g., Jenster & Pedersen 2000).
Similarly, supplier typologies are proposed based on different dimensions that measure
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the suppliers’ importance to the customer, not on how the supplier firms operate. Certain
exceptions notwithstanding (e.g., Seppänen 2000), it can be argued that the resources,
capabilities and strategic options of the supplier side in different types of subcontracting
relationships are poorly represented (e.g., Kaufman et al. 2000, Clark and Fujimoto
1991). Furthermore, most of the research on industrial subcontracting relationships
focuses on more traditional manufacturing industries; the subcontracting systems in the
Japanese and the American auto industries in particular have inspired a number of
researchers (Lamming 1993, Hines 1995, Nishiguchi 1994).
Finally, a research gap can also be identified in the literature on the software industry,
in as much as the perspective taken in that literature on how software firms operate is
rather limited. Software firms are typically categorised as operating in the software
product business, in the software project business, or in what are referred to as enterprise
applications (Hoch et al. 1999, Carmel & Sawyer 1998, Dube 1998). However, not many
firms operate solely within one segment; a single firm may produce for example both
software products and customised software in projects. On balance, there is a lack of
research that differentiates the ways of operating and producing software within a single
firm in industrial business-to-business markets, where the subcontracting relationship
with the customer is of great importance.

1.3 Research questions
The limitations in the existing research imply that there is no coherent theory to explain
the development of industrial software supplier organisations from the supplier firm’s
perspective. The present thesis addresses this shortcoming by seeking answers to the
following research questions:
1. What factors affect the development of industrial supplier organisations?
To answer this question, I will first summarise and analyse theories that have been
proposed on the development of industrial supplier organisations. Based on this analysis,
I go on to present a preliminary framework for analysing the development of industrial
supplier firms. As noted above the theoretical literature in this area is limited, and there is
thus a need to include a look at more general theories concerning firm resource base
development and industry development. Accordingly, I will use selected theories to
analyse the constituents of the preliminary framework in more depth. This analysis yields
a refined framework for factors that affect the development of industrial supplier
organisations. This framework encompasses the firm’s internal resources and capabilities
as well as the factors from its external context that have been found to greatly affect its
development possibilities. The framework is applied and evaluated later in the thesis, in
Chapters 5 and 6, in empirical case studies analysing the development of four selected
software supplier firms.
2. (a) What types of industrial software suppliers can be identified in the ICT cluster?
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In order to analyse how and why software supplier firms develop, one must first know the
types of supplier organisations that exist in the empirical context. In this thesis, the
analysis of literature concerning both the software industry and supplier typologies in
general leads to two key dimensions which can be used to identify software supplier
types on the basis of empirical data. The data is collected through both quantitative and
qualitative studies. The supplier types identified are used later in the case studies, in
which the firms’ development is analysed in terms of their change from one supplier type
to another.
(b) What capabilities and resources play a key role for each of the software supplier
types?
The software supplier typologies identified in the thesis are developed in more depth by
analysing the resources and capabilities that are typical for each supplier type. Thus, the
analysis goes beyond the more traditional supplier typologies by discussing the way in
which the software supplier types identified actually operate.
3. What are the main determinants2 affecting the development of an industrial software
supplier firm from one supplier type to another?
To answer this question, I will apply both the supplier development framework proposed
as an answer to the first research question and the software supplier typologies identified
in connection with the second research question. The development of industrial software
supplier companies is analysed through a multiple case study. The analysis proceeds
according to supplier development framework, starting from the outer industrial context
of the case firms, i.e., the Finnish ICT cluster. The outer industrial context is discussed in
Chapter 5. This is followed in Chapter 6 by an analysis of the key-customer strategies
encountered by the four supplier firms studied and the respective development paths of
the firms. The analysis of the case firms focuses on the inner context factors in the
elaborated supplier development framework. In addition, the development of the case
firms is analysed as a change from one supplier type to another.
By answering the three research questions presented above, this study aims to increase
the empirical understanding of the nature of both software subcontracting and software
supplier development within the ICT cluster. The thesis also contributes to several distinct
bodies of academic literature. By building a framework for industrial supplier
development analysis, it sheds new light especially on the study of small industrial firms
that operate in buyer-dominated relationships. The contribution is most significant for
studies that concern high-tech industries. Another important theoretical contribution of
the thesis is the identification of the determinants of change in the development of the
supplier organisations. In applying the capability approach to study the internal
development of the supplier companies, the thesis puts into practice some theories that
have been considered incapable of being successfully operationalised in empirical
research.

2. The term ‘determinant’ refers here to the key factors that either drive or inhibit the development of software
supplier firms from one supplier type to another.
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1.4 Different perspectives for studying organisational development
The study of change and development has been a major theme in the social sciences for a
long time. Similarly, one of the fundamental problems specifically in management and
organisational studies is that of explaining firm development and change (Pettigrew et al.
2001). Firm development can be understood as a firm’s change towards something
‘desirable’, towards the goals of the organisation. Change, on the other hand, is an event
that is a rather permanent element in the life of a firm. Changes can be incremental or
revolutionary (Pettigrew 1985) and, basically, they can drive the company closer to or
farther away from its goals. A strategic change refers to the type of organisational change
that is significant at the strategic level, i.e., one involving long-term direction and
affecting the scope of the organisation’s actions. One way to understand development is
to regard it as a change process, a progression of change events (Van de Ven & Poole
1995). Consequently, the difference between studies of firm development and strategic
change is rather blurred. The interest in studying organisational development has
generated several different, quite fragmented streams of literature over time. In what
follows, I will discuss the most typical perspectives for studying and explaining
organisational development, and proceed to place the present study within the existing
research on the topic.
Life-cycle theories typically assume that growth is the goal of any firm (Van de Ven &
Poole 1995). Consequently, firm development equals firm growth. The typical
progression of change events in a life-cycle model is a unitary sequence that is cumulative
and conjunctive. The models involve the identification of certain development stages and
have been inspired by the idea that each firm has a certain life cycle (e.g., Greiner 1972,
Churchill & Lewis 1983, Scott & Bruce 1987, Kazanjian 1984). At the same time, these
models tend to propose a mechanical and deterministic development path for a firm. Later
studies have shown that growth is a consequence rather than a cause of a firm’s success.
Growth can only be achieved if the product or service of the company has sufficient
demand and the company has an internal ability to grow. It must also be remembered that
growth is not always even one of the goals of a company. The goals of firm development
can be various, ranging from the personal professional satisfaction of the entrepreneur to
fulfilling the requirements of its different stakeholders.
Teleological theories of firm development are based on the proposition that the
development of an organisation proceeds towards a goal or an end state (Van de Ven &
Poole 1995). Firm development is an iterative sequence of goal formulation,
implementation, evaluation and goal modification based on what was learned or intended
by the firm. Development moves the firm toward its final state. Unlike life-cycle theories,
teleological theories do not propose a sequence of events that a company follows during
its development.
A third theoretical perspective on studying organisational development is dialectical
theory. In comparison to the other perspectives, dialectical theory stresses the fact that
organisations exist in a pluralistic world, where colliding events, forces, or contradictory
values compete with each other for domination and control. (Van de Ven & Poole 1995.)
An organisation may have several conflicting goals or interest groups competing for
priority with the result that the full range of different oppositions may be found within a
single organisation. Change and development are a result of changing power structures
caused by attempts to accommodate the struggles between different forces.
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Finally, evolutionary theories propose that change proceeds through a continuous
cycle of variation, selection and retention. Evolutionary perspectives have been applied at
many levels of analysis, ranging from global changes in populations (Carroll & Hannan
1989) to the social psychology of organising at the micro level (Weick 1979).
As can be seen from above, the factors used to explain organisational change and
development are various. Researchers often categorise these factors as belonging to either
the inner context or the outer context of the focal firm (see Pettigrew et al. 2001). The
notion of context is central especially in processual approaches to organisation and
management studies (Van de Ven 1992, Pettigrew 1985). Context is typically understood
as something one must know about in order to understand a structure, action or process
(Alajoutsijärvi & Eriksson 1998). In the early work in ‘contextual’ studies, the outer
context typically included such factors as the economic, social, political, and sectoral
environment in which the firm was located. The inner context, on the other hand, was
understood as features of the structural, cultural and political environments through which
ideas and actions of change proceed. These include a company’s resources and
capabilities (see Pettigrew 1985, 1987). In subsequent studies, suggestions concerning the
forces that belong to the external context have included, for example, decreasing market
demand and growing intensity of competition, while the inner context has come to
include factors such as company power structures, management control systems or forces
deriving from the management’s cognitive capabilities (e.g., Greiner 1983, Pettigrew
1985, Spender 1989, Hellgren & Melin 1993).
Where the more traditional theories concerning change have been criticised for being
largely acontextual, ahistorical and aprocessual (Pettigrew 1985), recent studies on
development and change have employed contextual analysis, focusing on the processes of
change (Mackenzie 2000). The principal research approaches adopted in these studies are
qualitative methods and processual longitudinal analysis. Accordingly, the results of these
studies are interpretative, in-depth descriptions on the changes taking place in one or very
few companies. The major weakness of these studies lies in the poor generalisability of
their results. Strategic development and change are not regarded as a sequence of
rationally planned phases of development; instead the studies stress the political, cultural
and cognitive nature of processual change (Hendry & Johnson 1993, Laine 2000). The
interest in time and processes has also awakened a new interest in sequencing the action
in change processes (e.g., Weick & Quinn 1999).
In the present study, the perspective chosen for studying organisational development
does not fall strictly into any of the categories discussed. Like many other studies
concerning firm development, this thesis divides the factors affecting software supplier
development into those arising from either the inner context or the outer context of the
firm. In management research, the organisation is typically regarded as the boundary
between the inner and outer contexts (Alajoutsijärvi & Eriksson 1998), and a similar
approach is taken here. The organisational processes internal to the firm are regarded as
the inner context, while other factors are considered part of the outer context.
Dichotomising the context of the software supplier firms into an inner and the outer
context has its weaknesses, however. The supplier firms studied are often intimately
embedded in their customer firms and thus it may be difficult sometimes to distinguish
between outer and inner contexts. In the thesis the two contexts are separated in order to
make the theoretical analysis of the factors affecting supplier firm development more
systematic and to allow the empirical analysis to proceed more clearly. This is not to say
that a firm cannot affect or change things that exist in its outer context; rather, it is
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assumed that the inner and outer contexts are closely interconnected. Supplier firms are
embedded in the outer context. The inner context of a firm affects the outer context and
vice versa.
The development of software supplier firms is also elucidated by looking at the firms’
change from one supplier type to another. In this regard the study bears a certain
similarity to the research on life-cycle models. Supplier types are proposed on the basis of
the firm typologies constructed in this study in Chapter 4. However, unlike in the case of
the life-cycle models, the identification of supplier types here does not propose that one
type is inherently better than another, nor does the identification of the types suggest that
the development path from one supplier type to another is a linear one. Moreover, it is
not assumed that the types cannot co-exist within the same firm. For example, the
different business units within a single firm can, in principle, be classified as different
types of software suppliers. Supplier development does not necessarily require growth,
although growth is often a result of successful development. In that the development
paths are also studied through in-depth case studies that are contextual and historical, this
study can also be regarded as partly drawing on the teleological and dialectical schools of
thought.

1.5 Methodological considerations
The methodological orientation of the thesis is discussed first on a general level by
positioning the study within different scientific approaches. This is followed by a
presentation of the empirical research methods used and, finally, an assessment of the
reliability and validity of the study.

1.5.1 Positioning within different scientific approaches
Academic research done in the field of social sciences, including business and
management, is mainly based on two broad research paradigms, positivism (a nomothetic
research methodology) and phenomenology (an ideographic research methodology).
These two polarities can be situated at opposite ends of a continuum, of which the one
end represents a very subjective and the other a very objective world-view. Positivism
and phenomenology have certain underlying assumptions concerning ontology,
epistemological stance, human nature and basic research methodologies. Positivism is
often associated with the natural sciences. In business and management research,
positivist research typically aims at predicting and explaining the actions within
organisations by identifying certain law-like generalisations. Positivism is also often
associated with realism, determinism and quantitative research methods. (Neilimo & Näsi
1980, Pihlanto 1994.)
Phenomenology, on the other hand, is customarily linked to voluntarism, nominalism
and qualitative research methods (see Burrell & Morgan 1979). One can only understand
the social world by obtaining first-hand knowledge of the subject under investigation.
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Reality is assumed to be constructed by each individual, with the analyses and results of
any study being based on an interactive research process in which both the researcher and
the actors concerned have an effect on the outcome of the study. (Berger & Luckmann
1966.)
The present study can be located towards the subjective end of the subjective-objective
continuum. Thus, it is closer to the phenomenological research paradigm, in which the
aim is to interpret and explain the phenomenon under study rather than to find law-like
generalisations. The study can also be situated within action-oriented research, which
emphasises a dialogue between empirical material and theory. The present study does not
set out test existing theories, as is typically the case in deductive studies, or to create a
new theory based exclusively on real-world data, as is the case in inductive studies;
rather, the aim is to use existing theories together with empirical material to come up with
more detailed concepts and to elaborate models that accommodate the research problem.
Thus, the study is an iteration between deductive and inductive studies. Sometimes these
type studies are considered as examples of abductive research (see Gummeson 2000,
Coffey & Atkinson 1996).

1.5.2 Empirical research methods
The present study is an exploratory one (see Gummeson 2000), involving both
quantitative and qualitative aspects. It does not involve the testing of any specific
hypothesis, but aims at producing new knowledge through a combination of qualitative
and quantitative data designed to widen the scope of the study (Miles & Huberman 1994).
In answering research question two, the identification of the supplier types and the related
resources and capabilities, qualitative data is first used in order to generate a preliminary
understanding that makes a quantitative empirical study practicable. The supplier
typologies advanced are, however, mostly based on the results of the quantitative study.
Both qualitative and quantitative data are also used in answering research question three
concerning the determinants of industrial supplier firm development. The results of the
quantitative study are used in the analysis of the qualitative case studies in Chapters 5 and
6. In the following section, I will describe the empirical research methods used in
gathering the two different types of empirical material used.
Quantitative research. The quantitative material used in the study was collected during
spring 2001. A questionnaire with 41 questions concerning current strategies, process
areas, resources, capabilities and future strategies was sent to 250 Finnish software
supplier firms3selected randomly from a larger number of B-to-B software supplier firms.
The selection criteria were the following: (i) the firm was a Finnish software supplier; (ii)
the firm operated in Finland; and (iii) the majority of the company’s customers were
industrial organisations within the Finnish ICT cluster. The aim of the questionnaire was
to build supplier typologies of B-to-B software suppliers and to identify the resources and
capabilities associated with each type. Thus, no limitations were set on company size,
turnover and age. However, most of the firms selected proved to be relatively small.

3. The questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix 4.
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The questionnaire was tested through a pilot study before being sent to the firms in the
sample proper. Ninety firms of the 250 returned the questionnaire, representing a response
rate of 36%. The response rate that is considered acceptable is largely under the control of
the researcher who conducts the study (Fowler 1988). In this study, the aim of the
quantitative research was not to create supplier typologies that could be generalised with
certainty for the whole population of Finnish software supplier firms. Rather, the aim was
to use the information provided by both the quantitative and qualitative research methods
to build supplier typologies that could be used later in analysing the development of the
software supplier firms. Consequently, the response rate achieved was considered
satisfactory. The questionnaires received were coded (136 variables) and analysed using
the SPSS analysis software. The content of the questionnaire used and the specific
research methods applied in the quantitative study are discussed in more detail in Chapter
4 in connection with the software supplier typology analysis.
Qualitative research. Several types of qualitative data collecting methods are used in
different parts of the thesis. The first application of qualitative data was to generate a
preliminary understanding of relevant issues that would inform the quantitative study
feasible. This took the form of unstructured theme interviews conducted in the early 2000
with selected representatives of software firms in the ICT cluster as well as experts at the
local university and other research institutions4.
In Chapter 5 qualitative empirical material is used in analysing the outer context of the
software supplier companies, the ICT cluster. This part of the thesis is substantially based
on second-hand data and documents, including industry reports and forecasts, articles in
professional magazines and newspapers, as well as reports and annual reviews published
by firms operating in the Finnish ICT cluster. Five unstructured interviews were
conducted at organisations that purchase software development services in the ICT
cluster. These served to deepen the knowledge obtained by collecting and analysing
second-hand data and documents.
The primary use of qualitative material in the thesis, however, is to be found in the indepth studies of the development of four software supplier firms and the purchasing
strategies of the key customers of these firms. The resulting analysis is presented in
Chapter 6 in the form of case studies. A case study is a research strategy whose aim is to
concentrate on the understanding of the dynamics present within a single setting
(Eisenhardt 1989). It is recommended in cases where the goal of the research is to
understand complicated social phenomena in a real-life context (Yin 1994). In the present
instance, I have chosen a multiple case study approach instead of a single case study. The
choice was made with a full awareness of the trade-offs that exist between the number of
cases and the depth and completeness of data collection. As many researchers have
proposed (e.g., Glaser and Strauss 1967, Stake 1994.) it was believed that multiple cases
would better contribute to the understanding of the phenomena studied and bring out
more generalisable propositions than a single case studied in depth. The case companies
were selected based on the idea of theoretical sampling, in which cases are selected to
represent the problem of the study. In the theoretical sampling method, case specifications
may seek to replicate those of previous case studies in order to extend their findings, or
they may be chosen to match theoretical categories and provide examples of polar types
(Eisenhardt 1989). In this study, qualitative case studies are used to enhance and further
4. A full list of the interviews and events where the qualitative empirical material used in this study was
collected is presented in Appendix 1.
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develop the findings of the quantitative analyses. The case companies were selected to
represent different supplier types, identified earlier in the thesis. The selection of the case
companies is discussed in more detail in Section 6.1.
Case studies use a number of data collection methods, such as archives, interviews,
questionnaires and observations (Eisenhardt 1989, 535). The use of various sources of
material makes triangulation between them possible, which in turn increases the validity
of qualitative case research (Yin 1994). In the present study the collection of the
qualitative data was mainly carried out during my work in a 36 month research project
funded by the National Technology Agency of Finland (Tekes)5. The aim of this project
was to help small software supplier firms to develop as subcontractors for large firms.
This was done by compiling lists of assessment criteria specifying the most important
resources, capabilities and processes of a software supplier firm and by providing consultancy services to the firms in their development efforts. The purpose of the assessment
criteria was to function as a reference model for small software supplier companies when
these companies want to grow and strategically develop themselves. The criteria could
also be used as a reference model by customer organisations when choosing potential
software suppliers or assessing the existing supplier base. Thus, both the software supplier firms themselves and their customer firms had an interest in establishing such criteria.
Initially five software supplier organisations, two ICT customer organisations and the
local university took part in the research project. My role in the project was to collect
information concerning the resources, capabilities and processes that are pivotal to
industrial software supplier firms. This was done by reading the relevant literature,
interviewing the representatives of the firms as well as taking part in project seminars and
meetings. The persons interviewed were selected for their having as long experience of
the history and the development of the firm as possible. They were either among the
founding members of the firm, CEO’s or middle managers in the supplier companies.
There were two types of semi-structured interviews. The first type had general questions
concerning the background, profile and historical development of the case firms. The aim
was to get a general picture of how the supplier firms had changed during their years of
existence. The interviews included questions on the establishment of the firm, the nature
of its customer relationships, its personnel and its service/product offering. The second
type of interviews included more specific questions on the resources, capabilities and
processes that were connected to the development of the case firms. The semi-structured
interview protocol was derived from the assessment criteria generated in the beginning of
the research project. As the role of the customer and the subcontracting relationship is
central in the development of the supplier companies, representatives of the customer side
were also interviewed in order to ascertain the key-customer purchasing strategies.
Approximately half of the interviews were recorded. The information from the other half
of the interviews was captured in typed notes that include all the main themes of the
conversation. These notes were written up immediately or within a very short period of
time after the interviews based on the field notes taken during the interviews and other
observations.
The other main source of empirical qualitative material used in the case studies
comprised the project meetings, workshops and more general meetings connected with
the research project that ran from January 2000 to June 2001. The first project seminars
5. see www.tekes.fi.
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and workshops revolved around building the assessment criteria, with representatives of
the firms and the project group discussing the content of the criteria. Later, the firms
started to use the criteria in assessing and developing their own operations, and the focus
of the project seminars shifted accordingly to assessing and analysing the resources,
capabilities and processes of each supplier. My role in these seminars and workshops was
to take part in the analyses and to write reports on each of the sessions. The qualitative
research process also included observing the firms operations on the supplier
organisations’ premises and collecting second-hand data such as internal documents and
company publications in the case companies.
Researchers often distinguish between real and longitudinal designs in collecting data
for a case analysis. In retrospective studies, data are collected at a single point in time,
whereas in a longitudinal setting they are typically collected on multiple occasions in real
time, typically over a period of several years. Processual studies are a good example of a
type of studies in which a longitudinal research design is adopted (see Dawson 1997). In
this thesis, data were collected over a period of about 36 months, that is, a rather short
period of time compared with that in most real-time longitudinal studies. Rather than
representing a longitudinal study proper, the present research combines both retrospective
and longitudinal methods in that the data collected before the research project were
obtained retrospectively and those collected during the research project were gathered
using longitudinal methods. By combining these two approaches, one can realise the
advantages of both data collection methods. The ex-post rationalisations that this
approach yields ensure that the amount of resources and time consumed remains
reasonable (see Leonard-Barton 1990).
Data analysis is perhaps the most challenging task in conducting qualitative research.
There is no one method for carrying out the analysis (see Eisenhardt 1989, Miles &
Huberman 1994); the main principle is to rotate among the data, literature and emerging
theory. In the present study, the qualitative material collected was analysed through
triangulation among the different sources of information. The resources, capabilities and
processes of the software supplier firms identified for each firm from interview
transcripts, notes and project meeting reports were coded into groups. The codes for these
groups were developed on the basis of the understanding that had been gained during my
building firm assessment criteria in the research project. Coding made it possible to carry
out a cross-case analysis, with initial findings from each case being evaluated against the
data from other cases. The assertions presented in the conclusion of the thesis were
derived by searching for evidence in the cross-case analysis that supported or contradicted
the preliminary suppositions from each case.

1.5.3 Reliability and validity of the study
As the present study involves the use of both quantitative and qualitative research
methods, the reliability and validity of both approaches have to be evaluated. Next, I will
discuss the reliability and validity of this study in the light of the most suitable measures
for this study. Such measures include content validity, construct validity, the possibility to
replicate the research procedure used (reliability), and external validity (Lincoln & Cuba
1985, Tsoukas 1989, Yin 1994).
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Content validity in the process of data collection refers to the extent to which the data
provide adequate coverage of the topic under study. In connection with quantitative
studies, content validity can be measured firstly by examining the measurement
instrument (research framework) and secondly by examining the validity of the
questionnaire and variables. (Emory 1985.) In the questionnaire used in this study, the
questions were formulated on the basis of published and well-known software reference
models and the experiences gained during the research project6. The model applied in the
questionnaire for the basic capability and resource areas was constructed in co-operation
with software supplier firms during the project workshops. In addition, in order to assure
the validity of the questions, several software supplier firms as well as two software
subcontracting experts with some 20 years’ experience in the field tested the
questionnaire and suggested valuable improvements that were incorporated before the
quantitative study was conducted. Assessing content validity for the qualitative part of
this thesis is a bit more complicated, as content validity is largely based on subjective
judgement. In the qualitative study, content validity was ensured by choosing
interviewees who had knowledge of the development of the specific case firm over a long
period of time and were themselves working in the firm at the time of the interview. In
order that the interviews provide adequate coverage of the topic under study, they were
kept semi-structured to prevent their influencing the course of the discussion unduly. The
people interviewed were also given a chance to express what they themselves considered
important factors in the firm’s development, however. Given this, it can be argued that the
study has an adequate content validity.
Construct validity is a measure of how successfully a study has established correct
operational measures for the concepts being studied. In other words, it is an assessment of
how coherent the logic of inference and the chain of evidence in the study are (Yin 1994).
In the present study, the cross-referencing of theoretical assumptions with earlier research
brought out a number of issues to expect with regard the supplier typology, the related
internal resources and capabilities, and the factors affecting the development of
companies. Where quantitative study is concerned, especially the literature review
conducted in constructing the questionnaire and the detailed reporting of how the results
have been derived may be regarded as ensuring a sufficient level of construct validity.
The reporting includes publications concerning the research project written during the
research process (e.g., Leppälä et al. 2001).
Reliability refers to the extent to which measurements are repeatable. The goal of a
high level of reliability in conducting research is to minimise the errors and biases in the
study (Yin 1994). From an ‘extreme’ perspective, other researchers conducting the same
study later should end up with the same findings and conclusions by following exactly the
same research procedure. This requires, at a minimum, that there exists documentation of
the procedures followed in the study. The research process connected to the quantitative
part is much more easily documented and reported than that for the qualitative part. The
questionnaire, methods of statistical analysis and inference procedures are described in
detail in Chapter 4. The reliability of the qualitative part of the present study is somewhat
harder to prove. Reliability has been assured by (i) having detailed reports of case
interviews, (ii) sending the case descriptions back to the interviewees for checking, and
(iii) verifying the basic lines of thought in the interpretations of the empirical data with
the case companies studied. For a case study to be totally reliable, one should be able to
6. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
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conduct exactly the same interviews and workshops done during the study. This, however,
runs against the basic logic of case research. The interviews and the structure of the
workshops were not standardised, because the content of discussions with the
interviewees was mostly only semi-structured and interpretative in nature. More
important than standardising the interview procedure was the opportunity to gain an
understanding as deep as possible of the development of software supplier companies.
Perhaps more important than the measures of validity and reliability is the quality of
the overall research work and the usefulness and purposefulness of the research results.
The goal of any researcher is to obtain results that are credible in the light of other
findings, that is, to achieve generalisability of the results and external validity of the
study. (Yin 1994.) In this study, the use of both quantitative research material and in-depth
qualitative case studies in the analysis has increased the level of generalisability. By
including a quantitative component, the study becomes applicable and can be more easily
generalised to a larger number of software subcontractors than if it were conducted only
among the few selected case firms. Moreover, a multiple case study approach was chosen
to increase the level of generalisability of the qualitative part of the research. The
generalisability of the results to other industries was not an objective of this study.
Finally, external validity can also be understood in terms of how successful a study is in
producing new ideas on and insights into organisational phenomena by clarifying its
structures and their associated contingent, generative mechanisms (Tsoukas 1989). In the
chosen context, this study increases the otherwise rather limited knowledge of the
development of software supplier organisations; this is again, however, a relatively
subjective assessment, as the results of the thesis may generate different insights, of
varying interest, in the minds of different readers.

1.6 Limitations
The business of industrial supplier firms is typically closely connected to the business of
their customer(s) and to the nature of these key-customer relationships. Industrial B-to-B
relationships in general are an interesting empirical phenomenon and have been
addressed by several different research streams, such as the Industrial Marketing and
Purchasing group IMP (e.g., Möller & Wilson 1995). The suppliers’ relationship to their
customers is also an integral concern in this thesis. However, as this study focuses on
industrial software subcontracting from the perspective of the supplier organisations, the
history and nature of the business relationships are mostly analysed only from the
suppliers’ point of view; the customer’s view of the relationship is not given as much
attention. In other words, while addressing subcontracting relationships, this thesis does
not aim at contributing to the customer side other than to analyse the evolution of the
Finnish ICT cluster in rather general terms.
Another limitation of the study is its context-bound nature. While the supplier
development framework developed addresses the industrial supplier development
phenomena on a general level, the empirical research data are limited to Finnish software
supplier companies whose business and customers are to be found mainly within the
Finnish ICT cluster. It follows that the results of this study, with the exception of the
theoretical framework proposed in Chapters 2 and 3, are strongly affected by the structure
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and economic development of that cluster. Although the results of this study may be
generalised to a broader context, the goal of this thesis is not to try to propose universal
software supplier typologies or to describe and analyse in depth the factors affecting
industrial software suppliers outside the borders of the chosen context.
The third issue worth mentioning here is the balance between the qualitative and
quantitative empirical research material. This study is strongly based on the
understanding and material gathered during the qualitative research process. The first
purpose of the quantitative research was to deepen and test the understanding produced
by qualitative methods. The second purpose was to develop identifiable supplier
typologies that would make possible the qualitative analysis of the development of
software supplier firms from one supplier type to another. The aim was not to produce
comprehensive data or results that could be generalised with certainty to the entire
population of Finnish software supplier firms. Consequently, the quantitative data is
treated and analysed in a ‘qualitative’ fashion. This means that I am not looking for
simplifications such as formulas or linear relationships in the data; rather, my goal is to
identify to the extent possible interesting information that enhances the understanding of
the research problem.

1.7 Definitions
The present study concerns industrial subcontracting. This refers to the type of
subcontracting in which the work of the suppliers typically enters as intermediate
products or processes within the buyer firm’s broader production process (DaVilla &
Panizozollo 1994, Kakabadse & Kakabadse 2000). In contrast, in commercial
subcontracting the parent firm is a trading company that contracts out the production of
an entire product and sells it as its own. The term ‘outsourcing’ refers to a similar
phenomenon, i.e., a firm purchasing intermediate products, components, production
phases or services from external suppliers (Pajarinen 2001). The term ‘industrial
subcontracting’ denotes that the firms involved are legally independent parties, each of
which has its own strategic goals. The term ‘partnership’ implies a deeper and more equal
relationship, in which the customer and the supplier have a common goal. A partnership
is strategic when the two parties have a common goal that is significant for both parties
on the long-term strategic level. (Webster 1992.)
Different parties in a subcontracting relationship have different roles. Webster et al.
(1997) define the prime contractor as the principal. A subcontractor is an organisation
with business objectives dependent on those of the principal. Subcontract manufacture is
the process by which a subcontractor performs all or part of the manufacture of the
principal’s product, to a customised specification (of varying detail) provided by the
principal. Activities that support this manufacture can be carried out by either party,
subject to prior agreement. (Webster et al. 1997.) The use of the term ‘subcontractor’ is
sometimes criticised, however, for its ’degrading tone’ as if the subcontractor were lower
or less important than its customer organisation (see Raatikainen 1992, Lehtinen 2001).
Consequently, here the terms ‘subcontractor’ and ‘principal’ are used as equivalent to the
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terms ‘supplier’ and ‘customer’ respectively. Similarly, the term (industrial) ‘suppliercustomer relationship’ is used in the same meaning as ‘principal-subcontractor
relationship’.
The term ‘subcontracting’ has traditionally been used only in connection with project
business where the principal contractor has the overall responsibility for a large contract
that is typically divided into smaller subcontracts. Suppliers at lower hierarchical levels
form projects in order to complete the subcontracts (see Artto et al. 1998). In the context
of the present study, this would mean that only the suppliers of software development
services would be referred to as subcontractors. Firms that provide software products to
industrial customers would then be called manufacturing companies. In this study,
however, subcontracting will be used to refer to all types of contracted purchases of
software; it thus includes the purchasing of both software development services and
software products.
The purpose of the definitions presented above is to specify the key terms related to
the empirical phenomenon examined in this research, i.e., subcontracting and
subcontracting relationships. The other important terms in the thesis arise mostly from the
theoretical base selected, whereby the definitions for these terms will be presented in
conjunction with the theoretical reviews.¨

1.8 Empirical context
The empirical context of this study is the Finnish ICT cluster. The major industries of this
cluster include the electrical and the electronics industry, the telecommunications industry
and the information technology industry. The software industry and the information
content industry form specific segments within the ICT cluster. In this thesis, the software
industry represents the supplier segment, and the electronics and telecommunications
industries in particular the customer segments. The common technology base used in the
information industry is called information and communication technology (see Paija
2000, 2001, Ali-Yrkkö 2001, Baldauf et al. 2001). The rise of information and
communication technology has had tremendous effects on not only the Finnish but also
the global economy, influencing virtually all aspects of economic activity. What is often
termed the ‘third industrial revolution’ has affected both the demand and the supply side
of the ICT cluster, with provision of ICT technology growing into a major business of its
own. Instead of concentrating on the ways in which ICT is applied, i.e., the demand side,
this thesis focuses on the supply side of one specific sector of the ICT cluster. The
structure, history and trends of the ICT cluster are discussed in more detail later in the
thesis, in Chapter 5, in connection with the analysis of the outer context factors affecting
software supplier development. One important context that is not given very much
attention in the later parts of this thesis as a separate industry or as an empirical context in
which the supplier companies operate is the software industry. Accordingly, a brief
description of the structure and nature of this industry is in order here.
The Finnish software industry is not always considered an industry, but rather an
inseparable part of the ICT cluster. However, when considered independently, the
software industry is expected to grow into one of the key industrial segments in the
country. In the year 1998, the industry employed 20 000 people; the expectation for the
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year 2010 is four times greater. (Nukari and Forsell 1999.) Finnish software product
companies are notably still rather small in size. According to a survey carried out by the
Helsinki University of Technology in 2000, 70 percent of the 200 software product
companies surveyed had fewer than 20 employees7. In the corresponding survey in 2001,
it was found that approximately half of the companies had fewer than 6 employees8.
Compared to countries where the software industry has been largely developed to serve a
strong military industry, Finland has a rather young software industry. Since its ‘rise’ in
the 1970s, the software industry has mostly focused on providing technological solutions
to business-to-business niche markets. Although the base for software product development and production was formed already during the 1980s and in the beginning of the
1990s, there are relatively few pure software product companies today.
Finland offers a rather good environment for software companies to operate in. The
infrastructure needed by such companies is very well equipped, and the government is
active in funding different technology programmes. Many Finnish software companies
operate in the context of science parks or ‘centres of excellence’. Due to a long tradition
in creating and leveraging technological knowledge and know-how, the biggest
challenges that Finnish software companies face are not tied to technological know-how
but to networking, marketing and general business issues. (Nukari & Forsell 1999, Rajala
et al. 2001.)
The maturing of the Finnish software industry has led to an increasing focus on raising
the level of automisation and standardisation of the processes and the outputs of software
firms. The objective in standardising software development processes is to achieve better
quality, reduced cycle times and lower costs (Harter, Krishan & Slaughter 2000). Also,
production technology in general in the software industry is turning more and more
towards modularity, component-based solutions, and reusable software architectures
(Sääksjärvi 1998, Niemelä et al. 1999). Software architecture refers to the level of design
at which software code or components are structurally linked, whereby the architecture
provides an overall design framework for software systems. A well-designed platform
architecture can provide a substantial R&D productivity benefit for a software
development organisation in that it makes it possible to build software on reusable assets.
Software architecture, when designed properly, decomposes systems into well-defined
modules. (Meyer and Lehnerd 1997.) A modular system is better at accommodating
changes in individual modules without requiring corresponding changes in other modules
in the system. A modular system also buffers the effect of changes and is therefore suited
to uncertain environments (MacCormack 2001).
The Finnish software firms in the context of this study typically operate in what is
known as the software development services business, in which software is built in oneto-one relationships with clients. There are usually no finished or tangible products
involved; rather, customer specific, unique software is developed through projects (see
Alajoutsijärvi et al. 2000, Seppänen 2000, Tähtinen 2001). During the late 1990s, the
demand for software development projects in Finland was very high. In fact, for many
software firms the demand was higher than they were able to meet, with companies’
resources often committed for months in advance. The year 2000, however, brought signs
of somewhat decreasing demand.

7. Results of the research can be found at http://www.culminatum.fi/ajakohtaista/ (Spring 2000).
8. Results of the research can be found at http://www.swbusiness.fi (December 2001).
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Operating as a small software supplier and concentrating solely on software
development services for a few industrial customers can be considered a quite risky
choice for a company. This is for at least three reasons. Firstly, customer organisations
may be ‘sophisticated clients’ that have the know-how needed to develop software
themselves. In fact, the customer organisations in the ICT cluster typically employ a
rather high number of personnel in software development. Thus, if required, the
customers can ‘insource’ the entire software development activity again. For a small
supplier, creating know-how exceeding that which the large customer has within its own
software development departments can be rather difficult. Secondly, the smallest
suppliers also have the highest threat of being discontinued when the customer faces bad
economic times and has to cut costs. Thirdly, the ICT cluster is becoming mature, which
means that the supplier networks are under reconstruction. (Ali-Yrkkö 2001.) Customer
organisations seek high-volume suppliers who have the capability to serve their different
units globally. Once an organisation finds or is able to develop such suppliers, it may no
longer need the services of a number of small software houses.
The small software suppliers in the empirical context of this study face pressure from
the customer side to grow and develop into higher-volume, more independent suppliers.
This ‘push’ does not arise exclusively from that direction, however; there is also a very
strong tendency among small software subcontractors to grow into larger, even
multinational, software companies. Faster growth requires that the companies move from
customer-dependent service towards more independent production of their own software
modules or products. (Autere et al. 1999.) In this case, a supplier has to have a
standardised software product or component that it can copy and produce with low
marginal costs. If one does customised software development work in projects, the only
way to be a large-volume producer is to grow in number of employees.
From the customer’s perspective, buying software development services is quite
different and more complex than traditional manufacturing purchasing. For example, the
price of the work is hardly the most critical factor when choosing a supplier. For the
customer it is often much more important that the subcontractor is capable of keeping to
agreed deadlines and coping with time pressures. A delay in launching a new product can
be devastating compared to paying extra money for a competent software supplier.
Another distinct feature of software development subcontracting is that product features
and requirements change continuously. It might even be a recommended policy to delay
the specifications of final features and thus maintain the possibility of upgrading a
product for as long as possible. This may cause problems in the supplier-customer
relationships, possibly resulting in difficult conflicts or even dissolution of the business
relationship (see Tähtinen 2001). Yet another difficulty lies in evaluating the nature and
quality of the supplier’s services since there are no finished products to be assessed.
Furthermore, flaws in the software may not become apparent immediately when the
software is taken into use.
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1.9 Outline of the Study
The structure of the argument generated in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1. Chapter 2
reviews the typologies that have been presented in the literature on industrial supplier
organisations. It also presents general theories on firm development and specific
theoretical considerations on industrial supplier firm development. The chapter concludes
with a preliminary framework for understanding industrial supplier firm development.
Building on the foundation of Chapter 2, Chapter 3 goes on to analyse in more depth
the theories that play important parts in both the inner and the outer context of the
preliminary industrial supplier development framework introduced earlier. As a result,
Chapter 3 ends with a refined framework for understanding and analysing the
development of industrial supplier firms. In building the theoretical framework, Chapters
2 and 3 mainly address research question 1.
Chapters 4 to 6 form the empirical part of the study and apply the supplier
development framework developed in the two previous chapters. Chapter 4 focuses on the
identification of the different software supplier types that are later used in the case
analysis. The resources and capabilities typical of each supplier type in the ICT cluster
are also discussed. This chapter mostly concerns the inner context of the supplier
development framework and thus addresses research question 2.
Chapter 5 shifts the focus to the empirical outer context of the study, discussing the
outer context of the supplier development framework. Chapter 6 goes on to introduce the
key-customer purchasing strategies and presents case studies of the development of four
industrial supplier firms. The case studies test the empirical results and theoretical
framework presented earlier and provide new information concerning the determinants of
a firm’s development. For each case study, the facts are presented first, followed by the
analysis. Chapter 6 concludes with an overall summary of the case study findings.
Chapters 5 and 6 together mainly address research question 3, which concerns the
determinants of the industrial software supplier development in the context studied.
The thesis concludes with Chapter 7, in which I present the conclusions of the study
with reference to the three research questions. Most of the key findings of the different
chapters are presented in the form of assertions earlier in the thesis, and these are
summarised in the concluding chapter. After summarising the answers to each research
question, the overall contribution of the thesis is discussed. The thesis concludes with
suggestions for future research.
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2 A preliminary framework for industrial supplier firm
development
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the different factors that affect the development
of industrial supplier firms within any industrial context, not only within the ICT cluster.
In this thesis supplier development is analysed as a change from one supplier type to
another. In other words, it is assumed that there exists a continuum along which an
industrial supplier firm can, in principle, develop. Thus, the first task in this chapter is to
review the existing categorisations of industrial supplier firms and to identify that
continuum. The second task is to ascertain the different factors that may affect a supplier
firm’s development by either driving or inhibiting it along the identified continuum.
These factors can originate in both the firm-internal and firm-external contexts. In order
to identify these factors I will discuss theories that address the development of industrial
supplier firms in particular as well as theories that concern firm resource base
development and industry development on a more general level. By combining the most
important points from the literature described above, I present a preliminary framework
for industrial supplier firm development at the end of the chapter.

2.1 Industrial supplier firm typologies and the development continuum
Typologies of industrial supplier firms have been constructed in various ways, typical
foci being the customer firms’ perspective or the nature of the supplier-customer
relationship (e.g., Bensaou 1999, Olsen and Ellram 1997). One particular way to
categorise industrial suppliers is to look at the reasons for the establishment of the
subcontracts from the customer’s perspective (Webster et al. 1997, Annavajhula 1988).
Imrie (1994) distinguishes capacity, specialised and economic subcontracts. The capacity
subcontract refers to a short and unstable relationship in which orders are made to meet
unexpected increases in the customer’s demand. The specialised subcontract implies a
longer-term and enduring relationship in which the customer wants access to a distinct
expertise or technology that is not available in house. Economic subcontracting, by
contrast, is set up in order to create cost benefits. Similarly, the terms ’fire brigade’ and
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‘life support’ (Annavajhula 1988) describe quite well the two opposite types of
subcontracting: in the one, the supplier is used to cope with temporary capacity overflows
(like a fire brigade); in the other, customers are dependent on the outside supplier and use
it on a more regular basis (life support).
Differences in subcontracting firms can also be found when looking at what the
supplier organisation produces for the customer. Raatikainen (1992) distinguishes five
different ’modes’ of subcontracting and the corresponding supplier types. The supplier
types comprise systems supplier, component supplier, subsystem supplier, phase supplier
and capacity supplier. In systems subcontracting, the subcontractor produces a ‘turnkey’
or complete delivery for the customer. A component subcontractor, on the other hand,
produces separate component(s) that consist of several (sub)parts. A subsystem supplier
delivers a part of the customer’s larger system, and a phase subcontractor performs
certain steps or phases in the customer’s operations. Finally, a capacity subcontractor
balances production capabilities in the case of high demand.
Among different industrial segments the most extensive supplier analyses are those
conducted within the Japanese auto industry. In this industry specifically, the supplier
network systems have proven to be exceptionally advanced, and the subcontracting
system has been regarded as one of the key sources of competitive advantage. For
example, Kamath and Liker (1994) have divided Japanese auto industry suppliers into
partner suppliers, mature suppliers, child suppliers and contractual suppliers:
• Partner suppliers work on concepts of their own that are specified together with the
OEM (original equipment manufacturer) and present them to the OEM for integration
into the overall vehicle. These suppliers take responsibility for developing complex
subsystems and they are also responsible for integrating these subsystems into the
vehicle. The relationship between customer and partner is nearly equal.
• Mature suppliers wait for at least rough specifications by the OEM before they start
to work. A mature supplier has major responsibility, but the customer has a superior
position.
• Child suppliers can only manufacture if they are given detailed specifications by the
OEM. In the relationship between a child supplier and a customer, the customer
makes all the decisions.
• Contractual suppliers produce standard ‘off-the-shelf’ parts that are available through
a catalogue. A contractual supplier is used as an extension of the customer's manufacturing capability.
Operating as a partner supplier or a mature supplier is typically regarded as a more
attractive option than, for example, operating as a child supplier, for together with
increased business risk and responsibility, these suppliers have an increased opportunity
for higher rewards. (Kamath & Liker 1994.)
One of the few supplier typologies created specifically from the supplier perspective is
that proposed by Kaufman, Wood and Theyel (2000). The two strategic dimensions along
which the suppliers are classified are their level of technological ‘sophistication’ and the
level of collaboration that they tend to engage in with the customer. Drawing on these
factors, Kaufmann et al. (2000) identify four types of suppliers: (1) commodity suppliers,
(2) collaboration specialists, (3) technology specialists and (4) problem-solving suppliers.
Commodity suppliers represent a low-technology and low-collaboration relationship. In
contrast, the collaboration specialist supplies low-technology products, but ones tailored
to customer needs. Technology specialists concentrate on certain technological know-
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how, which they supply to multiple customers. Problem-solving suppliers are the most
advanced and fastest growing of the four types (Kaufmann et al. 2000); they achieve
competitive advantage by developing generic collaborative/technological know-how and,
in having more than one customer, are able to exploit the vertical linkages thus
established as opportunities for learning externalities. The typology proposed by
Kaufman et al. (2000) is based on the operating strategies that the supplier firms have
adopted. What this typology does not discuss, however, are the specific resources and
capabilities which the supplier companies need in order to realise their respective
strategies.
The literature on industrial supplier types presented suggests mainly two things.
Firstly, industrial suppliers can be categorised into producers of comparatively simple
products or services and producers of more complex ones. The producers of simpler
products or services are typically used as a source of extra capacity, whereas the more
advanced suppliers have succeeded in creating expertise that the customer does not
necessarily have itself. The asset specificity of the more advanced suppliers is higher than
that of the suppliers of generic products or services. Consequently, capacity suppliers are
not typically as strategically important for the customer as the more advanced suppliers,
who have something that the customer itself does not have, often are. The distinction
between capacity suppliers and more strategically important suppliers is also taken as a
starting point in this thesis. The capacity supplier and the strategic supplier are at the
opposite ends of the supplier development continuum, with the development of an
industrial supplier taking place somewhere between these two opposites. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Capacity
supplier

Development of a supplier firm

Strategic
supplier

Fig. 2. Development continuum of industrial supplier firms.

The specific terms given to supplier types that exist between these two extremes vary
from one industry to another. For example, in the Japanese auto industry ‘contractual
supplier’ means the same thing as ‘capacity supplier’ here, whereas the term ‘partner
supplier’ is equivalent to ‘strategic supplier’. The suppliers between these two polar types
are child suppliers and mature suppliers. Chapter 4 introduces the supplier types and the
related ways of operating that were found in the Finnish ICT cluster.
The second inference that can be drawn from the existing typologies is that some
supplier types are considered more desirable ways of operating than others. Suppliers are
expected to want to grow from being producers of comparatively simple products and
services to producers of more complex ones, or to develop into producers of expertise. In
this way the supplier organisations have, along with increased risk, improved
opportunities for greater profits. It must be remembered, however, that the supplier
categorisations are overlapping in the sense that it is possible for one firm to operate in
more than one category. Also, it cannot be argued that one category is inherently better
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than another, for the effectiveness of each supplier category is always bound to the
operating context. This can also be seen in connection with the case studies presented in
Chapter 6.

2.2 The development of industrial supplier firms
If the supplier typologies indicate a certain direction in which supplier firms typically
want to develop, they do not tell us how and why this development may take place. For
this reason, I will next discuss theories that help to understand the factors that affect firm
development. The literature on industrial supplier development is the most relevant in this
regard. For some reason, however, most research and literature in the area of industrial
management and organisational studies focuses on larger companies that are positioned
as the highest links in the supply chain. There also exists a vast amount of literature
analysing the development and strategies of large buying organisations. Consequently, the
literature on the development of industrial supplier organisations is rather limited. In
addition, most of the studies dealing with the supplier side of the value chain concentrate
on ‘traditional’ manufacturing industries, such as the auto industry (e.g., Lamming 1993,
Hines 1995, Nishiguchi 1994), not on high-tech industries such as the software industry.
The studies that do address subcontractor development point out that in manufacturing
industries a supplier’s business is expected to evolve gradually, in close connection with
its customers. Where the supplier’s development is closely linked with the buyer
company, the relationship can be described as buyer dominated (Lamming 1993). In fact,
buyer domination in a relationship can hinder the supplier’s independent development.
The strategy of the supplier may be no more than to adjust to the buying company’s
needs. Lehtinen (2001) proposes that, in the beginning of the subcontracting relationship
the supplier typically offers only a limited number of operations to its customers. If the
relationship becomes beneficial to both parties, the supplier may then start to offer some
value-added operations as well, such as assembly or packaging, and inbound logistics.
Finally, the supplier can also offer R&D services to the customer. During this evolution,
the supplier develops from a subcontractor of simple components or products towards a
system supplier. (Lehtinen 2001.)
According to another perspective on the development of supplier organisations, the
development of an industrial supplier takes place in a more co-evolutionary manner,
together with its customers (see Nishiguchi, 2001). Firms are seen to co-evolve with their
suppliers, as they fluctuate between more exploitative and symbiotic interfirm
relationships. Firms follow neither the competitive nor the partnership model blindly but,
rather, co-operation and competition are mixed. Development occurs through value chain
co-evolution in which both internal and external disturbances push lead firms and their
suppliers to adapt and innovate. Nishiguchi (2001) proposes a twister model of
interorganisational relations in which exploitative and symbiotic systems flow past each
other in a double helix, resulting in a self-referential co-evolution of relationships
between firms. The strings of exploitation and symbiosis drift apart, flow past each other
and sometimes mutually entrain (Nishiguchi 2001, 206). The model proposes a dynamic
perspective of ‘vibrant’ interfirm relationships that contain elements of competition and
co-operation simultaneously.
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Perhaps the most sophisticated model of industrial supplier firm development is that
proposed by Lilliecreutz (1996, 1998), in which the most influential external factor
affecting supplier development is the purchasing strategy of the firm’s key customers.
This strategy refers to the customers’ perspective on what controls the degree of vertical
integration and how the division of work between buyers and suppliers is to operate. The
purchasing strategy also concerns the customers’ plans for assessing and developing its
supplier base. Lilliecreutz (1998) proposes that, all in all, the development and future
performance of an industrial supplier are affected by three major factors: the purchasing
strategy of the buyer; the supplier’s position, role and resource base; and the
complementary resources of other suppliers. The influence of the customers’ purchasing
is strongest when the buyer organisation purchases a considerable amount of the
supplier’s total output. The influence of the customer’s purchasing strategy on supplier
development also depends on whether the customer itself has the expertise to produce in
house the same product or service that it is purchasing from the supplier, or whether the
customer is dependent on suppliers for that product or service (Seppänen 2000). The
supplier organisation’s success in orchestrating its resource base, its role in the specific
operating context and its position in the supply value chain to make these compatible with
the buying organisation’s needs determines the performance of the firm. Other suppliers
that possess complementary resources can be used to fill in resource gaps.
A key point that emerges from the theories presented above is that the purchasing
strategy of a supplier’s key customer(s) is the single most influential factor in the
development of the supplier firm. In addition, the development of the supplier firm is
closely linked with that of the customer firm. These theories do not, however, go any
further in analysing the forces that change the customer’s purchasing strategies. If it is
assumed that the key customers’ purchasing strategy is the most significant factor in
supplier development, then understanding why and how the purchasing strategies of the
customers change must be crucial to understanding the development of the supplier
organisation. Another key point that the theories propose is that the supplier’s
orchestrating its resource base to suit the customers’ needs in the evolving relationship is
a key to its development. Thus, in order to understand the factors affecting an industrial
supplier’s development, one should also look at how and which things must change inside
the supplier firm. The theories do not, however, suggest how and in which direction the
resources base should be ‘orchestrated’ and what type of resources a supplier firm should
have in order to develop; nor do they suggest what specific types of resources drive the
firms’ development.
The theories on industrial supplier firms give a good starting point for understanding
the different factors that may affect the development of the supplier firms to be examined
here. The weaknesses identified in the theories, however, imply that one must go further
to analyse not only the factors that cause changes in the customers’ purchasing strategies
and business but also the factors inside the supplier firm that enable and drive the firm’s
development. Next, I will briefly discuss two of the theoretical perspectives that can be
used in explaining these factors.
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2.3 Technological change as a key driver of change within an industry
The question of what changes a customer firm’s purchasing strategies is not necessarily
an easy one to answer. Basically, a firm’s need to change its purchasing strategies must
arise from the firm’s decision to strategically reposition itself in the industrial supply
network. This, in turn, points towards a change in the customer’s overall business or
industry. The debate over what drives change within an industry has been addressed in
particular by studies under the heading of ‘evolutionary economics’ (e.g., Nelson &
Winter 1982, Dosi 1982). The evolutionary economics approach has a long history in the
science and provides a very broad perspective on economic change based on the idea that
technological change is the key driver of change within an industry. The most influential
work in this area of research is that of Nelson and Winter (1982), whose theory of
industry evolution considers the implications of three fundamental processes; variation,
selection, and retention. Firms vary in the routines they have developed to conduct their
business. Their routines are seen as playing a role similar to that which genes play in
biological evolution. The evolutionary process involves a search for and adoption of new
technologies as well as the exploitation and imitation of these technologies. (Nelson &
Winter 1982.)
The central role of technology in industrial evolution has given rise to a number of
studies that can be termed studies on ‘technology and organisation’ (e.g., Dosi et al.
2001) or ‘technology and innovation research’ (e.g., Freeman 1982, Dosi et al. 1988)1. A
principal assumption in these studies is that innovation is a major force driving technological change, which in turn drives the evolution and change of industries. A common
theme is also the question of industry response to the appearance of a technology that provides a new way of performing functions of central importance to the industry’s activities.
(Dosi et al. 2000.) Accordingly, the studies examine how organisations deal or fail to deal
with technological challenges. In addition, the studies examine patterns of change in the
knowledge bases underlying innovative activities and the related dynamics of technological paradigms (Dosi 1982, Tushman and Anderson 1990, 1991). Technology and innovation studies have been largely inspired by Joseph Schumpeter’s (1934, 1942) interpretation of economic development and the notion of creative destruction. When exploring the
process of creative destruction, Schumpeter stated that technological change is the prime
mover of industrial dynamics (Schumpeter 1942). A major focus in Schumpeter’s work is
the question of what kind of entrepreneurs and firms invent new technologies and generate new industries. In his early work, Schumpeter emphasised the role of the entrepreneur and the small enterprise as a source of innovation, whereas later on he stressed the
importance of large monopolistic firms and a bureaucratised process of technical change.
The studies on evolutionary economics as well as those on technology and innovation
are often based on complex models and calculations that are beyond the scope of this
thesis (e.g., Nelson & Winter 1982, Freeman 1982, Pavitt 1984, Andersen 1996).
However, the principles whereby business and company behaviour co-evolve with
technological changes that drive industry change constitute a basic point of departure here
for explaining the change in the industrial customer’s business and purchasing strategies.

1. Later in the thesis, these studies are referred to as technology and innovation studies.
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2.4 Firm-internal resources as a source of growth and development
The other source of factors affecting industrial supplier development according to the
theories presented previously is the internal resource base of the supplier firm. In order to
understand in more depth how a supplier’s internal resources can affect its development,
one must take a closer look at economic as well as organisation and management theories
that deal with the subject. The idea of looking at firm-internal resources links the analysis
in this thesis to the vast body of literature and research that seeks the answer to the
formulation of competitive advantage from within the firm. This perspective is well
known by the name ‘the resource-based view of the firm’. In basic economic research,
competitive advantage refers to a firm being able to generate above-average profit.
Consequently, if one firm has a competitive advantage over others, it is also able to
develop in the strategic direction it wants to.
Competitive advantage has not always been seen deriving from firm-internal
resources, however. In fact, before going into more detail on the resource-based view, it is
worthwhile to discuss briefly the evolution of the research on the creation of competitive
advantage. The first explanations for the origin of competitive advantage are to be found
in Taylor’s scientific management (1947). Other early contributions include Chandler’s
(1962) ‘Strategy and Structure’, Ansoff’s (1965) ‘Corporate Strategy’ and the work of
Andrews (1971). Chandler’s work focused mostly on how large enterprises develop new
administrative structures to accommodate growth and how strategic change leads to
structural change. He saw changes in strategy mainly as a response to opportunities and
needs created by changes in the firm’s external environment. In general, in the early
literature the authors emphasised a contingency perspective, i.e., the fit between strategy
and structure and the resource-based framework that focused on internal strengths and
weaknesses. The studies emphasised a normative aspect in business knowledge and
stressed the importance of developing ‘best practices’ for business managers. (Hoskisson
et al. 1999.)
The work of Michael Porter (1980, 1981, 1985) marked a shift towards industrial
economics (IO). Porter, among others, introduced the structure-conduct-performance
paradigm into strategic management, to be followed by deductive large-scale statistical
analyses validating scientific hypotheses. A firm’s performance was mainly a function of
the industrial environment in which it competes and thus the research focus of strategic
management was on market structure rather than specific firms. According to Porter, the
ability of a firm to gain competitive advantage rests mainly on how well it positions and
differentiates itself in an industry. Porter also presented the idea of strategic groups within
industries: the application of the concept of strategic groups revealed the structure within
industries, whereby an industry was no longer viewed as a homogenous unit. (Porter
1980.) With the notion of strategic groups, the research started to shift from industry-level
to firm-level strategies and phenomena.
During the mid 1970s, there emerged the transaction cost and agency theories of
strategic management (see Hoskisson et al. 1999), which built mainly on the framework
of industrial organisation economics but represented a substantial swing back to a study
of forces within the firm. Transaction cost theory assumes that markets and hierarchies
are alternative governance mechanisms for completing transactions (Williamson 1975,
1985). As price systems fail to provide reliable market signals, hierarchies serve as
superior mechanisms for controlling market transactions. The main unit of analysis is
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consequently the firm-level dyadic transaction. Minimising transaction costs within this
bounded rationality is the optimal situation (Hoskisson et al. 1999). Agency theory
concentrates on the divergent interests of shareholders and managers or, more generally,
agents and principals. As human beings are rational and pursue their self-interest,
managers tend to maximise their own interests at the expense of shareholders. Areas in
which agency theory has been applied to strategic management include innovation,
corporate governance and diversification (e.g., Hoskisson & Hitt 1990).
Current trends in the research on ‘formation of competitive advantage’ lead back to
where the entire research tradition started from and to the perspective on competitive
advantage that is relevant to this study. The internal strengths and weaknesses of a firm
are now addressed as the resources of a firm. The resource-based view can be traced back
to the work of Edith Penrose (1959), who explained the difference between firms and
their competitive advantage by looking at the different resources that firms have. A
resource can be defined as a tangible or intangible asset that is tied semi-permanently to
the firm (Wernerfelt 1984). Sustainable competitive advantage can be achieved only by
possessing rare and hard-to-imitate resources. The growth and development potential of
any firm is assumed to depend upon the resource base which the firm develops in a pathdependent process (Hall 1992). Firms must continually enhance their existing resources
and capabilities to take advantage of changing conditions (Barney 1991). For example,
different studies have shown that firms experiencing the highest growth have added new
competencies sequentially over extended periods of time (Mosakowski 1993). Recently,
scholars have also begun to focus on how firms first develop firm-specific resources and
then renew these as a response to shifts in the outer context. Firms are assumed to develop
dynamic capabilities that enable adaptation to changing environments. From the dynamic
capability perspective, firms continuously replace previously defined sources of
competitive advantage with new sources of advantage to provide for dynamic firm
growth. (Dierickx & Cool 1989, Teece & Pisano 1994, Eisenhardt & Martin 2000, Teece
et al. 1997.)
There are several reasons why it can be argued that the resource-based perspective
provides a good mechanism for understanding the inner resource factors that affect the
development of industrial supplier firms. Firstly, the theory distinguishes among the
various resources that create competitive advantage and thus enable firm development.
Secondly, the resource-based perspective also identifies the resources that specifically
drive firm development. It must be borne in mind, however, that the resource-based view
and the evolutionary economics approach are both rather broad research streams, with
each comprising several schools of thought. Indeed, it is necessary to discuss these
theoretical areas and their suitability for the theory-building undertaken in this thesis in
more detail. This will be done in the next chapter. Before going into the theories in more
detail, however, the results of the analysis presented in this chapter will be summarised by
introducing a preliminary framework for industrial supplier development.
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2.5 A preliminary framework for industrial supplier firm development
The key findings of the theoretical discussion presented in this chapter yield a
preliminary framework for analysing the development of industrial supplier firms (Figure
3). Next, I will discuss the constituents of the framework briefly.
The argumentation for a supplier development continuum from capacity supplier to
strategic supplier is based on the literature on supplier typologies and industrial business
relationships. The literature suggests that there are two contrasting types of suppliers:
ones that are used to buffer gaps in a firm’s own production capacity and ones that have a
certain specialisation or expertise that the buying firm does not have itself and are thus
suppliers of strategic importance for the company. Virtually all the supplier types
identified can be positioned at some point along the continuum from a simple capacity
supplier to a strategic supplier. Suppliers with some area of specialisation are typically
strategically much more important to the customer than suppliers with rather generic
capabilities. Consequently, it is assumed that it is advantageous for a supplier firm to
develop into being more specialised and strategically important for a key customer.
However, not all firms move from being capacity suppliers towards being strategically
important suppliers. This is not always an attractive option. Sometimes a supplier firm
may even ‘regress’; for this reason, the supplier development continuum in Figure 3 has
arrows in both directions.
Identifying different supplier types makes it easier to see how certain firms have
developed. This also enables the classification of firms and comparison of the firms
between different categories. This identification does not, however, tell what factors may
drive and inhibit development. The theories on industrial supplier firm development
pointed out two important factors affecting the supplier’s development. The first is the
purchasing strategy of the customer firm. Here, it must be borne in mind, however, that as
determined above, one must understand the changes that are taking place in the
customer’s industry if one is to understand the changes in the customer’s purchasing
strategies. This leads to the theories of technological change and industry evolution,
which account for the outer context of the analysis framework. The second import factor
to examine in connection with industrial supplier firm development is the internal
resource base of the supplier organisation. In Figure 3 this is referred to as the inner
context. The theory that explains firm development by looking at the resources of a firm
is generally called the resource-based view of the firm.
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Fig. 3. A preliminary framework for analysing industrial supplier firm development.

Figure 3 depicts the main constituents that were found to affect the development of
industrial supplier firms. The framework presented is rather simple, however, in that it
does not specify the factors and concepts that should be examined in the case of the
supplier’s resource base on the one hand and technological change in the customer firm’s
industry on the other. Consequently, additional theoretical discussion is needed to refine
the framework. In the next chapter, I will analyse and compare in greater detail the
theoretical perspectives chosen as these pertain to both the inner and the outer contexts.
This analysis will yield a refined framework for studying industrial software supplier
development.

3 Theoretical review of the inner and outer contexts
In this chapter, I will present an in-depth discussion of selected theoretical literature concerning both the inner and outer contexts of the supplier development framework introduced in the preceding chapter. The theoretical basis of the inner context lies in the
resource-based view of the firm. The outer context, in contrast, draws on a somewhat
broader theoretical area dealing with industry change and technological evolution,
referred to here as the evolutionary economics approach. Both the resource-based view
and the evolutionary economics approach consist of several different research streams.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse these two rather fragmented streams of research
and to bring out aspects of the theories relevant to explaining industrial supplier firm
development. In addition to extending the framework through this theoretical discussion,
I will present theoretical assumptions that are not explicitly shown in the model, but
which underlie the logic of the empirical analysis undertaken in the study. The chapter
starts with a short overview of the selected theories and continues with a more detailed
analysis of the inner context and then of the outer context of the framework. The key
points relevant to this study of the different theories are presented in connection with the
analyses of both the inner and outer contexts. The chapter concludes with the presentation of a refined framework for analysing the development of industrial supplier firms.
This framework sets out in more detail (in comparison to Figure 3) the specific factors
that one should study when looking at a supplier firm’s resource base on one hand and the
evolution of the customer’s industry on the other.

3.1 Overview of the selected theories
The theoretical discussion of this chapter focuses on two approaches, the resource-based
view of the firm and the evolutionary economics theory. The approaches use similar terminology and thus their use of concepts and frameworks often overlap. In addition, the
ideas of both the theories are widely distributed throughout different areas of economics
and business research. Several researchers have tried to combine the two approaches by
developing a so-called evolutionary version of the resource-based view (see Barney
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2001). The present study, however, considers the resource-based view and the evolutionary approach as two distinct research streams. Next, I will briefly discuss the basic foundations and positioning of the theoretical approaches chosen.
The foundations of the resource-based view (RBV) lie in Edith Penrose’s (1959) book
‘The theory of the growth of the firm’. The RBV is intertwined with three major research
foci: mainstream strategy research, organisational economics research and industrial
organisation analysis (Mahoney & Pandian 1992). From the perspective of this study, a
research approach that arise from the RBV that is particularly salient is ‘the capability
approach’ (e.g., Dosi et al. 2000). Like the RBV, the capability approach has expanded
into several areas of economic and business research. These include business strategy,
evolutionary economics, business history and economic growth. This study focuses on the
business strategy and strategic management applications within capability research and,
more specifically, on the theory built around the concept of ‘dynamic capabilities’ (e.g.,
Teece et al. 1997, Eisenhardt & Martin 2000).
The evolutionary economics approach studies industry dynamics in terms of how
businesses co-evolve with an industry. The approach has its foundations in Nelson and
Winter’s (1982) seminal work ‘An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change’. One of
the main explanation mechanisms, especially in studies concerning technology and
industry evolution, is the nature and the rate of innovation. Changes in technology often
go hand in hand with the emergence of and changes in firm capabilities (Helfat 2000).
Changes in technology also affect the nature of interorganisational relationships and
organisational behaviour. It is arguable whether technology and innovation or technology
and management studies should be regarded as separate research streams or placed under
the heading of evolutionary economics. In this thesis, technology and innovation and
technology and management studies are regarded as a subset of research in evolutionary
economics.
The theoretical perspectives chosen have fundamental differences in the scopes of the
theories they embrace, i.e., whether they focus on analysing firm-internal or firm-external
factors, and the level of dynamism the theories expect. The dynamism of a model refers to
whether a theory can only be applied when studying static conditions or phenomena or
whether it assumes and seeks to explain dynamism and change in the context studied.
Figure 4 locates the theoretical perspectives chosen (the resource-based view, the
capability approach, the dynamic capability and the evolutionary economics approach)
along the two dimensions of (1) the scope for analysing a firm (internal vs. external
dimension) and (2) the level of dynamism included in the models (static vs. dynamic). In
addressing the firm-internal dimension and the inner context of the industrial supplier
analysis, the RBV proposes a highly static model of the resource-related factors that
create competitive advantage and thus enable firm development. There are no elements in
the theory that would explain the change of resources and their consequences for
competitive advantage.
Both the capability and the dynamic capability perspectives that arise from the RBV,
on the other hand, offer a much more dynamic explanation mechanism. This is an
important factor since the focus in this thesis is on industrial supplier firm development.
The capability perspective is a rather heterogeneous area of research, including
approaches that focus mostly on firm-internal perspectives (e.g., the strategic
management literature) and firm external issues (e.g., business history or the economic
growth research). Common to all these perspectives is a focus on explaining dynamism
and change. The dynamic capability perspective focuses mainly on firm-internal aspects.
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In contrast to the resource-based view, however, the dynamic capability perspective is
especially concerned with explaining change in and development of a firm’s competitive
advantage. The capabilities of a firm are the main explanatory mechanisms. Some of
these are dynamic: i.e., they renew competencies to respond to shifts in a rapidly
changing business environment. Finally, the evolutionary economic theory of the firm is
mostly concerned with firm-external issues1. The theory is strongly dynamic: it proposes
a conceptual base for understanding why and how industries evolve and change.

DYNAMIC

DYNAMIC CAPABILITY
APPROACH

EVOLUTIONARY ECONOMICS
’Studies on technological
change and innovation’

THE CAPABILITY APPROACH

THE RESOURCE-BASED VIEW
OF THE FIRM
’Strategic management’

STATIC
FIRM
INTERNAL
VIEW

FIRM
EXTERNAL
VIEW

Fig. 4. Location of the theories on the dynamic-static and internal-external dimensions.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the theories chosen partly overlap in that one approach has
given rise to another. Also, they entail different scopes with regard to dynamism and the
firm internal-external dimension in studying organisational phenomena. As the theories
are complementary, it can be assumed that combining the most important implications of
them will provide a more thorough understanding of both inner and outer context factors.
In the following, the theories are discussed in more detail and their suitability for
explaining industrial software supplier development and refining the preliminary
framework proposed in Chapter 2 is assessed.

1. Here I refer to the literature on the ‘external evolution processes’ that focuses on firm-external phenomena.
The literature on ‘internal evolutionary processes’ (see Weick 1979, Burgelman 1994) studies variety
generation, screening, retention and diffusion within a firm.
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3.2 Inner context
This section discusses the theories that have been presented in order to refine the inner
context of the proposed supplier development framework. These are the resource-based
view, the capability approach and the dynamic capability approach. The section concludes with a summary that presents the key conclusions to be drawn from the theories
that are relevant to the scope of this thesis.

3.2.1 The resource-based view of the firm
The resource-based view of the firm considers firms as bundles of resources. The firm’s
resources can be defined as tangible and intangible assets that are tied semi-permanently
to the firm. They can be anything that might be thought of as a strength or weakness,
including the local abilities or ‘competencies’ that are fundamental to a firm’s competitive advantage. In more specific terms, resources are those physical, human and organisational assets that can be used to implement value-creating strategies. (Wernerfelt 1984,
1995.)
Resources are distributed heterogeneously across firms. When firms have resources
that are inimitable, valuable and rare, they can achieve competitive advantage by
implementing value-creating strategies that cannot be imitated by competing firms.
(Wernerfelt 1984, Nelson 1991.) Resources differ in their level of complexity. Simple
resources are typically tangible, discrete and property-based, whereas complex resources
are intangible and knowledge-based (Amit & Shoemaker 1993). The complexity of
resources is linked to the possibility of transforming the resource from one place to
another and to the resource’s potential for becoming a source of unique advantage.
Competitive advantage lies ‘upstream’ of product markets and rests on the firm’s
difficult-to-imitate resources. (Barney 1991.) The RBV suggests a path-dependent
strategic logic of resource leverage that seeks sustainable competitive advantage. Simply
owning valuable resources does not, however, necessarily create competitive advantage;
firms must also have unique competencies or capabilities. The growth of a firm relies
only indirectly on resources via distinctive competencies that are involved in the
interactions between personnel and material resources. (Penrose 1959.) Typically,
capabilities and competencies cannot be readily assembled through markets (Zander &
Kogut 1995).
A number of researchers have attempted to categorise resources. Barney (1991)
suggests that resources can be categorised into physical, human and capital resources.
Grant (1991) proposes that there also exist financial, technological and reputational
resources. Physical resources are often relatively easy to copy and thus are seldom the
source of competitive advantage. It has been argued that the most likely sources of
competitive advantage are the ‘core competencies’, which are complex intangible
resources based on human and organisational skills (e.g., Prahalad & Hamel 1990).
According to the proponents of the resource-based view, a strategy is a continuing
search for rent, defined as a return on any resource (Peteraf 1994). Researchers have
identified several types of rents, and there exists some confusion in the terms used to refer
to a specific type of rent. Economic rent accrues to factors in absolutely fixed supply. The
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so-called quasi-rent is the difference between the first-best and second-best use value of a
resource. Ricardian rents can be achieved by owning valuable resources that are scarce.
Monopoly rents can be achieved by government protection or by collusive arrangements.
A fourth type of rent, the entrepreneurial, or Schumpeterian, rent can be realised by the
entrepreneur’s successfully taking risks in an uncertain and complex environment. The
RBV also recognises a managerial rent, which is a return to the manager (e.g., Mahoney
& Pandian 1992, Peteraf 1994, Shulze 1994).
One of the main contributions of the basic resource-based view is that it has cast
vertical integration and diversification in a new strategic light (see Teece et al. 1997,
Mahoney & Pandian 1992, Helfat & Rautbitschek 2000). Rather than entering new
attractive industries, a firm can use vertical integration and diversification to capture rents
on scarce firm-specific resources, particularly where the firm’s services are difficult to
sell in intermediate markets.

3.2.1.1 Different approaches within the RBV literature
As the resource-based view of a firm has grown into an important segment of the strategy literature, it has also started to diverge into different schools of thought. These can be
analysed by dividing the research in the area into two broad approaches. Economicsbased researchers typically embrace ‘the structural approach’ within the RBV, whereas
behaviour-based researchers are more interested in the processual aspects of the theory.
(Schulze 1994.) The main differences between the two approaches are found in their analytical focus on competitive advantage, management focus, the type of rents they are
interested in, the nature of productive outcome and the role of entrepreneurship (Shulze
1994). I will proceed to discuss these differences in more detail. The discussion is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. The main differences between the structural and process approaches of the RBV.
Assumption concerning:

Process approach

Structural approach

Analytical focus of
competitive advantage

Organisational processes

Market processes

Management focus

Only on rare, inimitable, immobile and
Common processes are also interesting.
‘Extra-managerial’ rents important sources nonsubstitutable resources
of competitive advantage

Type of Rents

Also quasi-rents and efficiency rents

Ricardian and land

Productive outcome is a
result of

Different resources can create similar
productive outcomes

Similar resources. ‘Single best way’
perspective

Role of entrepreneurship

An on-going process and can sometimes
create competitive advantage

Just like any other resource

Representative authors

Schoemaker 1990
Grant 1991
Teece, Pisano and Shuen 1997

Barney 1991
Wernerfelt 1984
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The fundamental difference between the two approaches lies in the types of rents
emphasised. The structural approach focuses on land and Ricardian rents and is typical in
conventional strategy content research, such as that dealing with strategic groups, and the
influence of factor market conditions on firm performance and diversification. (Shulze
1994.) The process approach, in contrast, stresses the importance of quasi or efficiency
rents and is typically applied in strategy process research.
The structural approach assumes that sustained competitive advantage is feasible if the
resources used to achieve that advantage are rare, imperfectly mobile and
nonsubstitutable (see Barney 1991). Consequently, the range of organisational
phenomena that are considered strategic is somewhat narrow. Management should not
invest in resources that do not meet the standards of rareness, inimitability and
immobility. The process approach, however, contributes the general assumption that
efficiency rents are routinely available to the firm, meaning that common resources are
competitively important as well. These resources include institutional processes,
organisational governance, entrepreneurship, and strategy implementation. Both
perspectives concur that the firm’s ability to create and use resources better than its
competitors is the primary source of competitive advantage. The process model stresses
the significance of ‘extramanagerial’ phenomena in the creation of this competence.
(Schulze 1994.) These phenomena include, for example, organisational skills and
routines, organisational learning and organisational culture. These processes are
embedded in firms and thus are related to a firm’s ability to build and maintain
competitive advantage. (Fiol 1991.)
The structural and the process approaches also differ in the way they explain the
creation of rents. The structural model relies on a market-level explanation, in which
economic activity is explained as occurring within efficient markets whose parameters of
behaviour are presumed to be known, or at least knowable. Similarly, entrepreneurial skill
is regarded in the same way as any other scarce resource. The process approach, on the
other hand, is more interested in the role of ‘extra managerial’ processes embedded in the
firm as possible sources of competitive advantage. Examples of such processes include
organisational learning, innovation and knowledge transfer within the organisation. In
addition, the process approach perspective views entrepreneurship as an on-going firmlevel activity that occasionally has uncommon rewards instead of regarding it as a rare
skill that is uncommonly valuable (Grant 1991). The approach assumes that interaction of
a firm’s human and intangible assets with its physical assets is a rich source of
heterogeneity in resources and competitive advantage (Grant 1991).
With respect to market dynamism, the structural approach focuses solely on resources
that are currently available. The processual approach, on the other hand, also takes into
consideration resources that can be rent-creating in the future. In the structural
perspective, similar resources are needed in order to bring about similar productive
outcomes; there thus is ‘one best way’. (Shulze 1994.) The process perspective argues,
however, that similar productive outcomes can be achieved through several paths, using
different resources. This idea links the process approach of the RBV to the institutional
perspectives on organisational analysis (see Oliver 1997). Both approaches suggest that
firms are so different from each other that most competitors could share their secrets
without harm to the firms’ competitive positions. It is often argued that resource
differences exist at the level of tacit knowledge, which cannot be imitated by competitors.
(Grant 1991.)
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As can be seen from Table 1, the two research approaches within the same research
paradigm, the resource-based view, have very different underlying assumptions. The
reason why two such different approaches have evolved from a basic ideology of focusing
on firm resources as a source of competitive advantage is that they seek to explain
different kinds of organisational phenomena. The structural approach focuses mainly on
identifying rent-generating resources and specifying how these may form the basis of
competitive advantage. The process school studies shifts the focus from resources that
can be controlled to ones that cannot be perfectly controlled, and examines especially
how these resources evolve and can be managed. The capability approach and the
dynamic capability approach that are discussed in this thesis can be classified under the
‘process approach’. The assumptions of the process school are thus taken further later in
this thesis. Before going into the capability approach and the dynamic capability
approach, however, I will discuss the general criticism that has been directed towards the
RBV and the implications of the theory for the research focus of this thesis. The analysis
concentrates on the structural approach within the RBV.

3.2.1.2 Criticism
One of the key weaknesses of the resource-based view, especially the structural approach,
is its lack of operational practicality in managerial settings. The RVB has been accused of
underplaying the difficulty for management of predicting the length of current advantage
and the sources of future advantage. The resource-based view assumes discretionary
rational managerial choices. Economic motives drive resource procurement decisions.
Sustainable competitive advantage is the result of these decisions, selective resource
accumulation and deployment, strategic industry factors, and factor market imperfections
(Oliver 1997). The resource-based view suggests that in order to drive company growth
(here synonymous to development), managers should only nurture idiosyncratic, inimitable, rare, valuable and nonsubstitutable resources. Based on this logic, a manager should
(1) first identify and classify the firm’s resources and capabilities and (2) compare how
valuable these are relative to the competitors’ resources and weaknesses. After this (3)
the rent-generating potential of these resources and capabilities are assessed and (4) a
strategy that best exploits the firm’s resources and capabilities relative to external opportunities is chosen (see Grant 1991). Despite its simplicity, the model for firm growth and
development proposed by the RBV can be quite difficult to follow in managerial practice. Firstly, the level of value that each resource produces can be hard to determine, as
this is exogenous to the firm. Moreover, resources that are a source of distinctive advantage are typically socially complex phenomena, such as the organisational culture. The
creation of these resources is path dependent. A path comprises the strategic alternatives
available to a firm, and thus the creation of resources is dependent on the past choices a
firm has made, i.e., the paths that have been chosen. Previous investments and routines
constrain the firm’s future behaviour. (Teece et al. 2000.) The possibilities of a manager
to influence these kinds of resources are rather limited; i.e., these are not amenable to
managerial manipulation.
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Another disadvantage of the RBV is that it lacks certain context-specific adaptability.
For example, the capability of the RBV to explain the formation of competitive advantage
in high-velocity markets is rather weak. The very assumption of the possibility to achieve
sustainable competitive advantage is unlikely in dynamic markets where short-term
unpredictable advantages are rather the norm (see Brown & Eisenhardt 1998). When
considering highly dynamic markets, such as the software and telecommunications
industries, the speed of technological development changes the products or services sold
in ever decreasing time intervals. Thus, competitive advantage, even if it is sustainable,
cannot be based on resources that help to create a certain product or a service.
The RBV also proposes a highly static model of the firm’s existence. In other words, it
offers insights into sources of heterogeneity among firms, but offers relatively little
theoretical power for explaining the dynamics that lead to changes in a firm’s distinctive
resources. Consequently, the model may not be suitable as such for studying firm change
and development. Furthermore, the resource-based view stresses finding the source of
competitive advantage within the resources of an organisation, yet it must be remembered
that companies themselves do not determine the value of these resources. Rather, the
value of resources is determined by the demand side, which is exogenous to the firm and
the RBV. As the competitive environment changes, the value of resources may also
change. On balance, understanding changes in the competitive environment plays an
important role in understanding firm development.

3.2.1.3 Implications for the industrial supplier development analysis
Despite the weaknesses of the structural approach in the RBV, the theory nevertheless
provides relevant points of departure for this study. First, the resource-based view
acknowledges that the firm’s ability to create and use resources better than its competitors is its most important source of competitive advantage. Consequently, it can also be
assumed that a firm that creates and uses resources better than other firms in a specific
context, for example, in subcontracting software development services in the ICT cluster,
can more easily develop in the direction it prefers. The RBV also distinguishes between
different types of resources and acknowledges the fact that these resources, tangible as
well as intangible, vary in their level of complexity. The theory further assumes that more
complex resources are harder for other firms to imitate than less complex ones.

3.2.2 The organisational capability approach
The organisational capability approach has attracted increasing interest in the recent
years; however, it still cannot be considered as a distinctive and independent stream of literature but rather one important stream within the resource-based view research paradigm. Capability studies are to be found in several different areas of economic and organisational research, and, accordingly, the methodologies used in the research are various,
reflecting contributors’ range of academic backgrounds.
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Among the different streams of research, the role of capabilities is perhaps most
fundamental in the theory of evolutionary economics. In fact, routines and capabilities are
one of the main building blocks of the evolutionary theory proposed by Nelson and
Winter (1982). Evolutionary economists have differentiated themselves from mainstream
economics in claiming that firms are heterogeneous and have distinctive ways of doing
things that show strong elements of continuity. For evolutionary economists, the concept
of capability provides a very promising way of studying the elements of continuity and
idiosyncrasy (this can be seen in the ‘outer context theories’ in Section 3.3.1). Firms build
their capabilities in an institutional and policy context where capabilities themselves show
slow patterns of change.
The term ‘capability’ is also much used in what is known as technology and
management research and which is often regarded as a subset of evolutionary economics.
The research on patterns of change in innovative activities has been conducted by, among
others, Dosi (1984) and Freeman (1982). One of the key considerations in the technology
and organisation literature is organisational learning. This has also given rise to the more
practically oriented areas of research on knowledge management (e.g., Nonaka & Konno
1998), benchmarking and the literature on ‘best practices’ (e.g., Von Hippel & Tyre 1995,
O'Dell & Grayson 1998). Capability research has also opened up new ways of
conceptualising change in business history research (e.g., Chandler 1990) and economic
growth research (e.g., Hobday 1995, Taddei & Coriat 1993). The business strategy
orientation of capability research is especially relevant for this thesis in that it examines
the inner context of the supplier development framework. In comparison to other
capability research areas, research in strategic management relies especially heavily on
the foundations of the resource-based view. Because the assumptions of the RBV have
already been discussed, it is not worthwhile to repeat the ideology of what creates
competitive advantage for firms from the capability perspective. What is more important
here is to bring out how the capability approach helps to deepen the concepts of resources
and capabilities and the process of transferring and imitating them both within and
between firms. These are discussed below. As the capability approach and the dynamic
capability approach are in many respects very similar, the criticism and the implications
of both theories are presented together in sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3 following the
presentation of the dynamic capability approach.

3.2.2.1 Basic terminology and different types of capabilities
In business strategy research, capabilities aim at deploying and co-ordinating different
resources (Amit & Shoemaker 1993, Grant 1996). In general, a capability fills the gap
between an intention and an outcome. To be capable of something is to have a generally
reliable capacity to bring that thing about as a result of intentioned action. Capabilities
allow firms to make activities look very simple, when they may in fact be rather complicated. Capabilities are complex sets of different activities and thus must be seen as fairly
large-scale units of analysis that have a recognisable purpose, which they are presumed to
make feasible. (Dosi et al. 2000.)
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Where resources tend to be tradable in markets, capabilities reside in routines that are
intrinsically intangible (Kogut & Zander 1992). Routines are units of organisational
activity with a repetitive character and thus, in a way, the building blocks of
organisational capabilities. Routines are the skills of an organisation. (Nelson & Winter
1982.) However, extensive routines involving conscious decisions can sometimes also be
regarded as capabilities. Routines can be assigned to lower-order or higher-order
hierarchical levels. If lower-order routines are lacking, or there are no higher-order
routines for invoking lower-order routines, it follows that the organisation does not have
the (core) capability to perform the needed operation. (Nelson 1991.)
Another important term associated with capability research is that of competence and
especially core competence. The terms ‘capability’ and ‘competence’ are often used in
parallel (see Lewis and Gregory 1996). Here, a capability is regarded as a special type of
firm resource that typically consists of a complex set of routines. Competence, on the
other hand, is a special type of capability that a company recognises as containing unique
resources. In other words, in this thesis competencies can be regarded as the most critical
type of resources and capabilities for a firm’s development. Core competence, on the
other hand, comprises the capabilities that define a firm’s fundamental business as its core
and must, accordingly, be derived by looking across the range of the firm’s products and
services. (Prahalad & Hamel 1990.) The degree to which core competence is distinctive
depends on how well endowed a firm is relative to its competitors, and how difficult it is
for competitors to replicate its competencies (Teece et al. 2000, 339).
Empirical studies have shown that capabilities may exist at many levels in an
organisation. Some capabilities may be based on factory floor operations, others on R&D
operations and managerial activities. Fujimoto (2000) has identified three levels of firm
capability:
1. static capability
2. improvement capability
3. evolutionary capability.
Static capability affects a firm’s level of performance and is static in its basic nature.
Improvement capability, on the other hand, affects the pace of performance improvements
and thus causes changes in competitive performance. Compared to static capability,
improvement capability is more dynamic. It is still, however, an identifiable
organisational routine. Evolutionary capability enables the accumulation and change of
capabilities themselves. It is a highly dynamic capability that cannot be easily identified
as an organisational routine with a repetitive nature. (Fujimoto 2000.) Of the capabilities
identified, improvement capability and evolutionary capability are connected with firm
change and the dynamics of competence development. It can be assumed that these
capabilities are also complex and hard to understand, identify and codify. Accordingly,
the imitation of such capabilities becomes highly difficult. The dynamic capability
approach to be discussed in more detail later in this chapter focuses on special types of
capabilities that come very close to Fujimoto’s (2000) evolutionary capabilities.
The typology of capabilities resembles the typology of routines proposed by Nelson
and Winter (1982). They identify three kinds of routines: (1) short-run routines that
determine the firm’s operating characteristics, (2) investment routines that determine the
augmentation or diminution of the firm’s capital stock, and (3) routines which modify
various aspects of the firm’s operating characteristics over time (Nelson & Winter 1982,
16-17). The typologies suggest that a static capability is a result of a set of short-run,
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lower-order routines that are governed by higher-order routines. Improvement and
evolutionary capabilities, on the other hand, are most likely to result from sets of
investments and routines that modify the firm’s operating characteristics.

3.2.2.2 Knowledge, replication and imitation
Another important contribution of the capability approach to business research is the conception of the transfer of resources and capabilities within and between firms. It was stated in describing the principles of the process school of the RBV - including the business
strategy research in the capability approach - that distinctive competencies and capabilities are typically those that cannot be bought. Resources and capabilities that are hard for
competitors to imitate are a source of distinctive advantage. Typically, these types of
competencies and capabilities are knowledge-based. In what follows, the nature of
knowledge and the difficulties related to the imitation and replication of competencies
and capabilities are discussed in more detail.
The knowledge a firm has is socially constructed. It is embodied in the organisation of
human resources. Knowledge as information refers to knowing what something means
simply as a blueprint, whereas knowledge as know-how is the accumulated practical skill
that allows one to do something smoothly and efficiently. Thus, know-how must be
learned and acquired. It is a description, or a recipe, for knowing how to do something.
(Kogut & Zander 1992.) The content of a firm’s know-how is often hard to articulate. It
lies in the regularity of the structuring of work and employee interactions in keeping with
explicit or implicit recipes (Kogut & Zander 1992). Replication refers to the transfer or
redeployment of competencies from one economic setting to another (Teece 1998).
Imitation occurs when firms discover and simply copy organisational routines and
procedures (Teece et al. 1997, 524). It typically refers to replication performed by a
competitor. Emulation, on the other hand, occurs when a firm uses alternative ways of
achieving the same functionality as a competitor has.
Differences in firm capabilities can be best explained by the difficulty of transferring
and imitating capabilities. Two obvious factors affecting the transferability and imitability
of knowledge are the codifiability and complexity of that knowledge. Codifying denotes
the structuring of knowledge into a set of identifiable rules and relationships that can be
easily communicated. Codified or ‘explicit’ knowledge can be detached from the
individual who has written the code. Not all knowledge, however, can be codified.
Identifying the relevant information that functions as input data for an actor or sets of
activities can be difficult. Knowledge that is difficult to articulate in a way that is
meaningful and complete is often referred to as tacit knowledge. (Nonaka 1991.)
Knowledge can also vary in complexity. The more complex the knowledge, the more
difficult it is to transfer or imitate. Codifiability and complexity are often interrelated. It is
harder to code complex knowledge than simple and well-structured knowledge. The
relationship between codification of knowledge and the costs of transferring it is
significant. (Teece 1998.) The cost of transfer of codified knowledge is principally related
to the technical investments required to ensure the ready availability of channels of
communication suitable for the transmission of the knowledge. Uncodified, tacit
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knowledge is slow and typically also costly to transfer. The context in which such
knowledge is typically transferred is a face-to-face situation, a setting in which errors of
interpretation can be corrected by instant feedback.
The interest of firms in replication and imitation is self-evident. There are at least two
kinds of strategic benefits that can be gained from replication. One such benefit can be
realised when a company aims at geographic or product-line expansion. Replicating
existing routines confers value to the extent that the capabilities replicated are relevant to
customer needs. Replication can also be used in enhancing organisational learning and
improvement. For example, process improvement has grown into one of the key
paradigms in the last decade. Different schools of process improvement such as Business
Process Re-engineering (BPR) and Total Quality Management (TQM), are based on the
idea that before improvement work can be started, a firm should understand its existing
processes. Essentially, this means codifying the activities that the processes consist of
(e.g., Al Mashari & Zairi 2000, Jarrar & Aspinwall 1999). Replication of capability
indicates that the firm has the foundations for learning and improvement. The benefits of
imitation are based on the learning and improving of a firm’s own activities by replicating
the activities of a competitor. However, imitation is sometimes seen as being even more
difficult than replication. (Teece 1998.)
How much a company can replicate, imitate and learn new knowledge depends to a
considerable extent on its internal organisation (Langlois 1991). Replicating information
is only possible when the information sought is codified and fully understood. Full
understanding in most cases also requires an understanding of the economic context in
which the information is embedded. Knowledge that is not codified, i.e., tacit knowledge,
is difficult to replicate both within a single firm as well as between firms. Replication can
take place only through a process of socialisation. (Krogh et al. 2000.) Many
organisational routines that constitute capabilities are tacit in nature (Nelson & Winter
1982) and thus difficult to replicate. For example, Lippman and Rumelt (1992) have
found that competitive advantage is sometimes so complex that it is extremely difficult
even for a single firm to understand the competencies and routines upon which it rests. It
is not only the complex and tacit nature of knowledge that restricts its imitation;
intellectual property rights (IPR) can hinder the process as well. For example, the process
of taking out a patent serves to codify knowledge, but, at the same time, imposes legal
restrictions on imitation for a certain period of time.

3.2.2.3 Capability change
As the key theoretical interest of this study is industrial supplier development, capabilities
must also be analysed in terms of change. In the literature, capability formation and
change have been viewed from perspectives ranging from the micro level within organisations to industry-level patterns. At each level, the theoretical discussion seems to be
much more detailed and farther reaching than the empirical studies and their implications. The methods for analysing capability change vary from in-depth case studies (Fujimoto 2000, Tripsas & Gavetti 2000, Raff 2000) to historical studies (Langlois & Steinmuller 2000) and large-scale statistical data analysis (Helfat 1997). Most of the studies of
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organisational capabilities focus on the evolution of existing organisational capabilities.
The question of the emergence of organisational capabilities has not been addressed very
thoroughly (Dosi et al. 2000).
One significant feature of organisational capabilities is their ‘stickiness’ over time. It is
argued that the creation of capabilities is path-dependent. Once created, capabilities tend
to be hard to change. The total disappearance of existing capabilities is extremely rare, in
some cases even impossible. (Helfat 2000.) Similarly, the history of an organisation
imposes certain constraints upon the degree of discretion strategic management has. In
fact, in many studies it is assumed that capabilities cannot be bought but must be built.
This shifts the focus of analysis in strategic management research from more traditional
product-positioning to problem-solving and competence-enhancing strategies.
In addition to the path-dependent evolution of capabilities within a firm, acquisitions
have been thought to serve as mechanisms by which capabilities change and are altered
(Karim & Michell 2000). Using acquisition in capability building can, however, be rather
complicated in cases where capabilities are related to particular people. In cases where
capabilities are organisational, i.e., individuals can leave without the erosion of
capabilities, the transfer of capabilities may be easier; instead of being the province of
certain individuals, knowledge is embedded in the organisation’s structure and
technology. (Argote & Darr 2000.)

3.2.3 The dynamic capability approach
In recent years, the literature on capabilities has been amplified in the area of strategic
management in particular through the notion of dynamic capabilities. This approach has
been developed in response to the weaknesses found when adopting the RVB in environments characterised by rapid technological change. What differentiates the dynamic capability approach from the more general capability approach is that the former concerns
particular types of capabilities that drive firm development. To be more specific, it concerns the firm’s ability to pull off the balancing act between continuity and change in its
capabilities in a competitively effective fashion (Dosi et al. 2000). The competitive
advantage of a firm lies in specific distinctive co-ordinating and combining processes that
are shaped by the its asset positions and the evolution paths it has adopted or inherited
(Teece et al. 1997). These distinctive processes are called dynamic capabilities. Dynamic capabilities enable managers to integrate, build and reconfigure internal and external
competencies to address a rapidly changing environment. They are a subset of the competencies and capabilities that allow a firm to create new products and processes and to
respond to changing market circumstances. (Teece & Pisano 1994, 541.)
In the literature, the idea of dynamic capabilities has been closely tied to new product
development activities (e.g., Helfat 1997, Deeds et al.1999). This is, however, a too
narrow view, because in professional service firms, for example, there normally are no
distinct products (e.g., Lowendahl 1997). This is also the case in many of the software
firms involved in this study. Thus, despite the fact that new product development is one of
the most important competencies of firms in high-velocity markets, the nature of dynamic
capabilities goes beyond this one area of competence. The definition of dynamic
capabilities used in this study is that proposed in Eisenhardt and Martin (2000):
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‘Dynamic capabilities are the antecedent organizational and strategic routines by
which managers alter their resource base – acquire and shed resources, integrate
them together, and recombine them – to generate new value-creating strategies. As
such, they are drivers behind the creation, evolution and recombination of other
resources into new sources of competitive advantage’. (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000,
1106.)
The term ‘dynamic capability’ is rather new and several authors have previously used
concepts referring to a similar phenomenon in the management literature. For example,
Kogut and Zander (1992) identified ‘combinative capabilities’ that refer to a firm’s ability to handle change by transforming old capabilities into new ones. A combinative capability is affected by the organising principles of the firm and the internal social relationships shaped by the knowledge bases of individuals and groups within the firm. Other,
similar types of concepts that have been proposed include ‘architectural competence’
(Henderson & Cockburn 1994), ‘evolutionary capabilities’ (Fujimoto 2000) or mere
‘capabilities’ (Amit & Shoemaker 1993).
Dynamic capabilities can be conceived of as processes embedded in firms. Instead of
being vague, tautological and non-operative (see Williamson 1999), dynamic capabilities
consist of identifiable and specific routines (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). Teece et al.
(1997) have identified several types of dynamic capabilities. These include capabilities
that integrate resources (e.g., product development routines, strategic decision making),
capabilities that focus on reconfiguration of resources (e.g., resource allocation,
replication, collaboration) and capabilities related to the gain and release of resources
(e.g., knowledge-creation, alliance building and acquisitions, exit routines). Examples of
the different types of dynamic capabilities are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Examples of routines that constitute dynamic capabilities.
Type of dynamic capability

Examples of routines

Resource integrating

Product development, strategic decision making

Resource reconfiguring

Resource allocation, knowledge transfer, collaboration

Gain of resources

Acquisition routines, knowledge creation, alliance building

Release of resources

Exit routines

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) suggest that, rather than these capabilities being
idiosyncratic and unique in each firm, there exist commonalities, or ‘best practices’, for
each process. However, there are multiple paths to the same dynamic capability. That is,
different firms may have different capability development paths, but successful firms
often come up with very similar ways of implementing the managerial processes referred
to here as dynamic capabilities.
As argued above, dynamic capabilities are identifiable and can even be substitutable.
Thus, following the logic of the RVB, dynamic capabilities cannot be seen as the source
of long-term sustainable competitive advantage for a firm. Rather, the source of
competitive advantage in high-velocity markets lies in using dynamic capabilities more
effectively (sooner, more astutely or more fortuitously) than one’s competitors to create
resource configurations that yield advantage. In other words, long-term competitive
advantage lies in the resource configurations that managers build using dynamic
capabilities, not in the capabilities themselves. (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000.) Despite the
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fact that dynamic capabilities are identifiable and/or substitutable, the operationalisation
of dynamic capability research has been considered a rather complex process that must
include, for example, the identification of firms’ organisational processes, paths and
position (Teece at al. 2000).
The nature of effective patterns of dynamic capabilities varies with market dynamics.
For example, in more stable markets, dynamic capabilities may resemble a more
traditional conception of routines with predictable outcomes. Best practices are widely
shared and can even be codified knowledge. Best practices may also constitute broader
and somewhat vaguer concepts, such as business recipes (Spender 1989), dominant logic
(Bettis & Prahalad 1986, 1995) or industrial wisdom (Hellgren & Melin 1993). These
recipes, logic or wisdom refer to a shared knowledge within a certain industry on how one
should operate within that industry. In high-velocity markets, on the other hand, dynamic
capabilities may be more experimental in nature and include unstable processes that rely
on quickly created new knowledge.

3.2.3.1 Dynamic capability change
The literature proposes that dynamic capabilities are drivers of firm development. If
dynamic capabilities are a source of development, then, consequently, it is also important
to understand how and why dynamic capabilities themselves change. This question leads
to the broad stream of literature on organisational learning. From an organisational learning perspective, dynamic capabilities can be defined as learned and stable patterns of collective activity through which the organisation systemically generates and modifies its
operating routines in pursuit of improved effectiveness (Zollo & Winter 2001). Dynamic
capabilities arise from learning, as they constitute a firm’s systematic methods for modifying operating routines.
The mechanisms that guide the evolution of dynamic capabilities have been identified
principally in the psychological literature. One of the most important mechanisms is
repeated practice. Practice helps people to understand processes and develop effective
ones. On the other hand, the codification of personal experiences into technology and
formal procedures makes that experience easier to apply. This accelerates the building of
routines. (Argote 1999.) Learning can take place through the accumulation of ‘natural’
experience’ or by more deliberate cognitive processes that involve the articulation and
codification of knowledge derived from reflecting upon past experiences (Zollo & Winter
2001). Dynamic capabilities emerge from the co-evolution of the accumulation of tacit
experience and the articulation and codification of explicit knowledge.
Learning in an organisation requires different types of resources. These include
financial resources, investments of time and cognitive resources (Zollo & Winter 2001).
The level of investment in developing dynamic capabilities is likely to be lowest when a
firm relies on learning in a semi-automatic fashion. In that case, it is assumed that
individuals invoke certain adaptations in response to unsatisfactory performance. On the
other hand, a learning investment can be significantly higher when the organisation relies
on knowledge articulation processes. The investment of time, effort and resources will be
highest in cases where knowledge is codified into a tool, for example, a manual. (Zollo &
Winter 2001.) Because of the potentially high costs, a firm should carefully consider
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when to invest in deliberate learning activities. Managers must determine the cases when
the learning and diffusion advantages associated with codification can more than offset its
costs. Zollo’s and Winter’s (2001) arguments suggest that the lower the frequency of
experiences, the more likely it is that explicit articulation and codification mechanisms
will have more effective results than tacit accumulation of past experiences. The same
conclusion can be drawn where experiences are highly heterogeneous and the relation
between the actions and the performance outcomes for the task is highly ambiguous.

3.2.3.2 Criticism
The main criticism of the literature on the capability and dynamic capability approach
focuses on failures to operationalise the theories in empirical research. One reason for
this is the use of rather vague and often tautological terms. Also, quite differently from
the resource-based view, the capability perspective completely accepts the bounded
rationality of economic actors as well as the heterogeneity of firms in markets. In doing
so, however, it also introduces a great deal of complexity, vagueness and room for individual interpretation. On balance, neither the capability approach nor the dynamic capability approach provide a concrete model for studying organisations; rather, they offer
empirical lenses enabling the researcher to understand why development and change may
take place in firms. Furthermore, the theories do not provide clear answers to the question of what type of capabilities are effective in certain situations and in certain types of
firms and how these capabilities should be built in the organisations in the first place (see
Williamson 1999, Henderson & Cockburn 2000).

3.2.3.3 Implications for the analysis of industrial supplier development
The implications of the capability approach and the dynamic capability approach for the
focus of this thesis - understanding of the development of industrial supplier firms - are
much more far-reaching than those of the RBV: the RBV offers only a static model,
whereas the capability and dynamic capability approaches focus squarely on change and
development. Most importantly, the capability approach shows that the difficult-to-imitate resources, which are often the source of competitive advantage, are typically knowledge-based capabilities, which comprise essentially complex sets of organisational routines. Accordingly, from the perspective of this study the capability approach suggests
that one should look at capabilities in particular as a source of competitive advantage and
at factors that enable development. The capability approach also sheds light on why certain capabilities become sources of competitive advantage, i.e., what makes the imitation
and replication of certain capabilities difficult and how the level of imitation within a firm
can be enhanced, for example, by codifying knowledge. The dynamic capability approach
takes this discussion even further in identifying among all capabilities those that drive a
firm’s development. The focus moves from analysing resources to analysing processes in
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a firm. The development-driving processes are especially important when looking at a
supplier’s change from one operating type to another. In addition, the theory suggests that
the development of dynamic capabilities is path-dependent.
What is somewhat contradictory between the two approaches is that the capability
approach assumes complex inimitable resources to be a source of competitive advantage
whereas the dynamic capability perspective suggests that these capabilities are
identifiable routines that form best practices. The secret of creating competitive
advantage lies in using these capabilities more efficiently than others. The implication for
the present research is that the possibility that the source of competitive advantage rests in
routine-like organisational practices cannot be excluded.

3.2.4 Summary
The different theoretical approaches relating to the inner context all basically explain how
a firm can develop and create competitive advantage over other firms by looking at the
firm’s internal resource base. Firms strive for this advantage by focusing on the resources,
capabilities and competencies they possess. There are, however, several dimensions with
respect to which the theories differ from each other. Typically, these are underlying
assumptions of the approaches that can also be referred to as ‘salient characteristics’ of
the theories (Teece et al. 2000). Next, to sum up the theoretical section concerning the
inner context of the supplier development analysis, the approaches discussed so far are
compared and contrasted. The assumptions of the resource-based view presented refer to
the structural approach of the paradigm, not to the processual approach. The capability
approach is not presented here as a separate theoretical approach, because it includes
research streams from so many different areas of economics and organisational studies,
the dynamic capability approach being one of these. The discussion is summarised in
Table 3.
For the present thesis, one of the most important differences between the theories lies
in the sources and ways in which they propose competitive advantage is created. A
second difference is their conception of managerial decision making, i.e., the way
managers are expected to behave. The basic unit of analysis the theories assume also
varies. These differences clearly shape the managerial implications of the approaches,
which are taken up accordingly in the discussion to follow. Given the focus on firm
development, the discussion also addresses the question of change and industry
dynamism. This is followed by a summary of the principal weaknesses of the approaches
and the basic units of analysis suggested for empirical research. Lastly, the two
approaches are assessed with regard to their suitability for studying organisational
development.
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Table 3. Comparison of the theories concerning the inner context.
The Resource-based View:
’the structural approach’

Theoretical
Paradigm
Assumptions

The Dynamic Capability Approach

(1) Source of
competitive advantage

Difficult to imitate, rare and
idiosyncratic resources

Distinctive dynamic capabilities that are
acquired in protracted organisational
learning and cannot be bought.

(2) How competitive
advantage can be
achieved?

(1) Identify unique resources.
(2) Decide markets where unique
resources can earn the highest rents.
(3) Make market entrance

Apply the ’best practices’ of dynamic
capabilities more effectively than other
firms. Dynamic capabilities are
identifiable and substitutable routines.

(3) Nature of decision
making

Managers make rational choices

Bounded rationality

(4) Unit of analysis

Resources

Processes
Positions
Paths

(5) Static/dynamic

Static

Dynamic

(6) View of industry
structure and change

Not the centre of interest. External
industries determine the strategic value
of a firm’s resources. Managers can
manipulate the firm’s external
environment.

Not the centre of interest.
Model applied in dynamic industrial
contexts.

(7) Managerial
implications

Managers must focus only on existing,
currently available inimitable resources.

Capabilities cannot be bought but must be
built.
Organisational learning takes time.
Due to path-dependence, long-range
Strategising may be inefficient.

(8) Major weaknesses

Static model
Lack of context-specific adaptability
Non-practicality

Tautology
Interdependencies of processes, paths and
positions unresolved
Confusion of concepts and terms
Lack of empirical research
Failure of operationalisation

(9) How the theory
contributes to studying
organisational
development in this
study

Provides the basic categorisation of
tangible and intangible resources.
Capabilities are used in the identification
of the supplier types. No implications for
the studying of change.

Conceptualises the drivers for firm change
as identifiable routines known as dynamic
capabilities.

(10) Representative
studies

Barney (1991)
Wernerfelt (1984)

Eisenhardt & Martin (2000)
Teece, Pisano & Shuen (1997)

The approaches contrasted in Table 3 above both suggest that the key to a company’s
success is its ability to create a combination of capabilities and resources that is truly
distinctive (row 1). The RBV proposes that competitive advantage lies in idiosyncratic,
difficult-to-imitate resources. The dynamic capability approach further stresses that the
sources of competitive advantage exist in scarce, idiosyncratic resources that are typically
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non-tradable and tacit in nature. Resources providing competitive advantage can be seen
as specific co-ordinating and combining processes in the firm. The development of the
processes is path-dependent and requires organisational learning.
The means by which competitive advantage is thought to be achieved differ quire
radically between the two theories (row 2). The RVB suggests that competitive advantage
can be achieved by exploiting existing firm-specific assets. Managers should identify
unique resources, decide on the markets where unique resources can earn the highest rent
and enter the markets in the operating context chosen. Where the resource-based view
emphasises the desirability of sustainable competitive advantage, the dynamic capability
approach questions the very existence of the sustainability of competitive advantage. The
proponents of the dynamic capability approach assert that competitive advantage can be
achieved by using the processes of co-ordinating and combining resources, known as
dynamic capabilities, more efficiently than others. According to the ‘more general’
capability perspective, these capabilities are non-routine activities, whereas dynamic
capability perspective stresses that the dynamic capabilities are in fact familiar
organisational practices that have their best practices.
The nature of decision making, i.e., the way managers are assumed to make decisions,
is quite the opposite in the two theoretical perspectives (row 4). The RBV assumes
rational behaviour and decision-making in the sense that managers are expected to be
fully knowledgeable about the value of the firm’s resources. In addition, managers are
assumed to be capable of managing these resources. The dynamic capability approach, on
the other hand, does not assume that managers always behave rationally but, rather,
stresses the bounded rationality of these actors. Managers cannot always predict the right
strategic choices. Their decision-making is influenced, for example, by the existing
values, culture, and politics as well as their own personal experiences. Although bounded
rationality is one of the important assumptions underlying the dynamic capability
approach, it is often overlooked in empirical research (see Foss 2001).
The basic unit of analysis is somewhat different in the two theoretical perspectives
(row 4). The resource-based view proposes the resource as the unit of analysis, with
resources including capabilities. The proponents of the dynamic capability approach, on
the other hand, stress that the basic units of analysis should be the organisational and
managerial processes that constitute dynamic capabilities and the strategic position and
paths of a firm. This is the case especially if one seeks to understand the development
potential of a firm in the future. In dynamic capability research, organisational and
managerial processes refer to the routines based on which things are done in the firm.
Strategic position is the current endowment of technology, intellectual property,
complementary assets and customer base as well as the firm’s external relationships to
suppliers and competitors. Finally, the term ‘path’ means the strategic alternatives
available to the firm. (Teece et al. 2000.)
Perhaps the greatest difference between the RBV and the dynamic capability approach
lies in the way the theories deal with firm change and dynamism in the external
environment (rows 5 and 6). The RBV proposes a highly static model for understanding
the sources of differences between firms and the creation of sustainable competitive
advantage. It has no mechanisms for explaining dynamism and change in the operating
environment. Being a static model, the RBV does not address the question of how and
why the external industry changes; rather, it is assumed that firms can influence their
operating environment. In contrast, the dynamic capability approach focuses specifically
on explaining firm development in a dynamic environment. Accordingly, the approach
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assumes a dynamic and changing operating environment. It does not, however, explain
why and how industry changes but, instead, proposes analytical concepts for studying
how a firm can create competitive advantage in fast-changing environments (row 6).
The managerial implications of the theories are quite divergent (row 7). The resourcebased view suggests that managers should focus on unique and hard-to-imitate resources
that the company currently has or can get access to. The dynamic capability approach
states that resources or capabilities providing competitive advantage can rarely be bought
but, rather, have to be built. A manager’s job is to lead the complex and time-consuming
process of building such resources and capabilities. Because the creation of competence
advantage is considered path-dependent, short-term strategising is regarded as ineffective.
The weaknesses of the theories are various (row 8). One major weakness of the RBV,
at least from the perspective of this study, is its static nature, which precludes its
application to studying the development of organisations over time. Also, as the RBV
focuses mostly on the situation within the firm and does not address the outer context, it
lacks context-specific adaptability. Furthermore, the practicality of the RBV can be
criticised for the theory’s assuming that managers behave rationally and are capable of
managing all types of resources. The major weaknesses of the dynamic capability
perspective lie in the ambiguity of and resulting confusion regarding to meaning of the
terms used in the theory. For this reason, applying the theoretical approach in practical
research has proven difficult.
Looked at from the point of view of this thesis, the two theoretical perspectives bring
different types of contributions to the analysis of industrial supplier development (row 9).
The resource-based view provides the essential conceptualisation of intangible and
tangible resources that are the basis of firm heterogeneity. The categorisation of resources
and capabilities is important in constructing the constituents of the supplier typologies
that are used in the firm development analysis. For its part, the dynamic capability
perspective provides concepts for analysing firm-internal drivers and inhibitors of change.
The drivers are identifiable routines that can be considered as dynamic capabilities.
The differences between the scope and analytical focus of the theories discussed in this
section lead to the conclusion that the theories entail different implications for the present
study. The key theoretical implications concerning the inner context of the supplier
development framework are summarised below, with the theoretical origin of each
statement presented in brackets after each proposition.
• Firms are heterogeneous. They have different types of resources and capabilities.
Competitive advantage lies in the firm’s idiosyncratic, difficult-to-imitate resources.
Resources themselves can be tangible or intangible (resource-based view).
• The imitability of a resource is related to its complexity and tacitness. Typically,
hard-to-imitate resources are complex and knowledge-based. Knowledge-based
resources can be either tacit or explicit. The imitability and transferability of resources based on tacit knowledge can be enhanced by the codification of knowledge
(resource-based view, capability approach).
• A routine is a unit of organisational activity with a repetitive character - the skills of
an organisation - whereas a capability refers to a firm’s capacity to deploy resources
for a desired end result. A capability consists of clusters of different routines (capability approach).
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• A difficult-to-imitate competence or capability is called a distinctive competence/
capability. These capabilities are typically knowledge-based and cannot be readily
bought from the market. The development of distinctive competencies/capabilities
takes time (capability approach).
• Resource endowments are ‘sticky’. The formation and development of capabilities is
path-dependent, i.e., influenced by past choices (capability approach, dynamic capability approach).
• The drivers of firm development are embedded in the co-ordinating processes and
routines of the organisation, i.e., its dynamic capabilities. Dynamic capabilities reflect a firm’s ability to achieve new and innovative forms of competitive advantage
despite path dependencies and core rigidities in its organisational and technological
processes (Teece et al. 2000). These capabilities are the source of competitive advantage, especially in fast-changing environments (dynamic capability approach).
• In many cases, dynamic capabilities are identifiable routines. Competitive advantage
lies at least partly in using these capabilities more effectively than other firms (dynamic capability approach).
• The emergence and evolution of (dynamic) capabilities is closely related to organisational learning and a firm’s capability to imitate and replicate knowledge. Different
ways of learning require different levels and types of investments. The development
of capabilities can be difficult and slow (capability approach, dynamic capability
approach).
These key statements derived from the theories presented help to deepen and elaborate
the inner context of the industrial supplier development framework presented in Chapter
2. This is illustrated in Figure 5. Instead of considering only a firm’s resource base as a
source of development, one should also study the related capabilities. In addition, the
drivers and inhibitors of development can be found by determining specifically the
existence (or non-existence) of dynamic capabilities and the nature of these capabilities.
As can be seen from the figure, not all the key statements listed above are included in this
part of the framework. Rather, their role is to help in understanding the logic of the
framework and to act as underlying theoretical assumptions when applying the
framework in empirical research.
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Fig. 5. Elaborated inner context of the industrial supplier development framework.

The statements presented form a good basis for understanding the source of competitive
advantage and the drivers of development within firms. What they do not address, however, is the question of what ultimately determines the strategic value of different capabilities. After all, it is something outside the firms that determines the strategic value of different capabilities in different contexts. This is especially important when seeking an
explanation for the development of small subcontracting companies that themselves have
very little impact on the change in the external industry. For this reason, Section 3.3
below takes up the outer context of supplier firms and the forces that drive industry
change.

3.3 Outer Context
In Chapter 2, it was suggested that the customer organisation’s purchasing strategy and
changes in the customer’s business are significant factors in the outer context of a firm
that affect its development as an industrial supplier. Consequently, understanding changes in the customer’s purchasing strategy is essential in analysing the possible development paths of suppliers. A firm’s purchasing behaviour does not develop in vacuum but
rather is a reflection of its overall strategy. Moreover, changes in purchasing strategies are
highly influenced by the changes taking place in the firm’s overall business and industrial supply networks. Is often argued that the major driving force behind industrial-level
changes is technological change originating in the innovative activities within that industry.
Next, I will briefly discuss the theories that I have used to elaborate the outer context
component of the supplier development framework. The discussion starts from theories
that have been proposed for conceptualising industrial change. The central focus in this
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thesis is not, however, on further developing the evolutionary theory of the firm or on
conducting a detailed study of the evolutionary mechanisms of the industrial context
chosen. Rather, evolutionary theory is used as a meta-level theory in order to illuminate
the research problem. Because the literature on industrial evolution and change deals with
rather abstract phenomena and the theoretical arguments that I present also proceeds on a
rather general level, I will include in the discussion examples of the link between
technological change and changing purchasing strategies. Like the section focusing on the
inner context, this section ends with a summary of the key propositions derived from the
theoretical analysis.

3.3.1 Technological change, innovation and market structure
The theory of evolutionary economics (Nelson & Winter 1982, Freeman 1982, Dosi et al.
1988) suggests that firms have ways of doing things that persist over time. In contrast to
mainstream economics, where the focus of interest is on fluctuations of supply and
demand, evolutionary economics focuses on changes in technology as an important driver of industry evolution. The mechanisms of dynamic adjustment are radically different
from the allocative mechanisms proposed by traditional economic theory. The approach
of Nelson and Winter (1982) is based on principles of evolution such as selection, variety
generation and mutation, and reproduction. The theory examines how businesses and
company behaviour co-evolve with the industry, with this process studied through different types of simulation models, often referred to as Nelson-and-Winter models. The theory of evolutionary economics assumes a set of entities that exist within the boundaries of
a system. The selection mechanisms of evolution that take place both in the market and
within the firm introduce novelties that subsequently introduce diversity into the system.
The selected entities are adapted and the system re-runs the processes through feedback.
(Nelson & Winter 1982, Nelson 1991.) With respect to the resource-based view, the evolutionary economics approach is in many respects a complementary one, as it is dynamic
in nature and treats all elements as processes. When looking at micro-level phenomena,
evolutionary economists typically look at organisational routines. In this respect, the theory bears similarities to the resource-based view and, in particular, to the research on
capabilities.
Technology and innovation studies can be seen as an important sub-set of the theory of
evolutionary economics. One of the first researchers to argue for the key role of
technological change as a factor creating both radical and incremental innovation in the
modern capitalist society was Joseph Schumpeter (1934, 1942). According to
Schumpeter, the evolution of industries can be characterised as an endogenous process of
creative destruction. The driving force of the evolution process is the dynamic
competition between firms, in which firms aim at creating new rules for the game. The
most important means for this are invention and innovations, which may be related to
technology, markets or the organisation of the firm.
Technology and innovation studies distinguish between technological paradigms and
trajectories. Companies function by having technologies at their disposal at certain points
in time and are engaged in a continuous learning process in applying these technologies.
A technological paradigm encompasses a set of procedures, a definition of the relevant
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problems and the specific knowledge related to their solution. A technological trajectory,
on the other hand, is an aspect of the technological process in terms of which economic
and technological trade-offs are defined by the existing paradigm. The trajectory lies
within the paradigm and relates to a specific field of technology or industry, whereas the
paradigm is a vision dominating several industries. (Nelson & Winter 1982, Dosi 1982,
Dosi et al. 1988.) The term ‘natural trajectory’ is used to describe a technology that may
be seen to advance, driven by both technology pushes (innovations that arise from
research and development) and demand pulls (Nelson & Winter 1982). In order to benefit
from a certain technology, firms should be aware of the related trajectory. If a trajectory
becomes so established that it is accepted as a common view, it can be referred to as a
paradigm.
Changes in technologies are caused by technical innovation that can be categorised
into (1) incremental innovation, (2) radical innovation, (3) new technological systems and
(4) changes in techno-economic paradigms (Freeman 1988). Incremental innovations take
place more or less continuously, whereas radical innovations are typically the result of
deliberate research and development activity. They are also discontinuous in nature.
Changes in technology systems are often combinations of incremental and radical
changes. They are far-reaching changes in technology that affect several firms or
branches of the economy together with organisational and managerial innovations.
Finally, changes in techno-economic paradigms refer to technological revolutions that
may influence the behaviour of the whole economy. Technological revolution may
involve both incremental and radical changes as well as the creation of several new
technology systems. (Freeman 1988.)
Innovation tends to ‘cluster’ together rather than being evenly spread over an
economic system and/or a timeframe (Schumpeter 1935). In other words, there are
periods of clustered innovations within an industry that are followed by periods without
such clusters. Technological development is typically assumed to be discontinuous and
cyclical (Andersson & Tushman 1990, Van de Ven et al. 1999). Different technologies
caused by discontinuous innovation have certain life cycles, with the form of technology
life cycles depending on how different technologies are adopted (Christensen 1997).
Innovation is communicated within a social system through certain channels over time
through a process called diffusion (Rogers 1983). Most innovations have an S-shaped rate
of adoption. At first, only a few individuals adopt the innovation in a given period;
thereafter, the curve soon begins to climb, as more individuals adopt the innovation;
finally, the rate of adoption levels off, as fewer and fewer individuals remain who have
not yet adopted the innovation. At the end, the S-shaped curve terminates and the
diffusion process is completed. (Rogers 1983, 23.)
Empirical studies have shown that there are significant differences between firms in
their abilities to produce innovations. There exist permanent asymmetries and variety
between firms in their innovative capabilities, input efficiencies, product technologies and
behavioural and strategic rules (Dosi et al. 1988). This leads to different possibilities for
firms to succeed. In his early work, Joseph Schumpeter suggested that innovative
entrepreneurs have a central role in creating new innovations and thus in driving
technological change. Typical for such a pioneer-entrepreneur was that he or she would
put into practice a novel method of production by embodying it in a new firm. The
entrepreneur also puts himself in a position of owner-manager in the new company. Later
on, however, Schumpeter became convinced that instead of innovative entrepreneurs,
large dominant organisations within different industries would be the ones to control
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innovation (Hagedoorn 1989). Although small entrepreneurial firms often are very
innovative and thus important sources of new ideas, they rarely have enough resources
themselves to commercialise these ideas. Drawing on this idea, Schumpeter (1945)
proposed a model for large-firm managed innovation (Figure 6).
LARGE-FIRM MANAGED INNOVATION

Exogenous science
and
technology

Endogenous science
and
technology
(mainly in-house R&D)

Management of
innovative
investment

New production
pattern

Changed market
structures

Profits
(or losses)
from innovation

Fig. 6. Large-firm managed innovation, according to Schumpeter (1945).

Due to the major influence of internal R&D work, technology is seen as endogenous to
large firms. However, exogenous innovation provided by independent innovators exists as
well (see Leppälä 1995). Several researchers have questioned Schumpeter’s arguments
for the dominant role of large firms in innovation within an industry (Tushman & Nelson
1990). This pertains especially to innovations that take place at the stages in which a
radically new technology is introduced. In fact, due to their flexible and innovative
management, small- and medium-sized entrepreneurial firms have an important role in
the starting phase of inventive work and in the less expensive but more radical
innovations. However, small firms may not have the resources or technological and
institutional know-how to carry out the type of activity required for large-scale modern
radical innovations. Moreover, large firms have an advantage in the later stages and the
commercialisation of early breakthroughs. (Pavitt 1991.)
As Figure 6 also shows, a change in technology often creates new production patterns
that then change the market structure. In fact, the interaction between innovation and
changing market structure has been found to be relatively rapid in many industries
(Geroski & Pomroy 1990). Sometimes a radical technological innovation can also lead to
the emergence of a new industry (see Garud & Van de Ven 1989). More typically,
technological innovations are less radical, however, leading to less visible changes in
market structures. In fact, most technological evolution has been found to be cumulative
in nature in that everything which comes later is exploitation of past learning.
Technological change thus tends to take place within the existing industrial trajectory.
(Dosi et al.1988.)
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One of the most significant factors creating novel structures and activity models in
recent decades has been the very rapid development of information technology (IT). This
has, for example, boosted activities such as contract manufacturing and channel assembly
models. Supply chain structures have evolved towards tiered assembly structures in
which suppliers on different tiers have different types of responsibilities. The first-tier
suppliers have a higher risk and responsibility for the production of a larger entity than
lower-level suppliers (e.g., McMillan 1990, Toivonen 2000, Paliwoda & Bonaccorsi
1994). A good example of a technological innovation in the area of IT that radically
modified processes and the nature of supply chains within different industries is the
introduction of electronic data interchange (EDI). EDI is used for the automation of
transactions between firms (see Lammings 1993, Gottardi & Bolisani 1996).
Advances in information and communication technologies have also started to shift
supply chain structures from traditional hierarchies towards company networks that
communicate using IT (see Clark & Fujimoto 1991, Hyötyläinen 2000). An extreme
example of a novel supply chain structure that has been enhanced especially by the
development of Internet technology can be seen in the so-called business webs, electronic
business communities (Tapscott et al. 1998) or virtual companies (Davidow & Malone
1992). A business web is a cluster with low hierarchy levels consisting of teams and
individuals from several ‘internetworked’ enterprises. The purpose of the web is to build
a partnership network that serves a value proposition of an end customer. The primary
infrastructure for communication is the Internet. (Tapscott et al. 2000.)

3.3.2 Technological change affecting organisation-level strategies
Technological changes and innovation are not produced in a vacuum by firms or scientists, but are a part of social and societal processes of change. Technology is a fundamental environmental constraint for organisations and acts as a window of opportunity for
them. Technological change is a source of fundamental uncertainty and follows knowledge-generating processes that are path-dependent. It does not stand alone, but is interwoven in the context of complex systems and their linkages. These basic features of technological change have strong effects on individual company behaviour. (Tushman 1990.) A
change in technology requires new strategies and ways of operating at the enterprise level. For example, changes in products and technologies may require new strategies such as
new alliances, new network relationships and markets, new customers and new competition (Lovio 1989).
Organisations construct technological visions that are the paths along which they
assume technology will develop. They cope with a certain type of technological change as
long as they have a routine for it (Kay & Willman 1993). When technological change is
articulated inside a firm, that is, there is a certain technological paradigm in which the
company believes, the firm can start to make organisational routines to manage the
change. An incremental change within the assumed technology paradigm does not
typically require radical reorganisation within the firm. A radical change, on the other
hand, is by definition inconsistent with the firm’s existing technological paradigm and
typically requires much more significant changes in the way the firm is managed and
organised. From the perspective of a single firm, technological change can be competence
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enhancing or competence destroying. The outcome depends on whether the technological
change can be managed using existing routines and knowledge bases (competenceenhancing) or not (competence-destroying).
Technological change that is incompatible with an existing structure may require
organisational restructuring. In some cases, however, technological change has also been
found to be an opportunity for organisational restructuring rather than a driving force
behind it (Swann 1993). Organisational reorganisation has an impact on not only a
company itself but also its supplier-customer relationships. For example, Webb & Cleary
(1993) studied the effect on customer and supplier relationships of adopting new IT
system technologies. They found significant changes in the relationship between firms
and the firms’ strategies caused by the new technology. In addition to effecting a change
towards large-scale outsourcing activities and closer, partnership-type supplier
relationships during recent years, the dramatic development of technology - information
and communication technology in particular - has brought about a change in the nature of
products and services industrial customers buy from external suppliers. The emphasis in
outsourcing is moving from traditional outsourcing of parts, components, and hardware
subsystems towards outsourcing services, complete deliveries and intellectual systems.
(Quinn 1999.) In fact, a clear tendency can be seen, at least in high-technology industries,
towards firms outsourcing innovative activities that typically have been considered as
their core capability. Suppliers can be used in several stages of technology development
from basic research to applied research, advanced development and product innovation.
(Quinn 2000.) Advances in technology have also made it possible to integrate the supplier
into different stages in the actual product development process, ranging from basic idea
generation to prototype building, testing and piloting (Handfield et al. 1999). This is
illustrated in Figure 7. Previously, due to the lack of a suitable information technology
infrastructure, integration of external suppliers into many of these stages was simply not
possible. In the software industry, the corresponding technological development has been
the increasing use of software architectures and modular design.
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(premilinary)
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concept
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Product/
process
service
engineering
design

V.
Prototype
building,
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and
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POSSIBLE SUPPLIER INTEGRATION POINTS
Fig. 7. Possible supplier integration points in new product development (Handfield et al. 1999).

Supply chain structures and firm purchasing strategies depend heavily on the stage of
technology development and the product life cycle in which the firm is currently
involved. For example, at the end of the technology life-cycle S-curve, the market is
relatively mature and the relevant technology is already well known, making it more
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likely that a firm using this technology in its products is able to buy standardised
components or services from the supplier. If the technology a firm is involved in is new,
for example, in the stage of basic research, then it is more likely that the firm has not yet
established suppliers from whom it can buy standard components or services. It is more
probable that external suppliers will also take part in basic research and development
work. This is typically the case in software subcontracting within the ICT cluster, where
both the technologies developed and the products produced are rather new and are also
developed at a rapid pace.

3.3.2.1 Summary
The review of literature dealing with the outer context has expanded the knowledge of the
kinds of factors that can be assumed to underlie the purchasing strategies of a customer
firm within an industry. Following is a summary of the main assumptions derived from
the literature review analogous to that presented earlier for the inner context:
• The development of organisations affects and is affected by technological opportunities. Technical change is a major driver of industry evolution. Industry and supply
chain structures change as a consequence of changing production patterns.
• Firms have different abilities to produce innovations. Large, dominating firms within
industries often drive innovative activities and are also major factors in bringing
about technological change. These large firms typically operate at several different
stages in the technology development chain, starting from basic research.
• Smaller entrepreneurial firms have an important role, mainly in creating radical innovations.
• The development of a technology and evolution in technology life cycles require new
strategies and ways of operating at the enterprise level. Among other things, changes
take place in the way firms build and maintain relationships with other firms.
• The relationships between large lead firms and their suppliers are also affected by
changes in technology. The purchasing strategies of the lead firms change as the
nature and magnitude of outsourcing changes. Today, firms are purchasing more knowledge-based solutions, such as research and development services. Technological
advances also have made it possible for customers to integrate suppliers into new
product development at different stages of technology development. Thus, the roles
of a supplier can vary from taking part in basic research to building prototypes and
testing new products.
As in the case of the inner context, the core of these assumptions enables the elaboration
of the preliminary model for understanding industrial supplier development presented in
Chapter 2. This elaborated model for the outer context is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Elaborated ‘outer context’ of the industrial supplier development framework.

As Figure 8 suggests, in order to understand factors that affect the development possibilities of an industrial supplier firm, one should look beyond the key customers’ purchasing
strategies. The reasons for changing purchasing strategies typically originate in technological changes driven by large dominating firms in the industry. A change in technology, depending on its magnitude, may change market structure, the structure of supply networks and the way companies interact with each other. A change in the technology used
or produced by a key customer most likely changes either the substance of the customer’s purchases or the way in which it wants to purchase products or services. For example, a customer may change the point at which it integrates external suppliers into the
new product development process, a decision that then affects the future development and
the businesses of its suppliers.
Figure 8 highlights the key-customer purchasing strategy as one of the most significant
factors affecting the development of a supplier firm. However, it must also be
remembered that a purchasing strategy is always a reflection of the customer firm’s
overall strategy. Thus, although the customer’s overall strategy is not considered as a
separate factor in the framework, it is an important factor underlying the purchasing
strategy. Like the purchasing strategy, the overall strategy is, of course, affected by
technological changes.

3.4 A refined framework for industrial supplier firm development
The key theoretical assumptions derived from analysing the factors affecting supplier
development in both the inner and outer contexts are brought together in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. The refined framework industrial supplier development analysis.

As the analysis of the outer context has shown, in order to understand why and how
customers’ purchasing strategies change, one must also understand the structure of
industry supply networks, changes in market structures and technological change within
an industry. It is quite clear that the level of detail appropriate for analysis varies from
factor to factor among those identified. In other words, it is enough to understand
technological change and changes in market structures at a level somewhat more abstract
than that applied in analysing the consequent purchasing strategies of the customer. The
level of detail to be applied in the analysis of the outer context also depends on the nature
of the industry or industrial segment concerned. In high-technology industries, where
technological development is quite rapid, the link between technology change and
changing purchasing strategies may be more obvious than in industries where technology
changes at a much slower pace. Consequently, understanding the future of technology
development in more detail may be much more important when analysing the
development of an industrial supplier that operates in high-technology industries than that
of one in another industry.
Even where the customer’s business is very successful, the suppliers may not be doing
very well, for supplier development is affected by not only the outer context but also
certain factors internal to the supplier firm. The most significant factors influencing a
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firm’s development in the inner context are its internal resources and capabilities. These
include the resources that a firm does not own but can acquire from other actors. Thus,
inter-firm relationships must also be regarded as resources. Any study of supplier
development must examine not only the resources enabling that development but also the
factors that drive it, i.e., the capabilities that drive the development from one supplier type
to another and keep a supplier firm sensitive to change.
As can be seen in Figure 9, the arrows between the different factors in both the inner
and outer contexts are two-way, implying that the factors within the two contexts affect
each other and are interconnected. There are no linear relationships such as technological
change causing changes in the market structure. Changes in market structure may also
call for changes in technology. Moreover, as discussed, a technological change is
sometimes an opportunity to reorganise inter-firm level relationships, and not necessarily
a force compelling restructuring.
The case is similar in the inner context. The drivers of firm development mould the
existing resource base, and the existing resource base determines what types of dynamic
capabilities are effective. Moreover, the arrow spanning the development from a capacity
supplier to strategic supplier is two-headed. This implies that not all the firms are
expected to develop towards being strategic suppliers of complex products or services.
Firm change can take place in both directions. Typically, however, all the suppliercustomer relationships can be positioned at some point along the continuum from
capacity supplier to strategic supplier. Also, a single firm can represent several supplier
types simultaneously. For example, a supplier firm can have different types of
relationships with different customers. The framework presented in Figure 9 does not
illustrate all the key theoretical assumptions that were derived in this chapter. This does
not mean that the assumptions no longer belong to the framework; rather, they are best
seen as underlying theoretical propositions that provide a rationale for the framework and
make it understandable. Accordingly, these assumptions must be acknowledged when
applying the framework in an empirical analysis.

4 A typology of industrial software suppliers
The previous chapters of the thesis have concentrated on building a theoretical
understanding of what affects the development of industrial supplier firms in general. In
this chapter, the focus moves towards the second research question, i.e., finding out what
types of industrial software suppliers operate within the Finnish ICT cluster and
determining the nature of the resources and capabilities associated with each supplier
type. One purpose of the chapter is to create a software supplier typology that makes
possible the analysis of supplier development from one supplier type to another. A second
purpose is to increase the knowledge of the different ways in which the software suppliers
operate by identifying the typical resources and capabilities typical of each supplier type.
In addressing this question the chapter deals mostly with the inner context of the supplier
development framework proposed in Section 3.4.
First, I will present the existing categorisations of software supplier organisations and
discuss their contributions and limitations. After this, I will go on to describe the
quantitative empirical research that was conducted as a part of this thesis in order to
identify the supplier types. This includes a presentation of the structure of the
questionnaire and the research methods used. Following this, the supplier types are
identified within a two-dimensional framework, and a detailed description is provided of
the resources and capabilities connected to each type. The chapter ends with a discussion
of the implications regarding the nature of dynamic capabilities that can be drawn based
on the quantitative study.

4.1 Software project vs. product companies
The literature analysing software companies from a management perspective is still rather
limited. Typically, software firms are classified based on whether they operate within the
software project business (customised software business) or product business (Carmel &
Sawyer 1998, Carmel 1997, Dubé 1998, Alajoutsijärvi et al. 2000, Tähtinen 2001). The
software project business is mostly concerned with B-to-B markets, with firms producing
customised software development services for their customers. Thus, the customers buy
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not only the results of a project but also the related software development services. The
operations of customised software providers are often compared to the operations of
professional service firms (see Lowendahl 1997). In the production of customised
software, most of the work done by the company is related to software engineering.
Packaged software, on the other hand, is typically connected to mass markets; the object
of exchange is the software product, not software development services. Customers
buying packaged products can be either organisations or individuals. The production of
packaged software more closely resembles the business of traditional product companies,
as software product companies maintain a clear product management function. From the
standpoint of the supply chain, customised software is produced for the customer’s
product or support systems. Packaged products are usually delivered to end customers
through distributors, this customer being either a firm or a consumer1, or through system
integrators, in which case the customer is typically a firm. Distributors normally deliver
the software to the customers as such, whereas system integrators combine OEM
components and products in building the final product or service. These
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Fig. 10. Typical supply chains for customised and packaged software.

Carmel and Sawyer (1998) discuss the main differences between the production of
customised software and software products on four different levels: industry, software
development, cultural milieu and software developing teams (see Table 4).

1. This study does not address consumer markets.
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Table 4. Packaged versus professional services industries (based on Carmel and Sawyer
1998).
Software products

Customised software

Industry

Time-to-market pressures
Success measures: profit, market-share

Cost pressures
Success measures: satisfaction,
acceptance

Development

Line positions
User is distant and less involved
Process is immature
Somewhat integrated design and development
Design control via co-ordination

Staff positions
User is closer and more involved
Unspecified customer requirements
High customer expectations
Process is more mature
Separate design and development

Cultural
milieu

Entrepreneurial
Individualistic

Bureaucratic
Less individualistic

Teams

Less likely to have matrix/project structure –
more likely to be self-managed
Involved in entire development cycle
More cohesive, motivated
Opportunities for large financial rewards
Typically small, collocated
Share a vision for their products

Matrix managed and project focused
People assigned to multiple projects
Work together as needed
Salary-based
Rely on formal specifications/documents

At the level of industry, the software product business is mainly affected by time-tomarket pressures. Companies are under constant pressure to innovate and to outperform
competitors in delivering their products to the markets. Due to increasing returns to scale,
the goal is to capture a large marker share as soon as possible. According to Carmel and
Sawyer (1998), the actions of software product companies are typically determined by
technology push. Within the packaged product business, software products are often
delivered in collaboration with other parties. Partners can fill crucial gaps in technology,
such as product portfolios and R&D, reduce time to market by helping companies launch
products earlier, increase market penetration and help companies to focus on their core
competencies. (Hoch et al. 1999.)
In contrast, in the customised software segment, production is often determined by
demand-pull. The marginal cost is almost constant and organisations are very sensitive to
the cost pressures in their projects. The success of a company is determined mainly by
customer satisfaction, acceptance, quality and cost. (Carmel & Sawyer 1998.) The
primary goal of marketing is to win the trust of customers (Hoch et al. 1999).
The whole working culture of the packaged software industry is focused on the
product (Dubé 1998). In large software product companies, the myth is often that
software development is more of an art than an act of production. In fact, there may be
very few standardised processes or formalised ‘rigid’ organisational ways of operating.
Excellent developers are treated as ‘gurus’ because they are seen as a source of revenue
for the organisation. Skilled software developers are seen as self-managing entrepreneurs
working in an individualistic culture. (Carmel & Sawyer 1998, Dubé 1998.) In the case of
customised software, the focus is more on managing projects and operational processes,
or least has been since the beginning of 1990s. The development process itself is more
mature and the organisational culture is typically less individualistic.
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Another distinguishing factor is the role of the customer in the software development
process. For software product firms, customers are more distant entities, whereas in
customised software firms software development takes place in close co-operation with
the customer. The ’closeness’ and the nature of the co-operation vary depending on how
sophisticated the customer is in terms of the technology used. Also, it has been argued
that co-operation with a customer which merely uses software in its operations is different
from co-operation with a customer which itself is a software developer (Seppänen 2000).
The development teams in the software product business share a vision of the successful
product, and often remuneration of the employees is tied to the success of the product.
Teams are more self-managed and follow the complete development cycle of a product.
In the customised software business, software development teams are typically formed
using a project or matrix structure. As the software produced may be unique and the
people involved in the development process may be working on several projects
simultaneously, there is a need to rely on formal documentation and specifications.
Based on the distinction between customised software companies and software product
companies, Alajoutsijärvi et al. (2000) propose that the managerial challenges of the two
types of software companies are very different. For example, the managers of customised
software companies should prioritise human resources management and software
development activities, whereas the managers of software product companies should
focus on strategy-building and the marketing and sale of software products.

4.1.1 Typologies based on industry segmentation
In industrial B-to-B markets the distinction between software product and software
project companies is not as clear-cut as presented above. While it brings out important
differences, the dichotomy only points out two polar extremes among software companies
that vary in their practical operations. Software firms have also been classified according
to the segment or business in which they operate and the type of software they produce.
According to Nukari and Forsell’s study (1999), the Finnish software industry consists of
three different segments: the software products, the customised software and the
embedded software segments. Software markets can be either horizontal or vertical.
Horizontal software products can be sold to any industry, whereas vertical products are
developed for a particular business or industry. Hoch, Roeding, Purkert, Lindner and
Müller (1999) have proposed a somewhat more detailed classification, which covers the
entire information technology industry. This is presented in Figure 11 below.
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Fig. 11. Segmentation of the IT industry (Hoch et al. 1999).

In Figure 11, software firms are designated as a separate entity under the heading
‘software products and services’. Software products and services are further divided into
four segments:
1. Professional software services (production of customised software)
Software companies in this segment build their businesses on one-to-one relationships
with their clients. There are usually no finished or tangible products involved; rather
customer specific, unique software is developed through projects.
2. Enterprise solutions
Software companies produce customised software that is based on a product core.
Company-specific software products are developed in co-operation with the customers,
and the implementation of the software products always involves some level of
customisation.
3. Packaged mass-market software
Software product companies produce generic software that is copied and sold to mass
markets. The software must comply with many technical environments and be
documented thoroughly for usage. The level of customisation is low or nil.
4. Embedded software
Embedded software is a part of a customer’s product or system, which is something other
than mere software. Today the main product category in which embedded software is
used is what is known as ’intelligent products’. This segment includes embedded
software development services and the production of packaged software used in
embedded products, such as operating systems.
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Today, however, the segmentations presented both by Nukari and Forsell (1999) and
Hoch et al. (1999) are perhaps already somewhat obsolescent. The software industry is
changing continuously, with new forms of creating value taking shape all the time. For
example, the segmentations presented do not recognise software firms that operate in the
area of e-commerce and information content service businesses, such as application
service providers (ASP). These firms act as third-party service firms by deploying,
managing and remotely hosting pre-packaged software applications through centrally
located servers using a ‘rental’ or lease arrangement2. Also, one of the businesses
expected to be successful in the future within the software industry is the production of
component software (see Niemelä et al. 2000, Hoch et al. 1999). Locating these ’new’
businesses in the categorisation provided by Hoch et al. (1999) for example, is rather difficult, as they overlap and may have both product and service orientations.
The segmentation of the software industry by Nukari and Forsell (1999) implies that in
industrial markets a software firm can be a producer of software products, customised
software or embedded software. These products are then sold to vertical or horizontal
markets. Software product companies, when managed properly, are thought to grow
exponentially. In their analysis Hoch et al. 1999, in addition to identifying company types
along the lines of Alajoutsijärvi et al. (2000), propose a framework for the most important
management areas within the different types of organisations. Their findings differ from
those in Alajoutsijärvi et al. (2000) only in their treatment of enterprise solution firms.
According to Hoch et al. (1999), enterprise solution providers should focus mainly on
partnering and creating value-adding networks. Compared to a mass-market software
producer, an enterprise solution company has fewer customers and thus marketing does
not play as a significant role in its operations.
In the context of this study the ICT cluster, and, more specifically the
telecommunications and electronics industry, software is typically part of a final system
or product. Thus, in terms of the existing typologies, the majority of the software
suppliers to be considered here can be located within the embedded software segment.

4.1.2 Limitations of the existing software firm typologies
The existing typologies of software companies mostly distinguish companies according
to the line of business in which they operate. The software industry is seen as a rather
independent and separate industry, although it is very closely tied to and affected by other
industries, indeed, the entire information and communication cluster. What the existing
categorisations fail to capture is the fact that a single firm can operate in more than one
line of business or segment. It is typical for a firm to offer both software products and
customised services to customers, and a single firm can produce both embedded software
and software products. Furthermore, there can also be several ways to operate within the
software project business as well as the software product business, or, to use the terms
employed by Hoch et al. (1999), within the enterprise solutions, the mass-marketed
software products, customised software and professional services. All of the
categorisations presented above essentially fail to distinguish software firms based how
2. See ‘Application Service Providers Spotlight Report’ at www.cherrytree.com.
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the firms operate and the types of competencies needed in each kind of operation. In
order to understand better the operations and development of industrial software
subcontracting firms, one needs a more specific supplier typology that recognises
different ways of providing software in the subcontracting relationship. In addition,
recognising the capabilities and resources that are required of each supplier type, e.g., the
inner context of the analysis framework in Chapter 3, is essential when building an
understanding of possible supplier development paths.

4.2 Categorisation of industrial software suppliers
In the general supplier typologies (see Chapter 2), the most common way of presenting
the different types is to classify suppliers along two dimensions that seem to differentiate
them best. A similar approach is taken here. This study focuses on the development of
software supplier organisations from the supplier company’s point of view. The
companies produce software that is to a greater or lesser degree customised for industrial
customers. Thus, the basic product line of the firms is not a sufficient dimension for
building a typology. Instead, a much more useful dimension is the way in which the
supplier organisations produce the software.
An initial understanding of the different options available to an industrial software
supplier in its operations was developed during the Tekes-funded research project that
started in the beginning of the year 2000. The interviews conducted during the project
both in the software supplier organisations and their customer organisations revealed that
the industrial customers in the ICT cluster buy software development services in different
forms. One option is to subcontract people from a supplier to work in the customer’s own
project. Another possibility is to purchase software that is produced in a project managed
independently by the subcontractor, although this may be a subproject of one of the
customer’s own projects3. A third alternative is that the customer detaches an independent
software module for a supplier to produce. When the software is more standardised, the
customer can be said to purchase a software product or component.
The different ways in which the software subcontractors produce software are
naturally connected to the customer’s way of purchasing software. The software
suppliers’ possible ways of operating in the context studied are the following:
1. Hiring out human resources to the customer at an hourly rate;
2. Building customised, typically ‘unique’, software for the customer in independently
managed (sub)projects;
3. Building software modules independently according to the specifications given by the
customer; and
4. Building and selling software products independently.
In the first option (category 1), the software supplier operates on the customer
organisation’s premises using the customer’s production facilities and producing
customer-specific software. People and their knowledge are ‘hired’ out to the customer
organisation to be used in the customer’s project. In the second alternative (category 2),
3. A subproject is sometimes also referred to as a partial project.
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the software supplier operates from its own premises, producing a separately defined,
customer (sub)project that forms part of a larger project within the customer’s
organisation. The production of the software requires a great deal of co-operation and
collaboration from both parties in order to establish the relevant requirements and ensure
that the software suits the customer’s needs. In the other alternatives (category 3 and 4),
the software supplier produces a software module/software product independently as a
separate component of the customer’s product or project. The first two ways of operating,
resource hiring and subproject management, are closer to what was earlier identified as
the customised software business. Independent production of software products, on the
other hand, is obviously related to what was termed the software product business. The
production of software modules can be considered either production of customised
software or an aspect of the software product business, the classification depends on the
nature of the module produced, i.e., whether it is generic and can be sold to several
customers as such or is it customer-specific.
The other dimension chosen for categorising software suppliers is the supplier’s
dependence on the key customer. In this study customer dependence is measured as the
percentage of the software supplier firm’s total turnover coming from the key customer.
Taking key-customer dependence as an essential dimension in the supplier typology is
motivated for at least two reasons. Firstly, it helps in estimating how much the purchasing
strategies of the key customer and changes in the key customer’s business can affect the
development of the supplier. Secondly, assessing a supplier’s dependence on its key
customer also helps to estimate how independently the supplier can develop its own
operating practices. The resulting two-dimensional analytical framework is illustrated in
Figure 12.
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As discussed above, the boundary between software modules and software products is
blurred when the customer is an industrial organisation. However, both require that the
supplier be able to operate rather independently and are thus considered together as one
operating alternative for software suppliers alongside resource hiring and subproject
management.

4.3 Collecting quantitative data for software supplier typing
The supplier typologies presented in this study are mainly based on the results of a
quantitative study conducted in spring 2001. However, building and developing the
questionnaire entailed a rather long period of gathering both empirical material and
analysing literature on the operation of software companies. The questionnaire was partly
developed based on the criteria used in the software supplier assessment constructed
during the research project (see Leppälä et al. 2001). The purpose of the assessment
criteria was to combine the most important organisational resources and practices in the
different process areas to be found within a software supplier organisation. They could be
then used as a checklist and for either self-assessment or subcontractor assessment by a
customer organisation. Yet another purpose of the criteria was that they could be used as
a basis for drawing up the questionnaire used in this study. Later in the thesis, the set of
criteria used is referred to as the Pro-X reference model, following the name of the
research project.
The Pro-X reference model and the questionnaire were developed by interviewing
software supplier firms and their customers and by comparing and contrasting these
results in the light of literature on the operations of software companies. This included
publications such as the CMM-model, SPICE-model and the several ISO-models.4These
models typically deal with only one aspect of organisational processes, for example, the
software development process. In contrast to the existing reference models, the questionnaire and the model developed in the project include organisational, general managerial
and technological perspectives on the management of a software company. Five software supplier companies and two large customer organisations took part in building the
reference model by both generating the initial questions ‘in the first round’ and re-evaluating the questions during project workshops.

4.3.1 The structure of the questionnaire
The first set of questions in the questionnaire included the possible dimensions on the
basis of which a supplier typology could be formed5. At this point the two dimensions
used later in the study in connection with the supplier typology had not yet been selected.
The possible dimensions included the growth strategy and the core competence of the
4. A comprehensive list of the reference documents is presented in Appendix 2. The relative weight of different
types of reference models is discussed in more detail below.
5. The questionnaire is presented in Appendix 4.
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company, the rate of change in the customer industry and the way of operating software
suppliers. The software supplier’s different ways of operating were categorised as follows (see Section 4.2.):
• Hiring out human resources to the customer at an hourly rate
• Software development for the customer in independently managed projects
• The production of software modules for the customer product/process
• Independent production and selling of software products
• Some other way of operating.
In addition to identifying supplier types on a more general level, the framework
proposed in Chapter 3 includes the resources and capabilities associated with each type.
On the basis of both an examination of the literature and empirical research, the
operations of a software supplier company were divided in the questionnaire into three
broad process areas including several capabilities. These capabilities, in turn, were
composed of distinct routines. Since capabilities and routines typically emerge as processlike elements (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000, Teece et al. 2000), they were also referred to as
processes in the questionnaire. At this stage of the research however, no attempts were
made to identify specifically the dynamic capabilities that also formed important part of
the questionnaire. Rather, as in Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), it was assumed that
dynamic capabilities are identifiable and common routines of a firm that have their best
practices. Thus, it was presumed that as the questionnaire was constructed by gathering,
analysing and comparing different processes from general reference models and by
interviewing selected supplier firms, the questions necessarily covered the routines that
make up what have been called here dynamic capabilities.
The different process areas in the questionnaire were referred to as supporting
processes, production processes and organisational business processes. Each process area
constituted the following processes (capabilities):
• Production processes (C1):
(i) Project management processes and (ii) software development processes
• Supporting processes (C2):
(ii) Human resources management and development, (ii) marketing processes, (ii)
research and development processes and (iii) quality processes
• Organisational business processes (C3):
(iii) Strategy formation process (ii) organisation structuring processes and (iii) the
formulation of competitive analyses
A single process (capability) consists of a differing number of distinct routines or practices. For example, the software development process consists of:
• The documentation of the software development process
• Consistent and systematic use of common software development practices throughout the entire organisation
• Documentation for requirements management
• The use of a life-cycle model
• Concurrent engineering
• Cross-team engineering management, and
• The use of general software process improvement models.
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As mentioned, the choice of relevant processes and routines included in the
questionnaire was strongly influenced by the existing reference models. The questions
concerning the basic software development process drew on Carnegie Mellon
University’s CMM model and its derivatives as well as the international standard known
as the ISO/IEC TR Software Process Assessment. Some routines connected to software
development and product development were derived from the FREE Capability
assessment model of product development in virtual enterprises, in other words, between
different organisations. The quality management processes included were partly derived
from ISO 9001 and 9004 quality management standards and the quality management
guidelines provided by the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM). The
questions regarding project management processes was largely influenced by models such
as ISO 9000 and the standards provided by the Project Management Institute (PMI). The
more general processes in the questionnaire, such as strategy formulation, competitive
analysis formulation, human resource management and marketing were inspired by
reference models that deal with entire organisations, not just certain processes. These
models are based on the criteria for performance excellence published by different quality
award institutions such as the European Foundation for Quality Management, The U.S.
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, the Total Quality Management Award and the
Finnish Quality Award.
The reference models presented above are very detailed and could not, of course, be
included as such in the questionnaire. The interviews and workshops with a certain
software supplier organisations and their customers were used to narrow down the
number of processes and establish the processes that were considered important
especially in the operations of industrial software supplier organisations. The
questionnaire also deals with capabilities connected to creating and maintaining
successful customer relationships. These were, however, somewhat more difficult to
define, for there are no reference models indicating suitable processes. The construction
and analysis of these capabilities is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.3.
In addition to identifying distinct processes, the model proposed in Chapter 3 specifies
firm resources. Resources can be physical, human and capital, financial, technological
and reputational (Grant 1991, Barney 1991). Furthermore, as Sanchez et al. (1996) and
Sanchez and Heene (1997) suggest, relationships with other firms can also be regarded as
resources. The questionnaire deals specifically with the following resources:
• Turnover, financial background
• Employees: number, education and experience
• Customer relationships
• Partners, subcontractors
• Software development tools
• Quality management tools
• Project management tools
• Intellectual property rights
• The company’s own product or technology solutions.
Finally, the companies were also asked to estimate their future growth and the
importance of certain aspects of their future business. These included:
• Co-operation and networking
• Mergers and acquiring other companies
• Operating in international markets
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of venture capital/other external investments
Knowledge of contractual practices and legal issues
Expanding the number of customer in current market segments
Increasing the number of departments/offices
Developing and standardising organisational processes
Offering new products/services.

4.3.2 Empirical data analysis
The questionnaire comprised a total of 41 questions. In most of the questions concerning
different processes the respondents were asked to respond on a five-point Likert scale
denoting the importance of the process/routine to the firm in the current situation (1= no
importance, 5= very important). Some questions merely required yes-no responses.
The questionnaire was sent to 250 software suppliers within the Finnish ICT cluster
(see Section 1.4.2 for the selection criteria). Of the total number of questionnaires
returned, 88 had adequate information and were thus accepted for the analysis. The data
were coded in terms of 130 variables using SPSS 10.0 statistical analysis software and
then analysed using correlation analysis, contingency table analysis (cross-tabulation),
simple descriptive statistics and factor analysis. As mentioned earlier, the quantitative
data were treated in a qualitative fashion. After creating the basic supplier typologies, the
goal of the analysis was to bring to light as much as possible important descriptive
information on the supplier types.
The analysis of the supplier typologies started with a contingency-table analysis. Each
firm was studied based on the proportion of its total operations accounted for by its
different ways of operating. One way of operating could have a significance of 1 to 4 in
total operations (1= 0-25%, 2= 26-50%, 3= 51-75% and 4= 76-100%). This analysis
revealed that there were five types of firms that had approximately the same proportion of
each way of operating. The number of firms in the different classes can be seen in Table
5. There were 6 firms that based their business on hiring human resources (I) and 20 that
based most of their business, but not all, on hiring human resources (II). In addition, there
were 12 firms that concentrated entirely on independent production of software products
(III) and 19 that based most of their operations on independent production of software
products (IV). There were 31 firms that had no single main way of operating but whose
operations consisted of more or less equal proportions of the five ways of operating
identified (V).
The number of firms in each class varies considerably; for example there are only 6
firms in class (I) in comparison to 31 in class (V). The differing number of firms was
acknowledged while analysing the data, but not seen as a major barrier to conducting the
supplier typology analysis. Firstly, qualitative data and the understanding gained by
interviewing firms were used in building the supplier typologies. Secondly, ignoring the
smallest classes would not have made any sense since the five supplier groups had
significantly different ways of operating, i.e., the existence of five different groups was
apparent.
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Table 5. Classification of suppliers according to operations.
Supplier’s way of operating

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

I Resource-hiring (100%)

6

6.7

6.8

6.8

II Resource-hiring (51-99%)

20

22.2

22.7

29.5

III Software products (100%)

12

13.3

13.6

43.2

IV Software products (51-99%)

19

21.1

21.6

64.8
100.0

V No one main way of operating

31

34.4

35.2

Total

88

97.8

100.0

Missing

2

2.2

Total

90

100

The next step in the analysis compared the key-customer dependence in each of these five
groups (see Figure 13). The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate the proportion of
total annual turnover generated by their key customers. The key-customer dependence
percentages that are presented below were derived by calculating the average keycustomer proportion of turnover attributable to the key customer in each supplier group.
Groups I and II have the highest dependence on the key customer, whereas in groups III
and IV the dependence is low. Group V falls between the others.
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Fig. 13. Suppliers’ dependence on the key customer.
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Fig. 14. Supplier typologies differentiated along two dimensions.

Proposition: At least five different types of software suppliers can be identified in the
ICT cluster. These supplier types differ with respect to the way they produce software
and with respect to their key-customer dependence.
The supplier types were given names that describe their operational focus. ‘The
resource firm’s’ (I) way of operating consists exclusively of hiring out human resources at
an hourly rate. The firms have only one or very few customers and their dependence on
the key customer is very high. ‘The resource firm with supporting projects and products’
(II) bases most of its operations on hiring out human resources. From time to time such
firms also manage their own subprojects and/or conduct their own software product
development work. For such firms, however, subproject management or product
development of their own is a minor part of their operations. As in the case of resource
firms, the number of customers is low and dependence on the key customer is high. ‘The
software product company’ (III) produces its own software products independently. Such
firms have a large number of customers and their dependence on the key customer is low.
‘The software product company with supporting projects’ (IV) bases most of its
operations on the independent production of software products, yet also manage customer
projects and/or hire out human resources to their key customers. The projects make the
firms somewhat more key-customer dependent than the ‘pure’ software product
companies are. Finally, ‘the system house’ (V) does not have one typical way of operating
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but can hire out human resources, manage its own subprojects or produce software
modules/products independently as required. A system house has a large number of less
significant customers and few key customers it is particularly dependent on.

4.3.3 Identifying resources and capabilities
In addition to distinguishing different supplier types based on the way they operate and
their customer dependence, the goal of the quantitative study was to identify differences
between the resources and capabilities typical of each supplier type. This was done
through simple descriptive statistics, by comparing which resources and capabilities were
considered important by each supplier group. Different processes were initially treated as
single units, although in many cases a process consists of several routines, one example
being the software development process. The importance of a process was calculated by
using the average importance (scale 1-5) of the different routines within that process.
These figures were then compared group by group. Since all the firms used essentially the
same basic processes, there would have been little point in listing all the processes
considered important by the respondents in the case of each supplier type. Consequently,
the analysis focused on bringing out the most significant differences in the importance of
different process areas between the supplier types. After analysing the average
importance of each process, the most significant differences between the importance of
each routine were studied. The results for the importance of individual routines between
the supplier types are reported in connection with the final supplier type tables.
Not all the resources and capabilities of the software supplier companies were so
straightforward that they could be listed and directly queried in the questionnaire. As
mentioned in Section 4.4.1, among the most difficult capabilities to ascertain turned out to
be the capabilities essential for establishing and maintaining successful customer
relationships. It was assumed that customers require different types of capabilities from
different types of software suppliers. There is a patent lack of reference models that
address these types of capabilities, however, whereby initial suggestions regarding the
processes and routines that form such capabilities were gathered based on the interviews
and by considering this information in the light of more general literature on
subcontracting relationships and industrial suppliers. After this, the five supplier firms
and their two customer firms took part in ‘brainstorming’ sessions in which the possible
processes and routines were specified. The resulting comments ultimately yielded
eighteen different activities or processes that the suppliers considered essential for
creating and maintaining successful customer relationships. These are listed in Table 6.
Many of the activities cover some of the processes that were also asked about in other
parts of the questionnaire. Due to the large number of processes linking all the different
activities separately to different supplier types would have been impracticable. The
number of variables had to be reduced.
The eighteen processes regarded as necessary in customer relationships were reduced
to five different capabilities – referred to in what follows as customer relationship
capabilities - through the multivariate statistical technique of factor analysis. This
technique is especially suitable for studying the underlying patterns or relationships
among a larger number of variables and determining whether or not the information can
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be condensed or summarised in a smaller set of factors (Hair et al. 1995, Bryman &
Crainer 1990). Here, the factor analysis enabled the creation of an entirely new set of
variables, smaller in number, to partially replace the original one. The recommended
minimum sample size for a factor analysis is 50 variables, although samples around 100
variables are preferred (Hair et al. 1995), and in this perspective the quantitative data used
was sufficient. Before running the factor analysis the suitability of the variables for the
analysis was tested using a Barlett’s Test of Sphericity and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of Sampling Adequacy. Both tests gave acceptable figures, as the Kaiser-MeyerOlkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy yielded the figure of 0.738 and the Barlett’s Test of
Sphericity was found to be significant. The factor analysis was conducted using a
principal components method with varimax rotation.
The analysis reduced the activities to five different factors with significant factor
loadings (Table 6). This explained an acceptable proportion, 64 percent, of the variance.
The variable ‘passing supplier’s audit’ did not fall strictly under any variable and was
thus left out of the analysis.
Table 6. Results of the factor analysis.
Supplier’s capability

Factor 1
loading

Software coding

0.877

Software designing

0.857

Factor 2
loading

0.842

0.117

Software testing

0.704

0.394

Contractual knowledge

0.135

0.737
0.735

Data security

Factor 4
loading

Factor 4
loading

0.170

Software architectures

Use of software engineering tools

Factor 3
loading

0.121
0.255
0.154

0.184

0.283

0.108

0.249

0.146

0.466

0.222

0.463

-0.107

Product liability

-0.147

0.710

-0.199

Project management

0.153

0.637

0.194

Passing customer’s supplier audit

0.686

-0.204

0.112

Keeping fixed deadlines
Sharing risk with the customer

0.190

Managing own quality processes

0.250

Ability to grow along with the
customer
Ability to adjust own strategy to the
customer’s strategy

-0.102

0.340

0.617

-0.106

0.579

0.270

0.557

0.269
0.455
0.332

0.118

0.816

0.173

0.122

0.730

0.358

Flexibility towards changes in
customer’s requirements

0.831

Knowledge of the customer’s way of
operating
Trust in personal relationships
between supplier and customer.

0.138

0.199
0.407

Notes: Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation

0.209

0.689
0.661
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When a satisfactory solution has been derived, the analyst usually attempts to impart
meaning to it by naming all the significant factor loadings (Hair et al. 1995). In this study,
the different factors were given names by analysing the underlying capability that links the
different variables within the factor. The capabilities were named as follows:
(1) Factor I: Software development capability
This capability includes the typical software development processes, such as software
coding, design, testing and software architecture planning. Software coding can be
regarded as the most basic process, whereas, for example, developing know-how on
software architectures entails a somewhat more complicated process.
(2) Factor II: The capability to formally operate as a secure partner in a customer relationship
This capability refers to a supplier’s contractual knowledge. This includes, for example,
knowledge of how to make contracts and operate in accordance with them (see Warsta
2002). The capability also includes the supplier’s processes for ensuring data security and
its knowledge of how to use software development tools. All told, these processes make
operating with the supplier easier and less risky for the customer and thus strengthen the
supplier’s reliability from the customer’s perspective.
(3) Factor III: The capability to take responsibility for the results of operations
This capability refers to the level of independence that the supplier exercises in its
operations. Firstly, the capability includes the supplier’s ability to take responsibility for a
product, i.e., product liability. This means that the supplier has to guarantee the
functionality of the software it has produced even after the software has become a part of
the customer’s product or system. A second aspect of the capability is the supplier’s
ability to manage independently its own project management and quality management
processes. Finally, the supplier’s capability to take responsibility for the results of
operations includes the processes that enable it to keep to deadlines that have been agreed
on with the customer.
(4) Factor IV: The capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at the strategic level
The fourth capability refers to strategic-level adjustments undertaken by the supplier in
order to fulfil its customer’s needs. In other words, this means the supplier’s ability and
willingness to adapt its own strategy to that of its customer. An important part of this
capability is the supplier’s ability to grow along with the customer. The supplier’s growth
can take place by increasing volume production and/or expanding its number of operating
sites. Strategic-level adjustments by the supplier do not, however, necessarily reflect
corresponding adjustments by the customer.
(5) Factor V: The capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at the operational level
This capability is somewhat less crucial for the supplier than the previous one. It refers
mainly to the ease of operating with the customer in normal, everyday co-operation.
Important aspects include the supplier’s flexibility towards changes in requirements and
specifications proposed by the customer, its knowledge of the customer’s way of
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operating and the trust in personal relationships between the representatives of the
customer and the supplier organisations. It is much easier for a supplier to react to the
needs of its customer at operational level when its staff have close confidential personal
relationships with the customer organisation and when it knows the practices and tools of
the customer well.

4.4 A software supplier typology
The analysis process led to a somewhat more detailed description of the software supplier
types. The aim was to broaden the two dimensional typology presented by identifying
resources and capabilities typical for each supplier type, to highlight the most significant
differences between the types, and to study the nature of dynamic capabilities in these
firms. However, as more detailed descriptions yield less generalisable results, the
descriptions given here are relatively context specific. In the following, the software
supplier typologies are discussed first. After this the discussion is summarised in a series
of tables. 6. These tables encompass the following information for each supplier type:
(i) A description of the company (basic way of operating)
(ii) Resources (partners, subcontractors, production facilities, personnel, customer
relationships, IPRs, own product or technology solutions),
(iii) Capabilities related to production processes (project management, software
development),
(iv) Capabilities related to supporting processes (marketing, research and development,
quality management),
(v) Business process capabilities (decision making, competitive analysis),
(vi) Key-customer relationship capabilities (software development capability, ability to
operate as a formally secure partner, capability to take responsibility for the results of
operations, capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at strategic level, capability
to adjust to the needs of the customer at operational level), and
(vii) The company’s current growth strategy and future orientation.
In order to make the supplier type descriptions more systematic, the resources
identified are indicated in the text as (R) and the different capability types as production
process capabilities (C1), supporting process capabilities (C2), business process
capabilities (C3) and customer relationship capabilities (C4).

6. The descriptive statistics tables in which all the different categories included for the following analysis are
compared in the total data and between the supplier types can be found in Appendix 5. The tables presented
here are summaries of these more detailed results. Histograms illustrating the average importance of different
routines within processes between supplier types are presented in Appendix 3.
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4.4.1 The resource firm
The resource firm is a rather small software subcontractor when measured by both its
number of personnel and turnover (R). The people in the firm have long working
experience and a technical background (R). The organisation is managed and structured
in an informal manner (C3). The number of customers is low (R) and, accordingly,
dependence on key customer(s) is very high. Networking does not play an extensive role
in the firm’s operations (R). The employees of the resource firm typically work
physically in the customer’s organisation in projects managed by the customer. The
intellectual property rights to the results of the project belong to the customer
organisation (R). The projects in which the resource firms operate typically involve the
use of the operating practices and tools of the customer in areas such as project
management, quality management and software development (C1, C2). Consequently, the
resource firm need only make very limited investments in a software development
environment of its own, internal project management and quality management tools and
practices (R, C1, C2). The role of marketing as a separate function is not significant (C2).
External training of personnel is not very common; employees are typically trained in
customer projects (C2).
Instead of investing in a software production environment of its own, it is much more
important for a resource firm, to have a deep knowledge of the practices and tools of its
customer and to demonstrate that it can accommodate the customer’s needs at the
operational level (C4). In that it serves only a few customers, the supplier firm is required
at least at some level, to make strategic-level adjustments to customer needs (C4). As the
resource firm often takes part in the software development projects of its customer, its
capability to formally operate as a secure partner in customer relationships is also
emphasised (C4). In addition to these capabilities, however, basic software coding
capabilities are needed as well (C1). Taking responsibility for operations is not considered
a particularly significant capability, which indicates that the relationship between a
resource firm and the customer is closer to traditional subcontracting than to a partnership
with shared goals. Compared to other firms, a resource firm expects its future growth rate
to be slow. Pure software production is considered to be a much riskier way of doing
business than resource hiring. Table 7 summarises the above discussion.
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Table 7. Resource firm.
RESOURCE FIRM
Description

Hiring human resources (100%)
Hour-based pricing

Resources (R)

Small size (personnel, turnover)
Few key-customer relationships
IPRs to the customer organisation
High level of dependence on the customer – long-term customer relationships
Technical personnel with long working experience
Low level of investments in own software development environment, project
management tools and internal quality management operations
Low level of networking (no partners/subcontractors of its own)

Production capabilities Knowing the customer’s development tools/methods and project management tools/
(C1)
methods essential
Emphasis on software coding capabilities
Supporting process
capabilities (C2)

No marketing function
No R&D function of its own
Important to know the customer’s quality management practices

Business process
capabilities (C3)

No ‘formal’ management in terms of strategy formulation
External personnel training not important

Relationship
capabilities (C4)

Capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at the operational and strategic levels
important
Emphasis also on the capability to formally operate as a secure partner in a customer
relationship

Growth strategy and
future orientation

Low growth expectation
Software product business considered high-risk

4.4.2 Resource firm with supporting projects and products
A resource firm with supporting projects and products bases a majority of its business on
hiring out human resources at an hourly rate. The rest of its operations consist of
management of software (sub)projects and/or production of software products or
modules. In most cases, IPRs go to the customer organisation (R). When measured by
annual turnover, number of clients and number of personnel, a resource firm with
supporting projects and products is bigger than a ‘pure’ resource-hiring firm but smaller
than the other three company types on average (R). When compared to a resource firm, a
resource firm with supporting projects and products has a somewhat more formal way of
management in terms of organisational structure and strategy formulation (C3). In
addition, external training for employees is more important (C2).
As in the case of resource firms, resource firms with supporting projects are highly
dependent on their key customer(s). Customer relationships are typically quite long-term
(R). The most important capabilities where successful customer relationships are
concerned are adjusting to the customer organisation’s needs at the operational level (C4)
and basic software coding and development capabilities (C1). Also, the firms are not
expected to take responsibility for operations in terms of accepting product liability,
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sharing risk and/or implementing project/quality management practices of their own. As
with a resource firm, the nature of customer relationships is closer to traditional
subcontracting than to partnership.
Although the firms in this category may have their own product/technological
solutions (C2), the investments they make in their own software development
environment are relatively low and the use of the customer’s development tools is
common (R). One respect in which the firms differ from resource firms is that they
develop internal quality management, project management and software development
practices (C1, C2) as well as continuously synchronise software development practices in
particular throughout the organisation (C1, C2). These practices are often very similar to
those of the key customer. Especially interesting is that the firms emphasise systematic
analysis of the information created as part of different types of operations, such as
resource hiring and management of their own subprojects (C1).
Despite the fact that the firms’ personnel have mostly a technical background (R),
marketing is considered an important function. Marketing practices are typically acquired
from outside the organisation (R, C2). Networking is also regarded as important, in both
the firm’s current situation and the future. The expected growth rate of the resource firm
with supporting projects and products is higher than that of the resource firm, but
significantly lower than that of the more product-oriented software suppliers. Revenues
from customised software services are often used to finance the costs of designing and
building the firm’s own software products. The characteristics of the supplier type are
summarised in Table 8.
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Table 8. Resource firm with supporting projects.
RESOURCE FIRM with supporting projects
Description

Majority of operations based on hiring out human resources (50<x<100%) at hourly
rate
Rest of the operations consists of management of own (sub)projects and/or producing
software products/modules

Resources (R)

Small in size (personnel, turnover)
Low number of customer relationships
IPRs go to either the customer or the supplier organisation
High level of dependence on the key-customer relationship
Customer relationships either very long or few months in duration
Personnel with technical educational background
Relatively low level of investments in own software development environment
Networking important especially in acquiring marketing and financial management
services

Production capabilities Knowing the customer’s development tools essential
(C1)
Emphasis on the systematic analysis of the information created as part of different
types of operations (resource-hiring, projects)
Synchronising software development practices throughout the organisation essential
Supporting process
capabilities (C2)

Marketing operations mostly handled through partners
Own R&D function and product/technology solutions
Continuous development of own quality management practices
External personnel training important

Business process
capabilities (C3)

‘Formal’ management in terms of strategy formulation more common than for a
resource-hiring firm

Relationship
capabilities (C4)

Capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at the operational level essential

Growth strategy and
future orientation

Expected growth higher than for resource-hiring firms
Software services partly used to finance the costs of building own software products

4.4.3 Software product firm
A software product firm bases its business entirely on the independent production and
selling of software products. However, especially if these firms produce software for
industrial markets, these products may need some level of customisation. The supplier
firm owns the IPRs to the product(s) (R). The questionnaire indicated that software
product firms are either very small or large (R). Common to both groups is that the firms
have a very large number of customers, hundreds or thousands, with relationships of
varying duration (R). The dependence on the key customer(s) is very low (R). A software
product firm is ‘networked’ both vertically and horizontally in that it uses subcontractors
and partners in various operations (R). The management and internal organisation of the
software product firm is formal. Strategy is formulated in management groups and the
organisation has a clearly defined structure (C3).
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Due to the large number of customers, marketing capabilities are important to a
software product firm (C2). The personnel of the firm consists of equal proportions of
people with technical and business backgrounds (R). In addition to having a marketing
function of its own, the firm also purchases marketing services from external partners.
When compared to the previous two supplier types, software product firms are rather
independent in that they have their own internal practices/tools for various operations
(project management, software development, quality management) (C1, C2).
Consequently, their investments in a software development environment of their own are
also considerable (R). Within project management processes, all the basic practices
mentioned in the questionnaire are considered important (C1). With respect to the
software development process especially, the importance of cross-team software
development practices is higher than for other supplier types (C1). Software product firms
also consider having their own quality system and quality assessments very important
(C2).
In customer relationships the firms emphasise the importance of taking responsibility
for operations (C4). Strategic level adjustments to customer needs are considered
unnecessary (C4). This suggests that the software product firms operate rather
independently. With respect to software development capabilities, knowledge of software
testing and architectures is found to be essential (C1).
Software product firms expect very high growth rates in the future. This growth is
envisioned as being realised in many ways, including entering international markets and
attracting external venture capital to finance these attempts. Along with high growth, the
companies see their future orientations focusing on the development and standardisation
of different organisational processes. The nature of a software product supplier firm is
summarised in Table 9.
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Table 9. Software product firm.
SOFTWARE PRODUCT FIRM
Description

Operation based on building and selling software products independently (100%)
Products include a certain amount of customisation (average 10%)

Resources (R)

Either very small or large in size (personnel, turnover)
Supplier organisation owns IPRs
High number of customer relationships (typically thousands) – very low keycustomer dependence
Customer relationships either few years or few months in duration
Both technical and ‘commercial’ personnel with relatively short working experience
Own software development tools, project management tools and product/technology
solutions
Partners and subcontractors used especially in R&D and marketing
Networking important

Production capabilities Use of own software development tools/practices and project management tools/
(C1)
practices
Emphasis on the basic practices of project management
In addition to more basic software coding and development activities, software
testing and architectural knowledge essential
Documentation and cross-team software development important in connection with
software development practices
Supporting process
capabilities (C2)

Marketing operations important, handled often both by own marketing function and
through partners
Own R&D function
Focus on the management of own internal quality system – customers’ quality
systems not important
Internal quality assessments important

Business process
capabilities (C3)

‘Formal’ management: strategy formulation in management group, formal
organisational structure

Relationship
capabilities (C4)

Capability to take responsibility for the results of operations important
Low importance of strategic-level adjustments

Growth strategy and
future orientation

Very high growth expected
Growth can take place by expanding the number of customers in existing markets,
entering international markets, creating new products, mergers/acquisitions and/or by
attracting external venture capital
Development and standardisation of organisational processes essential in future

4.4.4 Software product firm with supporting projects
Most of the operations of a software product firm with supporting projects consist of
independent production and selling of software products. The rest of its operations
comprise the management of its own (sub)projects and/or hiring out of human resources
at an hourly rate. As the customers of firms in this category may come from many
different industries, the products and services offered by the firms are often horizontal. In
most cases, IPRs remain in the supplier organisation (R). The software product firm with
supporting projects is typically either a small or medium-sized company (R). While it
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rarely uses subcontractors of its own, partners are typically used in marketing and
distribution (R). Marketing is generally very important to this supplier type (C2).
Consequently, the personnel of the software product firm with supporting projects tend to
have both technical and commercial educational backgrounds and rather long working
experience (R). The firms have a formal management and organisational structure (C3).
The number of customers of this supplier type is somewhere between that of the pure
software product firms and that of the resource firms (R). Although the number of
customers is not as high as with software product firms, dependence of this supplier on
key customers is rather low (R). In customer relationships, the firm’s taking responsibility
for the results of its own operations is essential (C4). When compared to the other
supplier types, the software development capability of these firms in general is considered
highly important (C2). The relative importance of adjusting to customer needs at the
operational level is low compared to that of other supplier types (C4), which can be
explained at least partly by the fact that the products are sold to horizontal markets.
The software product firm with supporting projects invests considerably in its software
development environment (R). Thus, it naturally also has its own product/technical
solutions and R&D function (C2). Its software development and project management
practices are very similar to those of the software product firm (C1, C2). Among project
management processes the systematic analysis of information created as part of different
projects is regarded as particularly vital (C1). Quality processes in general are quite
essential, these including the development of the firm’s own internal quality system (C2).
The software product firm with supporting projects expects a rather high growth rate in
the future. This growth is seen as taking place by basically continuing the firm’s present
way of operating. The firm’s software services and the software products support each
other technologically. By managing (sub)projects and hiring out resources, the firm
maintains close contacts with its customers. In this way, the firm has a better knowledge
of developments in the customer segments. Revenues from software services are also
partly used to finance the development costs of software products. The nature of this
supplier type is summarised in Table 10.
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Table 10. Software product firm with supporting products.
SOFTWARE PRODUCT FIRM with supporting projects
Description

Majority of operations based on building and selling software products independently
(<50x<100%)
Rest of operations based on managing own (sub) projects or hiring out human
resources
Products often horizontal

Resources

Small- or medium-sized (personnel, turnover)
Supplier organisation owns IPRs
Relatively high number of customer relationships -low level of key-customer
dependence
Customer relationships last several years
Both technical and commercial personnel with long working experience
Own software development tools, project management tools and product/technology
solutions
Typically no subcontractors
Partners used in marketing and distribution

Production capabilities Use of own software development tools/practices and project management tools/
(C1)
practices
Emphasis on systematic analysis of information created as part of different types of
operations (product development, projects, resource-hiring)
Documentation and cross-team software development important in connection with
software development practices
Supporting process
capabilities (C2)

Marketing operations important, handled often both by own marketing function and
through partners
Own R&D function
Quality issues very important
Focus on the management of own internal quality system

Business process
capabilities (C3)

Formal management and organisational structure

Relationship
capabilities (C4)

Capability to take responsibility for the results of operations and software
development capability important
Capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at the operational level less
important than for other supplier types

Growth strategy and
future orientation

Relatively high growth expected
No change in the current way of operating
Growth possible mainly by expanding the number of customers in existing markets
and offering new products/services to existing markets.
Software products and projects support each other technologically

4.4.5 System house with multiple ways of operating
The system house has no single, principal way of operating; rather, its operations consist
of essentially equal proportions of the production of its own software products/modules,
managing (sub)projects and hiring human resources. The owner of the IPRs varies
depending on the nature of co-operation with the customer (R). The system house is
clearly the largest supplier type when measured in terms of number of personnel and
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annual turnover (R). The personnel have either technical or business educational
backgrounds and relatively short working experience (R). External training for the
personnel has a central role in human resource management (C2).
The system house has a large number of customers and yet it is highly dependent on
certain key customer(s) (R). Customer relationships are rather long-term (R). Of the
supplier types, the system house puts the most emphasis on taking responsibility for the
results of operations (C4). Because of its clear dependence on the key customer(s), the
firm’s capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at the operational level is also of
major importance (C4). The system house has its own product/technology solutions, its
own R&D function, and, consequently, it can be seen as making considerable investments
in a software development environment of its own (R, C2). The firms are highly
networked and have both subcontractors of their own and partners in various operations,
mainly in software development work and marketing (R, C2).
The system house emphasises the development of internal process practices in
connection with software development, quality management and project management
processes (C1, C2). Of the different process areas, project management practices are
particularly salient (C1). Similarly, great significance is attached to the development of an
internal quality system in quality processes (C2) as well as documentation and cross-team
software engineering in software development practices (C1). In comparison to other
supplier types, the system house stresses the role of architectural know-how and a
knowledge of particular technologies in connection with software development
capabilities (C1). This implies that a system house uses the technology or a solution as a
common ‘platform’ for the different types of operations that it conducts. In other words,
the technology brings together the different forms of operations in a system house.
Consequently, the system house’s software services business and software product
business provide strong technological support for one other. The nature of the system
house is summarised in Table 11.
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Table 11. System house.
SYSTEM HOUSE
Description

No one main way of operating. Operations consist of essentially equal proportions of
the production of software products/modules, management of own (sub)projects and
hiring out of human resources

Resources (R)

Large in size (personnel, turnover)
Ownership of IPRs varies
Number of customer relationships higher than for resource-hiring firms, lower than
for pure software product firms
High dependence on certain key-customer relationship(s)
Customer relationships typically last several years
Both technical and commercial personnel with relatively short working experience
Own software development tools, project management tools and product/technology
solutions
Partners and subcontractors used in various operations
Networking very important

Production capabilities Use of own software development tools/practices and project management tools/
(C1)
practices
Project management practices in general extremely important
Documentation and cross-team software development important in connection with
software development practices
Architectural software development knowledge emphasised
Supporting process
capabilities (C2)

Marketing operations important, handled often both by own marketing function and
through partners
Own R&D function
Quality issues very important
Strong emphasis on the development of own internal quality system
External personnel training important

Business process
capabilities (C3)

Formal management

Relationship
capabilities (C4)

Capability to take responsibility for the results of operations and adjust to the needs
of the customer at operational level essential

Growth strategy and
future orientation

Relatively high growth expected
Growth mainly by expanding the number of customers in the current markets and
offering new products/services to existing markets.
Software products and projects support each other technologically
Certain technology/solution functioning as common platform for the different ways
of operating

4.5 Summary
This section presents the key findings of this chapter describing firstly the most
significant differences between the supplier types and secondly the implications of the
present analysis for understanding the dynamic capabilities of software supplier firms.
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4.5.1 Key differences between supplier types
The supplier typology analysis presented in this chapter differentiated software supplier
types along two dimensions: key-customer dependence and the supplier’s way of
operating. After this, the different supplier types were described in more detail by
analysing the resources and capabilities typical for each type that were proposed in the
framework in Chapter 3. It is no surprise that all the supplier types have indicated their
having activities in most of the resource and capability areas queried in the questionnaire.
After all, the questionnaire was constructed on the basis of the existing reference models
and with the help of software supplier firms. The variations between the supplier types
originate in the relative importance of the different resources or capabilities for the
different types from the point of view of their competitive advantage. Next, I will
summarise the most significant differences between the firm types. The highlighted
differences are those that bring out operational differences. These are illustrated in Table
12.
Table 12. Key differences between the software supplier types.
RESOURCE FIRM

RESOURCE FIRM with supporting
projects and products

Low/high

Low/high

2. Production environment (R)

No

Very little

3. Project management
Software development (C1)

Customer’s practices

Mainly customer’s practices

4. Quality management (C2)

Low importance
Customer’s practices

Low importance
Mainly customer’s practices

5. Role of Marketing (C2)

Insignificant as a separate function Low importance – acquired from
elsewhere

1. No. of customers/key-customer
dependence (R)

6. Formal management & structure No
(C3)

Developing or already existing

7. Capabilities in customer
relationships (C4)

Operational and strategic level
adjustments

Operational level adjustments

8. Growth strategy

Slow growth

Moderate growth

9. Logic of the operation model

Low risk subcontracting with
predictable income

Hiring out resources guarantees
income and is used to finance own
product development
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SOFTWARE PRODUCT SOFTWARE PRODUCT SYSTEM HOUSE
FIRM
FIRM with supporting
projects
1. No. of customers/key- High/low
customer dependence (R)

High/low

High/high

2. Production
environment (R)

High

High

High

3. Project management
Software development
(C1)

Own tools and practices

Own tools and practices

Own tools and practices

4. Quality management
(C2)

High importance
Own quality systems

High importance
Own quality systems

High importance
Own quality systems

5. Role of Marketing (C2) Very important – own
function

Very important- own
managers

Important

6. Formal management & Very important
structure (C3)

Very important

Very important

7. Capabilities in
customer relationships
(C4)

Product liability
Take responsibility for
operations

Product liability
Take responsibility for
operations

Product liability
Take responsibility for
operations

8. Growth strategy

Very fast growth

Very fast growth

Relatively fast growth

9. Logic of the operation
model

Projects and hiring out
Software product is
copied with low marginal resources keep up
cost to as many customers contacts with customers
as possible

Certain solution/
technology functions as
common ‘platform’ for all
types of operations

As Table 12 shows, the most significant differences between the supplier types with
respect to their resource bases (R) lie in the number and nature of the firm’s customer
relationships and in the investments that the firm has made in its production environment
(rows 1 and 2). With respect to production capabilities (C1), the clearest differences can
be seen in whether the firms have developed their own project management and software
development practices or whether they use the customers’ practices (row 3). Where the
supporting process capabilities (C2) are concerned, the role of marketing varies greatly
(row 5), as does the significance of internal quality systems (row 4). The major
differences with regard to business process capabilities (C3) lie in whether or not the
supplier firms recognise the need for having formal management procedures and a formal
organisational structure or not (row 6). In addition, important differences exist where the
relationship capabilities (C4, row 7) and growth strategies of the firm types are concerned
(row 8).
As mentioned, one of the key differences between the supplier types is the number of
customers the firms have and the level of key-customer dependence their way of
operating entails. The resource firm and the resource firm with supporting projects and
products have a small number of customers associated with a high level of key-customer
dependence. Software product firms and software product firms with supporting projects,
on the other hand, have a large number of customers and a low level of key-customer
dependence. The system house is a ‘hybrid’ of the other types in having a large number of
customers combined with a high level of dependence on key customers.
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The level of customer dependence reflects the capabilities required of the supplier in
the customer relationship (rows 1 and 7). The higher the dependence on the key customer,
the more important it is for the supplier to adjust to the needs of the customer at the
operational level. For example, resource firms do not invest in their own production
facilities, but rather learn to use the customers’ practices and tools. An important part of
the competitive advantage of a resource firm lies in its being capable of acting as a secure
and flexible supplier and in this way causing as little extra expense and inconvenience as
possible to the customer for using such a supplier. The software product firm and
software product firm with supporting projects, on the other hand, stress the importance
of their own practices and taking responsibility for operations. The firms have invested in
and developed an environment that enables them to operate independently. The system
house is again an interesting exception in the sense that it is highly dependent on its key
customers and yet emphasises the importance of taking responsibility for its own
operations. It is capable of both working in close connection with the customer, for
example, on the customer’s projects, and developing software independently.
Proposition: Firms primarily engaged in resource hiring need to adjust to the
customer’s needs at the operational level and operate as a formally secure partner of
the key customer, whereas firms focusing more on software products emphasize taking
responsibility for their own operations. A system house is a ‘hybrid type’ of supplier
firm whose operations combine, on the one hand, adjusting at the operational level to
the key customer’s needs and, on the other, taking responsibility for the results of its
own operations.
When comparing the different supplier types, the resource firm has clearly invested
very little in its own software development environment (see row 2). The personnel of the
resource firm operate on the customer’s premises on the customer’s projects. Thus, the
customer organisation is not buying competencies that reflect the supplier firm itself but,
more likely, the software development skills of the individuals among the subcontractor’s
personnel who work on the customer’s projects. Consequently, the customer is not really
interested in the supplier firm’s internal operations, but merely in the competence of its
employees. For a resource firm, it is much more important to know the practices and tools
that are used by the customer organisation than to develop ones of its own. This applies to
tools and practices for software development and project management (see row 3) as well
as quality management practices (row 4).
As the software production processes move from the customer’s premises to the
supplier’s, the resources and capabilities required of the supplier organisation change.
Suppliers have to invest in their own software development practices and tools as well as
in project management tools, practices and quality management practices (rows 3 and 4).
The empirical results indicate that most of the software product firms, software product
firms with supporting projects and system houses have made considerable investments in
their own software development environment (row 2). Also, as the complexity and variety
of different types of operations increase, the need for practices that formally co-ordinate
these activities increases accordingly. For example, for a system house that operates in
various ways, formal software development and project management practices are more
important than for any other supplier type. Software product firms with supporting
projects and products also consider these practices highly important (row 3).
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Proposition: Firms primarily engaged in resource hiring sell mainly personal software
development skills and thus have very little need to invest in their own operational
environment and organisational practices. More independently operating suppliers sell
the competencies that reflect the whole organisation and, consequently, have to invest
in a production environment and practices of their own.
The role and nature of marketing varies between the supplier types as a function of the
number of customers (see row 5). The resource firm does not really identify any separate
marketing function; rather, marketing takes place ‘naturally’ in connection with everyday
operations. For the resource firm with supporting projects, product marketing is more
important. Still, instead of establishing its own marketing function, firms of this type most
typically acquire marketing services from external partners. Suppliers with a larger
number of customers both maintain their own internal marketing function and acquire
these services from external subcontractors/partners. Similar differences can be seen in
connection with the existence of formal management and organisational structure (row
6). A resource firm rarely recognises the existence of these whereas for a software
product firm, a software product firm with supporting projects and a system house they
are a self-evident need. A resource firm with supporting projects is typically in the
process of developing such procedures and structures, but these may not yet be
extensively formalised.
Proposition: The significance of business process capabilities and supporting process
capabilities, such as marketing, for a supplier increases when moving from resource
hiring to more independent management of subprojects or to development of its own
software products.
The last row in Table 12 shows a new analytical variable that has been applied to the
supplier types, the logic of the operation model, which has not been addressed earlier in
this chapter. The purpose of this variable is to shed light on the question of why so many
different types of suppliers exist and what makes the suppliers’ different ways of
operating reasonable. The logic of the operation model is also closely connected with the
firm’s growth strategy (row 9). The reason why this variable has not been presented
earlier is that the companies could not be asked directly what makes their operating model
reasonable. An understanding of the question emerged only after a thorough analysis of
the questionnaires returned.
The suppliers identified include two firm types whose ways of operating are clearly
opposites of each other: the resource-hiring firm and the software product firm. The
resource firm’s way of operating represents a very low-risk business in terms of required
investments. The firm does not have to make high investments in a software development
environment or tools of its own but works on the customer’s premises. The future income
of a resource firm can be predicted easily since the wage earned is based on hours
worked. For the customer organisation, a resource firm usually represents a capacity
supplier (see Section 2.1) used to strengthen the customer’s own internal software
development resources. As the resource firm’s business is based on hiring out human
resources, firm growth basically means hiring more employees. Consequently, the
expected growth rate of resource firms is relatively low. The software product firm, on the
other hand, bases its business on copying a software product it has developed and selling
it to as many customers as possible at a low marginal cost. As copying software is very
cheap, software product firms expect a very high growth rate in the future. Income is used
to finance the high research and development costs.
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The other supplier types employ different combinations of the ways of operating
identified above. The questions that arise immediately when looking at these three
‘combinatory’ supplier types are why these firms use so many different ways of operating
and in what ways this business model makes sense. The empirical material in fact
suggests some answers. First, the resource firm with supporting projects and products
uses resource hiring as a way of financing the costs that arise from building and
developing its software products. The ideas for a software product are most likely created
from the knowledge acquired during different customer service projects and hiring out
human resources. As the operations of this supplier type involve resource hiring and
selling software products, the expected growth figures are higher than for a pure resource
firm; the case is somewhat similar to that of the software product firm with supporting
projects. For this type of firm, software product sales is the most important way of
operating, which can be seen in the high growth rates which the firm expects. Software
projects, on the other hand, enable the supplier to maintain close ties with the customer
interface. The projects typically also support software production technologically. Staying
close to customer needs is essential in industrial markets in general and even more so in
horizontal markets where the customers come from several industries. Customer projects
can also be understood as an important source of innovation and a more secure way to
earn profits than mere software product development and sales.
The system house does not have a main way of operating. The firm has know-how on
a certain technology that yields opportunities for various types of operations. Despite a
great variety between operation types, system houses are quite ‘successful’, at least when
measured by company size and turnover. The data suggest that the system house uses a
certain technology or technical solution as a common ‘platform’ for different ways of
producing software. As long as the supplier has the technological know-how that meets
the customer’s needs, the software can be produced in different operational ways as
determined by the particular needs of the customer at a given time. As the system house’s
way of operating is a combination of producing customer-specific software in cooperation with the customer and developing software independently, the growth which the
firm anticipates falls somewhere between the growth rates of the two extreme supplier
types, the resource firm and software product firm.
It was mentioned earlier that resource firms can typically be positioned closer to the
‘capacity supplier’ on the supplier development continuum from capacity suppliers to
strategic partners (Section 2.1). In contrast, the system house represents more of a
strategic partner to its key customer. The other supplier types lie somewhere between
these two, depending on the specific nature of the customer-supplier relationship under
consideration. For example, software product firms and software product firms with
supporting projects normally have hundreds of customers. Not all the customer
relationships can be of equal importance, and some may be of strategic importance for
both parties.
Proposition: Each of the supplier types that employ different combinations of resource
hiring, subproject management, module production and software product production in
their operations has strategies that make its way of operating reasonable:
• A software firm with supporting projects uses key-customer projects in order to stay
close to customer needs and changes in the customer’s technology
• A system house has strong technological competence that acts as a platform and creates synergy between its different types of operations
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• A resource firm with supporting projects and products finances product development
of its own and balances business risks by including resource hiring in its operations.

4.5.2 Implications for the nature of dynamic capabilities
In addition to identifying the resources and capabilities typical of each supplier type, the
supplier typology yields some preliminary indications of the nature of the dynamic
capabilities of industrial software suppliers. Earlier in the thesis, dynamic capabilities
were defined as identifiable routines by which managers integrate, build and reconfigure
internal and external capabilities in order to respond to changing market circumstances
(Eisenhardt & Martin 2000, Teece & Pisano 1994). Dynamic capabilities are not static
capabilities but aim at improvements, even evolutionary changes, in firm performance.
They may enable the accumulation and change of capabilities. Examples of such routines
include new product development, resource allocation, and the transfer and acquisition of
knowledge (e.g., Fujimoto 2000).
In light of the empirical research in the present study, dynamic capabilities are very
different for each supplier type. The resource firm does not have products of its own, and
thus, its dynamic capabilities must clearly include an ability to learn the practices and the
technologies of the customer while working on the customer projects. In the case of a
software product firm, on the other hand, dynamic capabilities are presumably more
closely connected to managing firm-internal product development. In fact, when
compared to other supplier types, software product firms can be regarded as emphasising
the importance of cross-team software development.
The nature of dynamic capabilities is especially interesting in the case of suppliers that
have multiple ways of operating, i.e., the resource firm with supporting projects and
products, the software product firm with supporting projects, and the system house. For
these firms, the managerial routines that enable successful co-ordination between the
different ways of operating must be vital if they make the business model better than that
of being either a pure service or a product firm. When looking at the project management
practices of these three types, what stands out vis-à-vis the other two is the routine termed
‘the systematic analysis and use of the information created during the different projects’.
The pattern is very similar to that associated with the software development routine
‘unifying different development practices throughout the organisation’, which refers to
the firms’ desire to standardise and codify development practices in order to enhance
organisational learning.
The results of the supplier analysis suggest that dynamic capabilities are not always
only single routines but that in some cases they can be complex capabilities consisting of
several routines. For example, system houses considered all project management
processes in general more important than other supplier types did, suggesting that the
firm’s several ways of operating are held together by efficient project management
practices. In other words, these practices co-ordinate the operations of the firm.
Not all dynamic capabilities are linked to product development in a straightforward
manner. For instance, with the exception of the resource firm, all the supplier types
identified considered networking relatively important. Partners and subcontractors are
used especially in acquiring marketing and distribution services (e.g., in the case of the
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software product firm and software product firm with supporting projects). Traditionally,
marketing has been seen as the weak point of Finnish technology-centred software firms.
Acquiring these services from outside can thus provide companies with competitive
advantage.
Table 13 summarises the suggestions discussed here regarding the dynamic
capabilities of the software supplier companies.
Table 13. Suggested dynamic capabilities.
Type of dynamic capability

Examples of routines

Resource integrating

Project management in general
Unifying software development practices across the firm
Cross-team software development

Resource reconfiguring

Systematic analysis and use of information created during different projects
Partnering in acquiring marketing services

Gain of resources

Learning customer’s operations, practices
Use of customer’s development tools

As in Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), the capabilities are categorised into resourceintegrating, resource-reconfiguring and resource-gaining capabilities. However, as the
capabilities identified are only suggestions made based on the understanding gained in the
empirical quantitative study, the list is by no means exhaustive. Moreover, it cannot be
inferred from the supplier analysis which dynamic capabilities are the most important
when a firm wants to develop from one supplier type to another. The nature of the
dynamic capabilities that drive supplier development is discussed in detail in Chapter 6
for selected case companies.

5 The outer context: the Finnish ICT cluster
The previous chapters of this thesis have focused firstly on building a framework for
understanding the development of industrial supplier firms and secondly on identifying
different types of software suppliers. The resources and capabilities typical of each
supplier type have also been discussed. In this chapter, the study moves on to applying
the outer context of the proposed supplier development framework. The different
constituents of the outer context are changes in (1) technology, (2) market structure and
(3) supply chain structures, which are analysed here as they concern the Finnish ICT
cluster.
The chapter starts with a short description of the emergence of the Finnish ICT cluster,
followed by a discussion of the main technological changes that have recently taken place
in the outer context. The focal customer segment within the ICT cluster in this study is
telecommunications, and accordingly, the changes in that segment are discussed in detail.
Technological change is illustrated in the changes in the cluster market structure and in
the nature of supply value chains. The chapter concludes with a summary that highlights
the main findings. The key-customer purchasing strategy, which has the most immediate
effect on the development of software supplier firms, is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

5.1 The emergence of the Finnish ICT cluster
The network operation market. The roots of the Finnish ICT cluster can be traced back to
the beginning of the 20th century. Although telecommunications equipment
manufacturing has a dominant role in Finland today, the basis for the ICT was formed by
network operations. Unlike in many other countries, the operation of the telephone
network was in Finland never monopolised. This led to a multi-operator market structure;
e.g., in the 1930s Finland had 815 private local telephone companies. The multi-operator
market structure was very important for the development of the telecommunications
industry, as the competition between the network operators encouraged the firms to adopt
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new technology early in order to outperform their competitors. This ensured that the
Finnish telecommunications industry kept up with global development in that industrial
sector. (Paija 2000, 2001.)
One of the most significant network operators, the national public telecommunications
operator (PTO), was established after Finland became independent from Russia in 1917.
In 1921, the private operators joined forces against the PTO by founding the ‘Association
of Telephone Companies’. The private operators started to dominate local operation in
growth centres, whereas the PTO acquired a monopoly on long-distance and international
calls. During the period 1950-1965, the operator market started to concentrate, mostly due
to the state-owned PTO’s decision to automate long-distance traffic. This development
meant higher requirements for the technical quality of local operators. In the ensuing
process of consolidation, the PTO and the largest of the privately owned operators bought
the networks of the smaller companies. By the beginning of the 1980s, the number of
Finnish telephone competitors had decreased to 61 companies. (Paija 2001, Steinbock
2000.)
In 1971, the Nordic Telecom Conference, consisting of national Post and Telegraph
Administrations, initiated a research project whose aim was to set a foundation for
consumer-oriented mobile communications by establishing an automatic Nordic mobile
telephone network. The introduction of NMT (Nordic mobile telephone) in the early
1980s made the Nordic countries the largest single mobile market in the world. Although
the expanding NMT market started to attract private operators, they were not allowed to
enter the market, which was monopolised by the PTO. Once the new digital mobile
network GSM was established, however, the small operators founded a joint venture
‘Radiolinja’. It became the first private GSM operator and was the first operator in the
world to launch GSM services. In the late 1990s, the PTO was privatised. It became a
limited company called Sonera, with the state of Finland as its major shareholder. (Paija
2000, 2001, Steinbock 2000.)
The telecommunications equipment market. The strong position of the network
operators in the history of Finland also gave rise to a large number of firms operating in
the telecommunications equipment market. The multi-operator market structure provided
a large customer base in which the telecommunications producers could test their
products. The telecommunications equipment market has, like the telephone network
operation market, been highly competitive throughout its history. (Paija 2000.) Today
there exists one major leading company in the market, Nokia. Its present dominance in
the market has not, however, always been a given. In fact, until the 1980s the Finnish
market was dominated by foreign manufacturers, such as Siemens, Ericsson and ITT.
Nokia evolved from three major companies, Salora, Suomen Kaapelitehdas and Valtion
Sähköpaja. During the mid 1980s, Nokia’s sales in electronics started to grow rapidly,
outperforming its other business areas, which focused on cables, forest products and
rubber. (Lemola & Loivio 1996.) The 1980s also represented a decade of growth and
internalisation for Nokia. The strategic decision to focus on telecommunications by
divesting non-core operations was made under Jorma Ollila’s leadership between 1992
and 1996. The boom in the telecommunications business in the late 1990s (1995-1999)
pushed Nokia into very rapid growth, with annual growth rates of 30 %. Despite the
worsening economical situation in the world, Nokia was able to increase its business
profit in 2000 by 48%. In addition to creating internal growth in the form of an increase
in the number of employees, the period of fast growth drove Nokia towards outsourcing
more and more of its operations.
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From network operations and telecommunications equipment segments to the ICT
cluster. Until the mid 1990s the two major clusters in Finland were typically referred to as
the wood/paper and metal cluster and the telecom cluster. The term ICT cluster was not
yet in use. Later, however, due to developments in the IT and media industries, the
telecom cluster was found to increasingly involve players from industries that had been
previously regarded as being outside the cluster. As a result, contemporary Finnish
research started to define the telecom cluster more broadly as the information and
communications technology cluster. The network operation and telecommunications
equipment segments are the major constituents of the ICT cluster. The other industrial
segments that form part of the cluster include the electrical and the electronics industry,
the information technology industry, the software industry and the digital media industry.
The term ICT has many different meanings from one country to another. Due to the
telecom clusters’ strong historical and present role in the formation of the cluster, the
focus of ICT in Finland is telecommunications (mobile) technology. (Steinbock 2000.)
By the turn of the millennium, the economic relevance of the ICT cluster to the
Finnish state was significant. In 1999 the ICT cluster’s gross value production was EUR
21.4 billion and it employed around 83 000 people. The years of highest growth for the
cluster were between 1992 and 2000. From the turning point in 1992 until 2000, the ICT
cluster showed an annual growth rate of 20 %. In the year 2000, the average production
growth rate for the cluster was predicted to be 12 % during the next few years and 8 % in
the long run. (Hernesniemi et al. 2001.) Most of the production of the ICT cluster is
exported. In 1999, 62% of cluster production was exported. This accounted for one-third
of total Finnish exports. Despite the cluster’s high economical value, the number of
Finnish ICT firms is relatively small. In 1998, the proportion of ICT firms was less than 2
percent of the total number of Finnish firms. (Paija 2000.) Furthermore, the size of these
firms was quite small from a global perspective.
The most rapid growth within the ICT cluster is expected to take place within the
telecommunications equipment manufacturing and telecommunications industries. In this
segment, the dominance of one single firm, Nokia, is extremely strong (Turunen 2000). In
the year 1999, the company’s domestic production accounted for approximately 45 % of
the total cluster production value, and its share of total cluster exports was around 70%.
In the year 2000 Nokia accounted for 4.6 % of Finland’s GDP. Of the total of 75 000 ICT
cluster employees, 21 000 persons worked for Nokia. Furthermore, due to Nokia’s largescale outsourcing strategy, the company is estimated to employ around 300 first-tier
supplier firms. The large subcontracting network developed around Nokia is often
referred to as the Nokia cluster.
In addition to Nokia, other big Finnish players in different lines of business in the ICT
cluster in the year 2000 included Sanoma WSOY (media house), TietoEnator
(applications software), Elcoteq (electronic manufacturing services) and Satama
Interactive (ICT consultancy). In 2000, there were over a hundred telecommunications
operators in the Finnish telecommunications segment. Among these, the two significantly
large operators, Sonera (formerly the PTO) and the Finnet Group, together generated over
95 % of the telecommunications network service turnover. In mobile services, Sonera’s
main competitors are Radiolinja and DNA Finland, which is owned by a group of private
operators.
Following many years of expansive growth in the Finnish ICT cluster, the year 2001
brought worsening financial growth expectations (Tsupari 2001). In fact, the more general
slowing of economical growth in global markets affected the future expectations of the
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Finnish ICT cluster very rapidly and very strongly. The stock prices of many ICT firms
plummeted, and economists declared that the ICT ‘bubble had finally burst’. This had a
very visible effect on the power balance between the cluster’s big players mentioned
above. In late 2001, the ‘depression’ in the ICT cluster was expected to last for several
years. According to some predictions, growth will not start to recover before the year
2003 or 2004. (Ylisipola 2001.) According to some economists, a key issue in whether
the ICT cluster sinks into a deep depression or not is the future economic performance of
the Nokia cluster, i.e., Nokia itself and the high number of partners and suppliers it uses
(Heinonen 2001). Slowing growth and a decreasing demand for ICT products is expected
to have the most radical effect on small supplier firms that have been established to serve
large organisations within the ICT cluster through contractual relationships. For example,
the business risk of the suppliers in the Nokia cluster has been estimated to be three or
four times greater than that of the buying organisation, Nokia (Luoma et al. 2001).
According to some pessimistic views, most of the small firms in the ICT cluster will
eventually die out unless they merge and become larger players in the industry
(Kalliokoski 2001).

5.2 Technological change and changing market structure in the
Finnish ICT cluster
Next, I will discuss the most significant changes in the technologies applied and produced
by the ICT cluster and in the structure of the cluster. Because technological change and
the evolution of industry structure are highly interrelated, the sections concerning
technological change and structural change overlap in part.

5.2.1 Technological change in the ICT cluster
The common technology base that unites all the different industrial segments included in
the ICT cluster is called information and communication technology. The ‘components’
of this technology are illustrated in Figure 15.
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Fig. 15. The constituents of information and communication technology.

As Figure 15 shows, information and communication technology constitutes several core
technologies. The technologies are referred to as information content and publishing
technology, software technology, electronics technology and electrical technology. The
cluster is also affected by several applications of related industries. The core
technologies, together with application tools and enabling technologies arising from such
industries, enable the creation of information technology, telecommunications and
content production. (Tekes & SET 2000.) Most of the different industries within the
cluster apply several ICT technologies. In other words, the cluster is not organised such
that a single industry only produces and applies one core technology. For example,
software technology is used in most of the ICT industries. The mixture of different
technologies used in the ICT cluster is expected to become even more profound in the
future. (Tekes & SET 2000.)
A major trend in the technological change shaping the ICT cluster at the moment is the
convergence of networks, terminals, services and content production. This convergence,
illustrated in Figure 16, can be attributed in part to technological development in the areas
of information technology, communication technology and digital content provisioning.
Quick data transfer, wireless systems and the Internet have been the most important
advances in information and communication technology. Digitalisation has made it
possible to quickly transfer text, pictures, data and voice simultaneously from one place
to another. On digital networks, data does not need to go through the extra steps of being
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converted to analogue signals. Digital networks can handle data and voice directly.
Digital transfer of content has become a part of the publishing, recording and film
industries. It is also a promising new technology in radio and television operations.
(TIEKE 2001, Lovejoy 2000.)
Convergence can be seen in the ability of different network platforms to carry similar
kinds of services. Fast broadband data transfer enhances convergence. Digital networks,
terminal equipment and services are expected to become transparent, with the boundaries
between wired and wireless data transmission disappearing. Using digitalisation, voice,
image and data can be transmitted in the same networks to different terminals. (Tekes &
SET 2000, Luomala et al. 2001.)

Digital content
Information
technology

CONVERGENCE

Communications
technology

Fig. 16. Convergence of technologies used and produced in the ICT cluster.

5.2.2 Technological changes in the telecommunications segment
The more general trends of technological change in the ICT cluster can also be seen in
the specific customer segment dealt with in this thesis, the telecommunications segment.
Since the early 1970s, when the first digital telecommunications technology (PCM
transmission equipment) was introduced in Finland, the technologies both used and
applied by telecommunications firms have changed dramatically. The world’s first
multinational cellular network, NMT, started the rapid expansion of the mobile phone
industry in the beginning of the 1980s. The analogue technology used in the first mobile
phones is referred to as the first generation (1G). The jump from first-generation
networks to second-generation networks (2G) was a change from analogue to digital
communication. Nokia was one of the main developers of GSM technology from the very
beginning: the first GSM call was made in Finland in 1991. GSM technology has enabled
the development of various other new services in addition to mobile voice telephony.
These include, for example, the packet-switching technologies that are used to transmit
high-speed data over wireless telecommunications networks. (Karesto 2001.)
The question of industry standards received more and more attention in the ICT cluster
during the 1990s. Different countries used different digital standards. In the 1990s, the
major standards included GSM, TDMA, PCN and Japan Digital. For the
telecommunications network providers, winning ‘wars’ over digital standards and
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investing in the standards that would become the most commonly used suddenly became
key issues in the management of firms in the telecommunications industry. In Finland and
Europe, the most commonly used standard was GSM. The spread of this standard
throughout the world strengthened the position of Finnish telecommunications firms in
global markets. For example, in 2001 Nokia dominated GSM technology markets, with
more than 100 operator customers globally. (Nokia Business review 20001.)
The year 2001 marked the beginning of the jump from the second-generation to thirdgeneration networks (3G). The first 3G licences in the world were granted in Finland in
1999 (Lukkari 2001). At the same time, the standardisation work for the fourth-generation
networks has begun (Peltonen 2000). This entails mainly improving third-generation
technology, not specifying anything new and revolutionary compared to 3G (Karesto
2001). The change over to 3G networks has meant a jump from voice communications to
multimedia and Internet communication. Thus, the technological development in the
telecommunications segment also reflects the more general-level convergence in the
entire ICT cluster. Consequently, one of the key challenges facing telecommunications
firms is to add mobility to the Internet and to manage the convergence of multimedia and
voice. The Internet IP protocol will become the paradigm. (Partanen 2001.) Firms must
build a new kind of value by new methods in complex operating contexts, and software
development will have a very significant role in this challenge (Alahuhta 2001). The new
type of value-adding services include, for example, mobile Internet and messaging, WAP
products, digital home communications, IP solutions and virtual private networks
(Karesto 2001). Despite the large publicity surrounding 3G networks, the actual
commercialisation of products and services where 3G technologies are used has been
slower than expected. This is due to both delays in the development and production of 3G
products and customers’ slow adoption of new technology (Lukkari 2001).
With the convergence of technologies, it has become even more important for big
players in the telecommunications segment to determine globally common standards on
which future mobile services can be built (Vuokola 2001). Open technology is expected
to make the adoption of mobile services as extensive as the use of the Internet (Kankare
2001). Consequently, large telecommunications firms have started to support open
platforms and standards that enable wide market adoption, for they generate growth both
in the number of organisations that provide solutions to that platform and in the number
of customers that adopt the services and products built on that platform. In addition, open
standards and architectures open up possibilities for external firms to join the value
network more independently and have been seen as facilitating the development of new
mobile products and services. (Vuokola 2001.) Due to the convergence of technologies, a
number of the actors taking part in the standardisation process are to be found beyond
telecommunications firms. For example, Nokia has gathered together large firms within
the global ICT markets operators (AT&T, Circular Wireless, NTT Docomon,Vodafone
etc.), mobile phone producers (Motorola, Siemens, Sony Ericsson) and software firms
(Symbian) to compete against the closed architectures of Microsoft that have long
dominated application software development. In the future Nokia and its partners will
provide open software development architectures as much as possible. (Kankare 2001,
Rinnemaa 2001)

1. Available at http://www.nokia.com/insight:business review 2000.
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For smaller players in the ICT cluster, one challenge posed by the rise of 3G in
particular is investing in technologies that will become industry standards. It is vital
especially for small- and medium-sized suppliers of software and electronics to have
opportunities to invest in the platforms and standards that will become the cornerstones of
the third-generation wireless technology. In 2001, the core technologies and standards in
the telecommunications segment included WAP, GPRS, EDGE, Bluetooth, the Symbian
Epoc platform and the next generation Internet protocol, IPv62. In addition to choosing
future industry standards, smaller firms should avoid getting too committed to a single
technology, because, although a standard for some time, this technology may very quickly
become obsolete. (Nykänen 2001.)

5.2.3 Changes in the ICT cluster market structure
Until the mid 1990s, the Finnish ICT cluster was typically referred to as the
telecommunications cluster. The value-adding chain of the cluster comprised of four
different stages: the production and selling of telecommunications equipment, the
building and maintenance of telecommunications networks, the operation of
telecommunications networks and the provision of services through the networks.
(Mäenpää & Luukkainen 1994.) The provision of telecommunications equipment could
be further broken down into its own value chain. In the case of network equipment, the
customer in this chain is typically an organisation that builds networks. Where terminal
equipment is concerned, the end customer may also be an individual consumer. Both
chains start from the electronic or electronics industry, i.e., from firms that provide semiconductors, circuit boards or other components used in the telecommunications
equipment. (Mäenpää & Luukkainen 1994, Luukkainen 1996.) The value chain of the
telecommunications cluster as the chain was seen in the mid 1990s is illustrated in Figure
17.

2.
see http://wapforum.com, http://ipv6forum.com, http://qualcomm.com, http://bluetooth.com.
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Fig. 17. Value-adding supply chain in the telecommunication cluster (based on Mäenpää &
Luukkainen 1994).

As Figure 17 shows, a software firm’s role in the value chain is central both as a
development partner and a subcontractor for players from various industries, including
producers of communication equipment, network operators, producers of services and
content, and system integrators. As with the value chain, one could draw a clear-cut
cluster chart of the different industries that constitute the telecommunications cluster.
These different industries include the telecommunications industry as the key industry,
the electrical and the electronics industry, the telecommunications industry, the
information technology industry, the software industry and the information content
industry (Paija 2000).
By the year 2000, owing to the rapid growth of the cluster and the convergence of
different technologies within the industry, the different industrial segments of the ICT
cluster became rather blurred, however. The convergence of different technologies has
caused many types of structural changes in the cluster, including mergers and new forms
of co-operation between economic actors. For example, today horizontal partnership
networks in the ICT cluster are not limited to certain industries, but are created across the
cluster. Cluster actors are penetrating each other’s domains by taking control over a
broader proportion of the horizontal or vertical value chains. On the other hand, firms
also strive towards specialisation and networking. Cross-sectoral operations give rise to
new types of services. (Paija 2001.)
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The convergence of IC technologies has changed the traditional industry structure of
the ICT cluster such that it has become increasingly difficult to draw a single value chain
within the cluster that would illustrate all the main activities of the cluster firms. Instead,
the ICT cluster has several competing value chains (Hienonen 2001). Similarly, it has
become hard to identify separate industries within the cluster. Thus, instead of dividing
the cluster into separate industries, researchers have started to divide it into key
industries, supporting industries, related industries, associated services industries and
customer industries. Different value chains cut across the industries providing networkbased services, network technologies and access technologies to the cluster. These value
chains are often built around dominant firms in the cluster. The structure of the ICT
cluster as it was seen in year 2001 is illustrated in Figure 18.
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Fig. 18. ICT cluster framework (Paija 2001).

As Figure 18 shows, the key industries of the ICT cluster in 2001 have evolved into
several new segments from mere telecommunications network and equipment
manufacturers that used to be seen as the sole key industries. These key industries
provide digital content, packaging, network infrastructure, application software, network
operations, end-user terminals and portals. The internal structure of the key industries is
relatively concentrated; typically they are dominated by a few large multinational
manufacturers of ICT equipment. These companies are often referred to as brand owners.
(Ali-Yrkkö 2001.) In Figure 18 application software is presented as a separate key
industry in the cluster. It is worth noting, however, that software is typically used in
almost all of the different ICT industries, including the supporting industries, associated
services and related industries.
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For some time, the large ICT equipment manufacturers in the centre of the ICT cluster
have shown a clear tendency to outsource more and more of their activities (Pajarinen
2001). In response, the supporting industries have developed into highly specialised
suppliers for the key industries. In fact, together with the increasingly sophisticated needs
of original equipment manufacturers, the growth in production volume and the growth in
the share of outsourcing have generated a great number of new suppliers. For example, in
the year 2000 Nokia had about 300 first-tier suppliers employing some 18 000 to 20 000
persons. (Ali-Yrkkö 2001.) However, due to the multiple-layer structure of the supplier
network, Nokia’s total impact on employment in Finland is much greater. Nokia’s
suppliers operate in many different fields in both hardware and software production. Most
software and R&D companies among these suppliers are significantly smaller than
companies in other groups.
The competence of the suppliers in the supporting industries lies in customised inputs
and services, particularly in the manufacturing of certain parts and components, electronic
manufacturing services, automation and precision mouldings. The production of
standardised components that require mass production facilities and global distribution
channels has not been regarded as one of the key areas of success. For the most part,
Finnish OEMs import the standard components they need. The associated services
support the development of the key industries in ICT cluster by providing, for example,
consultation and opportunities for funding. The related industries act both as providers of
value-added content to the infrastructure and as buyers/suppliers of ICT. In fact, the
digitising of content and transaction services provided by the related industries is
regarded as a major factor that will drive increased demand for ICT equipment in the
future. (Ali-Yrkkö 2001.)

5.2.4 Changes in supply networks structures within the ICT cluster
The volume of outsourcing in the Finnish ICT cluster has expanded during the last two
decades. The nature of the products and services outsourced has also changed. The
reasons for the increased proportion of firms in the ICT cluster using external suppliers
are various. A principal factors is that the companies are increasingly competing to be the
first to bring new products to market. This ‘time-based competition’ forces companies to
shorten their product-to-market time by using outside suppliers. More specifically, the
original equipment manufacturers or ‘brand owners’ have a need to differentiate between
the life cycle of a product and the life cycle of a production technology. (Pajarinen 2001.)
Due to changes in technology, these companies may end up in a situation where they
should change the production technology along with product life cycles. In many cases,
changes in production technology are impossible for the product or brand owners because
of the high investments they have made in product development and marketing activities.
For example, Nokia has sold several of its production units to external electronic contract
manufacturers (Klementtilä 2001) because investments in product development and
marketing have yielded many times greater rewards than those made in production
technology. As a result of increased technological complexity and the shortening of
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product life cycles, the actors within the ICT cluster have also been compelled to engage
in closer co-operation, risk-sharing and long-term commitment (Paija 2000, Pajarinen
2001, Paija et al. 2001).
Very recently, large dominating firms in the global ICT markets have started to
outsource significant volumes of R&D work. Due to the increasingly important role of
software in ICT products, external suppliers are used especially to buffer the buyer’s
R&D capacities. This applies to both emerging and mature technologies. Outsourcing the
development of a certain technology when it is mature is often done in order to avoid
massive in-house lay-offs when the technology is completely replaced by a new one. For
example, in 2001 Nokia’s strategy was to outsource much of the GSM development work
that had earlier been done by the company itself. Today GSM is the most commonly used
digital standard, and new GSM networks are being built all the time. These networks need
continuous testing and maintenance services. However, in the next couple of years GSM
is expected to be replaced by 3G UMTS technology that is closer to that of the Internet.
(Lukkari 2001, Karesto 2001.) It may be hard to transfer people who know GSM
technology well to the development of 3G, since the technologies are quite different.
Thus, by outsourcing the development of GSM technology now, Nokia has avoided
having to lay off the people involved in GSM in the near future (Nykänen 2001).
The trends of supplier network structures and supplier customer relationships in the
ICT cluster seem to follow the more general trends found in European and Finnish
manufacturing industries (see Pursukainen 1996, Jussila 2000). The principals tend to
emphasise system supplying as their future objective (Hyötyläinen 2000), with the result
that the number of primary subcontractors used by customer organisations is decreasing
and the size of the primary subcontractor organisations is increasing. At the same time,
tiered subcontractor chains are becoming more common (Koskinen et al. 1995a,
Hyötyläinen 2000, Koivisto et al. 1999). For some time, the relationships between
customers and their supplier in the ICT cluster have been changing towards less
adversative, longer-term partnerships. This was the case especially during the period of
high growth in the cluster in the late 1990s, when there was an acute lack of competitive
suppliers for the large firms in the ICT cluster (Pursukainen 1996).
In addition to having larger primary suppliers, the large brand owners also often want
to develop first-tier suppliers that can serve their different units in international markets as
well. This type of purchasing strategy, referred to as global sourcing (Koskinen et al.
1995b), encourages supplier firms to grow along with their customers. Large international
owners of brands continue to grow and strengthen their position in the market (Hienonen
2001). Simultaneously, they develop towards a higher level of specialisation and
networking as their assembly plants and research centres are established in places where
they are served by local subcontractors (Paija 2001).
The vertical reorganisation of supplier networks is only one consideration when
looking at the changing supply chain structures of the ICT cluster, for firms tend to build
and rearrange their horizontal relationships as well. The cluster actors merge both
vertically and horizontally in order to take hold of wider ranges of the value chain.
Horizontal merging and partnerships are especially common in attempts to create industry
standards. As a result, value-adding structures have become much more complex
compared to the more traditional vertical supply chains with supply-driven commandcontrol hierarchies. The companies within the Finnish ICT cluster are no longer regarded
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as independent players in the manufacturing of telecommunications equipment or the
development of software. Instead, they are seen as parts of competing delivery chains and
of alliances within different industries.

5.2.5 Nokia’s supply network as an example
The change in the nature of the subcontracting of one of the largest brand owners in the
Finnish ICT cluster, Nokia, provides a good example of the overall development in the
supply networks in the cluster. Nokia’s co-operation and relationships with other
companies have changed quite radically within the past twenty years. Ali-Yrkkö (2001)
has divided the development of Nokia’s co-operation with supplier companies into four
phases (see Figure 19). Large-scale subcontracting started during the 1980s. At that time,
co-operation with other companies was mostly traditional subcontracting, with
subcontractors mainly used to buffer Nokia’s own production capacity. The volume of
subcontracting depended highly on business cycles. During the 1990s, Nokia started to
grow very rapidly with the boom in the global telecommunications market. As production
volumes had to be expanded, the company started to apply new manufacturing strategies.
Outsourcing, focused mainly on accessories at the time, was chosen as an alternative to
in-house production. Outside suppliers were no longer only buffering in-house production
but were being taken on as permanent links in the manufacturing operations. Also, the
methods of subcontracting became more systematic. At the same time, Nokia started to
look for partners who would be suitable for long-term co-operation.
In the late 1990s, Nokia’s subcontracting expanded from accessories to other areas of
business, such as components. Due to a need to distinguish between product life cycles
and production equipment life cycles, Nokia reorganised its supply chain to make it one
in which it began to use assembler services, i.e., electronic manufacturer service providers
(EMS). These subsystem suppliers base their business on serving a large number of
customers in different industries and phases of technological implementation. By pooling
the products from different generations of technology, the suppliers are able to use a
single type of production facility longer. Subsystem suppliers also have their own
suppliers of components and parts. In this way, Nokia was able to decrease the number of
direct contacts to different smaller suppliers and concentrate on co-operating with its key
subsystem suppliers. The co-operation between Nokia and the subsystem suppliers
became closer to a partnership. (Ali-Yrkkö et al. 2001.)
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Fig. 19. Nokia’s co-operation with suppliers.

The changes discussed above have mostly referred to alterations in the structure of
Nokia’s supplier network that provided the company with components, parts and
accessories. In the 1990s Nokia also started to buy larger volumes of software
development and R&D activities from outside suppliers, activities that were previously
largely regarded as the company’s core competence. Due to the difficulties associated
with outsourcing R&D work, these types of relationships were still closer to traditional
subcontracting. There are some exceptions, however, that indicate that the nature of
supplier-customer relationships is changing towards partnerships also in the area of
software R&D work. For example, in August 2001 Nokia and TietoEnator signed a longterm collaboration agreement, on the basis of which TietoEnator established its own
business unit dedicated to Nokia’s R&D operations3. Nokia transferred approximately
300 of its employees to its new collaboration partner. TietoEnator’s role is to carry out
software development, testing and maintenance work related to the mobile core network
for both 2G, 3G and TETRA networks, basic registers and some other network elements
within Nokia’s switching platform. However, TietoEnator is not just any firm among
Nokia’s extensive software supplier network: with a staff of 10 000 and an annual
turnover of 1.1. billion EUR, TietoEnator is a significant system house on the European
scale 4.
Based on Ali-Yrkkö’s (2001) study, many of Nokia’s supplier companies have been
able to grow along with the customer company to achieve global markets. Of Finnish
companies, at least Perlos, Elektrobit, JOT Automation and Orbis have used the
relationship with Nokia as a springboard for entering international markets. Co-operation
with a large brand owner has been regarded as providing access to important market
information and good customer references. Most difficulties have arisen in connection
with communication and data transfer. Also, the ownership of IPRs for the results of
3. See www.press.nokia.com.
4. See www.tietoenator.com.
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projects has caused some difficulties especially in R&D subcontracting. Most of the
suppliers regard their relationship with Nokia to be of a win-win type. However, many
also acknowledge that they are highly dependent on Nokia as a key customer.
In addition to subcontracting relationships that mostly represent vertical co-operation
in the supply chain, Nokia’s network environment consists of different types of horizontal
alliances. These alliances are often formed in order to develop a de facto technology
standard. Standards speed up growth in future markets, for which the members of the
alliance intend to develop products/services. Nokia is, for example, a member of the
Symbian alliance that aims at providing a de facto standard operating system and
enabling the mass market for mobile information devices. The other members of Symbian
are Ericsson, Motorola, Panasonic, Psion and Siemens5. Horizontal alliances also exist
between Nokia and different research institutes and universities.

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, I have applied the outer context of the supplier development framework to
the Finnish ICT cluster. The analysis included the main technological changes in the ICT
cluster (Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2), a description of the main changes in the market structure of
the cluster (Section 5.2.3) and, finally, the changes that have taken place in the industry
supply networks (Section 5.2.4). All these factors affect the purchasing strategies that the
case firms analysed in the thesis encounter in dealing with their key customer. The most
direct purchasing strategy of the customer, one affecting the development of the
organisations studied here, is discussed in the next chapter in connection with the case
studies. Next, I will briefly summarise the key points of the analysis of the outer context
factors that affect the development of the software supplier firms discussed in this thesis.
The salient points of the summary are illustrated in Figure 20.

5. See http://www.symbian.com.
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Fig. 20. Outer context factors derived from changes in the ICT cluster.

The rapid development in the area of information technology has been the key driving
force in building the core industries of the Finnish ICT cluster. In recent years, the most
significant technological change for the ICT cluster has been the convergence of different
technologies (TC) and this trend will be decisive in the future as well. In other words, the
digital content and publishing technology, information technology and communication
technology that used to be considered as separate ICT technologies will meld together
and be used in the same equipment. Common network platforms will be able to carry
voice data and images (TC). Convergence combines many new actors from different
industrial fields to produce similar products, and the question of what specific technology
will become an industry standard in the future has become a crucial one. The
transformation to the use of 3G networks and multimedia ICT equipment has been seen as
a radical technological change that is driving changes in the technological trajectories
which the firms have adopted. In evolutionary terms, the convergence of IC technologies
might even be called a far-reaching change in a technological system that affects several
firms or branches of economy together with organisational and managerial innovations
(Freeman 1988).
A change in existing technological trajectories often creates new production patterns
that in turn change the market structure (Freeman 1988). In the ICT cluster, the
convergence of technologies has blurred the industrial structure of the cluster. The value
chain structures that used to be rather clear-cut are now complex and various in type
(CMS). With technologies converging, firms need expertise from all these technological
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areas in order to produce ICT products. As a consequence, several firms that traditionally
belonged to a certain industry have started to operate in most of the ICT industries. In
fact, it has become very difficult even to distinguish the separate industries in the cluster
structure. Large firms that typically operate in several industrial segments are referred to
as brand owners. These firms aim at taking hold of a larger share of the ICT value chain
and thus simultaneously enter each other’s domains. Nokia is a good example of a leading
brand owner that used to operate specifically in the telecommunications industry (CMS).
Today, however, due to converging technologies it is no longer solely a provider of
mobile phones or operator networks but has taken control over a wide range of different
systems and services in the area of wireless communication and digital technologies.
The competition related to the specific technologies that become industry standards is
mainly taking place between the largest firms in the global ICT markets. The large brand
owners in the ICT cluster have been accompanied by a high number of specialised
smaller firms in the supporting and related industries that typically both supply and use
ICT products in their operations. These smaller firms try to invest in technologies that
they believe will become major standards (CMS).
The overall change in the market structure of the ICT cluster has naturally also had an
effect on the supply network structures within the cluster. The dominant brand owners
have built large supply networks around them that consist of different types of vertical
and horizontal relationships. Horizontal partnerships are often created in order to
establish industry standards. The vertical relationships between suppliers and customers
has changed in terms of both what is bought from the suppliers and nature of the
relationships themselves. In the late 1990s, the brand owners’ need to control a larger
share of the technology development as well as to stay as flexible and responsive as
possible also led to a need to subcontract R&D work (CSN). Thus, where firms in the ICT
cluster traditionally outsourced parts and components, they now increasingly outsource
knowledge-based solutions, such as R&D and software development work (CSN).
In addition to changing the nature of what they purchase, the brand owners have
started to develop and rationalise their own supplier networks. More risk and
responsibility is pushed down the supply chain, especially to first-tier suppliers (CSN).
The first-tier suppliers operate as long-term partners of their customers and, ideally, serve
their large customers in international markets as well. In the more traditional outsourcing
of parts and components, this leads to the emergence of (sub)system suppliers (CSN).
With software as technology and the practices used in software subcontracting becoming
more mature, software development is also moving towards first-tier competent suppliers
that manage suppliers of their own rather independently.

6 The inner context and key customer purchasing strategies
This chapter discusses the development of four selected case firms. The broad outer
context faced by these suppliers, the ICT cluster, was discussed in Chapter 5. Here, the
focus moves on to the key customer purchasing strategies and the inner context of the
supplier analysis framework.
The chapter proceeds as follows. I first will present the criteria on which the selection
of the case firms was based. This is followed by a description of the purchasing strategies
of the key customer that has the most immediate effect on the development of each of the
software supplier firms. The link from the outer context to the key customer’s purchasing
strategies is also discussed. After this, I present the case studies that describe the
development of the four industrial software supplier firms. The studies first provide a
description of the history and development of the companies. The supplier firm’s
development is summarised and illustrated after each case in a figure.
After the descriptions of each case firm, the cases are analysed with reference to the
inner context variables of the supplier development framework. The analysis first
distinguishes the resources and capabilities that are specific to each case firm. This is
followed by the identification of the dynamic capabilities of the firm that have enabled its
development from one supplier type to another, or alternatively, the dynamic capabilities
that were lacking and thus hindered development. The resources, capabilities and
dynamic capabilities identified are presented after each case in a table. The chapter
concludes with an overall summary and analysis of the factors that were found to drive or
inhibit the development of the software supplier companies.

6.1 Selection of cases
The case companies were chosen using theoretical sampling (Eisenhardt 1989); i.e., the
companies were selected as representing the problem area of the study and the potentially
emergent theory that forms one focus of the work. The main criteria for choosing the case
companies were the following:
1. the company is a small or medium-sized Finnish industrial software supplier firm;
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2. the key customer of the supplier firm is or has for a long time been a considerably
larger organisation that operates within the Finnish ICT cluster;
3. the selected case firms share the same key customer;
4. the case firm has developed or has at least wanted to develop from one supplier type
to another during its history.
The rationale for the first criterion is quite evident. The thesis focuses on the
development of small Finnish software supplier firms. However, medium-sized firms
were also accepted as long as they had originally developed from small supplier firms
into larger ones. As discussed earlier, the framework for industrial software supplier
analysis is most appropriate in a situation where the customer is a larger organisation and
has considerable dominance or power over the supplier. Thus, the customer firm of the
case supplier firms should be a large firm operating in the ICT cluster. In addition, it was
decided that the supplier firms must share the same key customer, the reasoning being
that they would then presumably have similar key customer purchasing strategies. This, in
turn, facilitates the comparison of the drivers and inhibitors of supplier firm development.
Finally, the fourth criterion was that the case firms had developed or had at least
attempted to develop from one supplier type to another. The reason for this is choice is
straightforward: there is no sense in studying firm development if the firm has not
developed or made any attempts to develop. In addition to applying the above criteria, I
sought to include cases in which the supplier firm’s development had been successful and
cases in which it had not. This was done in order to describe both the drivers and
inhibitors of software supplier development. Here, successful development refers to a
supplier firm’s development from one supplier type to another in accordance with its
strategic plans. Unsuccessful development, on the other hand, means that despite having
strategic plans to develop, a supplier firm failed to do so.
The case selection process yielded four industrial software supplier firms that have
shared the same large key customer operating in the Finnish ICT cluster1. The reason for
choosing this number of case firms was that four case descriptions include enough data to
allow some level of generalisation. Also, having several case firms makes comparisons
between different cases possible. Nevertheless, the case studies can be presented with a
reasonable level of detail. The cases describe the development of the selected supplier
firms from one supplier type to another, starting from their establishment until spring
2001. In addition to describing the development of the supplier firms, the goal of the case
studies is to point out the most significant resources and capabilities connected with this
development as well as the important factors that drive it. As the number of cases is quite
many and the cases describe the firms’ development over many years of their operation,
attention is focused on the changes, resources and capabilities the most significant for the
firms’ key customer relationship.

1. To maintain anonymity of the case companies, the names of the customer company and the supplier
companies have been changed.
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6.2 Key customer purchasing strategies
The key customer firm of the case companies in this study, Fonetic, was a large firm that
traditionally operated in the telecommunications segment of the ICT cluster. In the late
1990s, however, due to the convergence of technologies and industries, the firm entered
other segments in the cluster as well, such as the development of mobile Internet
applications and solutions for operators and Internet service providers. The firm was
divided into two major business units, the mobile equipment unit (MEU) and the mobile
services unit (MSU). Due to its broad scale of operations, Fonetic could be termed a
brand owner in the cluster.
Growing importance of software. Traditionally, Fonetic had used suppliers in acquiring
physical products and parts. Its relationships with the suppliers varied from capacity
buffering to strategic partnerships. In partnerships, both risks and rewards were shared
between the supplier and the customer. During the 1990s, however, the role of software
became more and more important in both Fonetic’s value-adding operations (support
software) and embedded in its key products and services (core product software). In other
words, Fonetic was both a developer and an exploiter of software. External software
subcontractors were used in acquiring both the production support software and the
embedded software that was used in Fonetic’s products. As a consequence of the
increasing importance of software, Fonetic started to buy larger amounts of software from
external suppliers. The significance of this outsourcing was evident already in the early
1990s.
Expansion in software development subcontracting. The high growth in the ICT
cluster during the 1990s and the year 2000 also expanded Fonetic’s operations. The fast
growth both in physical size and in total sales increased the company’s need for outside
subcontracting. Another factor changing subcontracting operations was the company’s
increased use of platforms in production. Platforms enable the detachment of separate
modules from a larger system and thus the purchasing of complete deliveries from outside
suppliers. The platform orientation increased the level of networking both within Fonetic
(multisite projects) and outside the company (subcontracting networks). The use of
external software suppliers expanded markedly between the years 1995 and 2000 in
particular. During the high point of the boom in the ICT cluster, there were fewer
suppliers with the required competencies available than Fonetic was prepared to hire.
Fonetic had different ways of buying software development services. These included
hiring human resources from its suppliers to work on its premises, buying subprojects
from suppliers and buying more standard modules or components. Most of the software
subcontractors operated in a very customer-dependent way, hiring their employees to
operate on the customer’s premises.
Changing software subcontracting strategies. In the mid 1990’s, Fonetic began
building a rather large software subcontracting network comprising a large number of
software suppliers that had been established to serve the local units of the larger customer
corporation. Quite soon, however, Fonetic realised that using a large number of smallvolume software suppliers requires too many resources of the buying company: for
example, all the subcontractors had to be ‘taught’ to operate in the customer’s way. This
point was relevant especially in connection with the resource hiring type of
subcontracting, in which the supplier firm’s employees worked on the customer’s
premises. The subcontracting managers of Fonetic often felt that the supplier firms were
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exploiting resource hiring to train their employees. Thus, instead of adding value to the
firm, resource hiring was sometimes very costly. Keeping up contacts and supervising the
software development work also drained resources. On balance, the purchasing strategy
in the area of software subcontracting was tending towards the strategies that had already
been adopted in connection with more traditional subcontracting, i.e., reducing the
number of single, small, customer-dependent subcontractors and finding larger, highvolume suppliers that could possibly also serve several of Fonetic’s sites. These suppliers
were to work more independently from their own premises and manage their own
suppliers. In practice, becoming more independent meant that suppliers could no longer
base their business totally on resource hiring.
Along with the changing software subcontracting strategies, the skills that Fonetic
required from the suppliers changed as well. The software development skills required of
system-level software suppliers were quite different from those required of suppliers that
were mainly used to buffer the firm’s own development activities. For example, it was
important for Fonetic that the system suppliers should have, in addition to more basic
software coding skills, testing and design skills, an architecture-level knowledge of
software development, including a basic understanding of the different goals and typical
concerns of architectural design. After all, the suppliers were expected to produce
software for the customer’s product platforms rather independently. However, Fonetic
also acknowledged that such software development capabilities typically only evolve
from long experience on the part of the supplier in operating in various types of customer
projects involving software coding, design and testing.
The measures that were taken in order to prompt the supplier firms to operate more
independently were various. Small local software suppliers were informally encouraged
to develop into larger and more independent subcontractors. At the same time, the hourly
rate paid for resource hiring was decreased, and Fonetic started to reduce the amount of
training it provided to its suppliers. Changes were also required in Fonetic’s own internal
software subcontracting management. Until the year 2000, subcontractors were used
independently by various product programs at the company’s different sites and units. In
other words, the use of software subcontractors was not co-ordinated and the
subcontracting practices encountered by the suppliers from different sites were somewhat
different. In the year 2000, however, Fonetic established a line organisation to manage
external resources at the business-unit level, and subcontracting managers started to coordinate the use of external resources at the firm’s different sites. The software suppliers
were also assessed using certain criteria either before starting the business relationship or
soon after the first project with the supplier had been completed. Also, it was common
policy that the supplier organisations were first given simpler and less risky projects to
test their level of competence.
Difficulties in realising subcontracting strategies. Despite Fonetic’s attempts starting
in the late 1990’s to develop software subcontracting towards longer-term partnerships
with larger-volume, first-tier software suppliers, its software subcontracting largely
remained close to traditional subcontracting, in which the price paid for the work is based
on the number of hours worked. This was the case especially in the co-operation between
Fonetic and small software subcontractors. One obvious reason for this was that most of
the software suppliers Fonetic used were still small and lacked the competencies and
resources required for operating as independent, high-volume software suppliers.
However, Fonetic also had internal problems with regard to software subcontracting,
mostly stemming from the very different nature of software development subcontracting
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in comparison to the more traditional outsourcing of physical components. The key
difficulties involved the basic nature of the result of the work. It was hard for Fonetic to
evaluate the quality of software development work, which is dependent on the quality of
the supplier firms’ individual human resources. Also, the purchasing process was much
more complicated than in the case of standard components. For example, it was typical
that Fonetic could not specify the product features and requirements fully in advance. The
requirements might also change continuously, necessitating continuous communication
between customer and supplier. Furthermore, it was often hard, sometimes impossible, to
detach a software ‘module’ from the customer’s project for the supplier to produce
independently.
Another key difficulty connected to software subcontracting, especially in
subcontracting core product software, is that the suppliers were operating in the
customer’s core product technology areas. When allowing outside suppliers to take part in
the product development processes, it became increasingly important for Fonetic to
protect the knowledge created in the collaboration. This was typically done by restricting
intellectual property rights. Fonetic’s principle in R&D subcontracting was that IPRs
should always stay within the customer firm. This practice did not, however, eliminate
Fonetic’s need to ensure that subcontractors were reliable and had sufficient knowledge
and infrastructure to keep up the required level of confidentiality.
At the beginning of 2001, the worsening financial expectations and slowing growth of
the whole ICT cluster prompted Fonetic to rationalise its software subcontracting
practices and volume. For the company’s smallest and strategically least significant
software suppliers, this meant that unless they somehow became more important to their
large customer, they ran a clear risk of being dismissed as subcontractors.
Figure 21 summarises the main features of the purchasing strategy that the case
companies encountered with their key customer.
TECHNOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL CHANGE
IN THE ICT CLUSTER

KEY CUSTOMER’S
purchasing
strategy

OUTER
CONTEXT

Capacity
supplier

Expansion in the volume of
software development work outsourced
(both supporting and core technology software)
Encourage SW supplier firms to become
larger and more independent
Make long term partnerships with large
volume suppliers that supply to different sites
Reduce the costs of SW subcontracting
and the amount of small single
SW subcontractors used

Development of a supplier firm

Strategic
supplier

Fig. 21. Key customer purchasing strategies encountered by the case firms.
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The main factors in the key customer purchasing strategy encountered by the supplier
firms can be brought together as follows. The volume of software Fonetic used in both its
production processes and products expanded starting in the 1990s. In order to fulfil its
need for software development, Fonetic established subcontracting relationships with a
large number of small software supplier firms. At first, software subcontracting was
rather loosely co-ordinated and lacked common practices. During the late 1990s,
however, Fonetic realised that there was a need to rationalise both the practices and the
number of different suppliers used. The company wanted to develop its software
subcontracting network towards a tiered structure with first-tier suppliers that act as large
partners and have suppliers of their own. In this way, Fonetic would not need to have a
large number of different suppliers. Consequently, the firm started to encourage its
suppliers to become more independent and grow in size in order to be able to produce
higher volumes and serve its different sites. Furthermore, Fonetic wanted to reduce the
amount of resource hiring purchased from its suppliers. The possibility of giving software
supplier firms more independent roles in the customer’s product development processes
was enhanced by the use of product platforms and architectural software design.
The link of Fonetic’s purchasing strategy to the overall change in the outer context, the
Finnish ICT cluster, discussed in the last chapter, is quite evident. Fonetic’s increased
need to outsource software development was largely based on the technological
convergence that was making software an indispensable part of almost any ICT product
or service. Thus, Fonetic needed more software in its products and services. Secondly, the
fast-changing technologies both used and produced by the firms in the ICT cluster,
coupled with the fact that as a brand owner organisation Fonetic had entered several
segments within the cluster, required the firm to stay flexible and responsive. Brand
owners must not get ‘stuck’ in certain technologies. Thus, outsourcing was preferred to
doing all the development work in house. Also, the technological development towards
using open platform systems in production enhanced the rate and efficiency with which
external suppliers could be used.
Fonetic’s need to reduce the number of its small suppliers and rationalise its software
supplier network also fit in with the more general changes taking place in the supply
networks in the ICT cluster. Fonetic wanted to develop competent software suppliers that
could serve many of its sites, not merely some specific local site. Following the
emergence of system suppliers in electronic systems subcontracting (EMS), Fonetic
wanted to develop system suppliers in the area of software.

6.3 Case I: Wedtech
Foundation. Wedtech was a young software firm, established in 1999 at the time of the
strongest economic boom in the Finnish ICT cluster. It was founded by eight software
engineers, who all resigned from the service of a particular software subcontracting firm.
One of these persons became the CEO of the new firm, but most of the other founding
members were also active in managing the company. The initial business idea of Wedtech
was to produce high-quality software in subcontracting relationships, of which all of the
founding members already had experience. The prospect of the firm’s creating its own
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software products was considered feasible, but not realistic, at the time it was founded.
From the very beginning, however, it was decided that Wedtech would search
continuously for suitable ideas for its own software products.
In order to secure the availability of the resources it required, Wedtech established its
offices outside growth centres in towns where there was an educational institution of at
least technical-institute level available. Based on their background experience, the
founding members also decided that the firm did not want to do resource hiring for the
customer. Resource hiring was not considered attractive because it was not very profitable
and did not yield any significant new competencies for the subcontracting firm itself. The
management of the firm wanted to get independent projects in which pricing was based
on results. Although this type of work increased the supplier’s business risk compared to
hour-based pricing, it also gave it a chance to realise a higher profit margin. It was
expected that fixed pricing based on a task or a contract would make budgeting easier.
Finally, the location of the firm’s offices outside growth centres made resource hiring
unattractive for practical reasons.
At the time Wedtech was founded, the management of the company indicated that the
specific competence area of the company was embedded software, with its special
application areas being telecommunications technology, industrial automation
engineering and plant automation engineering. In the very beginning, Wedtech
established two offices, one focused on certain application domain competencies and the
other mainly on data applications. Each office was responsible for attracting its own
customers.
Beginning a subcontracting relationship with Fonetic. Wedtech’s business relationship
with Fonetic’s MEU business unit started in spring 1999. The company had no
established contacts with the customer firm and no previous working experience with it.
The relationship started with Wedtech’s active marketing and selling efforts, which
included sales letters to the MEU describing the new firm and its competencies. The
subcontractor managers of Fonetic became interested in Wedtech and started negotiations
on the nature of the future subcontracting relationship. As mentioned, Wedtech was
determined to work from its own premises from the very beginning. Although Fonetic
had an official policy of encouraging its subcontractors to operate more independently,
starting a subcontracting relationship by allowing the subcontractor to manage its own
subproject immediately was not a common practice. Luckily for Wedtech, however, it
was able to hire a person during the negotiations who had previous experience of
subcontracting and, especially, negotiating with Fonetic. After some negotiation, Fonetic
agreed to give Wedtech a project that would be carried out on the subcontractor’s
premises. Wedtech’s first project for Fonetic involved a wireless technology that was one
of the core areas of Fonetic’s product development in 1999. In the beginning of the first
project, Fonetic and Wedtech also agreed on a mutual, longer-term commitment to the
relationship. Fonetic promised that if the first project were successful, it would decrease
supervision in the future. To ensure that both parties would uphold their long-term
commitment, the broad outlines of the future contractual relationship were also put on
paper.
The roles and responsibilities in the project were divided in the following way. In
principle, Wedtech had responsibility for a certain task. It took care of making the time
schedule, following it up and completing the project in house. Fonetic drew up the main
project plan, formulated the requirements for the subproject and did the budgeting.
Despite Wedtech’s differing wishes, pricing was still based on hours worked, whereby the
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work was categorised as resource hiring. Also, Fonetic wanted to know the names of the
specific persons who would be working on the project. The operative beginning of the
project was quite difficult. For example, there were problems in connecting the two firms’
data networks; Fonetic did not have clear procedures on how this should be done when a
subcontractor was new to the firm. There was also a great deal of uncertainty concerning
which of the customer’s databases and tools Wedtech should be given access to. Data
security, too, proved to be problematic. In accordance with the initial plan, however,
Fonetic invested in overcoming these problems.
Development of Wedtech’s internal practices. During Wedtech’s first operating year,
Fonetic accounted for approximately 80 percent of the company’s total sales. In the
beginning, Wedtech did not consider this a risk. It believed that by focusing on serving
only one key customer, it would show its commitment to the long-term relationship that
had been established and, consequently, in case of slowing economic growth, would not
be the first subcontractor to be laid off. After working with Fonetic for some time,
however, Wedtech changed its attitude. The change was not hostile towards Fonetic;
rather the management simply realised that they were too dependent on a single customer
and that in order to survive, and to be more attractive to Fonetic as well, they had to
develop into a more independent supplier firm.
The first challenge that Wedtech’s management addressed in realising this goal was
defining its own organisational practices. At first, the firm had largely adopted Fonetic’s
software development, project management and quality management practices. Its
approach was similar in the case of software development tools and project management
tools. Now, however, Wedtech’s management saw that Fonetic’s practices could only be
used as a good example for learning, developing and documenting Wedtech’s own
practices. The company ‘launched’ an internal practice development plan in the
beginning of the year 2000 which applied to several areas of the company, from basic
software development and project management processes to quality management.
Wedtech’s management chose certain people from among the employees, who became
‘process owners’. At first, the processes were typically owned by a founding member of
the firm who had experience of some specific process; thereafter, the process owners,
together with the company’s management, started to document the firm’s practices.
Quality management practices were documented in the company’s own quality
management handbook, and the company started to use its own, rather simple software
development management tool, Microsoft Visual.
Another development effort connected to Wedtech’s becoming a more independent
supplier was the broadening of the company’s customer base. Fonetic was a good
customer for Wedtech and, in principle, could have contracted most of the company’s
available resources. Still, the managers of Wedtech though that the customer base of the
firm had to be broadened. As Wedtech wanted to keep Fonetic as its key customer, it was
not sensible to direct growth to Fonetic’s competitors; accordingly, it started to look for
new business opportunities in other types of subcontracting. In order to broaden its
customer focus, Wedtech had to put some more effort into marketing. One of the most
efficient marketing devices was found to be the curricula vitae and competence lists of the
employees. To this end, Wedtech created and maintained a document which listed all the
employees, their working experience and special areas of competence.
Management and strategy during growth. Wedtech had grown rapidly during its first
year of existence: in spring 2000, it had a total of nearly one hundred employees and the
number of sites where it operated had increased from an initial two to four. One
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consequence of this growth was that the organisation was no longer as easily manageable
as it was in the beginning, which forced the management to put some more emphasis on
the nature of general management activities and human resource management activities
within the firm. The management agreed on the procedures according to which strategic
planning and the development of organisational competence should be carried out. It
became the CEO’s responsibility to write an official business plan for the company, which
the board of directors, consisting of the CEO and the managers of each office, then
accepted. In addition, the board of directors was assigned the task of making a strategic
plan each year specifying future scenarios concerning the company, its budgeting, growth
strategy and personnel strategies, as well as possible new barriers to company growth.
Wedtech’s management also wanted to strategically redefine the operations of the firm.
As a result, the firm’s activities were divided into three different business areas. The first
of these was co-operation with Fonetic in the area of wireless technologies. The second
connected to automation systems engineering, relied mainly on the business experience of
a single key person whom Wedtech had hired in 2000. The third business area focused on
serving telecommunications operators. In the year 2000, this last area and contacts with
operators were still quite new. Wedtech was independently developing software that the
operators used in their fixed network operations, for example, in billing. At that time, the
operators had, compared to Fonetic for example, very little internal software development
capacity of their own and thus actively sought partners that could independently produce
the software they required. Wedtech’s plans call for making this third business area the
segment in which it would develop its own software products.
Each of Wedtech’s four different offices was responsible for developing certain
specific competence areas and allocating resources between projects within that office.
The strategic idea was to keep the size of different offices small enough that the manager
of each office would know what type of know-how and technologies were needed in each
project. In this way different offices could be managed without unnecessarily formal
cross-team engineering management practices. Human resource management, accounting
and product development were to be separated as different functions in the near future.
As Wedtech mostly operated from its own premises, the firm could not rely on training
that would take place on Fonetic’s premises but it developed its own training practices
instead. One part of the training entailed familiarising new people with Wedtech’s
operating environment and practices. Another important part of the training focused on
the applied technologies, project practices, software development processes, database
access and the nature of required documentation. The firm also had a mentoring program
for new employees.
In addition to developing customer projects, Wedtech’s management wanted to further
develop the firm’s own product development activities. In the year 2000, these were
rather informal, with the employees carrying out product development mainly in their free
time. Product development was made more formal by establishing a core-product
development team that met every two weeks. The purpose of this team was to discuss the
R&D ideas that had been proposed by company employees or by members of the coreproduct development team themselves. In 2001, approximately 80 percent of Wedtech’s
operations were based on either resource hiring or customer projects in which the
company developed customised software. The rest of the operations focused on software
product development. Figure 22 illustrates Wedtech’s development as a supplier and the
most significant changes in that development since its establishment.
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New customer segments:
•telecommunication operators
(independent software modules)
•automation engineering firms
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Fig. 22. Wedtech’s development as a supplier.

As Figure 22 shows, Wedtech started as a resource firm. Despite the fact that the
company managed its first project itself, the project was based on hourly pricing. In one
year’s time, however, the firm was able to broaden its customer segment and get more
independent projects and even ideas for its own software products, thus developing into a
resource firm with supporting projects and products. In spring of 2001, the future of the
supplier firm looked very positive. The turnover of the company was approximately 3
million EUR, of which Fonetic accounted for about one half. Wedtech’s investments in
finding new customers and partners had been successful. For example, in 2001 it entered
a totally new business segment, the health care sector. Wedtech’s short-term future goal
was to increase the proportion of projects with fixed prices, the production of software
modules and the proportion of software product development in its operations. The longterm goal of the company was to obtain most of its revenues from software product
provisioning. In this way, it would be a resource firm with supporting projects, for which
the role of customised software projects would be principally to maintain close contacts
with the most important customers and keep up with technological changes.

6.3.1 Resources and capabilities
Wedtech represents an example of a software supplier that succeeded in implementing the
development plans formulated by its management. The company did not have to start
from such resource hiring, in which the supplier’s employees operate on the customer’s
premises. Furthermore, Wedtech managed to get, rather quickly, into subcontracting
projects in which it produced software modules for its customers independently. In what
follows, I will briefly discuss the most important resources and capabilities of Wedtech
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that enabled this development. The identification of the resources and capabilities
proceeds in a chronological order along with the company’s development history. In order
to make the analysis clearer, the resources and capabilities are highlighted using italics.
The resources identified are indicated by (R). Identified capabilities are further
distinguished as belonging to production capabilities (C1), supporting process capabilities
(C2), business process capabilities (C3) and relationship capabilities (C4).
From establishment to operating as a resource firm. One of the key resources of
Wedtech that enabled the firm to start a successful relationship with Fonetic was its
experienced personnel (R). The founding members had previous knowledge of how to
operate as a subcontractor. In addition, the skills which the company’s employees had in
negotiating and making contracts were important in the starting phase of the relationship.
The founding members of Wedtech had a clear strategic vision that the firm was to avoid
resource hiring. They were experienced enough to negotiate a position for the company,
whereby it was offered a chance to operate relatively independently already in the
beginning of its relationship with Fonetic. Consequently, through know-how in
subcontracting and negotiating, Wedtech had demonstrated an ability to operate as a
formally secure partner in a customer relationship (C4). Wedtech did not have
established contacts with Fonetic that would have enabled the beginning of the
subcontracting relationship. Instead, Wedtech conducted certain marketing activities (C2),
such as sending sales letters to potential customers, in order to get customers’ attention.
Active marketing on the part of subcontractors was not very common, and the customer
was impressed by Wedtech’s approach.
Due to its founding members’ previous experience, Wedtech was able to offer certain
industry-specific know-how to its customer right from the firm’s establishment. As the
employees were not hired immediately following graduation, they came to the company
with a knowledge of general software development practices (C1), quality management
(C2) and project management practices (C1). For Fonetic this meant less supplier training
and higher expected quality than its new subcontractor firms could usually offer. Also, the
investments Fonetic made as a customer in Wedtech (R) can be seen as an important
resource for the supplier company, especially in the beginning of the subcontracting
relationship. After making data network investments in a particular supplier, Fonetic
wanted to continue the relationship and give new projects to that supplier in the future.
Yet another significant resource advantage that Wedtech had right in the beginning of
the relationship lay in the management of the organisation’s structure (C3) and the
physical location of the company’s offices (R). During the boom in the Finnish ICT
cluster, one of Fonetic’s key requirements of its suppliers was that they were to have the
future capability to grow and take care of larger and more complex projects. As
Wedtech’s offices were located in areas where there was a sufficiently well-educated
workforce available on one hand, but a low level of competition for educated employees
on the other, the company’s growth plans became credible (R) in the eyes of Fonetic’s
subcontracting managers.
From resource firm to resource firm with supporting projects and products. The
experience of the founding members of Wedtech turned out be a valuable resource when
the company changed from being a resource firm towards a resource firm with supporting
projects and products. The previous experience and contacts of Wedtech’s employees
enabled the company to attract several customers (R) and thus enter new industrial areas
in which software was needed, such as automation engineering and telecommunications
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network operating. Also, the company’s already established and so far relatively
successful relationship with Fonetic (R) functioned as a good reference when looking for
new customers. The emergence of other customer segments was especially important,
since the work which Wedtech did for Fonetic was close to the latter’s core product
development and the IPRs for the projects were thus owned by it. Especially the projects
in which Wedtech developed software for network operator platforms gave the firm a
possibility to work independently and learn the skills required for product development of
its own.
At the very beginning of its subcontracting relationship with Fonetic, Wedtech did not
have any specific competence on which the firm could concentrate. Its competence was
merely defined as being related to the development of embedded software. The company
management’s purposive efforts at finding such competencies, however, defined the focus
of its operations at a relatively early stage in the firm’s development. As a consequence,
Wedtech developed more to offer its customers than merely programming skills. For
Fonetic, this special competence area was know-how in technologies connected to
wireless systems (C1), which in the late 1990s were only in the productisation phase.
Thus, Wedtech was focusing on future technologies, not on already mature ones.
Wedtech’s management practices also yielded important capabilities. The firm’s
strategy and management practices were defined in detail. The responsibility for
developing certain competence areas was delegated between the firm’s physically distinct
sites (C3). At the same time, growth was ‘distributed’ among several different offices
(C3) in order to keep the size of each office small enough to be manageable and to see to
it that the growth rate did not exceed the unit’s capability to train new employees.
Another capability that became relevant to Wedtech in moving from a resource firm
towards getting more independent projects was that it started to systematically develop
and document its own practices (C1, C2) independently of those of the customer. These
included quality management, software development and project management practices.
In addition, the firm wrote its own quality management handbook. This was important, on
the one hand, for unifying and keeping up the quality of in-house software development,
and, on the other, for assuring the customer that the firm was capable of producing highquality software.
As a result of firm-internal development, Wedtech was able to develop resources and
capabilities that enabled it to operate independently. This resulted in Wedtech’s increased
ability to take responsibility for operations (C4). For Fonetic, it was especially important
that the suppliers that were given more independent projects had sufficient personnel. In
this respect, the initial decision of Wedtech concerning the firm’s location turned out to be
very effective, for it was able to employ a significant number of new employees (R). This
made it possible for the company to take on, and for Fonetic to give it, even more
independent and challenging projects. Finally, the effective training practices (C2)
developed at Wedtech were also relevant in its development from a resource firm to a
resource firm with supporting projects and products.
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6.3.2 Dynamic capabilities
The resources and capabilities described above were necessary for Wedtech to develop as
a supplier. However, they were not necessarily the factors that drove Wedtech’s
development. Next, I will discuss the drivers of Wedtech’s development, referred to in
this study as dynamic capabilities. The dynamic capabilities are indicated by (D). The
different capabilities/routines from which the dynamic capabilities identified have been
derived are divided into production capabilities (C1), supporting process capabilities
(C2), business process capabilities (C3) and relationship capabilities (C4). The section
ends with a figure that summarises the resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities
identified for Wedtech.
From establishment to operating as a resource firm. Perhaps the most influential
dynamic capability that enhanced the development of Wedtech was the management’s
clear strategic vision and attitude towards developing the firm (D). This was important
both at the time of the firm’s establishment, in becoming a resource firm, and when
developing towards a resource firm with supporting projects and products. Already in the
beginning of the company’s operations, the management took a very active role in
developing the company’s competence base (D). Wedtech did not use the relationship with
Fonetic as a chance to develop and train its own employees. The company’s managers
realised quite early on that if it is to develop, a subcontracting firm should not rely too
much on the practices and tools of its customers but develop those of its own. Another
dynamic capability of the company was proper timing (D) of the establishment of the
firm and the start of the relationship with the key customer. In the late 1990s, Fonetic had
a lack of competent software development suppliers, and, accordingly, Wedtech had some
freedom to negotiate a rather independent first project for itself. Correct timing can also
be considered a matter of good luck, however.
From a resource firm to a resource firm with supporting projects and products. One of
the most significant dynamic capabilities related to Wedtech’s development from a
resource firm into a company managing its own projects and products was the
management’s success in effecting a balance between the development of firm-specific
competence and the growth of the firm (D). In other words, Wedtech was capable of
keeping up a certain level of know-how and competence although it was growing rapidly
by recruiting employees with less previous working experience. As already discussed
above, this was possible only through a combination of management practices. Principal
among these were the documentation of the firm’s software development, quality
management and project management practices (C1, C2). Communication and learning
within the firm were enhanced since the firm’s practices could be taught to new people
more easily when they were documented and explicit. Documentation also made the
firm’s competencies explicit. Secondly, the training practices (C2) of the firm, discussed
above, were important in teaching new employees the firm’s practices and special areas of
expertise as soon and as effectively as possible. Thirdly, the delegation of competence
areas between physically distant offices that were kept relatively small in size enabled
balanced growth (C3).
A fourth important dynamic capability was that the employees were encouraged to
learn and express their development ideas. Communication was kept very informal and
open (D). Employees were encouraged to train themselves and express their ideas on how
to further develop the firm as well as the practices or software Wedtech produced. The
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ideas were taken seriously, being reviewed systematically in new idea-generating teams
(C2) In fact, the first ideas for a product designed for the operator platform segment were
derived from such rather informal proposals.
Table 14 summarises the above discussion by presenting the resources, capabilities and
dynamic capabilities identified for Wedtech in connection with its transitions, firstly from
establishment to resource firm, and secondly, from resource firm to resource firm with
supporting projects and products.
Table 14. Wedtech’s resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities.

Resource (R)

From establishment to resource firm

From resource firm to supporting projects and
products

Experienced founding members
Physical location- credible growth plan
Investments made by customer

Several customers
Larger number of employees
Established relationship with Fonetic
Own quality management handbook

Production
Basic software development skills
capability (C1) Basic project management skills

Special areas of competence in certain wireless
technologies
Development of own software development
practices
Development of own project management
practices

Supporting
Marketing skills
process
Basic quality management skills
capability (C2)

Efficient training practices
Development of own quality management
practices
Ideas of employees gathered and analysed
systematically

Business
Organisation structure and different
process
responsibilities of personnel defined
capability (C3) from the beginning

Defined management practices and strategy:
-Low-hierarchy management in different offices
-Delegation of competence areas and customers
between offices
-Size of each office relatively small, little
hierarchical organisation

Relationship
Ability to operate as a secure partner:
capability (C4) Knowledge of how to operate as
subcontractor
Contractual knowledge and negotiation
skills

Increased ability to take responsibility for
operations

Dynamic
capability
(D)

Balancing between competence development and
growth
Learning: communication and idea generation

Managers’ vision to develop firm and
search for specific competencies
Right timing

Table 14 identifies two stages in Wedtech’s development associated with certain
resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities that have been especially important. This
does not, however, mean that the resources and capabilities that were important at the
time of Wedtech’s establishment ceased to exist when the company began to develop into
a resource firm with supporting projects and products.
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6.4 Case II: Sodec
Foundation. Sodec was founded in 1987 by a couple of software engineers who had
previously worked for a larger organisation and had already taken part in software
development projects contracted by Fonetic. At the very beginning, Sodec’s intention was
to focus on developing embedded software for various customers. Quite soon after
Sodec’s establishment, Fonetic asked the firm to provide resources for a project that
concerned certain emerging wireless telecommunications technology. In fact, Sodec was
one of Fonetic’s first embedded software subcontractors. Sodec’s first customer project
was very promising. For example, Fonetic gave the company an opportunity to operate
from its own premises, a step prompted by its interest as a customer in getting the project
started as soon as possible and by the previous experience and close contacts it had with
Sodec’s founders.
Based on the success of the first project, Fonetic gave Sodec several new, similar
projects that focused on developing the same or other wireless technologies. In sharp
contrast to the first project, the supplier’s way of operating in these projects was typically
resource hiring. In most cases, the sheer complexity of the projects forced Sodec’s
employees to work on Fonetic’s premises. Fonetic offered new projects to Sodec when
the previous ones ended. Since Fonetic was Sodec’s only customer, the supplier firm did
not put any extra effort into marketing and selling new projects. Sodec’s possibility to
choose between projects was considered quite low. Typically, the firm accepted whatever
type of project Fonetic offered.
Growth and management. During the first years the employees of Sodec were able to
build up expertise in wireless technologies. Sodec’s founding members were very
interested in taking part in software development work in technologically challenging
projects. Business management in the firm was not considered as interesting. The firm
grew slowly. In 1996, Sodec had fewer than 10 employees, although slow growth can be
partly explained by the economic recession in Finland from 1991 to 1994.
After 1996, the boom in the Finnish ICT cluster and the growing demand for supplier
resources from Fonetic encouraged Sodec to hire more people. When the organisation’s
size was four times larger than in 1996, Sodec’s management noticed certain ‘growing
pains’ in the company. Sodec could no longer be run using the very informal management
methods in use at the time. Staffing the organisation with middle management was
considered costly, but unavoidable. Sodec was organised into project or competence
groups, each of which with its own group manager. Despite the growth, Sodec did not feel
that expanding the number of customers was necessary. From the beginning, Fonetic
remained Sodec’s most important customer, and Sodec did business with both of
Fonetic’s business units. New projects focused on Sodec’s special area of know-how, i.e.,
wireless technology. In addition to participating in Fonetic’s product development
projects, Sodec took part in its customer’s basic R&D processes as well.
In 1998, Sodec’s management started to rethink the firm’s future strategy. Together
with the decision to continue to increase the company’s size, it was decided that the firm’s
business would be directed towards more independent software supplying. Among other
things, independent projects were seen as very important in motivating Sodec’s
employees and enhancing learning within the organisation. The possibility of Sodec’s
building its own software products was also brought up seriously for the first time.
Implementing these strategies in practice proved to be difficult, however. Sodec got
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larger, longer and more challenging projects from Fonetic and trust in the relationship
grew simultaneously. Both parties revealed their future plans in order to make the
relationship work better. Nevertheless, the supplier still relied on resource hiring. Fonetic
could not, or did not want to, detach an independent project or module for Sodec to build
independently, and Sodec did not have the necessary tools and practices to operate by
itself. For Sodec, however, the label of resource firm became somewhat irritating. The
company was a high-quality specialist firm rather than one of Fonetic’s resource buffers.
One reason why Sodec’s high level of expertise did not show in the nature of its business
relationship with Fonetic was that Fonetic itself was also an expert in this area and had
top-quality software development skills of its own.
In 2000, Sodec had grown to a size of more than 50 employees. According to the
management, the firm’s size was reaching the limit that it considered efficient for a
resource firm. In order to grow further the annual turnover, the firm’s operations would
have to be changed towards software products. Also, the nature of personnel hired at the
firm had to be changed; instead of hiring only talented software engineers, the
management would have to recruit people who showed an interest in project management
and other roles that involved supervision and management. The responsibility for selling
and marketing had been solely that of the owners of the company. The management style
of the firm became more formal as one founder of the company took on the role of a fulltime manager.
With the organisation’s growth, the management of Sodec decided that if the firm was
to become more independent, it would have to focus on developing its internal practices.
Previously, Sodec had not considered this necessary, and, consequently, in 2000 the
company had no documented software development, project management or quality
management practices. Investments in software development tools of its own had also
been rather limited. Project management practices were mostly based on what was
learned in Fonetic’s projects. In one effort to address quality issues, Sodec took part in a
project with an external organisation to build a quality management handbook for the
firm. The resulting handbook was considered unwieldy, however, and its use was
minimal. Later, the handbook was used as a basis for a simpler guide for describing the
company’s quality practices.
Becoming a system house through merger. Two years after Sodec’s initial strategic
decision to become a more independent supplier, the negotiations on independent projects
were still continuing with Fonetic. Sodec’s other goal –development of its own software
products - had not been successful either. The transferring of intellectual property rights
to Fonetic had made it impossible for Sodec to develop a software product based on the
know-how gained in different projects. Another reason why it was difficult for Sodec to
create software product ideas based on its work for Fonetic was that these projects
involved quite a broad range of technologies.
In late 2000, the owners of Sodec found out that a significantly larger system house was
interested in buying the firm. Rather than continuing attempts to develop its own products
at high financial risk, Sodec considered merger, which it saw as an opportunity for less
risky access to the software product business. Also, by joining the larger company, Sodec
would have access to the already established practices and infrastructure of the parent
company. Otherwise Sodec would have had to invest in building and developing these
resources itself. The larger company’s rationale for buying Sodec was that it gained access
to Sodec’s expertise in wireless technologies. In addition, through the acquisition the new
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parent company obtained access to Fonetic as a customer firm. Sodec’s role was to act as a
competence centre within the large corporation. Fonetic had informed Sodec that the latter’s becoming a part of the larger company was not a risk as long as the larger company’s
strategic focus suited Fonetic’s needs. As a result of the merger in spring 2001, Sodec was
able to implement a team that focused on independent product development detached from
specific customer projects. Sodec’s development path is illustrated in Figure 23.

First Fonetic project:
future
wireless technology

Sodec founded
in 1987

1987

More projects from both units of Fonetic
wireless technologies

MERGER WITH
A LARGE
SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

Sodec
resource-firm
(with occasionally
subproject
management
responsibility)

Sodec
resource-firm
(with
subproject
management
responsibility)
1990

1999

Sodec
competence
centre within
a large
software
system-house

2000

Fig. 23. Sodec’s development path.

As can be seen from the figure, Sodec’s development as a supplier was rather slow. By
this I refer to its development as an industrial supplier firm from a customer-dependent
operation based on resource hiring towards a more independent actor. In fact, Sodec
remained a resource firm for over ten years.

6.4.1 Resources and capabilities
Next, I will discuss the resources and capabilities that can be seen as either enabling or
inhibiting in Sodec’s development. The analysis proceeds similarly to that for the
previous case.
From establishment to operating as resource firm. At the time Sodec was founded, its
key resources were the experienced founding members (R). These people had previous
contacts to the customer (R). The contacts and know-how concerning the way the
customer operates (C4) were important factors in making the subcontracting relationship
successful during the first projects. Together, they resulted in Sodec’s capability to adjust
to the needs of the customer at the operational level (C4). These were especially
important because the projects involved using the customer’s software development
practices and tools. At the time of the firm’s establishment, the founding members were
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interested in technical tasks and being involved in technologically challenging projects
(C3), not so much in management as such.
Continuing as resource firm. The first successful project enabled the creation of a
good long-term customer relationship with Fonetic (R) that employed Sodec’s resources
for a long time. The key-customer relationships enabled Sodec to develop its key
competence area, which was expertise in wireless technologies (C1). During the projects
Sodec also built up a solid knowledge on the type of software development work the
customer firm required. Again, for Fonetic this represented Sodec’s increased capability
to adjust to the needs of the customer at the operational level (C4).
Despite the fact that the projects in which Sodec and Fonetic collaborated were in
principle successful, Sodec’s development towards being a more independent supplier
was slow. Sodec remained small in size, because the firm had no clear strategy for growth
(C3); it could not be given responsibility for larger projects. On the other hand, it can also
be argued that the projects Sodec was involved in were so strategically important to
Fonetic that the latter did not want to not give larger independent tasks to Sodec. As
Fonetic was also engaged in software development, it was hard for Sodec to create knowhow that the customer did not have. Thus, Sodec’s involvement in its customer’s coreproduct development projects in a way prevented it from developing.
Another possible inhibiting factor in Sodec’s development was that the firm had not
invested in creating and documenting its own quality management, software development
and project management practices (C1, C2). Nor had it invested in its own software
development environment (R). As a consequence, Sodec did not have the resources and
capabilities required for operating from its own premises, independently of the customer,
nor did it have sufficient capability to take responsibility for operations (C4). Investments
in developing practices of its own started after the company had been doing business with
the key customer for several years. The practices used within Sodec’s own organisation
were mostly those of Fonetic. Application of these practices had been inconsistent,
however, because they were better suited for a large organisation than a smaller
subcontracting firm.
The lack of internal software development practices was a consequence of the lack of
formal company management practices and a formal organisational structure. As Sodec
started to grow, however, its management started to run the firm more formally (C3). One
of the founding members took on management as a full-time responsibility. This measure
was followed by a formal structuring of the organisation (C3) and definition of the areas
of responsibility of each person in the firm.
Becoming a system house through merger. A clear capability advantage that Sodec had
and that ultimately led to the merger with the system house was its reputation as an
expert firm (R), which it had been able to build in the course of the work done for
Fonetic. The system house which bought Sodec was convinced that the firm had expertise
in wireless technologies (C1) that was worth buying rather than developing in house.
Sodec’s relationship with Fonetic (R) was also an important resource in the eyes of the
new parent firm.
By merging with the system house, Sodec obtained access to the buyer’s infrastructure,
making the merger with the large corporation a good solution from the managerial
perspective as well. In this way, Sodec acquired new practices to follow and did not have
to start documenting and developing ones of its own. Time will tell, however, how well
these practices suit Sodec’s organisation and how its relationship with Fonetic will
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continue after the merger. The key question from Fonetic’s point of view is whether the
strategies of Sodec’s new parent company match its own.

6.4.2 Dynamic capabilities
As the development of Sodec was rather slow before the merger, the identification of
inhibitors of development is also important. In Wedtech’s case, these were not so obvious.
Again, as in the previous case, dynamic capabilities (D) are presented in chronological
order. When feasible, dynamic capabilities are further divided into the different types of
capabilities (C1, C2, C3, C4).
From establishment to resource firm. In the very beginning of Sodec’s development,
the most influential dynamic capability was the founding members’ professional interest
in being involved and working in technologically challenging projects. This encouraged
Fonetic to continue giving Sodec projects that related to its core-product development.
However, Sodec’s vision of its development as a firm was limited (D).
Continuing as resource firm. One other factor that held back Sodec’s development at
this development stage was the management’s rather passive role in developing the firm
in other ways than increasing its technological skills (D). The high growth of the ICT
cluster and the volume of outsourced software, as well as Fonetic’s strategy of
encouraging its suppliers to move into a more independent way of operating, were the
most significant factors that allowed Sodec to grow and take a more independent role as a
supplier. At that time, however, Sodec was not prepared for the organisational changes
necessitated by increased growth; formalisation of management was a compulsory
activity rather than as a step that would develop the firm. There were only a few
systematic efforts to manage competence development and learning in the firm (D), for
example in terms of documenting or transferring knowledge between different projects
(C2). Learning in the company was basically the natural result of experienced employees’
work in different projects. The nature of competence development that took place in
Sodec was mainly determined by the types of projects Fonetic gave to the company. The
firm did not systematically search for projects that would give it a more independent role
(D). Sodec did not take a business risk in the form of saying ‘no’ to the key customer and,
accordingly, continued to take part in resource-hiring projects. This implies that the firm’s
negotiation skills (C4) were not very effective.
Becoming a system house through merger. Sodec’s decision to merge with a larger
system house (D) showed an important dynamic capability that enabled the firm’s
development. Without the merger, Sodec’s chances to develop towards more independent
operation as a supplier might have been quite poor. Throughout its history Sodec had
worked for Fonetic’s core technologies and infrastructure, making it highly unlikely that
it could develop a software product to be sold to a large number of customers based on
the learning that had taken place in Fonetic’s projects. By merging, Sodec was able to
enter the software product business without taking the high risk of developing its own
products independently. In addition, through the merger Sodec obtained access to the
resources required to operate independently. The timing of the merger was also very
favourable.
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Table 15 illustrates the resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities identified for
Sodec. In addition to identifying factors that have driven Sodec’s growth, the table
proposes factors that have inhibited the supplier’s development. These inhibitors are
associated in particular with Sodec’s period of slow development towards being a more
independent supplier, i.e., its change from being a resource firm towards getting more
independent projects. This slow development did not, however, mean that Sodec failed to
develop with respect to technological know-how and competencies.
Table 15. Sodec’s resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities.
From
establishment to
resource firm

Continuing as resource firm

Becoming a system
house through merger

Experienced
founding
members
Established
contacts with
Fonetic

Established relationship with one single customer,
Fonetic
Employees real specialists
Inhibitor: small organisation
Inhibitor: no in-house software development
environment/tools

Reputation as an
expert firm
Relationship with
Fonetic as a good
reference
Higher number of
experienced employees

Production capability
(C1)

Expertise in wireless technologies (customer’s core
technologies)
Inhibitor: no development of internal project
management practices
Inhibitor: no development of internal software
development practices

Expertise in wireless
technologies
(customer’s core
technologies)
Software development
and project
management practices
from new parent firm

Supporting process
capability
(C2)

Inhibitor: no development of internal quality
management practices

-

Resource
(R)

Business
process
capability
(C3)

No formal
management
practices

Inhibitor: no goals of growing in size; management’s goal only getting technologically challenging
projects
Some efforts towards developing more formal
organisational structure and management practices

Relationsh
ip
capability
(C4)

Capability to
adjust at the
operational level:
previous knowhow concerning
the way customer
operates

Capability to adjust at the operational level:
extensive know-how concerning customer practices,
projects and technologies
Inhibitor: little capability to take responsibility for
operations

-

Dynamic
capability
(D)

Inhibitor: little
ambition to
develop Sodec as
firm

Inhibitor: lack of professional management and
vision to grow
Inhibitor: No systematic management of learning and
competence development
Inhibitor: no active search for projects where firm
would have more independent role

Merging at right
moment: growth
otherwise difficult;
staying in the current
mode of operation too
risky
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The fact that Sodec decided to have Fonetic as its only customer can be viewed as both
a driver and an inhibitor of the former’s development. On the one hand, operating with
other customers might have given Sodec an opportunity to manage projects more
independently as well as ideas for developing its own software products. On the other
hand, building extensive expertise in wireless technologies by concentrating on Fonetic’s
projects enabled the merger that made Sodec part of a large software corporation. Without
such expertise, the merger most probably would not have taken place. Another factor
diminishing Sodec’s development prospects was the fact that the company was involved
in the customers’ core-product projects, an area in which the customer was itself carrying
out a good deal of work in house.

6.5 Case III: Elba
Foundation. Elba was established in 1993 when its founding manager resigned from a
large corporation to set up his own firm. In the beginning, the company’s know-how and
competence lay in the field of automation system engineering. Until 1995, its software
development activities employed only two persons. In 1996, Elba took part in a rather
large government-funded project that steered it towards the electronics industry. Quite
soon, however, the manager of the company decided that it had too few resources to
manage the system deliveries required by the customers in the electronics industry.
After Elba abandoned the idea of producing system deliveries for the electronics
industry, its operations changed rather radically. One important reason for the change was
the appointment of a new employee who had previously worked for Fonetic. This
employee had basic training in automation design but had later gone on to take part in a
software engineering training programme. Regardless of the fact that this person started
to work for Elba, Fonetic wanted him to finish a job in a project in which he had earlier
been involved; in this way, what had previously been an employment relationship turned
into subcontracting in the form of resource hiring.
First Fonetic subprojects. After the first project was completed, Fonetic offered Elba
another resource-hiring project, and in this project, too, Elba’s employees were hired to
work in Fonetic’s projects on the customer’s premises. By accepting the new project Elba
also became officially involved in software development in the area of
telecommunications technology. In fact, the manager of Elba started to consider hiring out
resources in the telecommunications segment as another good basis for Elba’s business in
addition to automation system engineering. Resource hiring was seen as a guaranteed
source of revenue with low business risk. The price paid for one working hour increased
steadily during the high growth period in the ICT cluster in 1996. From the beginning,
however, Elba had had plans to develop its own software product(s), the idea being that
the money received from resource hiring could be used to balance the risk of product
development. The only real risk which the company saw in resource hiring was the
possibility that its employees would start working for Fonetic.
In 1996, Elba also started to grow in size. Some people were recruited to work in
resource hiring for Fonetic and others to work in the automation systems engineering
segment. The first subcontracting subproject was carried out for Fonetic’s MEU unit in
late 1997, when Elba had a total of six employees working in Fonetic’s projects. At that
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time, Elba’s operations were divided into two business units: (i) testing, based mainly on
its automation design know-how, and (ii) embedded telecommunications software
development for the ICT cluster. The embedded software unit had its origin in Fonetic’s
projects.
After some experience in working with Fonetic, Elba started to systematically plan the
types of projects the firm and its employees might carry out for Fonetic. This took some
time. Ultimately, Elba established essentially two key foci: application domain
competence in WAP technology and data management systems, the latter involving
mainly testing and measuring systems. After deciding that it wanted to be involved in
data management, Elba started to negotiate with Fonetic for such projects. It took
approximately one year for the firm to convince its customer to give it this type of project.
In spring 1998, Elba finally made the first deliveries of software to Fonetic, whereupon
the subcontractor managers at Fonetic became convinced that the company’s expertise in
the area of testing and measuring devices was in many cases higher than Fonetic’s own.
At the same time, Elba also decided that the firm should aim for more challenging
projects in which the work is done on the supplier’s premises. It was assumed that in the
final analysis this would increase the possibility for higher rewards and offer more
freedom and challenges for Elba’s employees. Instead of selling resources to Fonetic
based on an hourly wage, Elba started to sell ‘expert teams’. With the new types of
projects in which it was involved, Elba further divided the telecommunications software
business segment into three different units: (i) testing systems (ii) telecommunications
systems and (iii) information systems.
Despite completing a successful project in which it had the responsibility for a
subproject and despite the firm’s own wishes to continue to be involved in such projects,
Elba’s relationship with Fonetic’s MEU site did not develop to the point where Elba’s
work consisted exclusively of subprojects that it could manage from its own premises.
From Elba’s perspective, the communication between it and its customer was confusing.
Fonetic’s MEU unit signalled that the customer firm wanted to give Elba more
demanding and independent projects, and Elba attempted to move into a more
independent operations mode by, for example, designating team managers who were
responsible for certain projects. The plan was that in this way all the communication with
the customer would take place through the team manager. The customer nevertheless
insisted on having exact documentation on the resources used. On balance, most of the
work Elba did for Fonetic’s MEU unit ended up being resource hiring. In Elba’s view its
relationship with Fonetic’s MEU business unit was dominated by the customer’s demand
for official certificates and its numerous requirements regarding subcontractor quality
systems.
Although the representatives of Elba were not very pleased at Fonetic’s MEU unit
going ‘back and forth’ on the type of projects offered to the supplier, it continued doing
resource hiring for the company. In fact, the supplier developed strategies that made the
most out of even the simpler projects; i.e., resource hiring was partly used to educate and
train recent graduates with short professional working experience. Fonetic had good
software development and project management practices, from which Elba’s employees
could learn. Of course, Elba could not send only inexperienced people to work on
Fonetic’s premises; there had to be more experienced people involved as well. The latter
were given the task of ‘lobbying’ for the supplier firm on the customer’s premises and
giving as good an impression of Elba as a company as possible. People were rotated
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among projects and gained experience in several areas of software development. Elba was
also able to create architectural level software development capabilities and knowledge.
Development towards a more independent supplier. As mentioned, Elba made a
strategic decision at a rather early stage that the firm was to develop as a subcontractor
towards a more independent way of operating. This was communicated to both the
personnel and the key-customer organisation. Elba realised that in order to gain such a
position, however, it had to have its own specified internal way of operating. This resulted
in a conscious effort to develop and document the firm’s internal practices, with much
emphasis put on developing project management and quality management practices.
At an early stage of this effort, Elba realised that the customer’s practices, which
people had thus far learned in the resource-hiring projects, did not suit the needs of the
smaller software supplier. In other words, although the request to develop internal
practices came from the customer organisation, the practices had to arise from inside Elba
itself. Public reference models were used as guidelines in planning and designing the
practices. The background of some of the key employees supported the building of the
project management and quality management practices, because their roots in automation
engineering had given them solid experience of how projects should be managed. These
principles could be applied to software development as well. The documentation practices
developed were, for practical reasons, quite similar to those of the key customer. Elba
also invested in its own project management tool.
The delegation of responsibility within Elba was also changed, with project managers
being given a great deal of responsibility. They were the primary contact persons with the
customer organisation. The project manager was the first person to start the work with the
customer organisation, the last one to finish it, and also the one to guarantee the quality of
the work. The use of resources in different types of projects became the responsibility of
the project managers. People were not fully tied to certain projects; rather the most
experienced ‘specialists’ were available to the whole firm, across different projects and
business units.
A crucial point in the development of Elba’s quality management practices was the
recruitment of a quality manager. Earlier, quality management had been one employee’s
part-time responsibility and thus was not given as much attention as needed. Encouraged
by the supplier assessments conducted by Fonetic, Elba started to conduct internal quality
assessments, whose goal was to unify internal practices and to familiarise people with the
audits that would be done by customers in the future. As a result of its quality
management efforts, Elba developed quality management practices of its own that, to
some extent, were revealed to its customers. The quality practices were also connected to
the firm’s software development practices. For example, a uniform software process lifecycle model was adopted to ensure high quality in software development.
In 1998, Elba started co-operation with Fonetic’s other business unit, the MSU. The
start of the relationship was made possible by the fact that the MSU’s subcontractor
managers believed that Elba already had Fonetic-specific know-how inasmuch as the
supplier had co-operated with Fonetic’s MEU for some time. To ensure the use of Elba’s
experienced workers, the two parties made a verbal contract in which Elba agreed to
‘recycle’ in MSU projects the people that had previously worked for the MEU. The start
of the relationship was further enhanced by Elba’s marketing efforts. During that time
Elba had started to use its own advertising agency, which was quite an extraordinary
move for such a firm. The brochures made by the advertising agency increased
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confidence in Elba as a capable and secure subcontractor. The more informal aspects of
business-to-business marketing became the responsibility the leader of each business unit.
The co-operation with Fonetic’s MSU focused on testing. The relationship from the
beginning was such that Elba worked from its own premises and managed its own
subprojects. Also, Elba quite soon started to develop products of its own. The pricing of
the products was partly based on user licences and partly on hourly wages. Elba’s
independent operations were made possible by a communication network infrastructure
that was built between the companies which allowed Elba to connect to certain parts of
the internal information network at Fonetic’s MSU.
The independent projects provided Elba with a great deal of freedom to operate as a
software subcontractor. The customer was not so much interested in how Elba conducted
the work inside its own organisation as long as the quality of the result was good. Elba’s
personnel took the increased responsibility and independence very positively. The
employees were more interested in working in independently managed projects than on
Fonetic’s premises, where they might be treated as ‘outsiders’. In addition, the
subcontracting policy of Fonetic’s MSU on the whole was considered to be more supplier
friendly; for example, the customer required less official reporting and fewer documents
and certificates than the MEU had.
Elba’s connection with Fonetic attracted more projects for Fonetic’s different sites,
even those outside Finland. The increase in demand for software subcontracting was also
prompted by the period of high growth within the Finnish ICT cluster. Although Fonetic
remained Elba’s key customer, accounting for over one-half of the supplier’s total
turnover, Elba had made a conscious choice to start building relationships with other
customers. In the year 2000, Elba had approximately 80 employees and three key
customers. The firm’s recruitment efforts had been very successful, partly because the
company enjoyed a good image and visibility and partly because it had started to recruit
people from abroad. Elba also started to use its own subcontractors in the area of software
development. Due to Elba’s exceptionally fast growth rate at that time, it was able to
stand out in what was a crowd of small local software subcontractors. The firm’s larger
resource pool compared to many other subcontractors enabled it to take responsibility for
larger projects and, with more demanding projects, it succeeded in attracting more
experienced employees.
Change towards software product business. As early as 1996, Elba had a vision of
developing towards the production of its own software products. This vision took on an
even stronger focus in 1999, when the founder-manager of the company became chairman
of the board and Elba hired a new CEO with a background in both software development
and business administration. The company had realised that with software subcontracting
becoming more common – that is, there was more supply - and economic growth
expected to slow down in the coming years, pure resource hiring was no longer going to
be a low-risk and secure way of doing business. In addition, the price paid for one
working hour was decreasing, and there was clear pressure on software firms to reveal
their cost structure to customers. Thus far Elba had managed to develop one in-house
software product for the testing business, although the product was rather companyspecific and its installation involved a high level of customisation. Despite repeated
attempts, Elba had failed to productise the know-how it had created in any other areas.
This was mostly inhibited by the IPRs that Fonetic insisted on retaining from every
project Elba was involved in.
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It became clear at Elba that continuing in its current way of operating - resource hiring,
subproject management and software module production - would not be an efficient way
to move towards the software product business. Accordingly, the company started to think
how it could develop further. It had basically two choices: it could either attract external
venture capital to finance internal R&D operations or it could merge with a company that
already had software products. Venture capital was seen as involving too high a risk,
because it would have meant putting together millions of euros from external financial
sources.
In 1999, Elba had a suitable partner in mind for a merger, and in 2000 it was bought by
the software company Ntech, which had around 70 employees. Ntech was founded in the
beginning of the 1990s and came into being in a rather similar way to Elba. However, in
the early 1990s Ntech’s key customer was not yet very strict in its IPR policy, and Ntech
succeeded in negotiating for itself the IPRs to the testing and measurement tool it
produced. Ntech’s strategy of moving quite quickly into international markets with the
software product had been very successful. At the time of the merger, the firm had a large
number of customers throughout the world. Its strategic focus was software products, a
product family of testing tools, yet it provided some services to its customers as well.
Thus, Ntech could be referred to as a software product firm with supporting projects.
Both firms had expertise in a similar technological field involving measurement and
testing and had the same type of customer base. In order to serve international customers,
Ntech needed know-how and capabilities in the software services business. Elba, for its
part, had become an expert in conducting customised software development projects in
the area of testing software. However, in order to decrease business risks and keycustomer dependence, it wanted to have its own software products as well. By merging
with Ntech, Elba kept its role as a software services unit and, at the same time, became
involved in the software product business.
The strategic goal of the new company was to become a significant player in providing
testing products, systems and services to network vendors and operators. In spring 2001 it
had over 150 employees and its expected turnover for the year was around 17 million
EUR. After the merger, the firm had two distinct business units: software products and
customised services, of which the latter continued to provide resource hiring, management
of subprojects and production of software modules. The role of customised services was to
keep the customer interface close to the company and in this way to gather information on
changing customer needs and new technologies. Figure 24 illustrates Elba’s development.
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Fig. 24. Elbas’s development.

Figure 24 shows that Elba started out as a resource firm but quite soon started to orient
itself towards a more independent type of operation, with the result that it ended up
developing software in several ways, from resource hiring to independent in-house
production. However, resource hiring remained the most common way in which the firm
operated in customer projects. Thus, in 1999 Elba could be referred to as a resource firm
with supporting projects and products. In 2000, Elba merged with Ntech and became part
of a larger system house.

6.5.1 Resources and capabilities
As can be seen above, Elba has gone through several supplier types as a software
subcontractor since it established its business relationship with Fonetic in 1996. Several
types of resources and capabilities have enabled this development, and I will proceed to
discuss these in more detail. As with previous the cases, the analysis is presented
chronologically and the elements identified are categorised into production capabilities
(C1), supporting process capabilities (C2), business process capabilities (C3), relationship
capabilities (C4) and into resources (R).
From establishment to a resource firm. Elba’s relationship with Fonetic originally
started because one employee of the supplier company had previous experience at Fonetic
(R). Later, this connection also proved to be a rather valuable resource in selling new
projects to the customer firm. Otherwise, Elba did not have much experience with Fonetic
or of operating in Fonetic’s industrial segment. What it did have was know-how on
software development for automation systems engineering (C1). Elba’s management was
actively looking for special focus areas for the firm. When the opportunity to do resourcehiring work for Fonetic emerged, Elba was ready to send more people for this type of
work (R). This was important for Fonetic as a large customer with a large volume of
software development work to subcontract.
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From resource firm to supporting projects and products. A very relevant factor in
Elba’s getting more independent projects from Fonetic was that the supplier was capable
of growing into a larger organisation (R) by recruiting new people at a rate that could
guarantee the availability of resources for larger and more demanding projects (C2). This
resulted in Elba’s increased capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at an
operational level (C4). Local recruiting was facilitated by Elba’s good image (R). This
image was built by the company’s local reputation and by marketing activities, such as
the use of an external advertising agency (C2). However, as the availability of
experienced workers diminished in Elba’s area of operations, the company also started to
recruit people from abroad.
Another significant resource advantage Elba had with Fonetic’s MSU was a data
network between customer and supplier (R). As in Wedtech’s case, the network
connection was an investment by the customer in the supplier, which clearly prompted the
customer to continue the business relationship in the future. An established relationship
with Fonetic’s MEU (R) created demand at Fonetic’s other sites and in its other business
areas. Elba was believed to be capable of operating as a secure partner in a customer
relationship (C4). Of course, Elba’s marketing activities and good public image also
attracted Fonetic’s other business units to hire the firm. When Elba received more
challenging projects from Fonetic, it was also able to attract more talented workers. For
Fonetic, Elba became a versatile supplier firm that had customer-specific experience in
various areas.
The change from being a resource firm to being a resource firm with supporting
projects and products was greatly enhanced by Elba’s developing its own software
development, project management and quality management practices (C1, C2). Thus,
Elba became more capable of taking responsibility for its operations (C4). At the same
time, Elba was restructured into distinct business units (C3). Some of the impetus for
these development efforts came from the new CEO, who also had an educational
background in business (R). Elba’s roots in automation engineering were particularly
helpful in building these practices. The hiring of the company’s own quality manager (R)
was also a significant step, as after this there was a person in the firm who had full-time
responsibility for developing that area. In addition, Elba invested in its own project
management tools (R). In the customer relationships with different Fonetic’s units, Elba
proved capable of developing different types of technological competencies (C1). With
the MEU, the co-operation was mostly based on core-product development; with the
MSU, the software development work done by Elba was mostly related to Fonetic’s
supporting technologies, i.e., testing and measuring software. Elba was able to achieve
architecture-level understanding and software development capabilities (C1) that were
important for Fonetic. Thus, from Fonetic’s perspective Elba had a high capability in
software development (C4).
Becoming a system house through merger. The resources and capabilities that enabled
Elba’s merger with Ntech and change from a resource firm with supporting projects and
products into a system house were mostly built in its successful relationship with Fonetic
over several years. Especially important was the similar customer segment of the two
firms. The firms also shared a focus on developing testing and measurement software.
However, the way the software was developed was very different: Elba developed
customised software in close co-operation with a customer, whereas Ntech focused on
software products. Thus, the competencies of Elba were compatible with those of Ntech
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(R). Another consideration in Elba’s favour was that it was a profitable supplier with a
good image (R).

6.5.2 Dynamic capabilities
To summarise, some of the key resources and capabilities in Elba’s development towards
a system house were its large number of rather experienced employees, its good personal
connections and image with the customer organisation and its development of internal
practices. These factors, however, were not necessarily the key drivers of the firm’s
development, referred to previously as the dynamic capabilities of a firm. Next, I will
explore the nature of Elba’s dynamic capabilities in more detail. Where appropriate, the
different capabilities comprising the firm’s dynamic capabilities are categorised into
production capabilities (C1), supporting process capabilities (C2), business process
capabilities (C3) and relationship capabilities (C4).
From establishment to resource firm. Since its establishment, Elba searched actively for
a competence focus for the company (D). The most important driver of development in the
beginning of its relationship with Fonetic was its decision to develop resource hiring in the
telecommunications segment into a new business area. This was followed by a decision to
assign more resources to resource-hiring operations, a step taken despite the fact that most
of the firm’s experience was based on a very different type of software development work.
Another key driver was that the timing for the starting of resource hiring (D) was good:
Fonetic really needed extra capacity to support its own software development function at the
time and was thus willing to hire people from Elba that did not yet have much experience in
software development in the telecommunications segment.
From resource firm to supporting projects and products. The management of Elba was
also an important driver of development in the firm’s moving from resource hiring towards
more independent projects. In a very early stage his company’s relationship with Fonetic,
the CEO of Elba decided that Elba had to be developed into a more independent supplier of
software (C3). This strategy was also communicated to the customer organisation.
The commitment to developing into a more independent supplier and to searching for
suitable competence areas (D) was further strengthened by the new CEO in 1998. As a
result of the active search for specific competence areas, the company ended up focusing
on both Fonetic’s core-product development projects and support software projects (C1).
In particular projects developing support software gave Elba opportunities to operate
more independently. Moreover, the development of support software for testing and
measuring was something Elba could become better at than its customer was.
The way in which Elba developed these competencies also represents an important
dynamic capability of the firm. Crucially, where the development of its internal
competencies was concerned, Elba realised that development is not necessarily a linear
process leading, for example, from resource hiring to independent software products.
Although more independent projects were considered attractive, Elba continued to carry
out all type of operations. In fact, from many perspectives Elba was able to turn the
variety of its work into an advantage (D). One important dynamic capability connected to
this was the way in which it had trained its employees. Instead of saying ‘no’ to less
attractive resource-hiring work, Elba sent its less experienced employees to work in such
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projects. Also, people were rotated among different types of projects in order to enhance
knowledge transfer (C2). It was not always the case, however, that the less experienced
workers were assigned to resource-hiring work. Instead, on certain occasions Elba sent its
most experienced software engineers to work in the customers’ projects on the customer’s
premises. In this way, the experienced employees could convince the customer
organisation of Elba’s high level of competencies and ‘lobby’ on behalf of their firm.
Also, people working in the customers’ projects were sometimes used as important
sources of information concerning new technologies and the customer’s future plans.
Because Elba continued to carry out all kinds of software development work from
resource hiring to in-house products, it was also able to build a deep understanding of
software development technologies. Involvement in all kinds of projects gave the
employees a chance to learn different skills. The development of internal practices,
internal assessments and delegation of responsibility to project managers also enhanced
learning in the company.
The fact that Elba was able to get more independent projects to produce in-house
products is not attributable solely to its internal competencies, however; another factor
contributing to this development was its customer’s ability to specify a module that could
be produced independently by a supplier firm. Elba made a conscious choice to try to
negotiate projects in areas where the customer’s purchasing capabilities were assumed to
be more developed. This involved trying to envision the future development of the
customer’s business and capabilities in purchasing (D). Securing independent projects
was much easier in supporting software, e.g., testing and measuring solutions, than in
technology development that was closer to Fonetic’s core products.
Becoming a system house through merger. Elba’s development into a system house
would presumably not have taken place without its merger with Ntech. Both companies
added value in this merger. Thus, finding the right type of partner, negotiating and
building the necessary requirements for being able to merge with Ntech (D) was another
important dynamic capability that Elba demonstrated. The future of the new firm will
depend largely on how well the company can combine and create synergy between the
two different business areas. This calls for new types of dynamic capabilities which are,
however, beyond the scope of the present case analysis.
Table 16 summarises the resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities discussed in the
case of Elba, along with the firm’s development path from resource firm to system house.
Table 16. Elba’s resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities.
From resource firm to supporting projects and
From
establishment to products
resource firm
Resource (R)

Previous
contacts to
Fonetic Offering
enough
resources to the
customer

Good image
Larger organisation with more human resources
Access to customer intra network
Own quality manager
Project management tools

Becoming a system
house through merger
Customer segment and
technological
competencies
compatible with those
of the new partner
Good image and
profitability
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Production
capability
(C1)

Experience
mainly in
automation
systems
engineering

Development of own software development and
project management practices
Development of both core-product technology
(wireless systems) and support technology software
(testing and measuring)
Architectural level software development capabilities

Competencies in
developing customised
testing and
measurement solutions

Supporting
process
capability
(C2)

-

Efficient recruitment
Marketing: use of an advertising agency
Development of own quality management practices
People rotated among different types of projects

Marketing and
negotiation

Business
process
capability
(C3)

Managers
actively seeking
special focus for
firm

Organisation structured into business units
Systematic competence development in selected
areas connected to business units
Focus on projects where customer can and will let the
supplier operate independently

Relationship
capability
(C4)

-

Taking responsibility for operations
Capability to formally operate as a secure partner
High software development capability

-

Dynamic
capability
(D)

Search for
specific firm
competencies
Proper timing
for resource
hiring

Managers’ vision for development
Different ways of producing software used in
enhancing competence development, learning and
image building
Focusing on areas where more independent software
development was considered possible

Finding partner with
compatible
competencies and
similar type of
customers

Although Elba also had other customers, for example in the automation engineering
segment, the case study has focused on identifying the factors, presented in Table 16, that
are pertinent to its relationship with its key customer, Fonetic.

6.6 Case IV: Systemic
Foundation. Systemic was founded in 1993 as a spin-off from another small software
firm called Knowtech. Knowtech focused on customising CAD systems and multimedia
and was situated in a small town a few hundred kilometres from the city where both of
Fonetic’s business units operated. When they were working for Knowtech, the two
founding members of Systemic found out that Fonetic had a growing need for the
resource-hiring software subcontracting. Knowtech itself had neither the resources nor
the Fonetic-specific expertise to meet this type of demand, whereby the two Knowtech
employees decided to establish a new firm, Systemic, that would concentrate solely on
hiring out resources to Fonetic for embedded software development.
The principal reason why Systemic was to concentrate only on resource hiring was the
firm’s rather distant location from where Fonetic operated. The marketing costs for sales
projects were considered too high, whereas marketing was regarded as unnecessary in
resource hiring. Another aspect of Systemic’s distant location was its effect on the firm’s
credibility as a competent subcontractor. Because the availability of highly educated and
experienced software engineers was rather limited where Systemic operated, it was
thought that no customer company would consider Systemic capable, at least in its early
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years, of managing extensive projects. It was easier to start from a simple type of work in
which the employees could learn by operating on the customer’s premises.
In order to get enough employees for the new firm, the founders of Systemic organised
a software development education programme locally. This programme was targeted
mainly towards those who had very little or no previous experience of software
engineering. The training, which focused on embedded software development, was
supported by the government labour office and thus also largely funded by it. The
students were taught basic software development methods, such as C++ and objectoriented programming, because these were assumed to provide the type of competence
Fonetic was looking for in the subcontractors from whom it hired human resources. After
the programme was completed, the best people from the class were hired to work for
Systemic. In 1993, the company started with ten employees.
Systemic’s original idea on how the business relationship with Fonetic would start was
that Systemic would send at least ten employees at a time to Fonetic’s premises. These
people could then share their knowledge with the rest of the employees of Systemic. The
firm started negotiations with Fonetic right after its establishment. On several occasions,
Systemic was convinced that the resource-hiring relationship with Fonetic would start on
short notice and, consequently, it kept the needed resources available. Despite numerous
negotiations, however, the anticipated type of subcontracting between the two companies
never began. For Fonetic the problem was that it was never able to find a unit that would
take the rather high number of Systemic employees at the same time.
First customer relationships. With the failure in starting a subcontracting relationship
with Fonetic, Systemic was forced to look for other customers and projects that it could
manage itself, which proved quite difficult at first given its inexperienced employees. The
experience and resources of the ‘parent company’, Knowtech, turned out to be very
helpful in the beginning of Systemic’s own customer projects. Also, due to another large
software firm’s bankruptcy in 1994, Systemic was suddenly able to recruit very
experienced software engineers. The people represented the expertise needed for
managing the firm’s own customer projects.
Systemic’s first projects, which it received from different customers, steered the firm’s
operations quite far from its original idea of hiring resources for embedded software
development projects. In fact, starting in 1995 Systemic decided to focus more and more
on customised Web-based software. The software Systemic developed could serve several
purposes and very different types of customers. For example, it could be used for a
customer’s management accounting and production control as well as for its materials
requirement control and planning. Systemic’s customers came mainly from the carmanufacturing, construction and paper industries. The firm’s way of operating in its
customer projects was kept very similar for many years. The management and the
structure of the firm were quite informal; for example, despite the fact that the company
had appointed a CEO, the founding members managed the firm together.
Merger with a large software product firm. In summer 1999, Systemic’s course of
development changed quite dramatically. A significantly larger software corporation, SW
Team, announced that it was interested in buying the firm and making it one of the
corporation’s daughter companies. At that time, SW Team was expanding rapidly by
buying out small software firms specialising in electronic commerce. The idea in SW
Team’s quick growth was to get control over the whole chain of its potential customer
organisations’ vertical processes, from simple digital communication to the most complex
electronic commerce integration. Publicly, SW Team was mainly considered a software
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product house, but in reality most of its products included a rather high proportion of
customisation. The company also managed customer projects. The managers of Systemic
saw the merger with SW Team as a chance to get more customers and resources. Also, at
that time SW Team was gaining a lot of publicity as one of the fastest-growing software
companies in Finland. In the months preceding the merger, the share price of the
corporation had risen by several hundred percent. On balance, the people at Systemic
thought that they were merging with a financially sound future market leader.
The merger between SW Team and Systemic took place early in 2000. Systemic was
sold to SW Team mainly in exchange for SW Team stock. Quite suddenly, the rather
small Systemic became an affiliate of a company that employed several hundred persons.
Systemic itself had around 30 employees at the time. Its role within the larger company
was originally to operate as a local competence centre that focused on software research
and development. This arrangement was implemented because most of the projects and
customers of SW Team were situated in southern Finland, and sending Systemic’s people
to work there was not feasible. Furthermore, it was believed that the turnover of
employees was slower at Systemic than at other firms which SW Team had bought,
mainly in southern Finland. In sum, Systemic seemed best suited for product development
that required systematic effort and time.
The way Systemic ended up operating as an affiliate of SW Team was, however, quite
different from what was initially planned. In practice, Systemic continued to carry out
customer projects similar to those it had previously been involved in, quite independently
of SW Team. In addition to these projects, Systemic managed smaller, shorter and less
demanding projects that were sold to customers by SW Team’s headquarters. Operative
responsibility was given to Systemic. Product development at Systemic ultimately
focused on the production of specified components that the parent company used in its
customised software systems.
First Fonetic project. Although Systemic’s new parent company, SW Team, had had
previous experience working with Fonetic, Systemic’s first business relationship with
Fonetic did not start until the beginning of the year 2000. This first project was very
different from those outlined in the early years of Systemic’s operations in that it related
to Systemic’s competence in Web-based solutions. More specifically, Fonetic wanted to
subcontract a Web-based user interface that it used as a tool in its own operations. Thus,
Systemic became involved in a project where it was to develop supporting software for
Fonetic, not a project where it developed core-product software, which had been its initial
idea. Systemic managed the project from its own premises. After being awarded the
project, the firm’s management finally gave up the idea of starting a resource-hiring
relationship with Fonetic. From the subcontractor’s perspective, the principal difficulty
that prevented the resource hiring from ever getting off the ground was the rapid
employee turnover in Fonetic’s organisation. The people who were responsible for
subcontracting changed continuously, and Systemic had to constantly confirm the
company’s capabilities. Moreover, SW Team took the view that Systemic’s co-operation
with Fonetic in a resource-hiring mode would not increase the corporation’s competencies
or the level of innovations it produced.
Development of own practices. As the previous working culture in Systemic required
very little documentation and compulsory paper work, co-operation with Fonetic
according to Fonetic’s practices was considered quite difficult. Many of Systemic’s
employees felt that Fonetic demanded all too much paper work before any real work
could be done. Despite this, the project Systemic carried out with Fonetic was quite
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successful, and Fonetic considered offering the firm new ones. Before this, however, it
wanted to assess Systemic as a supplier. The company did not officially pass this
assessment, and Fonetic required it to invest in its quality practices before it could be
given new projects. During the assessment Systemic, too, realised that it had put too little
emphasis on developing its internal practices and management. It had no documented
software development or quality management processes, which in turn diminished the
organisation’s capability to learn and made it impossible to compare the practices and
results created in different customer projects. Typically, customer projects were started
‘from scratch’, with very little reference to previous ones.
Systemic’s first attempts to develop its own practices in 2000 were hindered by SW
Team’s strategic decision to synchronise the practices of the whole corporation. Systemic
felt that there was no reason to invest in building its own practices, because in the near
future they would have to be replaced by those of SW Team. At this point, however,
Systemic did not yet know that the internal practices of SW Team were not really well
established or consistent either. Due to SW Team’s growth strategy of buying out small
independent software companies, the different units of the company had varying
practices. The first attempt by SW Team to synchronise practices was the introduction at
Systemic of the project management tool used by many units of the corporation.
However, this tool, which SW Team considered good, did not prove suitable for
managing projects in the significantly smaller daughter company.
Closing down the firm. In time Systemic realised that the way the new parent company
operated was far from effective. For this reason, Systemic wanted to increase its
proportion of independently sold and managed projects. The company also wanted to be
involved in projects that would allow it to keep up with the latest technological
development. In practice, this sometimes meant taking part in financially less attractive
projects. Systemic acquired the necessary preparedness for development and investments
in quality management processes and data security. In 2001, however, due to the slowing
economic growth in the ICT cluster, as well as its own low performance figures, SW
Team decided to close down some of the competence centres. Systemic ceased to exist as
a daughter company, and the majority of its employees were laid off. Figure 25 illustrates
the most significant changes in Systemic’s development path.
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Fig. 25. Systemic’s development.
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Compared to the development in the other cases presented, that of Systemic is perhaps
the least successful, as it ended in the closing down the firm. As can be seen, Systemic
had the same way of operating for most of the time it existed; i.e., it operated as a
resource firm with supporting projects. During the period from 1995 to 1999, Systemic
was able to create competence in Web-based software solutions; in fact its first project for
Fonetic in 2000 involved this technology. This customer relationship ended, however, due
with SW Team’s decision to close Systemic down in 2001.

6.6.1 Resources and capabilities
Next, I will discuss the drivers and inhibitors for Systemic’s development in more detail.
The analysis is organised in the same manner as previous ones.
From establishment to resource firm with supporting projects. Despite the fact that
Systemic was initially established in order to carry out work for Fonetic on a resourcehiring basis, this type of business relationship never materialised between the two
companies. There were several reasons for this. First, Systemic had a somewhat
unrealistic vision concerning the customer’s willingness to train the resources of a
supplier. In the beginning, Systemic had a number of inexperienced employees that were
to be trained on Fonetic’s premises. The firm had no special area of competence since its
employees had no more than basic programming skills (C1). Furthermore, Systemic had
no previous experience working for Fonetic (R). Quite obviously, the costs of training
Systemic’s personnel would have been high for Fonetic vis-à-vis the competence that
Systemic had to offer; Systemic had nothing special to offer to Fonetic to make the
training worthwhile.
Another of Systemic’s resource disadvantages was its distant physical location (R)
from the customer. Moreover, due to the lack of educational institutions in Systemic’s
location, the availability of resources for the supplier firm in the future was by no means
certain. This made Systemic’s growth plan look quite uncertain (R) in the eyes of Fonetic
at the time. Fonetic did not believe that Systemic could adjust to the quality and quantity
needs of the customer firm (C4).
Operating as resource firm with supporting projects for several customers. After some
time, however, Systemic succeeded in getting customers from industrial segments quite
different from those envisioned in its initial business idea. The emergence of new
customers and Web-based software competence (C1) was enabled by the professional
assistance Systemic received from the parent company, Knowtech (R), and the fact that
Systemic was able to hire significantly more experienced employees (R) than it had had
earlier. Among other things, these new employees enabled Systemic to manage its own
customer projects since they had previous experience of project management.
Nevertheless, the company’s management practices remained very informal (C3).
Becoming a system house through merger. The special competence in Web-based
solutions (C1) that Systemic created in connection with other customer projects turned
out to be a valuable resource for the merger with SW Team because it aroused SW Team’s
initial interest in buying the company. The merger in 2000 brought credibility and
resources to Systemic and, as a consequence, Fonetic finally became interested in starting
a business relationship with Systemic in the area of supporting software development.
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The project took place on Systemic’s premises and was successful. However, Systemic
was not developed enough to fulfil Fonetic’s minimum requirements for a software
subcontractor that is given sole responsibility for subproject management. Systemic’s lack
of internally documented project management, software development practices and,
especially, quality management practices (C1, C2) hindered its future development as a
Fonetic subcontractor. Systemic also lacked the resources and capabilities to operate as a
secure partner as evidenced by problems with data security and difficulties in conducting
negotiations (C4). The company’s work in developing practices of its own for internal
software development, quality management and project management had been neglected
for a long time. At the same time as Systemic started to focus more on developing these
practices, the company merged with SW Team, and the nature and role of its independent
practices became unclear. The practices of the large parent company were inconsistent
and did not suit Systemic’s objectives.

6.6.2 Dynamic capabilities
As in the case of Sodec above, it is easier to identify the dynamic capabilities that would
have enhanced Systemic’s development, had the company had them, than to specify those
that it actually had.
From establishment to resource firm with supporting projects. First, Systemic did not
have any clear strategic orientation or vision for leading the company (D). At the time of
the firm’s establishment, its business idea consisted of serving a single customer in a
resource-hiring relationship, and the company did not abandon this idea even though the
ambition failed repeatedly. The fruitless negotiations (C2) on starting a resource-hiring
relationship with Fonetic went on for almost seven years without result, but Systemic
nevertheless kept the required resources available. Redirecting these efforts and resources
to other operations within the firm could have been much more profitable. The lack of
systematic efforts to develop the firm as an independent unit could also be seen in the
anticipated nature of the relationship with Fonetic at the outset: Systemic was convinced
that Fonetic would be willing to train its employees and that internal training was thus not
necessary.
Operating as a resource firm with supporting projects for several customers. Based on
its successful customer projects, Systemic created a certain competence in developing
Web-based software. The emergence of this competence was not, however, systematically
managed. In fact, another dynamic capability lacking in Systemic’s operations was the
transfer and accumulation of knowledge within the firm (D). There were no practices for
transferring knowledge from one customer project to another (C1). Comparisons would
have been very difficult to make, because there was no clear documentation of practices
for the procedures and results of different projects (C1, C2). The only attempt made by
Systemic to learn and develop insights into new technologies was its deliberate choice to
take on certain short projects. Although not as profitable as other projects, these gave the
company an opportunity to see how technology was advancing in the area.
Becoming a system house through merger. Systemic’s merger with SW Team turned
out to be rather unsuccessful. Systemic was not capable of seeing and interpreting the
future development of SW Team. Also, the role of Systemic in the new system house parent
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firm remained unclear (D). The benefits of merging with SW Team were not considered
realistically. Systemic was not able to benefit from the company in terms of acquiring
capabilities and resources that it did not already have.
Table 17 summarises the resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities of Systemic,
including the factors that inhibited the firm’s development.In Systemic’s case one of the
most significant factors inhibiting development was the company’s failure to predict its
future development possibilities realistically. This could be seen both in the attempts to
get involved in resource hiring with Fonetic and in the merger with the parent firm. Also,
where Wedtech clearly enjoyed good fortune in its development and the timing of its
merger, Systemic can be seen to have suffered the opposite fate.
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Table 17. Systemic’s resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities.
From establishment to
resource firm with
supporting projects

Operating as resource firm with
supporting projects

Becoming a system
house through
merger

Resource (R)

Inhibitor: No previous
contacts with Fonetic or
experience of software
subcontracting in a
resource-hiring mode
Inhibitor: Office physically
distant from the customer,
poor availability of
experienced employees

New resources from the parent firm
Recruitment of more experienced
employees

-

Production
capability (C1)

Basic programming
capability

Competence in developing Webbased software
Basic project management skills
Inhibitor: No formal methods for
transferring knowledge between
projects
Inhibitor: No systematic software
development practices

Competence in
developing Webbased software
Inhibitor: Parent
firm’s software
development and
project management
practices not efficient

Supporting
process
capability (C2)

Inhibitor: Lack of
negotiating skills

Inhibitor: No systematic quality
management practices
Inhibitor: Lack of negotiating skills

Inhibitor: Parent
firm’s quality
management
practices not efficient

Inhibitor: Few formal management
practices

-

Business process Inhibitor: Holding on to
capability (C3)
initial business idea with no
success
No formal management or
organisational structure
Relationship
capability (C4)

Inhibitor: Lack of capability Inhibitor: Lack of capabilities to
to adjust to customer needs operate as secure partner
at the operational level

Dynamic
capability
(D)

Inhibitor: No vision of
direction in which to
develop the firm

Inhibitor: No systematic competence
development

-

Inhibitor: Failure in
analysing new parent
firm

6.7 Summary
In this summary, I will present the key findings concerning the factors that were found to
drive or inhibit the development of the case firms as software suppliers for their key
customer. First, I will discuss factors from the outer context of the study, focusing
especially on the key-customer purchasing strategies. Next, I present a number of
propositions concerning the development possibilities of software supplier firms. These
in turn lead into a detailed discussion of the most important resources and capabilities
that enabled the development of the case firms as well as the dynamic capabilities that
drove the change in question. A summary of the resources and capabilities is presented in
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Table 18. The section concludes by contrasting the dynamic capabilities identified in this
chapter with those identified in Chapter 4.

6.7.1 Key-customer purchasing strategies
In principle, the key-customer purchasing strategy encountered by the case firms was
quite straightforward. Fonetic had a growing need to buy software development services
from external suppliers. The way in which Fonetic had conducted software
subcontracting previously was rather unsystematic, resulting in its having a large number
of small resource-hiring subcontractors. In the late 1990s, the company wanted to begin
reducing the number of resource-hiring suppliers it had and develop a supplier network
structure in which it would have a selected number of larger-volume software suppliers
that, when needed, could serve its different units and would be capable of operating more
independently from their own premises. If this were accomplished, managing software
subcontracting relationships would be less resource consuming. The customer firm’s wish
to have larger and more independent software suppliers was thus one important driver of
supplier firm development.
The link between Fonetic’s purchasing strategy and the overall change in the outer
context, the Finnish ICT cluster, is quite evident. Technological convergence had made
software an indispensable part of almost any ICT product or service, with the result that
Fonetic, like other firms, needed more software in its products and support systems, for
example, test and measurement tools. The fast-changing technologies both used and
produced by the firms in the ICT cluster, coupled with the fact that brand owner
organisations had entered several industries within the cluster, required Fonetic to stay
flexible and responsive. Accordingly, the company came to prefer outsourcing to carrying
out software development strictly in house. Furthermore, technological development
towards open platforms increased the use of external suppliers. Fonetic’s need to reduce
the number of small suppliers it used and rationalise its software supplier network
followed the more general changes to be seen in the supply networks in the ICT cluster.
Realising these purchasing strategies in practice seemed, however, to be rather difficult
for Fonetic. Firstly, there were very few large software supplier companies available that
could fulfil the company’s requirements. Most suppliers operated locally and were rather
small. Fonetic had the option of developing its existing suppliers into more independent
companies, but this strategy was often hindered by the company’s own inability to allow
its suppliers to operate more independently. This was especially the case in core-product
development projects, in which the customer often found it difficult to specify project
goals and tasks adequately.
However, Fonetic’s lack of purchasing capabilities was not the only obstacle to its
giving more independent software development tasks to its subcontractors. Many times it
was unwilling to do so for security reasons. This was typical for software development
projects that involved Fonetic’s core-product technologies. In the case of supporting
software projects, giving a supplier more independent tasks was much easier. On balance,
it can be argued that the customer’s purchasing capability and willingness to let suppliers
work independently may represent a significant driver or inhibitor in a supplier’s
development.
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Proposition: Not only the customer’s purchasing strategies but also its purchasing
capabilities and willingness to let suppliers work independently affect the development
of an industrial supplier firm.
Sodec’s case illustrates this problem quite well. During its long business relationship
with Fonetic, Sodec became an expert in developing embedded software in a particular
area of wireless technologies. Sodec was continually involved in complex and
challenging software development projects that were very close to its customer’s core
competence areas. Due to the complexity of the projects, the customer had difficulties in
giving more independent tasks to the supplier. On the other hand, for security reasons in
many cases the customer did not even want to detach separate projects for the supplier to
manage independently.
The same phenomenon could be seen in Elba’s case in connection with the wireless
technology projects. These projects involved complex software development tasks in the
customer’s core-product technology areas. Although Elba had proven its capability to
manage independent projects on many occasions, the projects it received varied from
resource hiring to subproject management. In Elba’s other segment of competence testing and measurement solutions - on the other hand, the nature of customer projects
was very different from the beginning. Elba managed (sub)projects independently and
produced certain modules for the customer. Testing and measuring were not the coreproduct technology areas in which the customer wanted to invest heavily itself, whereby
Elba was even allowed to exceed the capabilities of the customer in this area and produce
in-house products of its own. Like Elba’s testing and measurement solutions, Systemic’s
first project also concerned developing support software for Fonetic rather than coreproduct technologies. Accordingly, although Systemic had not previously proved itself as
a good resource firm, it was allowed to manage its first project independently.

6.7.2 The development of the case firms
The case studies presented illustrate very different types of development paths. Wedtech
was a very fast developing firm that was able to move as an independent subcontractor
firm into the development of own software products. Sodec, on the other hand, operated
as a resource firm for over ten years until it was bought by a large system house. Elba
represents a software supplier that went through several supplier types. It started from
resource hiring, developed to independent project management and in-house product
production, and, in the end, merged with a software product house. Systemic’s
relationship with the key customer only began when the supplier decided to merge with a
large software product firm. Very shortly after the merger, however, Systemic was closed
down due to the parent firm’s weak performance.
It is interesting to note that, of the four case firms, only one exemplifies a strategy of
growth and development as an independent firm without merging with another firm - at
least not until spring 2001. Two of the firms, Sodec and Systemic, chose to merge with a
significantly larger firm and ended up being local competence centres. One firm, Elba,
merged with a software firm of comparable size. Through the mergers the small software
supplier firms were able, in a very short period of time, to increase the volume of
resources available for the firm, at least in principle. Also, these mergers decreased the
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subcontracting firms’ dependence on a single key customer. However, the mergers most
likely would never have taken place without the competence that the small subcontracting
firms had created earlier in their customer relationships. The mergers did not necessarily
end the subcontractors’ relationship with their key customer; on the contrary, the small
subcontractors’ established relationship with Fonetic helped the larger parent firm to start
a business relationship with this significant customer firm.
Another interesting point in the development paths of the case firms is that none of the
firms developed directly from a resource firm into a software product firm. Although all
the firms except Systemic expressed an interest in moving into the software product
business, none of them really succeeded. The case analysis suggests many reasons for
this. Firstly, developing a software product that could be sold to large number of
customers based on knowledge created in the key customer’s software development
projects would have been extremely difficult. This was the case especially in projects
where the software developed was part of the customer’s core technologies, not its
supporting software. A supplier developing its own products based on its customer’s core
software development projects was hindered by the IPRs involved, by the fact that the
projects were highly customer specific, and by the fact that the software produced was
typically a complex part of the customer’s system or product. Finding markets for such
software might have been impossible. Also, the capabilities required of a software
product firm are very different from those required of resource-hiring suppliers (see
sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3). For example, in order to operate as a software product firm, a
supplier firm has to have its own software development environment encompassing both
engineering tools and software development practices. In addition, the firm has to have
strong capabilities in marketing to many customers. Resource firms typically lack these
types of capabilities.
Proposition: An industrial software supplier’s development towards the production of
software products of its own in customer-dependent core-product development projects
is difficult. Such development is hindered by intellectual property rights, the customer
specific nature of the expertise involved, and the variety of skills required of a firm in
the software product business.
The two more realistic options for small software development subcontractors to move
into the software product business were to invest in product development activities of
their own that were independent of their customer projects or to merge with a software
firm that already had its own software products. Elba and Sodec decided that investing in
internal product development operations would be too risky. Firstly, it would have meant
raising a great deal of money from investors. In addition, managing a software product of
their own would have required skills of the firms that they did not have at that time, for
example, product configuration management, product release management, more efficient
marketing and the use of different distribution channels. In line with this argument, the
firms ended up looking for suitable partners to merge with. The cases thus suggest that
merger is an important alternative for small software subcontracting firms to consider
when planning for growth and development. Consequently, potential merger is also
considered in this thesis as an important stage in supplier development.
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6.7.3 Inner context: resources and capabilities
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Fig. 26. Typical software supplier development path.

Next, I will discuss the most important resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities
identified in the case studies that enabled the development path described. As I am
looking at resources and capabilities that enabled the suppliers’ development in the keycustomer relationship, the analysis does not include as many factors as the supplier
typologies in Chapter 4, which involved all the major resource and capability differences
between the firm types. In the text resources are identified as (R) and capabilities are
categorised into production capabilities (C1), supporting process capabilities (C2),
business process capabilities (C3) and relationship capabilities (C4). Dynamic
capabilities are designated (D).
From establishment to a resource firm. In each case firm, the nature of the very first
project and ‘winning’ this project from the key customer was largely influenced by the
professional experience of the personnel and the previous contacts with the key customer
that these people had at the time (R). The firms were required to have at least basic
software development skills (C1). From the customer’s perspective, these resulted in the
suppliers’ increased ability to adjust to the needs of the customer at the operational level
(C4). For example, both Sodec and Elba had employees who had already been involved in
Fonetic’s projects as part of their previous work. In fact, in Elba’s case the first project
was still going on, and subcontracting started by hiring out such a person to work for
Fonetic but as an Elba employee. Sodec’s founding members had worked for an
organisation that had also served Fonetic. The personnel thus had both software
development experience and experience in working with Fonetic. Wedtech had several
people who had resigned from the service of a software-subcontracting firm in order to
establish their own firm. Even though these people had not previously worked in
Fonetic’s projects, they nevertheless had experience in software subcontracting. In
contrast, a lack of experienced personnel and previous contacts were the major inhibitors
for the beginning of the subcontracting relationship between Systemic and Fonetic.
Systemic had ten inexperienced workers with basic coding skills and no working
experience.
The supplier’s ability to operate as a secure partner (C4), i.e., having a knowledge of
relationships, ensuring data security and knowing how to use the customer’s software
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development tools, was also important at the early stage of its development. This
pertained especially to those suppliers that operated in the customer’s core-product
development areas. The same relationship capability was also important when the
supplier sought to develop into a more independent supplier. The reason why attention is
drawn to this capability here is that the core-product development projects often involved
mostly resource hiring.
From resource hiring to more independent projects. In the empirical context of this
study, resource-hiring subcontracting was the way in which the key customer started a
subcontracting relationship with a small subcontractor. What the customer bought from
the supplier was not firm-specific competence, but generic software development skills.
Consequently, the customer was not particularly interested in the subcontracting firm’s
internal operations. For example, in Elba’s case, the firm did not have any specific
competence in embedded software development for the telecommunications industry at
the time its business relationship with Fonetic started; the only real resource it had was
one employee who had worked in Fonetic’s project. If almost all work takes place on the
customer’s premises, a ‘pure’ resource firm does not even need to invest in its own
software development tools and product development environment. The same applies to
the resource firm’s internal project management, software development management and
quality management practices.
A software supplier’s change from pure resource hiring to managing more independent
projects as well changes the requirements which the customer makes of it as a
subcontractor. The case studies suggest quite clearly that in order for a software supplier
firm to get its own subprojects, it has to develop internal software development, project
management and quality management practices (C) that suit the size and the level of
experience in the organisation. The supplier firm also has to make some level of
investments in its own software development environment (R). In order to make practices
transferable and explicit, they have to be documented. When they are documented, it is
easier to prove to the customer that such practices exist. From the customer’s perspective
these actions demonstrated the suppliers’ increased ability to take responsibility for
operations (C4). This was clear in the case of both Elba and Wedtech. The firms’
investments in internal development showed the customer that they were less of a risk
than the customer might have thought otherwise.
The two other firms, Systemic and Sodec, were somewhat less eager to in invest in the
development of their own quality management, project management and software
development practices. Consequently, their development as Fonetic’s suppliers was much
slower. For Systemic, the idea from the beginning was that all the work done for Fonetic
would be resource hiring in which the practices and engineering tools came from the
customer. Despite the fact that this resource hiring never started, Systemic did not
concentrate on unifying its internal organisational practices. Sodec also invested rather
modest effort in developing internal practices during its years of operating as a resource
firm. Sodec’s lack of internal practices partly lessened the customer’s willingness to give
it more independent projects. On the other hand, it can also be argued that Sodec’s
development was impeded by the customer’s inability to let the supplier manage its own
subprojects and by the supplier’s satisfaction with the prevailing situation.
Proposition: When moving from resource hiring to managing projects on its own
premises, a software supplier must create software development, project management
and quality management practices that allow it to operate independently.
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In addition to the development of internal practices, i.e., the means to produce software
independently, a supplier’s change from a resource firm to a resource firm with
supporting projects and products also entails its developing a special area of
technological competence or a solution (C1) that it sells to the customer. This competence
distinguishes the supplier from resource firms, which typically are only required to
provide basic software development skills. Of the four case organisations, Sodec,
Wedtech and, to a certain extent, Elba as well succeeded in developing specific
application competencies. The competencies lay in the area of Fonetic’s core-product
technologies. In addition, Elba developed a more general area of competence for
supporting software development, testing and measurement solutions. Systemic did not
have a special area of competence during the early years of its operation but was later
able to create competence in Web-based software in conjunction with other customer
projects. This eventually prompted Fonetic’s interest in starting a business relationship
with the supplier.
Proposition: When moving away from being a resource firm towards being a resource
firm with supporting projects and products, a supplier must transform the skills and
competencies of individual employees into a specific competence area(s) that
represents the whole company.
Another resource-related factor that is important for a supplier when moving from
being a resource firm to managing more independent projects is the number and skills of
the employees and the credibility of the firm’s growth plan (R). Giving a supplier more
independent projects requires certain investments and risk taking on the part of the
customer in terms of, for example, specifying subprojects and giving the supplier access
to certain areas of the customer’s secret information. It is understandable that the
customer is not likely to do this unless the supplier has the capabilities to serve the
customer in the future. In order to achieve this capability as suppliers, the subcontractors
in this study had to be capable of growing along with the customer and managing larger,
more challenging projects independently. The number of employees and the future growth
plan of the suppliers became very important to Fonetic because it meant the suppliers’
increased ability to adjust to the resource needs of the customer at operational level (C4).
For example, in Wedtech’s case the strategic choice to locate the firm’s offices outside
growth centres in places where there was a sufficient number of educational institutions
convinced the customer that Wedtech had the potential to grow and serve the customer
also in the future. Of course, it is not only the number of new employees but also the
skills they offer that matter. For example, when moving from being a resource firm to a
resource firm with supporting projects, the supplier firm must also hire employees who
have the skills to manage independent projects within the firm.
The development from a resource firm into a resource firm with supporting projects
and products also involved changes in the way the supplier firms were managed. In this
study, the way the companies were managed was analysed by evaluating whether the
firms had formal management practices and a formal organisational structure. Based on
the case studies, the change from a resource firm to a resource firm with supporting
projects and products can be seen to involve the introduction of formal management
practices and organisational structure (C3). This is also connected to the growing size of
the firm. For example, both Wedtech and Elba were divided into separate business units
that took care of certain competence development. In addition, the way the firms were
managed was systematic and the roles and tasks of different people were clearly defined.
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In Sodec, on the other hand, for a long time the managers were more interested in
developing software in projects than in managing the firm. More formal management
practices and a more formal organisational structure came only after the firm had grown
to such a size that the management could no longer run the firm informally.
Becoming a system house through merger. The most important resource- and
capability-related factor that enabled the merger of the case firms with their new parent
firm was that the suppliers in question had created a competence that interested the
merging partner (C1). This competence could be technological or related to certain types
of customer solutions. For Elba this competence was developing customised testing and
measurement solutions, for Systemic the development of web-based software and for
Sodec expertise in wireless systems. In addition to technological competencies, the
supplier’s existing customer relationships (R) proved significant as well. Fonetic, as a
significant customer, was an important resource that interested the partner firms with
which Elba and Sodec merged. Other important capabilities included the actual timing of
the mergers and the role of the supplier in the new firm. These are, however, beyond the
scope of the present study. Table 18 presents a summary of the most important resources
and capabilities that enabled the development of the case firms.
The analysis of the resources and capabilities that enable supplier firm development
also brings some insights into the resources and capabilities identified earlier (see Chapter
4). What is not so visible in the supplier typologies, but is shown very clearly here, is that
a resource firm with supporting projects and products requires a coherent competence
area that reflects the entire firm. For a resource firm, on the other hand, it is often enough
that the individuals working in the firm are skilled and have at least basic software
development skills. Otherwise, the findings of the supplier typologies and the
development-enabling resources and capabilities support each other quite well. The
importance of developing internal practices was recognised in Chapter 4 and is evident in
the analysis carried out here. The situation is quite similar with regard to developing
formal management practices and organisational structure.
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Table 18. Resources and capabilities enabling software suppliers’ development.
From establishment to
resource firm
Resource (R) Previous contacts with the
customer
Sufficient experienced
personnel

From resource firm to supporting
projects and products

Becoming a system
house through
merger

Investments in own software
development environment
Larger organisation

Customer
relationships or
segments comparable
with those of the
merging partner

Production
capability
(C1)

Experience in at least basic
software development
practices

Established competence in some
specific area of technology/solution
Development of own software
development and project management
practices

Competencies in
such specific
technology/solution
areas that interest the
partner

Supporting
process
capability
(C2)

-

Development of own quality
management practices
Efficient recruitment and credible
growth plan

-

Organisation managed formally
Organisational structure defined and
divided into different competence areas

Business
process
capability
(C3)
Relationship
capability
(C4)

Ability to operate as secure
partner
Ability to adjust to the needs
of the customer at operational
level: knowing the customer
and general practices in
subcontracting

Ability to adjust to needs of the
customer at operational level: growing
resource base

-

In general, it can be argued that almost all of the resources and capabilities identified
that enable development are knowledge based and intangible (see Section 3.2.1). This
confirms the assumptions of the resource-based view and the dynamic capability
approach. In this chapter, the assumption was that resources and capabilities that enable
supplier development create competitive advantage; i.e., it was expected that firms want
to develop into more independent suppliers. If one had studied the resources and
capabilities that create competitive advantage between the same types of firms but that do
not aim to change the way the firms operate, the results might have been very different.
What is also quite evident and confirms the theoretical assumptions of this thesis, is that
the development of knowledge-based resources is path-dependent. Although best
practices exist for certain routines that constitute capabilities, the biggest challenge
involves making these routines suitable and effective for the focal firm. For example,
imitating the practices of a large customer was not an effective way for the suppliers
studied to develop their internal practices. Rather, these practices had to arise from inside
the firm itself.
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6.7.4 Inner context: dynamic capabilities driving the change
From establishment to resource firm. The case studies suggest that the most obvious
driver for change in a subcontractor’s development from its establishment - but also in its
change from being a resource firm towards having more independent projects - was the
management’s vision for development (D). This vision can be understood as an important
dynamic capability in itself. However, it was also the driving factor that had to exist
before any other type of actions, identified as dynamic capabilities, could take place. In a
very early phase, right after establishment, an important dynamic capability, deriving
from the management’s vision for developing the firm, proved to be the active
development of specific areas of competence for the firm (D). For example, Sodec’s
management had a limited vision for developing the firm and did not actively search for a
specific competence area for the company. The managers of Wedtech, on the other hand,
had a vision from the time of the firm’s establishment that it should not remain a resource
firm; instead, they actively sought out directions in which the firm should develop in
order to gain more independent tasks.
From resource firm to supporting projects and products. It was discussed earlier that in
order to be given more responsibility, a supplier firm should be regarded by the customer
as a capable supplier for the future as well. When the customer is a large, fast-growing
corporation operating internationally, the supplier should be able to grow along with it.
However, what was at least as important in light of the case studies was that the supplier
firms should also have a capability to balance growth with a simultaneous development of
competence (D). This refers to transferring organisational knowledge to new employees
as efficiently as possible and managing the knowledge transfer between projects and
between different ways of operating. In addition, the development of competence must be
co-ordinated between different units of the firm. The case studies indicate that an
important factor for acquiring this type of dynamic capability is that the company has
defined practices for software development, quality management and project management
and that these practices are documented. Such practices, coupled with efficient training of
new employees, led, for example, in the cases of Elba and Wedtech, to efficient growth
without the firms’ losing their focus on competence. In addition, new knowledge created
in different projects and in connection with different types of work must be gathered and
documented; otherwise it cannot be transferred and analysed.
Proposition: Becoming a more independent software supplier for a large industrial
customer (developing from a resource firm into a resource firm with supporting
projects and products, software product firm with supporting projects or a system
house) requires an increase in the supplier firm’s size. This growth must be balanced by
a commensurate level of competence development. An important dynamic capability of
the software supplier firm lies in its ability to apply different routines to achieve this
balance.
Based on the case studies, it can be argued that the development paths of software
supplier firms from resource firm towards more independent software supplier are not
linear. Rather, the nature of the projects in the key-customer relationship of the case firms
alternated from resource hiring to the independent project management by the supplier.
For example, Sodec managed its first project quite independently. After the first project,
however, Sodec operated on the customer’s premises in a business relationship that was
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mainly resource hiring. Elba, on the other hand, started with resource hiring. Due to
Elba’s continuous negotiation efforts, it was later given projects with more independent
responsibility. In these projects, Elba showed that it had the capability to manage projects
independently. However, the company was later given resource hiring again. In fact,
Elba’s projects varied at the same time from resource hiring to in-house production.
Instead of saying ‘no’ to resource-hiring projects, the managers of Elba used the
variety of projects as a learning and training opportunity (D). People were delegated to
work in different types of projects in order to deepen their understanding first in basic
software development issues and later in more demanding skills. The managers of Elba
realised that although resource hiring does not necessarily increase the supplier’s internal
level of innovation, it teaches the employees basic processes and practices that are needed
in order to create a deeper understanding of software development. Also, Elba took the
most advantage of different types of projects for learning purposes by assigning its less
experienced employees to resource-hiring projects in which the customer provided
training. As sending only inexperienced people would not have given the customer a very
favourable picture of Elba’s resources, Elba always sent one or two more experienced
people to work on the customer’s premises along with the less experienced employees.
The customer firm started to trust Elba as a competent subcontractor because the firm had
resources to offer for many different types of projects. In the customer’s eyes, Elba
became an organisation that could operate in different fields and serve the customer in
various ways. At the same time, Elba was constantly increasing its competence and
training its personnel.
Proposition: The development of a software supplier firm is not a necessarily linear
one starting from the resource-hiring type and ending with the production of software
modules or software products of its own. Managing different ways of operating such
that they enhance company learning represents a significant dynamic capability.
It was concluded earlier that the development of an industrial software supplier is also
heavily dependent on the key customer’s purchasing capability and willingness to detach
an independent project or a module for the supplier to produce. A small industrial
supplier’s possibilities to affect a large customer’s purchasing strategies are rather limited.
The empirical study suggests that instead of doing this, a supplier company should try to
better understand the development of the customer’ purchasing strategies. In fact, it can
be argued that the supplier firm’s capability to predict the future development of the
customers’ purchasing strategy (D) is a significant dynamic capability. Understanding the
purchasing strategy also entails understanding both the future development of the
customer’s business (i.e., the outer context in Chapter 4) and the development of the
customer’s purchasing capabilities. If a supplier company wants to get more independent
projects, it should choose projects in which the customer has the capability and
willingness to specify subprojects that the supplier can manage from its own premises. In
practice, this could mean taking part in less complicated projects that are not close to the
customer’s core-product development. On the other hand, a subcontractor could also
build its competencies in areas which it assumes the customer will outsource totally in the
future. Here, the supplier could first learn and develop this competence or technology in
conjunction with customer projects. Should the customer eventually totally outsource this
activity or module, the supplier would have ‘a first strike’ at becoming the party that
independently produces the required software. Then again, as could be seen in the case
studies, small subcontracting firms may not often have the opportunity to choose the
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projects they become involved in. By rejecting a single project offer, a supplier might
give up any chance of getting others.
Becoming a system house through merger. Instead of developing into software product
firms, three of the four case companies decided to merge with software firms that already
had products of their own. This suggests that software development subcontracting,
especially in connection with the customer’s own software development projects, is not
necessarily an efficient way for a supplier to develop its own generic software products.
This is especially the case in areas of the customer’s core-product development, which the
customer is unlikely to outsource in the future. However, even though such software
subcontracting does not directly give possibilities to move into the software product
business, it may create competence that interests firms already operating in software
product markets. For example, without the competence created in software development
projects with a large customer, neither Sodec nor Elba would have been interesting in the
eyes of their ultimate partners.
The implications of the above discussion for the nature of the dynamic capabilities of a
small subcontracting firm wanting to enter software product markets are quite interesting.
Whether or not key-customer projects provide a supplier with opportunities for creating
its own software products, these projects are important in generating competencies. If the
projects carried out for the customer are such the subcontracting firms are unlikely to be
given the IPRs, it may be more efficient for the firms to look for partners that already
have software products. In order to be interesting to a partner, a subcontracting firm
should have something that the partner needs, i.e., a specific competence that it has
developed in customer projects. This competence should support and be compatible with
the partner firm’s capabilities. Another possibility, one seen in Wedtech’s case, is to begin
product development in a totally different customer segment, for example one where the
possibilities for product business are more visible and there is a demand for such
products. The revenues generated in customised projects can then partly be used to
finance product development operations and to stabilise the risks of internal product
development. If a company decides to merge, the capability of being able to find the right
type of partner and to analyse the strategic suitability and the overall business
performance of the partner (D) is of great importance. For example, Systemic failed in
analysing the suitability and business performance of SW Team and was later closed
down due to the parent firm’s business losses.
Table 19 summarises the resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities identified in
the above discussion as driving the development of a software supplier firms.
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Table 19. Dynamic capabilities driving the case firms’ development.

Dynami
c
capabilit
y
(D)

From establishment to
resource firm

From resource firm to supporting
projects and products

Becoming a system house
through merger

Managers vision to
develop the firm:
Search for company-specific
competence/focus

Managers’ vision to develop the
firm towards more independent role
Balancing growth with competence
development
Co-ordinated competence
development, learning and image
building between different ways of
producing software.
Predicting customer’s purchasing
strategies and purchasing
capabilities

Finding a partner with
compatible competencies
Analysing the suitability and
business performance of the
potential partner

Compared to the dynamic capabilities identified in Chapter 4, the capabilities
presented in Table 19 are quite broad. In fact, most of the dynamic capabilities addressed
in the table can be seen as comprising routine-like capabilities that together create the
development driver effect. For example, in the case firms the dynamic capability of
balancing competence development and growth was a result of effective new employee
training practices, the development of firm-internal practices, documentation (project
management, quality management, software development), and the gathering and
comparing of knowledge created in different types of projects. Similarly, co-ordinated
competence development and image building between different projects types and
different ways of producing software was a result of various management routines, e.g.,
rotating people between different types of projects as well as choosing different types of
projects and sending competent people for the important roles in those projects in order to
build a good supplier image.
The analysis of dynamic capabilities in this thesis suggests that dynamic capabilities
are, as has been argued in the theory, complex sets of management routines that in
combination yield the desired dynamic effect for the firm. In fact, it seems that most of
the dynamic capabilities identified in Chapter 4 are really part of the broader capabilities
presented in Table 19. For example, co-ordinated competence development, learning and
image building between different types of work is partly the result of systematic analysis
and use of the knowledge created in different projects, learning from the customer, and
application of software development practices that help teams and projects to share
knowledge. Balancing between growth and competence development, on the other hand,
is partly the result of efficient project management practices, the unifying of software
development practices across the firm and the systematic use of knowledge. Table 20
illustrates this by showing an example of the broader dynamic capabilities identified in
this chapter and the routine dynamic capabilities that were identified earlier in Chapter 4.
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Table 20. From broad dynamic capabilities to specific dynamic routines.
Type of dynamic
capability

Dynamic capability driving
change

Examples of dynamic routines (from Chapter 4)

Resource
integrating

Balancing between growth and
competence development

Project management
Unifying software development practices across the
firm
Cross-team software development

Resource
reconfiguring

Systematic analysis and use of knowledge created
Co-ordinated competence
during different projects
development, learning and
image building between different
types of projects

Gain of resources

Learning the customer’s operations, practices

The routine-like dynamic capabilities identified in Chapter 4 entail activities that
integrate, reconfigure or yield new resources, whereas the broader dynamic capabilities
identified in the present chapter seem to mould the resource base of a firm in various
ways. As Table 20 also illustrates, the broad dynamic capabilities are mixtures of
resource- integrating, -reconfiguring and -gaining routines (see Section 3.2.3). However,
the single routines that together combine to create the dynamic effect can still be
categorised as proposed by Eisenhardt and Martin (2000). Thus, the routines constituting
dynamic capabilities cannot be just any routines, but, rather, the aim of these routines
must in one way or another be strongly geared towards changing the resources of the
firm. These routines are often well known, as they are described in different reference
models. In addition, they typically have identified general best practices. Consequently, I
suggest that the specific routines constituting broad dynamic capabilities should be called
dynamic routines, whereas the broad dynamic effects they yield should be referred to
dynamic capabilities. In the context of existing theories on firm capabilities, the term
‘dynamic routine’ is most similar to Nelson and Winter’s identification of ‘routines which
modify over time various aspects of the operating characteristics’ (see Nelson & Winter
1982, 16-17). Nelson and Winter do not, however, link the ‘routines which modify over
time various aspects of the operating characteristics’ to broader capabilities that act as
drivers of firm development as has been done here.
The analysis of dynamic capabilities in this thesis also suggests that a firm’s
management has the key role in building dynamic capabilities. All of the dynamic
capabilities identified seem to originate from the supplier’s vision of developing the firm
towards having a more independent role as a supplier. Thus, it can be argued that
management’s vision for developing the firm is a prerequisite for all dynamic capabilities.
Furthermore, the emergence of dynamic capabilities is path-dependent (Eisenhardt &
Martin 2000), i.e., dependent on the firm’s past choices and history. It would be very
difficult for a supplier firm’s manager to build dynamic capabilities in a short period of
time; rather, finding an effective combination of dynamic routines that creates the desired
dynamic effect, for example the balance between firm growth and competence
development, takes time.
Proposition: The dynamic capabilities of industrial software supplier firms are
combinations of mostly well-known and well-documented practices that can be found
in different reference models. They comprise resource-reconfiguring, -integrating, gaining and -releasing dynamic routines. Effective dynamic capabilities cannot be
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realised without the management of the firm having the visionary attitude required to
start developing the firm. The creation of dynamic capabilities takes time; they are
path-dependent.
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7 Conclusions
In this chapter, I will summarise the research results which this thesis has yielded. These
results are discussed with respect to the three main research questions presented in
Section 1.3. The key findings related to each of the research questions are presented in
the form of propositions, which have been put forward earlier in the thesis. After this,
building on the research results presented, I will evaluate the theoretical contribution of
the thesis and its implications for business management. Finally, I will make suggestions
for future research.

7.1 Factors affecting the development of industrial supplier
organisations
The first research question of the thesis addresses the problem of identifying the different
factors that affect the development of industrial supplier firms. The answer to this
question was developed by building a theoretical framework for industrial supplier firm
development on the basis of an extensive theoretical analysis. This framework was then
applied in the empirical context of this study. The empirical testing of the model yielded
important considerations to add to the elaborated framework proposed in Section 3.2.
The answer to the first research question was initially sought in literature specifically
concerning industrial supplier firms and firm development. The theories on firm change
and development typically focus on looking either inside the firm or at its external
context. Industrial supplier firms are, however, often closely embedded in their customer
firms. Consequently, in addition to being dependent on their own resources, industrial
supplier firms are highly dependent on the purchasing strategies of their key customers.
Proposition 1.1: In order to analyze the development of an industrial supplier firm, one
must consider both firm-internal and firm-external factors.
After determining that both internal and external factors should be analysed, the thesis
focused on analysing more general theories concerning the two contexts. It became quite
evident when looking at the factors in the outer context that can affect the development of
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an industrial supplier firm that the key customer’s purchasing strategy has the most
immediate impact. However, in order to understand the key customer’s purchasing
strategies and to be able to predict future changes in these strategies, one should look
beyond the customer to the factors that cause the customer to change its purchasing
strategies. The theoretical analysis indicated that changes at industry level are largely
caused by changes in the technology both applied and produced within the industry.
Technological change, at least when it is revolutionary, changes the market structure and
the supply value chains of an industry. Innovation, and consequently, industry change is
typically brought about by leading firms within the industry. As firms start to apply and
produce new technologies, they also change their purchasing strategies. Not only may the
types of products or services purchased by these firms change but the way in which they
purchase them may change as well. A change in a leading firm’s purchasing strategy
often causes reorganisation in the supply network built to serve that firm.
The theoretical proposition concerning the outer context was applied in the empirical
industrial context of the thesis, the Finnish ICT cluster. The analysis supported the
previously created framework, revealing a clear link between technological convergence,
blurring industry structure and changing supply chain structures within the ICT cluster.
These changes led to the emergence of large brand owner firms that extended their
operations over various industrial segments both horizontally and vertically within the
cluster. The changed industry structure could also be seen in purchasing strategies. As the
brand owners concentrated strategically on the activities that provided most value for
them, such as core R&D activities and marketing, most other activities, including
production, were outsourced. The trend was that the firms made longer-term partnership
agreements with large-volume system suppliers. At the same time, the number of contacts
with single, low-volume subcontractors decreased. In addition, the types of products and
services purchased from external parties changed. For example, the leading firms started
to purchase R&D work from suppliers, a development mostly due to the firms’ need to
stay flexible during the periods of high growth and the advances in technology that made
outsourcing of R&D work possible.
Proposition 1.2: The factor most directly affecting a supplier firm’s development in the
outer context is the key customer’s purchasing strategy. In order to understand a
supplier firm’s development, one should be able to predict the future development of
the customer’s business by looking beyond the key customer to technological changes
in the industry. These changes reshape the structure of the customer’s industry, the
nature of supply value chains and, ultimately, the purchasing strategies of the leading
firms within that industry.
The key customer’s purchasing strategy encountered by the case firms was very
similar to the general trend in purchasing in the ICT cluster. For small industrial software
suppliers, the customer’s strategy meant that they had to develop into more independent
firms, to try to grow in size and, in this way, possibly become first-tier system suppliers.
What the case studies indicate, however - adding an interesting point to the framework
proposed in the thesis in Section 3.2. - was that not only the purchasing strategies but also
the purchasing capabilities of the key customer have an impact on the suppliers’
development. Although the customer, in principle, wanted to give the software suppliers
more independent projects, this was sometimes hindered by its own inability to detach
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such projects, especially in the area of core-product development. As with purchasing
strategies, the link between purchasing capabilities and technological development is
quite evident. Purchasing capability can be heavily, although not totally, based on a firm’s
technological capabilities. Furthermore, in addition to purchasing capability, the
customer’s willingness to let the supplier firm operate independently plays a crucial role.
This depends mainly on how much the customer wants to let information flow outside the
company.
Proposition 1.3: Not only the customer’s purchasing strategies, but also its purchasing
capabilities and willingness to let suppliers work independently, affect the development
of an industrial supplier firm.
The theoretical analysis concerning the inner context of the supplier development
framework suggested that both the tangible and intangible resources of the firm have a
major effect on the possibilities of a supplier firm to develop. Resources also include
capabilities that are typically combinations of distinct routines. Some of these capabilities
drive the firm’s internal development. In this thesis, these capabilities are referred to as
dynamic capabilities. Dynamic capabilities create new resources as well as integrate and
reconfigure existing resources in a way that is advantageous to the firm’s development.
The empirical analysis of the dynamic capabilities in connection with both the supplier
typologies described in Chapter 4 and the development of the case firms presented in
Chapter 6 yielded additional implications for the nature of such capabilities. The analysis
showed that dynamic capabilities are complex combinations of routines. The routines that
constitute the capabilities aim at integrating, reconfiguring, releasing or gaining resources.
These routines are often very common and frequently entail specific best practices. In this
thesis, the routines that constitute dynamic capabilities are called dynamic routines, for
they work in combination to create the dynamism driving the development of an organisation.
Proposition 1.4: The inner context factors comprise firm resources and capabilities.
The capabilities include a specific type of dynamic capabilities that function as drivers
of supplier firm development. Dynamic capabilities are combinations of dynamic routines that aim at moulding the resource base of the company.
The different factors affecting the development of industrial supplier firms that were
established on the basis of the literature analysis and by testing the framework in the
empirical context are presented in Figure 27. In comparison to the framework presented in
Section 3.2, Figure 27 can be seen to include the key customer’s purchasing capability as
an important factor affecting the supplier firm’s development. Purchasing capability is
linked to the purchasing strategy and, as discussed, also to the overall development of
technology within the industry. The framework in Figure 27 also differs from the one presented in Section 3.2 in that the inner context now specifies both the dynamic capabilities
and the dynamic routines that make up these capabilities. Dynamic routines in the framework refer to identifiable resource-integrating, -reconfiguring or -gaining routines that
typically have established best practices. A certain mixture of dynamic routines constitutes
a dynamic capability.
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Fig. 27. Factors affecting the development of industrial supplier firms.

The framework in Figure 27 entails an assumption that an industrial supplier’s
development takes place on the continuum from two very opposite types of supplier, a
capacity supplier and a strategic supplier. An additional assumption is that while
analysing the development of a supplier firm one could distinguish different supplier
types between which the supplier’s development takes place. The assumption of the
development continuum and the supplier types was made in this thesis mainly in order to
make the empirical analysis more systematic; that is, the analysis could be divided into
sections by looking at supplier development from one type to another. Also, the change in
resources and capabilities, as well as the drivers of change, were much more easily
identified when supplier types could be used as boundary markers in assessing how
resources and capabilities have changed. However, the development continuum may also
be removed from the framework then applied for a single point in time when analysing or
predicting the future development of an industrial supplier firm.
The supplier types that can be identified between the two opposites depend very much
on the nature of the industry. The empirical research in this thesis revealed five different
types of industrial software suppliers in the Finnish ICT cluster. Although the framework
suggests that there exist different development stages, it by no means implies that there is
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a desired end-state or a goal in development that is the same for all supplier firms; rather,
the nature of this desired state depends on the preferred strategies of each firm.
The purpose of the framework is to identify the different factors that can affect the
development of industrial supplier firms. It does not tell us what kind of strategies,
resources or capabilities the supplier firm should have. The supplier typologies used in
the development analysis must not be too detailed and must be based on dimensions that
measure the nature of the business relationship between the supplier and the customer. In
this thesis, the dimensions used in forming supplier typologies was based on keycustomer dependence, on the one hand, and on the supplier’s way of operating, on the
other.
The proposed supplier development framework is most tenable in situations where the
subcontracting firm has one or very few significant key customers. Moreover, this
customer must be, in some respect, dominant in the relationship, leaving the supplier with
very little potential influence on the customer’s purchasing strategies. This should at least
be the case when the development analysis is carried out. The development strategies of
the supplier that follow may then be various, ranging from developing into a partnership
with the key customer to terminating the current key-customer relationship and moving
into other customer segments. The suitability of the framework proposed could be seen
when it was applied in the case studies. The different variables of the framework suited
the analysis very well until the point at which the case firm merged with another
company. Applying the framework after this would have been partly irrelevant. By
merging, the firms gained many customers, possibly from a wider range of industries, and
analysing the resultant broader outer context would have become very complicated. Were
this to be undertaken, the development framework would have to be extended to include a
wider perspective on the network of actors that the supplier is connected with such as
competitors.

7.2 Different types of industrial software suppliers within the ICT
cluster
The answer to research question two concerning different types of industrial software
supplier firms was developed firstly by identifying the software supplier types and
secondly by identifying the resources and capabilities that were typical for each supplier
type. Answering the research question entailed both a quantitative empirical study and the
use of qualitative empirical material gathered mainly through interviews.
The supplier types identified suggested strongly that, quite differently from previous
studies concerning the software industry, the software supplier firms within the ICT
cluster do not operate exclusively in either the software project business or the software
product business. Rather, many firms deliberately include certain proportions of both
businesses in their operations. This proportion is closely connected to the firm’s keycustomer dependence.
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Proposition 2.1: At least five different types of software suppliers can be identified in
the ICT cluster. These supplier types differ with respect to the way they produce
software and with respect to their key-customer dependence.
The resource firm bases its operations on hiring human resources to work on the
customer’s projects on the customer’s premises. In this type of operation, the supplier
firm’s key-customer dependence is the highest of any of the supplier types. The resource
firm with supporting projects and products focuses most of its operations on hiring out
human resources, although a small proportion of its operations is dedicated to the
management of its own subprojects and/or developing its own software products. Due to
the fact that not all of this supplier type’s operation is based on resource hiring, keycustomer dependence is a little lower than in the case of a pure resource firm. A software
product firm sells products of its own independently to a large number of customers,
meaning that key-customer dependence is very low. A software firm with supporting
projects bases most of its operations on the independent production and selling of
software products; nevertheless, a certain part of its operations is also based on customer
projects or hiring out human resources to its key customers. In this case, key-customer
dependence is somewhat higher than in a pure software product firm, but significantly
lower than in firms more oriented towards software services. Finally, a system house has
no single most important way of operating; instead, its operations consist of more or less
equal proportions of resource hiring, subproject management and the independent
production of software modules or products. A system house has a large number of
customers, among which are distinct key customer(s) on which it depends. The four case
studies in the thesis support the findings of the supplier typologies described above, as it
was rather easy to identify the case firms’ development from one supplier type to another.
In addition to knowing how different supplier types operate, it is important to know
why they choose to operate as they do, i.e., the logic of their operating model. The
operating logic of the two opposite supplier types, the resource firm and the software
product firm, is quite obvious. The resource firm bases its business on a way of operating
that provides a predictable income with a low need for firm-specific investments. A
software product firm, on the other hand, copies the product for as many customers as
possible with low costs.
The analysis of the software supplier types also yields interesting assertions
concerning the logic of how those suppliers operate that combine several ways of
operating in their operations. For the software firm with supporting projects, customer
projects and resource hiring are important ways of keeping up contacts with customer
firms. By occasionally carrying out customer-specific projects, the firm gains a
knowledge of how the customer’s needs have evolved and, consequently, how it should
further develop its own software products. For example, the supplier’s products may
require a certain level of customisation, and this is typically done in the customer
projects. A system house, on the other hand, has a solid competence in some specific
technology or solution that functions as a platform for the company’s different types of
operations. The services and the products that a system house produces support each other
technologically. Finally, a resource firm with supporting projects and products uses
resource hiring to finance its internal product development activities and to balance the
higher risk of breaking out into the software product business. This type can be seen as
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being in a ’transition’ stage moving towards a more product-oriented way of operating.
This was evident in the case studies.
Proposition 2.2: Each of the supplier types that employ different combinations of
resource hiring, subproject management, module production and software product
production in their operations has strategies that make its way of operating
reasonable:
• A software firm with supporting projects uses key-customer projects in order to stay
close to customer needs and changes in the customer’s technology.
• A system house has strong technological competence that acts as a platform and creates synergy between its different types of operations.
• A resource firm with supporting projects and products finances product development
of its own and balances business risks by including resource hiring in its operations.
Both the quantitative study and the case studies suggest that the supplier types stress the
importance of having different types of resources and capabilities. Consequently, each
supplier type exhibits success factors typical of its operations. In Chapter 4, the supplier
types were analysed and compared on the basis of six different variables. These variables
comprised firstly the basic resources of the supplier type (R) and secondly different
capability areas such as production capabilities (C1), supporting process capabilities
(C2), business process capabilities (C3), and relationship capabilities (C4). The detailed
descriptions of the supplier types and the related resources and capabilities are presented
in Section 4.4. Here, I will summarise the key propositions of the thesis concerning the
resource and capability endowments of the respective types.
When comparing the different supplier types, it was found that resource firms had
invested quite little in their own software development environment or in the practices
relating to internal software development, project management and quality management.
The resource firm’s customer organisation does not buy the competencies of the firm
itself but more likely the software development skills of the subcontractor’s personnel
working on the customer’s projects. Consequently, the customer is not really interested in
the supplier firm’s internal operations, only in the competence of its employees. As the
production processes move from the customer’s premises to the supplier’s, the resources
and capabilities required of the supplier change. Firms have to invest in developing
practices and tools for both software development and project management. The
empirical results of this study indicate that most of software product firms, software
product firms with supporting projects, and system houses made considerable investments
in their own software development environment, whereas only a minority of the resource
firms and resource firm with supporting projects and products did this. The need to
develop internal practices is not prompted solely by the customer, however: as the
complexity and variety of different types of operations internal to the supplier firm
increase, so increases the supplier’s need for practices that enable it to co-ordinate these
activities in a more formal manner.
Production capabilities (C1), supporting processes (C2), and resources (R):
Proposition 2.3: Firms primarily engaged in resource hiring sell mainly personal
software development skills and thus have a low need to invest in their own
operational environment and organisational practices. Suppliers which operate more
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independently sell competencies that reflect the whole organisation and, consequently,
have to invest in a production environment and practices of their own.
Important differences were also found in connection with the supporting processes and
business process capabilities of the supplier firms. For resource firms, marketing does not
present an important separate function but takes place in conjunction with customer
projects. As soon as a software supplier undertakes some independent product
development, the nature of the marketing required changes quite dramatically. This is due
to the fact that software products are usually sold to a larger number of customers, who
have to be reached through marketing. A similar phenomenon can be seen in the quality
management practices of the supplier types. Resource firms and resource firms with
supporting projects and products typically use the quality management practices of their
customers, whereas this is rarely the case with a software product firm, a software firm
with supporting projects or a system house. Typically, these firms use their own quality
management practices. The reason for this is quite straightforward: when a supplier works
more independently, it has to take responsibility for the software it produces and,
accordingly, develop a means for ensuring the quality of its products.
In this study, business process capabilities were measured mainly on the basis of how
formally the supplier companies were managed. In resource firms and resource firms with
supporting projects and products, managers typically took part in the software development work, and the firms had a very informal organisational structure. Also, the firms put
very little emphasis on gathering information about their competitors. In contrast, the
other three supplier types were managed using much more formal practices. This is also a
natural reflection of the generally larger size of the companies in these categories.
Supporting process capabilities (C2), business process capabilities (C3):
Proposition 2.4: The significance of business process capabilities and supporting
process capabilities, such as marketing, for a supplier increases when moving from
resource hiring to more independent management of subprojects or to development of
its own software products
The differences in the customer relationship capabilities between the supplier types
were obvious. For a resource firm and a resource firm with supporting projects and
products, key-customer dependence is very high, yet the suppliers are usually not very
important at the strategic level to the customer. Thus, the strategy of firms oriented
towards resource hiring is based on serving the key customer as well as possible and
putting as much emphasis as possible on adjusting to the needs of the customer in
everyday co-operation. Being a secure partner is also highly important, especially in coreproduct development projects.
Adjusting to the needs of the customer at some level is important for any firm that has
customers, including software product firms and software product firms with supporting
projects. What is at least as important for these suppliers to succeed in their customer
relationships, however, is the capability to take responsibility for the results of their own
operations. Generally, this refers to the supplier’s handling of product liability and its
management of internal processes. Quite interestingly, a system house’s way of operating
combines both serving a key customer and selling more independent projects and
products of its own to a larger number of customers. This means that the system house
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has to have both the capabilities to serve the key customer by adjusting to its specific
needs and the capabilities to take responsibility for products and projects that have been
done in house.
Relationship capabilities (C4):
Proposition 2.5: Firms primarily engaged in resource hiring need to adjust at the
operational level and operate as a formally secure partner of the key customer,
whereas firms focusing more on software products emphasize taking responsibility for
their own operations. A system house is a ‘hybrid type’ of supplier firm whose
operations combine adjusting at the operational level to the key customer’s needs on
the one hand, and taking responsibility for the results of its own operations on the
other.
The resources and capabilities identified in this study were advanced as being common
to certain supplier types, and articulating these has provided a richer picture of the
supplier types. This is not to say that all firms belonging to one supplier type have
identical resources and capabilities, however. A supplier firm does not need to exhibit all
the features identified in order to be considered an example of a certain supplier type.

7.3 The main determinants affecting the development of an industrial
software supplier from one supplier type to another
As proposed in the industrial supplier development framework, both external and internal
factors affect the development of an industrial software supplier firm. Accordingly, the
answer to the third research question has been developed in both Chapter 5, where I have
analysed the outer context of the software supplier firms, and Chapter 6, where I have
analysed the key-customer purchasing strategies and the inner context resources,
capabilities and dynamic capabilities of the case firms.
Technological developments, changes in the market structure of the ICT cluster and
changes in the structure of supply chain networks all significantly affected the
development of the case firms in that they had a major influence on the purchasing
strategies of the suppliers’ key customer. Even the basic reason why the supplier firms
were established - the high-volume demand for software subcontracting - resulted from
advances in IC technologies and changes in the structure of the cluster. After the mid
1990s, the key customer started to encourage the software suppliers to operate more
independently and become larger-volume suppliers of software. This was the most direct
factor driving the supplier firms’ development from the outer context. However, the
supplier firms also wanted this type of development, since operating as a small resource
firm for a large key customer became more and more risky in the late 1990s. The most
obvious immediate factor in the supplier’s outer context that inhibited their development
towards becoming more independent large-volume suppliers was the purchasing
capability of the customer. Fonetic was often unable to give the suppliers software
development projects in which they could operate from their own premises. While this
was partly due to a lack of the technologies needed to do this, Fonetic was also sometimes
simply unwilling to do so.
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The case studies presented in Chapter 6 address in particular the problem of what type
of inner context factors drive or inhibit the development of the software supplier firms
from one type to another. The chapter did not address the resources and capabilities in a
broad and detailed perspective as was done in conjunction with the supplier type
identification in Chapter 4. The case studies included an analysis of the capabilities that
drive the change process, referred to in this thesis as dynamic capabilities. These
capabilities were then contrasted with those identified in the quantitative component of
the thesis. The analysis of the overall development of the supplier firms, the enabling
resources, as well as capabilities and dynamic capabilities was divided into different
development phases. The most significant resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities
identified are presented in Tables 18 and 19. The analysis and identification of the inner
context factors have prompted the following key propositions.
With regard to the overall development of the software supplier firms in the ICT
cluster, it was found that development from a resource-hiring firm dependent on a key
customer into a software product firm may be impossible.
Proposition 3.1: An industrial software supplier’s development towards the production
of software products of its own in customer-dependent core-product development
projects is difficult. Such development is hindered by intellectual property rights, the
customer-specific nature of the expertise involved, and the variety of skills required of
a firm in the software product business.
A supplier’s crucial resources in starting its relationship with the key customer right
after the firm’s establishment were found to be a sufficient number of experienced
personnel and previous contacts with the customer. When developing from a resource
firm into a resource firm with supporting projects and products, a supplier firm had to
invest in the development of internal practices and thus create an ability to take
responsibility for operations. Another challenging task was to find practices that were
suitable for the particular firm.
Proposition 3.2: When moving from resource hiring to managing projects on its own
premises, a software supplier must create software development, project management
and quality management practices that allow it to operate independently.
When a software supplier firm moves away from pure resource hiring towards its own
subproject management, software module or product production, it starts to sell the
competence of the firm instead of the competence of individuals. Once moving towards
operations from its own premises to a situation where it is paid for the results of projects,
the supplier has to offer the customer something special that distinguishes it from pure
resource firms. One important task is to define the technological competence area of the
firm. Another, much more difficult solution, is to make this competence explicit to the
whole firm so that all the employees may observe similar software development practices
and all projects may be managed such that the special competence base of the firm is used
and enhanced. Finally, the results of the work done should be standardised through
quality management practices. The existence of a firm-specific competence was also
found to be very important in connection with a merger, in which the software supplier
firms integrated with firms that already had software products. In such cases, it was
important that the software supplier’s competence was compatible with that of its partner.
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Proposition 3.3: When moving away from being a resource firm to being a resource
firm with supporting projects and products, a supplier must transform the skills and
competencies of individual employees into a specific competence area(s) that
represents the whole company.
The cases of Sodec and Elba showed that a software supplier’s development is not
necessarily linear, i.e., starting from rather simple work in the form of resource work, then
moving on to independent management of projects and ending up in the production of
software modules or products. The projects demanded by the customer may require
different ways of producing software, from sending people to work in the customer’s
projects to producing software modules independently. Even when a supplier has
demonstrated that it has the capabilities to manage projects independently or to produce
its own software modules, the customer may offer it a resource-hiring project.
Acknowledging this and accepting that customer relationships may sometimes also go
‘backwards’ can help a software supplier create strategies that enhance the firm’s
development. While accepting the variety of projects, a software supplier firm can also
find ways to take advantage of these projects for purposes of learning and competence
development. The extent to which the supplier firms could influence the outer context and
the purchasing strategies of the key customer was rather limited. This consideration
highlights the supplier firms’ need to be sensitive to the outer context factors by trying to
anticipate the main changes that are likely to shake up the industry structures and
customer strategies in the future.
Proposition 3.4: The development of a software supplier firm is not necessarily a
linear one starting from the resource-hiring type and ending with the production of
software modules or software products of its own. Managing different ways of
operating such that they enhance company learning represents a significant dynamic
capability.
It was obvious in the case studies that in order to get more independent projects from a
large customer, a small subcontractor firm had to have a growing organisation, or at least
a credible growth plan. The quantitative study also supported this view. A growing
organisation and good recruitment capabilities are important from the customer’s
perspective. What is at least as important from both the supplier’s and the customer’s
perspective is that the supplier firm regulate its growth rate so that the firm is able to hold
on to the competence it has and further develop it at the time. If growth is not controlled
and the supplier is unable to train and teach new employees the company’s practices and
competence areas effectively, then the firm may lose its competence focus. The supplier
firm cannot guarantee uniform quality to its customers unless all of its employees know
and can apply the established company practices.
Proposition 3.5: Becoming a more independent software supplier for a large industrial customer (developing from a resource firm into a resource firm with supporting projects and
products, software product firm with supporting projects or a system house) requires an increase in the supplier firm’s size. This growth must be balanced by a commensurate level of
competence development. An important dynamic capability of the software supplier firm
lies in its ability to apply different routines to achieve this balance.

The analysis of the dynamic capabilities in the case studies prompts three different
considerations on the nature of these capabilities. Firstly, the management of a supplier
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firm has to have a vision for developing the firm before any type of dynamic capability
can be invoked and be effective. Secondly, the dynamic capabilities identified that drove
the case firms’ development were rather broad and complex capabilities that consist of a
variety of routines. For example, the routines that constitute the dynamic capability of
balancing growth with competence development were found to be various, e.g., training,
mentoring, organising the firm, and developing and documenting firm practices. The
routines reconfigured, gained, released or integrated resources and were thus termed
‘dynamic routines’. Thirdly, the dynamic routines were identifiable and also typically had
best practices associated with them.
Proposition 3.6: The dynamic capabilities of industrial software supplier firms are
combinations of mostly well-known and documented practices that can be found in
different reference models. They comprise of resource-reconfiguring, -integrating, gaining and -releasing dynamic routines. Effective dynamic capabilities cannot be
realised without the management of the firm having the visionary attitude required to
start developing the firm. The creation of dynamic capabilities takes time; i.e., they are
path-dependent.
In this thesis the identification of dynamic capabilities is pertinent to software supplier
companies. However, the considerations underlying the basic nature of dynamic
capabilities most likely also apply to other dynamic, high-technology firms (see Section
7.4.).

7.4 Theoretical contributions of the thesis
On the theoretical level, this thesis addressed two different types of research streams, one
concerning the nature and development of industrial supplier firms, the other research
that has emerged on the topic of resources and capabilities. In addition, the thesis has
contributed to the literature that focuses especially on the software industry from a
business perspective.

7.4.1 The supplier development framework
The most evident theoretical contribution of the thesis is the supplier development
framework presented in Chapter 3 and refined as a result of applying it to the empirical
context of the study in Section 7.1. In the beginning of the thesis, it was established that
there exists no single model that would help understand the different factors affecting the
development of small industrial supplier firms having a key-customer relationship with a
significantly larger firm. The models presented to date on the basis of theories of supplier
development have mainly been constructed from the buying organisation’s perspective.
They have pointed out that, in addition to the firms’ own resources, the key customer’s
purchasing strategy is one of the most important elements affecting a supplier’s
development (e.g., Lillecreutz 1998, Lehtinen 1999, 2001). In this thesis, this was found
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to be too narrow a perspective, however, whereby a significantly broader theoretical
perspective had to be developed.
The inner context of the supplier development framework was largely built based on
the arguments of the resource-based view and the literature on firm capabilities (e.g.,
Wernerfelt 1984, Barney 1991, Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). It was found that the most
important factors to analyse inside the supplier firm are its resources and capabilities. As
the focus in the model is on the development of the firm, the framework also
distinguishes dynamic capabilities and dynamic routines, which are defined as the drivers
of change in the supplier firm.
The outer context analysis starts from a rather broad perspective on the technological
changes facing the customer’s industry. The theoretical literature concerned is connected
to the broad discussion revolving around the technological evolution, change (e.g.,
Nelson and Winter 1982) and innovation (e.g., Pavitt 1991, Rogers 1995). Key arguments
of technological evolution theories were used in explaining how market structures change
and how this in turn changes the nature of industrial supply chains. This phenomenon has
an extensive impact on the nature of purchasing strategies within an industry, in particular
those strategies which the large firms apply. The chain of change is not necessarily a
straightforward one leading from technological evolution to changing purchasing
strategies; rather, different factors affect each other in both directions. In sharp contrast to
the previous models, it was also found that, in addition to key-customer purchasing
strategies, the customer’s purchasing capabilities and willingness to let the suppliers
operate independently have a major influence on supplier development.
In addition to this broader perspective on factors that affect the development of
industrial suppliers in both the inner and outer contexts, the proposed framework also
differs from previously presented frameworks in distinguishing the two end points of the
supplier development continuum. It is assumed in the framework that the development of
a supplier firm goes both forward and backward along the continuum from simple
capacity supplier to strategically important partner of the key customer.

7.4.2 Theories on dynamic capabilities
Applying the framework developed here to the empirical context of this study yielded
theoretical findings concerning the theory of dynamic capabilities in particular. In
practice, the concept of dynamic capability turned out to be a fairly sound theoretical tool
in understanding the drivers of firm development. The results of the thesis partly support
the assertion put forward by Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) on the nature of dynamic
capabilities that they are mostly identifiable routines that have been described in different
reference models. However, the dynamic capabilities identified indicated that the
dynamic capabilities that drive change are not simple routines but combinations of
routines that aim at bringing about changes in the firm’s resource base.
In the present study, the routines that make up dynamic capabilities were referred to as
dynamic routines. Also, it was found that for a dynamic capability to be effective, i.e., to
drive development, it requires a vision of development on the part of the management of
the firm. Another theoretical implication for the theory of dynamic capabilities is that
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simple imitation of dynamic routines found among competitors, customers or available in
written best practices does not make a dynamic capability effective. The key is to adapt
these routines such that they correspond in their level of complexity and detail to the
needs of the focal firm. In the light of this study, ‘using dynamic capabilities more
effectively’ (see Eisenhardt & Martin 2000) means:
• Acknowledging the need to develop dynamic capabilities (visionary management),
• Knowing the level of practices and needs within the firm with respect to dynamic
routines, and
• Combining these with explicit knowledge on the dynamic routines gained from other
sources.
In addition, the dynamic routines must together form a combination that realises the
required dynamic capability.
Another theoretical implication that can be articulated on basis of this thesis concerns
dynamic capabilities in different industries. The software industry, especially the
industrial segment that includes the software subcontracting done in the ICT cluster, is
rather young. There are still very few established practices setting forth how different
parties within the industrial segment are expected to behave and work. This concerns both
software supplier firms themselves and the companies that buy software development
work from them. As the output or the ways in which software firms operate are by no
means uniform, the effective use of very basic processes and project management
routines can yield competitive advantage. When considering industries where operating
practices are established and production outcomes predictable, routine process and project
management practices may not prove to be such valuable constituents of dynamic
capabilities that they enable firm development and provide a competitive advantage. The
nature of effective dynamic capabilities varies from industry to industry depending on the
dynamism and the maturity of that industry. A similar variation is to be found in the
dynamic routines that make up the dynamic capabilities and render them effective.

7.4.3 Theories on the software industry
The third theoretical area in which this thesis makes a contribution is the industry-specific
literature on the software industry. Most of the existing literature on the software industry
only distinguishes between software product business and customised software services
business, in which software is produced in projects (see Carmel & Sawyer 1998,
Alajoutsijärvi et al. 2000). In this study, both more general literature on industrial
supplier types and literature specific to the software industry were used in generating the
dimensions for the software supplier typology. The identification of five software
supplier types sheds new light on the strategic choices made and operational models used
by the software firms. The focus moves away from merely looking at a company’s final
product, i.e., examining whether it is a software product, customised software or a
software development service, to looking more at how and with which resources and
capabilities different supplier types operate. Also, the application of the supplier
framework to the four cases of software subcontractor firms brings to light implications
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for the development of industrial software suppliers that have not yet been addressed in
the literature.

7.5 Managerial implications
For business management within the context of software production in industrial markets,
one important contribution of this thesis is that it provides a deeper view of the
operational context of the firms by conceptualising the types of actors that operate within
the industry. The typologies developed assist a firm’s management in positioning the firm
along the continuum of different supplier types. The typology is useful in conducting
competitive analysis by categorising other players in the industry into certain firm types.
The supplier typologies also provide support in developing software firms’ strategies, as
it identifies not only the firm types but also the most significant resources and capabilities
a particular firm type should have or should develop in order to become a certain
software firm type.
Quite differently from the existing literature that regards pure software product
business as the most successful way of doing business, the typology and the case analyses
indicate that system houses are typically the largest software supplier types when
measured in terms of both personnel and turnover. Thus, the results of this thesis suggest
that developing into a system house may be a more attractive option for an industrial
supplier firm than becoming a software product firm.
The thesis provides insights into the factors that affect a software firm’s development
and describes typical development paths for such firms. In fact, all the propositions
presented in Section 7.3 are relevant for practical management of a software supplier
firm. One of the most important of these is proposition 3.1. The fact that developing from
a resource firm into a firm producing its own software products is extremely difficult in
customer-dependent core-product development projects should encourage managers to
look for other development options when entering the software product business. The
case firms showed that it might be easier for a supplier to merge with a suitable partner
that already has software products than to develop them internally. However, in order to
merge, a software firm has to have developed a specific competence that will attract
potential partners.
As the supplier development analysis suggests, the managers of software supplier
firms should consider both firm-internal and firm-external issues when planning the
future development of their firm. The outer context factors include the future
development of the key customer’s industry as well as the key customer’s purchasing
strategy and capabilities. Technological development may bring about changes that
enable suppliers to take part of its customer business and manage it independently, for it
changes the nature and substance of the products or services that customers outsource.
Within the telecommunications segment in the ICT cluster, the trend was that the larger
band owners increasingly made not only the production but also the development of
mature technology the responsibility of their supplier network.
The results of the case studies emphasise that a supplier firm should carefully consider
the type of projects in which it becomes involved. Although the customer’s core
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technology projects may be technologically more interesting and offer a chance to learn to
co-operate closely with the customer, they often do not open up possibilities for a
software supplier to operate independently. Focusing on the development of a large
customer’s support software, on the other hand, often does yield opportunities for more
independent operations on the part of the software development service subcontractors.
The thesis also points out the resources and capabilities that enable the development of
software suppliers. Perhaps the most significant of these resources for management is the
identification of customer relationship capabilities, the routines comprising these
capabilities, and the way in which the capabilities needed in customer relationships
change as the supplier type changes. For example, while a resource firm must put much
emphasis on adjusting to the needs of the customer at the operational level, a firm that
manages its own projects and products must take responsibility for operations. The thesis
brings to the fore the most significant drivers of supplier firm development: identifiable
organisational routines that are adjusted to the supplier’s needs. The study suggests that,
in order to develop their firm, a supplier’s managers need not develop anything new or
radical but, rather, should focus on developing effective basic organisational practices.

7.6 Suggestions for future research
The findings and limitations of this research suggest several areas where further research
would be interesting and fruitful, e.g., the literature on industrial supplier development,
resource and capability research and the industry specific literature concerning software
firms. First, in this study the supplier development framework applied only in the ICT
cluster and in connection with software development subcontracting. Applying the same
framework in different industrial contexts would test and help to add more detail to it.
This would include testing the framework in more traditional industries that are not
highly dynamic and technology-based in nature. In that case, the supplier types identified
would probably be very different; this is particularly likely if the suppliers do not take
part in the customer’s product development processes.
In addition to drawing on quantitative data, the software supplier typologies developed
in this thesis were strongly based on empirical material gathered during the research
project. Testing the typologies further with larger body of quantitative data would verify
the nature of the supplier types and help in narrowing down the resources and capabilities
connected with each type to a few, particularly salient items. In the present study, the
supplier types were presented in a rather broad sense. Also, data could be gathered from
software industries from many countries. This would make it possible to determine if the
developed typologies are typical only of Finnish software suppliers or whether they are
common for all industrial software suppliers regardless of geographical location. In my
estimation, it is likely that essentially similar types of firms can be identified throughout
the world, for there exist global organisations that apply IC technology and have offices
all over the world. Like the Finnish companies studied here, these large organisations
have created software supplier networks wherever they operate.
A larger set of data could also be applied in finding out which are the specific areas in
the customer’s software development that offer a software supplier firm possibilities for
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more independent operations. Based on the results of this thesis, one can only say that the
areas in which it is most difficult for a supplier to detach its own independent operations
are the customer’s core-product development areas. Still, one could go further in
differentiating, for example, between basic core-product research projects, early-stage
research projects, advanced development projects, and the like (see Quinn 2000,
Handfield et al. 1999).
With respect to resource and capability research, this study did not address in a
detailed manner the question of the mechanisms by which dynamic capabilities develop
in firms and by which their nature changes. Based on the study, it can be argued that
dynamic capabilities are relatively persistent and that their nature is different in the
different development stages of a firm. Conducting an in-depth study on how the dynamic
capabilities identified in the thesis evolve would increase the general understanding of
their development and of the possibilities to manage this development. Finally, it would
also be interesting to study further the development of the case study firms to ascertain
how the required resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities changed after the firms
merged and became parts of other firms. A specifically interesting question is whether the
dynamic capabilities in a large software firm remain at the level of basic routines
comprising practices used efficiently or change into more diffuse co-ordination
mechanisms that are hard to describe as explicit processes.
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Appendix 3
Project management practices
(average/scale 1-5) by supplier types
5.0

1
4.5

2
3

4.0

4
3.5

5
6

3.0

7
2.5
2.0

8
-

Resource Resource Software Software System
firm
firm with product product firm house
projects
firm with projects
1. Preparing projects plans for projects
2. Describing project life-cycle
3. Project tasks is given detailed descriptions
4. The nature of documentation and reviewing is planned beforehand
5. Project managers and steering groups are appointed
6. Company uses own project management tools
7. Project portfolio is managed at the company level
8. Projects include risk and quality analysis
9. Knowledge generated in projects is analyzed and used systematically

9

Software engineering practices
(average/scale 1-5) by supplier type
5.0

4.5

1.
2.

4.0

3.
3.5

4.
5.

3.0

6.
2.5

7.
2.0

Resource
firm

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Resource Software
firm with product
projects
firm

Software
product firm
with projects

System
house

Documented software engineering process
Software engineering process is uniform across the company
Software engineering process involves separate requirements document
Engineering process life cycle is applied
Cross team engineering is applied
Software engineering is managed across teams
General software engineering process models are applied

Quality management practices
(average/scale 1-5) by supplier type

5.0

1

4.5

2

4.0
3

3.5
3.0

4
2.5

5

2.0

6

1.5

Resource Resource Software Software System
firm
firm with product product firm house
projects
firm with projects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Company has own quality management handbook
Continuous development of internal quality practices
External quality certificate
Internal quality assessment
Internal quality manager
Use of customer’s quality practices

’Relationship capabilities’ by supplier type (average/scale 1-5)
5.0

4.5

4.0

Factors I-V

3.5

Factor I
3.0

Factor II
Factor III

2.5
Factot IV
2.0

LFactor V
Total

Product firm
Product
Resource-firm with projects
firm
Resource
with projects
-firm

SystemHouse

Factor I: Software development capability
Factor II: Ability to operate as a formally secure partner in a customer relationship
Factor III: Capability to take responsibility for the results of operations
Factor IV: Capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at strategic level
Factor V: Capability to adjust to the needs of the customer at operational level
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________________________________________________________________________
PART A. SUPPLIER TYPE VARIABLES
1.

Number of company personnel:____________

2.

Number of customers:______________

Cross the option/s closest to the present state of Your company.
3. Company’s present growth is best described by:

(A) Strong growth in one business section …………………………………….….

(B) Strong growth in several business sections…………………………………..

(C) Moderate growth in one business section……………………………………..
(D) Moderate growth in several business sections .………………………………..

(E) Stable size, no significant growth.…….……………………………………...

4. Your company’s field of expertise is mainly based on:
(A) Certain technological know-how ……….………………….………..………..

(B) Customer’s solution and/or application know-how.…….…………………….
(C) Research and development knowledge……….…………...………………….

(D) Own software products…………………….………...…..…………………….
(E) Marketing know-how………..……………..…………...……………………..
(F) Co-operation networking…..……...………………………..………………..
(G) Other, specify?_________________________________________________

5. The change rate in the most important business segment is best described as:
(A) Very fast change rate, technological discontinuity common………………….

(A) Change rate mediocre and relatively stable………………………….………...

(B) Only little change ……………………………………………………….…….

(D) Main line of business consumer markets……………….………………….….

(E) Company’s products/services independent of line of business ……...………..

6. What percentage of Your company’s activities consists of:
A. Offering know-how/resources to the customer on hourly basis………………._________%
B. Developing the software to the customer in own projects……………………. _________%
C. Developing own software modules independently to the client’s
product…………………………..…………………………………………… _________%
D. Independent production and selling of software products…………………… _________%
E. Other, specify?_________________________________________________ _________%
_______________________________________________________________________________
PART B: SUPPORT PROCESSES
B1. Personnel development
Yes

7. Company has a defined personnel policy………...…………………….……..

No

..

Yes

8. High turnover of personnel has been seen as a problem in the company ………

No

..

(9. The company targets its recruiting activities to
A. Near our own location in Finland……..…………………………………….……..
B. Finland’s growth districts………………………………………………………..
C. Outside growth districts in Finland….…………………….………………………
D. Abroad.………………………………………………………………………………
10. Evaluate the personnel development activities and the importance of different factors. Cross the
option/s that are used in Your company.
Not
Very
Important
Important
Orientation training for new employees…………………………….………...

…1 2 3 4 5

External training (project manager training etc.)…………………….………

…1 2 3 4 5

Employee has an opportunity to affect his/her job description…….…………..

…1 2 3 4 5

Active training during working hours………………………………………….

…1 2 3 4 5

Mentor system…………………………………………………………………

…1 2 3 4 5

Circulation of work tasks……..………………………………………………

…1 2 3 4 5

Training by customer………….……………………………………………….

…1 2 3 4 5

Other internal training………….………………………………………………

…1 2 3 4 5

Diverse reward system for personnel……….………………...………………..

…1 2 3 4 5

B2. Marketing and communication

No

Yes

..

12. Company has a marketing department/marketing manager………….….……..
(13. Evaluate the importance of different marketing procedures in Your company.

Not
Important
Previous jobs/projects with customer……………..………………………………….. 1 2 3
Customer references……………………………...……………………………………… 1 2 3
Active personal sales work…………………...………………………………………… 1 2 3
Employees’ lists of credits …………………………….………………………………. 1 2 3
Quality certificates……………….……………………………………………………… 1 2 3
Marketing know-how of the distributive trade………...……………………….………. 1 2 3
Marketing know-how of thepartners……...…………………………………………… 1 2 3
Company name and reputation………………………………………………………….. 1 2 3
External general marketing (e.g. Internet, news papers, radio)………………………. 1 2 3
Marketing at trade fairs or other trade events…………...………………….………… 1 2 3

Very
Important
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5

B3. Product development and quality processes
14. Company has it’s own research and development activities
(not as part of customer project) ……………………………………...…...………...

Yes

No

..

15. Evaluate the quality practices of the company and their present meaning. Cross the option/s
that are in use in Your company.
Not
Very
Important Important
Company’s own internal quality handbook…………………………….………...

…1 2 3 4 5

Constant development of the quality standards ...……………………….………..

…1 2 3 4 5

Getting an external quality certificate……………………..……………………..

…1 2 3 4 5

Company’s internal assessments…………………...…………………………..

…1 2 3 4 5

Company’s own quality manager…..….………………………………………….

…1 2 3 4 5

Using customer’s quality processes ……………………………………………
…1 2 3 4 5
__________________________________________________________________________
PART C: COMPANY RESOURCES
C1. Personnel
16.
A.
B.
C.
D.

What percentage of the personnel have a degree in:
Technical education…………………………………………………………………….___________%
Information processing education….………………………………….…………….. ___________%
Business education (economic sciences, business school etc.)……. ………...……… ___________%
Other, specify ?_______________________________________________ _____ ___________%

17. The average work experience of the personnel taking part in the actual software design and
development, and management of the company (estimate)……………. ____________
C2. Customer relations
18. Evaluate the importance of different know-how areas concerning Your
company’s success in
customer relations:
Not
Important
Willingness to adjust own strategy to customer’s strategy
Knowing customer’s operations………………………………………………………….. 1 2 3
Flexibility according to change in customer’s requests…………………………………… 1 2 3
Keeping in with given schedules……..………………………………………………….. 1 2 3
Ability to take product liability…………………………………………………………. 1 2 3
Sharing the risk with the customer………………………………………………………. 1 2 3
Software architecture know-how………………………………………………………... 1 2 3
Software testing know-how……………………………………………………………… 1 2 3
Software design know-how……………………………………………………………… 1 2 3
Programming/Coding know-how………………………………………………………... 1 2 3
Project management know-how………………………………………………….………. 1 2 3
Ability to grow with the customer………………………………………….…………… 1 2 3
Managing own quality processes………………………………………………………… 1 2 3
Data security know-how…………………………………………………………………. 1 2 3
Use of design tools….……………………………………………………………………. 1 2 3
Confidential customer relations………………………………………………………… 1 2 3
Knowing the contract protocol…………………………………………………………. 1 2 3
Passing the customer’s supplier evaluation…………………………………………….. 1 2 3

Very
Important
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5

19.

How big of a share of Your business comes from Your biggest customer _________%
1

20. Typical durance of a customer relation

__________(days/months/years)

C3. Partners
2

21. Company uses own subcontractors:

(A) In software design…………...……………………………………….……………….
(B) In hardware design……………….……………………………….……………………
(C) In acquiring finance, management and/or marketing know-how…………….………..
(D) In acquiring recruitment and/or other personnel services……...………………………
(E) In other, specify_________________________________________________……….
22. Company has business partners in

:

A. Product development…………………….…………………………….……………….
B. Manufacturing……………………….…………………………….….………………..
C. Marketing………………………...……………………………...…….……………….
D. Distribution……………………………………………………………..…….………..
(E) Other, specify?_________________________________________________…………
C4. Finance
23. What type of capital has Your company used/uses:
(A) Proprietary equity………………………………………………………………………
(B) Capital from the circle of friends……….………………………………………………
(C) Bank loan..…………………………………………………..….………………………
(D) Risk financing (private investors/capital investment trusts) ...………………………..
(E) External investments through going public……………………………………………
(F) Other, specify?__________________________________________________
C5. Technical resources
24. There have been considerable investments in own software development

Yes

environment…………..…………………………………………….………………….
25. Company has own product/technology solutions……………………………………..
_________________________________________________________________________
PART D: PRODUCTION PROCESSES
D1. Software service and product business

No

..
..

26. The share of software service business of Your company’s production?
27. The share of software product business of Your company’s production?
1

Here customer relation means the entire duration of the relation, not a single project.
Business partners share part of the risk of and profit from the joint production of a product or service.
Subcontractor does not share risk/profit even though otherwise the co-operation between the subcontractor and
customer can be very close.

2

28 Where does Your proprietary rights from a produced product typically stay:
A. Your own company……………………..………………………..………………..
B

Customer company………………………………………………………………….

C. Depends on the situation……………………………………………………..
29. Are Your services usually priced according to :
(A) Hourly work…………………………..………………………..…….…………….
B. Fixed pricing…………………………..………………………..…….……
(C) Other, specify?______________________________________________________
No

Yes

(30)Do You consciously pursue to productize Your services? ………….…...…

.

..

(31)Answer the following statements (if Your company does not practice both software design and
software product business, move to question D2)
Disagree
Company product and service activities support each other technologically…...…….. 1
Service activities are partly kept up to keep up the contact to customers……………….. 1
Service activities finances the product business……………………...………………….. 1
Mere service business activities lead to a too high dependency of key customers……… 1

2
2
2
2
In product business the activity risk is higher than in service business…. …………… 1 2
Service business produces good ideas for developing a software product………………. 1 2

Agree
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

D2. Project activity and software development process management
(32) Estimate Your company’s project management practices and their meaning in the present
business. Cross the option/s that are in use in Your company.

Not
Very
Important Important
A project plan is compiled for projects..…………………………….………….

…1 2 3 4 5

The life cycle of the project is described………………………………………..

…1 2 3 4 5

Specific descriptions are done of project tasks………… ..…………………

…1 2 3 4 5

Project documentation and reviews are determined in advance ……………..

…1 2 3 4 5

Projects have project managers and management teams ….…………………..

…1 2 3 4 5

Company has own project management tools…………………...………………

…1 2 3 4 5

Project portfolio is managed and planned on company level…………………

…1 2 3 4 5

Quality and risk analysis are performed in connection to projects…...……….

…1 2 3 4 5

The knowledge learned from projects is utilized systematically……………….

…1 2 3 4 5

(F) Estimate the software practices of Your company. Cross the option/s if it applies to Your company
N ot
Very
Important
The development process of the software is documented ..……………………….

Important

…1 2 3 4 5

The software development process is consistent through the organization………... …1 2 3 4 5
A separate quality specification is drawn in the software process…………………. …1 2 3 4 5

Parallel product development is applied in the company…...…………….

…1 2 3 4 5

Software development is managed between teams…….………….…...…

…1 2 3 4 5

…1 2 3 4 5
Company applies general software process improvement models….....
__________________________________________________________________________
PART E: BUSINESS ACTIVITY PROCESSES
34.

No

Yes

The company has a formal organisation structure where
different responsibility units are defined…….. ..………….……..……….

..

35. The company aims to systematically collect data on
competitors and their business activities….………..…………….……….

..

36. The company aims to compare own actions to the actions
..

of competitors/other companies in the business……………………...
37. Company managing director tasks includes the participation in everyday work in the
company……….….……….…………………………………………….

..

38. Company strategy:
(A) is compiled in the management team….….………………………….……….
(B) is compiled only by the managing director……….….……….…………..
_________________________________________________________________________
PART F: FUTURE OF THE BUSINESS
39. The operation model according to the future aims of the company:
A. Maintaining the present operations model ………..…………….……………
(B) Other; specify?__________________________________________________
40. The company turnover is expected to grow during the year 2002

___________%

41. Estimate the following factors in Your company’s future business activities :
Not
Important

Very
Important

Co-operation and networking……..……………………………………………

1 2 3 4 5

Business mergers and acquirements………………………………….

1 2 3 4 5

Operations on international markets….…………………………………………

1 2 3 4 5

Acquiring risk financing/outside investments….. ………..…………………….

1 2 3 4 5

Knowledge of contract practices and law……………...………………………..

1 2 3 4 5

Expanding the customer base in the present markets……………………………

1 2 3 4 5

Increase the number of business units………………………………………….

1 2 3 4 5

Standardising and developing processes…. ………………………………………

1 2 3 4 5

Offering new products/services….……………..……………….……….………

1 2 3 4 5

Thank You for Your valuable answers!

Appendix 5
Detailed results of the quantitative study
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1

51
40
25
18
8 years
technical (53%),
information processing
(39%), business (13%),
other (4%)
1994
after 1996 (45%)

8
8
13
12
11 years
technical (47%),
information processing
(56%), business (7%),
other (12%)
(a) 1992
(b) no clear division

378
110

(a) 66
(b) 30
8 years
technical (39%),
information
processing (42%),
business (21%), other
(7%)
1993
after 1996 (39%),
1991-1996 (30%)

20
(a) 9.4 Mmk
(b) 6.3 Mmk

Resource firm with
supporting
projects/products

6
5.1 Mmk
4.4 Mmk

Resource firm
(100%)

90
44.6 Mmk
13 Mmk

Entire material

1995
after 1996 (67%)

12
(a) About ½ are small
(EM 1 Mmk) ans ½
big (EM 26 Mmk)
(b) Small( 470) Big (n.
2700)
(b) Small 6, Big 80
6.5 years
technical (36%),
information processing
(35%), business (29%),
other (9%)

Software product
firm (100%)

56
42
7 years
technical (36%),
information processing
(47%), business (21%),
other (6%)
33
20
10 years
technical (27%),
information processing
(41%), business (33%),
other (10%)

1992
1991-1996 (42%)

520
161

(a)223
(b) 136

1992
after 1996 (32%)

31
(a) 35.8 Mmk
(b) 23 Mmk

System house

19
(a) 17.8 Mmk
(b) 11 Mmk

Software product
firm with supporting
projects

The software product companies are clearly divided into small and big companies. In points 2, 3, and 4(a) these have been dealt with as separate groups, otherwise as one.
Employees may have a multidisciplinary education; therefore the educational classifications are not mutually exclusive.

5. Founding year
Average value
Year classes

Number of findings
Turnover1
(a) EM
(b) 95% trimmed
mean
Number of customers
EM
95%trimmed mean
Number of personnel
EM
(b) 95% trimmed mean
(c) Personnel work
experience(EM)
(d) Personnel education2

Variable

Company
type

stable growth in one
business unit(30%),
strong growth in one
business unit (26%)
84%
90%

Certain technological
know-how/software
know-how(59%)
(b) Marketing knowhow (5%)
30%
2-5 years (39%)/over 5
years 30%

Entire material

80%

16%

4

94%

(a) stable growth in
one business unit
(32%)
(b) 90%
(a) stable growth in
one business unit
(26%)
(b) 93%

(a) strong growth in
one business unit
(25%)
(b) 161%

(a) stable growth in
one (35%) or several
business units (25%)
(b) 39%

(a) no clear number
one choice
(b) 15%

95%

33%
2-5 years/over 5 years

16%
2-5 years/over 5 years

53%
2-5 years/over 5 years

100%

Certain technological
know-how(71%)
Marketing know-how
(16%)

Own software products
(89%)
Marketing know-how
(5%)

Own software products
(83%)
Networking/marketing/
certain technological
know-how (25%)
12%
over 5 years/3-12
months

Certain technological
know-how (67%)
Marketing/software
products (0%)

Customer
business/software
know-how (70%)
Marketing know-how
0%
42%
2-5 years/3-12 months

System house

Software product
firm with supporting
projects

Software product
firm (100%)

Resource firm with
supporting
projects/products

Resource firm
(100%)

The option ‘other’ does not apply here
Growth strategies do not distinguish the action types well (supplier type does not ‘determine’ the future growth development).
5
The future prospects of software companies are dealt with on a larger scale than just for turnover in the graphic illustration, Section 9.

3

9. Own product
development work
(yes %)

7. (a) Biggest customer’s
share of turnover (EM)
(b) Duration of customer
relation (two most
typical categories)
8. (a) Growth strategy4
(b) Growth prediction
for 2002 (%)5

6. Field of expertise
Most important(yes %)
Least important (yes %)3

Variable

Company
type

10. Investments in own
product development
environment (yes %)
11. Own
product/technology
solutions (yes %)
12. Co-operation
partnership in product
development (yes %)
13. Subcontractors in
software design
(yes %)
hardware design (yes %)
14. Quality processes
General importance
Two most important
activities
( EM)
Least important activity
(EM)
15. (a) Importance of
external training in

Variable

Company
type

48%

42%
16%

General (EM)=3.5
Internal assessments
(4.2), Own quality
processes (3.8)
External quality
certification (2.5)

36%

32%
11%

General (EM)= 3.5
Constant development
of quality system (4.5),
internal
evaluations(3.9)
External quality
certification (2.2)
Average value 2.8

67%
17%

General (EM)= 3.3
Internal assessments
(4.3), Own quality
manager (3.7)
Use of customer
quality systems (2.2)

30%
20%

General(EM)= 3.1
Constant development
of quality system (3.6),
use of customer quality
systems(3.4)
External quality
certificate (1.9)
Average value 3.2

-16%

(a) General (EM)= 2.9
Use of customer
quality systems (4) ,
Own quality
manager(3)
External quality
certificate (1.7)
Average value 2.5

(a) 39%
(b) 17%

General EM= 3.34
Internal assessments
(3.8), Constant
development of the
quality system (3.8)
(c) External quality
certificate(2.2)
(a) Average value 3.1

Average value 2.9

Average value 3.3

87%

67%

100%

15%

100%

33%

81%

System house

40%

70%

89%

Software product
firm with supporting
projects

16%

75%

Software product
firm (100%)

81%

65%

Resource firm with
supporting
projects/products

16%

Resource firm
(100%)

77%

Entire material

General (EM)= 3.4
Documented software
development process
(4), separate standard
definition document
(3.9)
Application of general
software process
improvement models
(3)

Factor V: (4.3)
Factor IV: (3.3)
4
3.47
3.7
3.3
4.3

17. Customer
relationship capabilities
Most important
capability
Least important
capability
Factor IEM
Factor II EM

Entire material

16. Software engineering
process
General importance
Two most important
operations (EM)
Least important
operation(EM)

personnel development
(scale 1-5)

Variable

Company
type

General (EM)= 2.9
Documented software
development process
(3.67), separate
standard definition
document/use of lifecycle model(3.3)
Application of general
software process
improvement models
(2)
(a) Factor V: (4.7)
Factor III: (3)
3.9
3.7
3
3.5
4.7

Resource firm
(100%)

General (EM)= 3.2
Unified software
development
process/separate
standard definition
document (3.7),
Documented software
development process
(3.6)
Application of lifecycle models (2.6)
Factor V: (4.3)
Factor II: (3.3)
3.85
3.3
3.45
3.45
4.3

Resource firm with
supporting
projects/products

General (EM)= 3.2
Documented software
development process
(4), Unified software
development process
throughout the
organisation (3.6)
Application of general
software process
improvement models
(2.33)
Factor V: (4.2)
Factor IV: (3)
3.9
3.47
3.78
3
4.2

Software product
firm (100%)

General (EM)= 3.4
Documented software
development process
(4.1), Unified software
development process
throughout the
organisation (4)
Application of general
software process
improvement models
(2.84)
Factor I: (4.2)
Factor IV: (3.25)
4.2
3.6
3.7
3.25
4.1

Software product
firm with supporting
projects

Factor V: (4.45)
Factor IV: (3.4)
4
3.5
3.9
3.4
4.45

General (EM)= 3.5
Separate standard
definition document
(4.25), Documented
software development
process (4.24)
Application of lifecycle models (3)

System house

Marketing processes
General importance
(EM)
Two most important
operations (EM)
Least important

Factor III EM
Factor IV EM
Factor V EM
18. Project management
process
General importance
(EM)
Two most important
operations (EM)
Least important project
management operation (
EM)

Variable

Company
type

(a) General (EM)=3.4
(b) Information and
knowledge learned
from projects are
utilised systematically
(4.21), Projects have
project manager and
management team
(4.16)
Execution of quality
and risk analysis (2.71)

General (EM)=
3.27
Previous work/projects
with customers (4.95),
customer
references(4.47)

(a) General (EM)=
2.51
Previous work/projects
with customers (4.8),
company name and
reputation (4)

General (EM)= 3.4
Previous work/projects
with customers (4.6)
Quality certificates
(2.3)

Resource firm with
supporting
projects/products

General (EM)= 3.3
Detailed description of
project tasks/project
documentation and
review in advance (4),
Projects have project
manager and
management team
(3.75)
Executing quality and
risk analysis during
project (2.5)

Resource firm
(100%)

General (EM)= 3.7
Compiling a project
plan (4.3), Projects
have project manager
and management team
(4.2)
Quality and risk
analysis (3.2)

Entire material

(a) General (EM)=3.6
(b) Compiling a project
plan (4.25), description
of project
tasks/documentation &
reviews/systematic
analysis of information
and knowledge (3.88)
(c) detailed description
of project
tasks/management of
the project portfolio
(3.13)
General (EM)=
3.5
Customer references
(4.55), personal sales
work (4.33)
Quality certificates

Software product
firm (100%)

(a)General (EM)=4
(b)Compiling a project
plan (4.7), Projects
have project manager
and management
team(4.5)
Own project
management tools
(3.4)

General (EM)=
3.52
(b) Previous
work/projects with
customers (4.74),
Customer references
General (EM)=
3.42
Customer references
(4.74), Previous
work/projects with
customers (4.5)

System house

(a) General (EM)=3.6
(b) Compiling a project
plan (4.2), systematic
analysis of information
and knowledge(4.1)
(c) Management of
project portfolio (2.9)

Software product
firm with supporting
projects

Yes 100%

90%
10%

Yes 100%6

(a) 100%

21%
65%
14%

100%
-

Own company 50%
Customer company
15%
Varies 35%

Marketing know-how
of the distribution trade
(2.32)

Software product
firm with supporting
projects

(2.18)

Software product
firm (100%)

Yes 75%

Marketing know-how
of the distribution trade
(2.4)

Resource firm with
supporting
projects/products

Yes 50%

Marketing know-how
of the distribution trade
(1.17)

Resource firm
(100%)

Yes 87%

Entire material

39%
13%
48%

(4.61)
(c) marketing knowhow of the distribution
trade (2.32)
Yes 90%

System house

Even though the “software product companies” reported in the survey that their operations are based 100% on production of software products, most of them have some software service
product business; i.e., the software is custom made although it is sold under the name ‘software product’.

6

20. Is there an aim to
productise software
services?
21. Intellectual
proprietary rights to
services (IPR) goes to
own company
customer company
varies

operation (EM)

Variable

Company
type

